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THE GREAT BATTLE IN FLANDERS -A TRIUMPH OF TIME-KEEPING THE AISNE

AND CHAMPAGNE-A POLITICAL BREEZE.

FOR
the three weeks preceding July 31, the

story of the fighting on the northern sectors

of the Western Front was a record of continuous

cannonade, rising daily in power until it reached

an intensity unparalleled in the history of war.

That this was only the prelude to some tre-

mendous operation was obvious to the most
casual observer ; the only point of speculation

was, when would Sir Douglas Haig move forward ?

Even the enemy made no secret of his expecta-

to these systematic movements ;
but the opening

of the Third Battle of the Yser, as some suggest
its name, the fourth great engagement on the

British front this year, exceeded all records of

punctual performance, and gives yet another

proof of that fire economy of ample means

which the British High Command is now able

to exercise in its major offensives. The periods
of waiting may seem long to those who watch

from a distance, but they are days of the most

VICTORS ON THE SCENE OF THEIR VICTORY : A GERMAN MACHINE-GUN EMPLACEMENT ON A RECENT BATTLEFIELD,
AND THE MEN WHO DROVE THE ENEMY FROM IT. [Canadian War Records.]

tions, and his repcrts betrayed more than a little

apprehension. He massed guns in unprecedented
numbers, and brought up every available unit,

sending into his line, before the Ypres salient

thirteen divisions, the 4th, 6th Reserve, loth

and i6th Bavarians, and the 3rd Division of the

Guard. These wsre posted against the British

alone. The exact point of attack was clearly

enough known, and where the Germans stood,

there Sir Douglas Haig struck them at four on
the morning of July 31, after a last burst of

artillery preparation which baffles all description.

Once again the British and their French allies,

of whom a strong force was now posted on the

extreme left, went forward according to time-

table, on a carefully rehearsed plan. Every unit

had its nearer objective, beyond which, if cir-

cumstances permitted, it might advance to a

further given point, at which the day's operation
must terminate. By this time we are accustomed

fruitful and best-considered effort. Not one hour
is wasted ; all subserve the main end.

The scene of the attack was the famous Ypres
salient, and the line extended from the valley of

the Lys, northward across the reverse slopes of

the Messines-Wytschaete ridge and around Ypres
to the Yser Canal. The most northerly flank of

the British force rested on Boesinghe, and thence

northward the main attack was in the hands of

the French. The terrain within the Ypres salient

is in the form of a shallow cup, and the movement
was outwards in order to take the rim of ground,
the last portion of those ridges which remained
in enemy hands after the conquest of Vimy and
Messines. Much of the advance was over ground
that resembled an inland sea, with only patches
of dry land showing here and there above the

flood-water. The weather, varying from a drizzle

to a downpour, gave no help ; but our troops
make light of that inconvenience, and the state
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of the skies hindered them net at all, except so

far as aerial fighting was concerned. But even

there
"
a clear superiority

" was claimed.

From La Basse Ville on the Lys, to Steen-

straate on the Yser, a front of over fifteen miles,

the whole line moved forward. The French,

moving rapidly, captured Steenstraate early in

the day, and pushing on, penetrated the German
front to a depth of two miles, taking
the village of Bixschoote, which was
their furthest point of advance, and
constituted their

"
little bit to the

bargain." They reported many
prisoners and much material taken,
and had inflicted very severe losses

on the Germans, at insignificant
cost to themselves. Meanwhile, the

British, well screened by their own

artillery, were no less expeditious.

They carried two powerful enemy
positions, and captured the villages

of Verlorenhoek, Frezenberg, St.

Julien, and Klkem, a good two
miles in front of their starting-point,
the whole chain of points seized

forming an almost perfect advanced

parallel to the north-eastern side of

the Ypres salient as it stood before

the battle began. It is a gain ol

territory that makes a considerable

show upon the map. Besides these

main points, our troops captured

many strongly defended farms,

woods, and organised localities.

Southward, on the right centre, the

British, against stubborn resistance, fought their

way forward to capture the village of Hooge and

advarce at this poirt was to the depth of about

a mile. The Commander-in -Chief claimed that

his men had done exactly what had been pre-

scribed, neither more nor less, all along the line.

On the extreme right, as on the north, they were

finished early, and had placed to their credit the

villages of La Basse Ville and Hollebeke.

It was a day of great encouragement. More,

ON THE WAY TO A FIELD-AMBULANCE STATION : STRETCHER-BEARERS

WITH A WOUNDED COMRADE, AND GERMAN PRISONERS HELPING ANOTHER

OVER THE GROUND. [Canadian War Records.']

Sanctuary Wood, and finally carried Westhoek,
near the Ypres-Menin Road, where the enemy
reports say the fighting was "

very bitter." The

GETTING READY IN A CAPTURED ENEMY TRENCH TO STOP THE

EXPECTED COUNTER-ATTACK : REINFORCEMENTS AND SOME OF THE

ATTACKERS IN WAIT FOR THE GERMANS. [Canadian War Records.}

it would be rash to claim at the mcment ol

writing. But the movement was executed with

what must be called, comparatively

speaking, remarkable ease. The men
went forward unbroken, and the

guns showed an unusual mobility,
for they were advancing to new

positions almost as soon as the in-

fantry had started. The reason for

this is to be found in the enemy's
new device of keeping his front

lines only lightly manned, while he

masses to the rear for the counter-

attack. The early shifting of the

guns is in order to get the range of

these massed reserves, while they
are still stationary, and the tactics

probably succeeded, for counter-

attacks were few and ineffective.

On the following day, counter-

attacks, delivered on La Basse Ville,

and north of the Ypres - Comines

Canal, were successfully repulsed,

while, further to the left, near the

Ypres-Roulers railway, north of

Hooge, another hostile assault was
beaten down by our artillery which
became very violent again in the

afternoon. The prisoners at the first

count, numbered 3500, but these were by no
means the whole bag. On Aug. i, our new
line was further improved, and it was announced
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that the German Headquarters was to be with-

drawn to Alost or Brussels.

The new battle was an Engineers' day. Bridg-

ing operations on the grand scale were carried

out under heavy fire. Over the Yser Canal alone

17 bridges had been thrown on the afternoon

preceding the battle ;
while the French constructed

and used no less than 29. Among the regiments

particularly named are the Guards, the Welsh,

the Highlanders, and the Australians. But

where all did excellently, it would be invidious

to particularise. None, however, surpassed the

feats of certain purely English units. One day,

perhaps, before the war ends, individual corps will

be named, while their achievements are still hot.

The Kaiser has chosen the moment to issue a

proclamation, full of great swelling words and

windy bombast. He speaks of stubborn resolution

and of unfailing strength. The former may well

be true we' would not belittle the enemy's

spirit but the logic of facts is against the latter.

Germany has long passed the zenith of her power.

And the Kaiser knows it. But he must play to

the gallery until the day when it will refuse to

let him go on with the long-drawn tragedy.

While these great events were in progress in

the north, on the Aisne front the fighting was of

the kind now familiar for many weeks past. The

same applies to the combat in Champagne and

on both banks of the Meuse. To record local

A TANK IN HOT ACTION : DELIVERING A SWEEPING FLANK-FIRE AND SHROUDING ITSELF IN ITS OWN SMOKE

AS IT THRUSTS ACROSS THE ENEMY TRENCHES. [Canadian War Records.']

We know, however, that the Welsh gave the

Kaiser's
"
Cockchafers," the Guard Fusiliers, a

dressing-down they will remember, and that our

own Guards walked through everything in magni-
ficent style.

" The Guards came through," as

Sir Conan Doyle's song says. Some Lancashire

lads, too, did great things, although where and

how is not yet revealed. Our gunners had the

good fortune arid the skill to catch the 38th Ger-

man Division just as it was relieving the iyth,

and ga\e both corps a very heavy punishment.
While the prisoners taken prove that the

enemy has still many fresh and fine troops to

put forward, they show also that he is beginning

to be pressed for reserves. Many of the prisoners

are mere boys, drawn from the 1918 class. Sur-

renders were easy and frequent in many cases,

although there was much gallant resistance as well.

In many positions the enemy fought to the last

man. One instance of the white-flag trick is re-

corded. The guilty party paid the penalty in full.

incidents would seem like vain repetition of an

oft-told tale. On the Chemin des Dames the

enemy claimed 1500 French prisoners on July 31 ;

but he has often been convicted of using the

multiplication table (second line) for the encourage-

ment of his people at home, who were that day
in great danger of hearing something not to their

advantage, however skilfully the facts might be

adjusted to suit German ears.

At home the political horizon was clouded by
a curious and disturbing incident. Mr. Henderson

had gone, under passport, to Pans, in company
with Mr. Ramsay Macdonald and certain Russian

delegates not altogether in high favour with their

own Government. There he was said to have

supported some sort of Stockholm Conference, to

be held in Paris in September. The matter was

discussed in the House of Commons on Wednesday.
The Italian campaign calls for no particular

comment. The fighting has been confined to

affairs of patrols. LONDON: AUG. 4, 1917.
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On the french Oise front: enemy tdrccluge OTorh.

r
MILITARY NECESSITY, AND SAVAGERY : A BLOWN-UP RAILWAY BRIDGE

; FARM IMPLEMENTS IN A CANAL.

The Ktnt depicted In tht abort illustration It somewhm to ui

the ererydajr conrentiontl military ttrm w art *cHtomt4 to

now4y In turtttivtt from tht Wttttrn Front on ont ol tht

canalltd rlrtrs on tht Frtneh Oil* front, which adjoins tht ftouth-

eastern limits of tht British aria of operations on tht Sommt.
Tht Germans, on being forced back by the persistent French advance,

u ututl, destroyed ertrythlnf they hid to I<T. Ai. i*tn, tbt

blown-up rtllwtf (Irdtr-brldft and dtttrojrtd lock ert Icfitlmatt

actt of war. An act, howtrtr, of uteltw u|trr, on tht othtr hand.

wat tht flinging Into tht canal of firming and husbandry Implements
and vthtcles, useless for blocking tht canal, the water of which the

merry also apparently drained off. [Frtnck Official Photograph.]
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Hn Italian Storming Httack on the Hustria

" UP AND OVER "
: INFANTRYMEN CLAMBERING OVER THE ST(

Men of an Italian regiment are seen here in the aft of clearing the parapet along the front line of a position to storm the
Austrian trenches along the hill-crest in front on the order "

Up and Over "
being given. The regularly and stoutly

constructed stone breastwork wall, with its loopholes and ledge for the Brer's arm to rest on when taking aim from its
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ncbes Opening on the Careo front.

5TWORK ON THE FRONT LINE, TO CHARGE ACROSS THE OPEN.

arance, belong! to a position which the Italians have had opportunity to build and flnlth at Iciture. Positionj o fortified

h stonework extend widely on the Cano front, where the coil is all rock and stone. Even earth for land-baft i> not to b*

There, also, owing to the rock surface,
"
digging-in," or ordinary trench excavation ii impossible. [Photograph by C.tf.l
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The British Gunners with the Italians.

ON THE CARSO FRONT : A GUN-EMPLACEMENT

Our gunners who arc lending a hand to General Cadorna's troops

on the Italian Carso front hare, as our Italian allies have

admitted with characteristic courtesy and chivalry, made a name
for themselves already for straight shooting and clever gunnery.

The gun-team of one of our batteries is shown in the upper

illustration, and the Illustration also brings out, in its portraiture

of the gun-emplacement and its surroundings, the rugged and

rocky nature of the terrain on which our men are operating. Deep
ravines with stp-sid-d intervening slopes and ridges, fringe and

cut extensively into the Carso plateau everywhere in the region

where Italians Are attacking. The lower illustration show* the en-

trance to one of our battery shell-magazines.-
'

rti-,t,,->. ->pptud by C.N.]

L.
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Canada boohing Hbeact to Hftcr the dar.
i

MACHINE-MAKING FOR RETURNED SOLDIERS : A McGILL UNIVERSITY CLASS : CHAUFFEUR TRAINING.

The Canadian authoritiM hare energetically taken in hand measures
lor the training of toldieri returning alter the war, or already
returned invalided from the front, in trada and rocationi by which
a satisfactory livelihood may be counted on. Special encouragement
it given to all who have any bent towards becoming machmiiti,

particularly In kinda ol labour lor which there must necewariry

be a great demand in connection with reconstruction and rebuilding

in Europe. Machine-construction and tool-making are favoured.

The upper illustration shows a tool-making soldier class in the

machine-initructional ihop attached to McGill University. In the lower,

a soldier-class li teen under instruction in motor-car machinery at

Montreal Technical High School. [Photos, by Topical.]

J
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On MC99UK9 Ridge, where the JVew Zeabnders fougf

SITUATED IN A TRENCH ACROSS THE CREST OF WHICH STRAY GERMAN BULLETS I

Thi ii t. Red Cross detail on the battlefield on Messme* R,d i;e. The entrance to s.-i Advanced Dressing-Station is shown atone end of a line of trench m which, under cover from bullets sweeping across tlia surface, the wounded are being attended to
i fMt at the stretcher-bearers arrive and accommodation can be found in the dressing-station. In the illustration, a stretcher
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ounded Httcndcd to Underground, Close to the firing, f|

- SWEEPING i THE ENTRANCE TO A SAFELY-PLACED ADVANCED DRESSING-STATION.

st arrived with a " case
"

is seen, momentarily waiting till a clear passage-way along the narrow trench to where the surgeons
e at work can be obtained. To mark the whereabouts of the station, a Red Cross flag is shown just above-ground. With
ery move forward, the station shifts ahead, so as to keep close to the fallen. [Ntu> Zealand official Pkolattaph.}
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On the frcnch Oisc front: German Spoil and Dtfbrie.

ENEMY LEAVINGS : A DERELICT GERMAN PRACTICE BOMB-CATAPULT ; A FARM OBSERVATORY.

Although comparatively little has Appeared in the communiques of

the tctivitiei of our Allies on the Oite front, which takes In the

northern districts of the Department of the Oiie, a few miles to

the south-west of St. Quentin, the French have been steadily pressing
the Germans back there. The enemy had apparently settled them-
selves In, establishing instructional camps and strongholds round

fortified farms. The upper illustration shows, in the foreground, a

German practice bomb-catapult as the French found it in a field

near a camp . The lower Illustration shows the remains of a

sheet-Iron water reservoir-tank in the ruins of a fortified farm

close to the German trenches, used as an observation -post until

French shells wrecked it. 'Fttivk Official rkotugraplti.}
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On the frencb Oiac front: In A Restored Village.

A RE-HOUSED FAMILY
;
AND A HEROINE : A HOUSE BUILT BY SOLDIERS

; MME. PELLEQUER.
The upper illustration ihowi timber house, one of iererl built

by French loldirri (or returned inhabitants of the devastated village

of Maucourt, in * reconquered district on the Upper Oiie. On the

Germans being beaten back, the Comtette dc Chabannei enlisted tht

help of French loldicri quartered near, rebuilt the church and

many lioutei, and rtca'led the refugee inhabitant!. In tht lower

illustration, Mme, Pe11|uer, a school teacher of the Maucourt

neighbourhood, is seen being decorated with the Croix de Guerre

before the local Territorials and her own schoolchildren. She

assumed civil charge of the village during the German occupation,
acted as major, and bravely prevented the Germans from perpetrating

by her force of character. [Frtnck Official Photographs,]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXI.-THE LINCOLNSHIRES.

O'DONOCHUE'S WOUND.

WHEN
the loth (the North Lincolnshire's),

now the Lincolnshire Regiment, were on

service before San Sebastian, in the Oarlist rising,

they took part one day in a smart action which

would have led to a complete success had Hernani,

\vhiih the ('.artists had abandoned in panic, been

M'i/ed immediately
and fortified. As
it was, the Irish

Brigade, to which
the loth was
attached, was left

in full possession
of the enemy's
centre lines ; and
the people of San

Sebastian, for many
months confined

within the city

walls, took heart

and came out to

greet the British

forces. Their joy
at our success was

unbounded, and

they gazed in

wonder at the

scene of the recent

fightinga veritable

No-Man's Land, with its corpse-strewn ground, its

smouldering and blackened ruins, and its general
desolation. The victorious troops gave equal

proof of the severity of the combat ; their mouths
were blackened with biting cartridges, their clothes

were tattered and smeared with filth and mud,
and as they rested on the sticky clay, taking what

to be seen, showed the liveliest sympathy with the

wounded, and at once improvised what relief lay
in their power to afford. They came out to meet
the ambulances as the wounded were carried into

the town, offered them refreshments, and volun-
teered to act as nurses. For this the casualties

were most grate-

ful, and only in

one known case was
unfair advantage
taken of the fair

and kind - hearted

Spaniards. Bu-t the

nefarious deed was

performed in such

a smiling manner
and with so much
naive geniality on
the part of the

criminal that it

passed off rather as

a good joke than
otherwise. The
villain's name was

O'Donoghue (his

nationality requires
AT THE DIVISIONAL ASSAULT - AT-ARMS DISPLAY BY TROOPS

QUARTERED IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF CANTERBURY:
THE WHEEL RACE. [/>*<*>/>* by L.N.A.]

no further explan-

ation), and he
was one of four

all noted charac-O'Donoghues in the regiment
ters. but this person most noted of all.

Some of the braver spirits among those devoted

Spanish women had come out from the city while

the fight was still in progress, and it was to these

that O'Donoghue surrendered. It is hinted by
the recorder that the attraction was really

AT THE DIVISIONAL ASSAULT-AT-ARMS DISPLAY BY TROOPS QUARTERED IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
OF CANTERBURY: THE BLOWN-UP BRIDGE IN THE BRIDGING COMPETITION. [Photograph by L.N.A.]

rest they could, they bore witness in their appear-
ance to the hard work they had gone through.

The ladies of San Sebastian, many of whom
had ventured out with the men to -see what was

mutual. The ladies were dispensing most com-
fortable cordials, irresistibly seductive to lips

smeared with powder and cartridge-grease. While

the regiment was going through an orchard under
cverltaf.
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Close to the Battle-Line on the front.

INCIDENTALS : A CANADIAN MAKING FOR HIS BILLET IN A SHELLED AREA ; OFF THE ROAD.

A Canadian soldier making hii way back to hit billet at a certain

place in a the)! -fluttered imall town within the battle-area, is

shown in the uiver illustration, stepping cautiously from tleeper

to sleeper along a strangely situated piece of railway line which

has, to all apprttam.r, undergone iti experience! ! In th lower

illustration is shown a wayside mishap to a Canadian position-gun

while on the way to its appointed place in the bombarding line.

The mishap, however, la only a nutter of a short delay until the

arrival from the nearest depdt of a repair.wagon with lifting jacks

and similar appliance! to replace the derelict on the road already,

it may be taken, summoned by telephone. The arrangement* for dealing

with such Incident! are excellently complei 'Canadian War
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fire, they missed their doughty champion, whose
voice arose from a little distance lustily bawling
for help and a stretcher

"
to save his sowl from

the bloody Carlists." The Spanish first-aids came

up and found O'D. answering to his own descrip-
tion of the enemy. He was limping painfully, and
an ensanguined shirt, wrapped roughly round
one of his legs, told its own tale. Up came a

DURING A GRENADE-ATTACK IN A BATTLE NEAR THE CHEMIN DES

DAMES: A FRENCH DESPATCH - BEARER TEMPORARILY SHELTERING
UNDER FIRE. [Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.]

stretcher. The hero, still howling, threw himself

upon it and was carried away.
Being among the first of the wounded to arrive

in San Sebastian, O'Donoghue excited a great deal

of interest. As the bearer party proceeded, they
were stopped again and again

by groups of towns-people, who

anxiously inquired for news of

how the day was going. O'D.

was not too much distressed to

gratify their curiosity, and exer-

cised his Celtic imagination in a

vivid, epic style. He told a fear-

ful story of carnage, embroidering
it with a multitude of picturesque

details, most of them finished

examples of circumstantial lying,

for, to tell the truth, he had
fallen out too early to see much
of the action. He told how
General Evans had fallen, after

killing the Carlist Commander
with his own hand ; how the

British Legion was nearly de-

stroyed ; and then, to crown all,

how he himself had quitted him-

self in the fray where he had
taken his honourable wound.
"
But, ochone, mind how ye

jowlt me !

"
It appeared that

O'Donoghue had had the narrowest squeak of his

life, and had come off alive only by fighting his

way through fifty Carlists.

Such a hero was deserving of all sympathy,
and the dear ladies kept the liqueurs and

cordials going merrily, while O'Donoghue took

off glass after glass with a readiness that

surprised them not a little, although the thirst

of wounded men is proverbial. He anticipated

by nearly a hundred years the sentiment of a

popular song of to-day,
" Another little drink

wouldn't do him any harm" and as often as

he called for it, and that, was continually, he

had it.

The consequence of all these

medical comforts was that, by
the time he was put comfortably
to bed in hospital, Master

O'Donoghxie had reached a state

of exaltation of which modern
medical science would disapprove

severely. An assistant - surgeon
came up to attend to him, and,

having heard an outline of the

case, desired the dresser to use

all gentleness in removing the

temporary bandage, for he

understood that they had to deal

with a severe fracture.

The blood - stained shirt was

delicately removed, and revealed

nothing to account for the blood

on it ! The gore was none of

O'Donoghue's, but the poor dead

fellow's from whom the roftue had

borrowed it in the orchard.
"

\\'hy, you scoundrel, you
are not wounded !

"
cried the surgeon.

" And wounded is it, ye mane ?
"

replied the

villain, with a ludicrous pretence of surprise.
"

If

I 'd stayed to be kilt by the murtherin' Carlists

sorrow to me sowl, who would there be now to

ON A CANADIAN SECTION ON THE WESTERN FRONT: SOLDIERS

RISKING A SHORT CUT THROUGH A RECENTLY CAPTURED VILLAGE

IN THE OPEN IN DAYLIGHT. [Canadian War Rtm.1*.}

kape the bhoys av the rig'mint alive. I 'm

thinkin' !

"

The plea seems to have passed muster. There

is, at any rate, no extant account of disaster to

the humourist for his life-saving escapade.
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CHoundcct Boys among our German prisoners.

wrWITH THE NEW ZEALANDERS : GERMAN BOY-PRISONERS ; GERMAN WOUNDED HELPING ONE ANOTHER.

Some of a batch of wounded German prisoner!, half-grown youths
and mere jchoolboyi, who were captured by the New Zealanders
in the section of the enemy's lines stormed by them near Mtssines,
art teen In the upper illustration, passing from one part of a

hospital camp to another. As has come out, young fellows of

the 1918 cla*a, ordinarily not due for calling up till next Christma*

twelremonth, and youths still in their teens, hare been enrolled in

Germany for the Western Front where we and the French have

already captured a good many. The protective coloration of the

hospital tents is also noteworthy. The lower illustration shows

wounded, trench-helmeted prisoners helping one another through

our lines during battle. l.Yrrr Zealand Official Photographs.]
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H foliage 6unspoeition Screen tb;

WELL CONCEALED FROM THE KEENEST EYES OVERHEAD ;
AND WITH A WELL-SI

This overhead anti-aircraft observation screen of leaf and undergrowth-foliage, spread like a verdant mat over a gun-positi

and the gunners' trench-quarters close by, is. quite a masterpiece in appearance. In July and August, of course, the maki

of such arboreal cover is easier thau e.t other tunes of year. The well-stocked magazine tor the gun comprises shells
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bouki Gffectively Baffle German Htrmen.

LL-MAGAZINE : A NEW ZEALAND GUNNERS' POST ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

photograph can sho
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Oc Camel Ousted from bie Mastery of

BROTHER TO THOSE THAT HAVE DONE SUCH GOOD WORK IN THE NEW
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and Sea: H New "
Ship of the Desert,

IN FLANDERS: A BRITISH TANK SOMEWHERE "ON THE EASTERN FRONT."
rote :

"
I saw * Tank go into action against a green hill near a warren in front of Altmuntar. She stood with her nose poi-.r,

1

the air across a trench, down which the crew poured rapid fire, and crossed the trench and turned south. The Austrian gunner*.

rned an immense volume of fire on the Tank. . . . She dropped back into a trench we had captured." \rhou^rap>i try Topual.]
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In the Steps of the Spoilers: H Cbu
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NOTHING IS SACRED TO THE ENEMY : DESOLATION AND RUIN IN

One of the most pathetic sights in the war-world, sadder even than the half-wrecked yet still stately structure of some greai

cathedra), is a country church in a peaceful district on the Western Front which the havoc of war has spent itseit in batterim
to disfigurement. It might well have seemed that such a church as that which we illustrate, with its sad-faced priest, it
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francc CQrcckcd by the Germans,

OF GOD, THE WORK OF ENEMY SHELLS ON THE WESTERN FRONT.
ered image,, its broken altar, its air of desolation and destruction, might have been spared. But it was in the " war * '
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$3i In Mesopotamia: TThe Masterstroke a fMstoric Capture,

AS WE FOUND THEM : BAGHDAD RAILWAY TERMINUS, INTACT ; A TURKISH " DEFAULTERS' CAGE,"
Baghdad Station, the destined teiminus, according to German
boasts, of the "Berlin-Baghdad" Railway, was the first point of

importance captured within the city. It was found intact, the

Turks not having had time to destroy it. As Sir Stanley Maude
said in his despatch :

"
Early in the morning our cavalry reached

a point two miles west of Baghdad railway station, where they were

checked by the enemy's fire." For twtnty-four hours a blinding

dust-storm prevented further advance. Then, next morning the

enemy were found to have cleared off. "The dust-storm was
still raging, but, following the Decauville Railway as a guide, our

troops occupied Baghdad Railway Station at 5.5:." A Turkish

"defaulters' cage" in a camp is seen in the second illustration.
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H fiealtb prescription in the Navy: Medicine Ball.

KEEPING FIT IN THE NAVY: A GAME OF MEDICINE BALL ON BOARD A BRITISH CRUISER.
NTI men while at tea are more restricted, owing to limitations
of space on board ship, in the forms of exercise available, than are
their comrades of the Army. Football, cricket, hockey, and golf,

<n a miniature scale, are, of course, ruled out, and, with
the exception of boxing or fencing, there are few sports that can
takt place on deck in their ordinary form. One pastime that is

L_

popular in the Nary is known a* Medidne Ball, played in the
manner shown in our photograph. A court is marked out, and
a pole is slung across between two pairs of players, who hit the
ball (a large one) to and fro orer the pole with their hands. In
thi way some good fun and strenuous exercise can be obtained
{Photo, by Topical.}
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DEPOT DAYS: VIII.-THE MAGIC OF THE ARMY.
T DON'T quite know if it is magic the ArmyA IIM-.S, or just ordinary highly scientific

chemistry. Anyhow, it does very impre.ssive
tnrks with a highly superfine alchemy on the soul.
The Army better than anything else takes man,
that very soli.) and obdura'te chemical body, and,
in spite of everything, re-

duces him to a solution.
Better still, it reduces him
to a solution in such a
way that the man never
notices it and, indeed,
rather gains in good feeling
for himself and the world
than loses them. We in
Tent X 6, who have watched
the anti-miiitarist becoming
an unconscious militarist of
the most pleasant sort,
have bowed before the
marvel.

It is not easy to see
how it is all done, but we
can note the process by
its outward signs.

When a man comes up
to Dep6t he doesn't think
the Army is as good a
show as the first house at
the Empire by any means.
He is rather

lo'fty about the
Army. He doesn't think
much of tent hfe , and he
thinks we ought to hu\e

WEARING A SHELL - CARRIER'S COAT: A
C/NADIAN ARTILLERYMAN BRINGING SHELLS
ACROSS THE RUINS OF A BOMBARDED

VILLAGE.- -[Canadian War Records.}

more waiters, and silver plates now and then at
Because hot and cold water is not laidon in the

tents he is in-

clined to dis-

parage the

military sense
of hygiene.
But these are

personal mat-

ters, and they
wear off as

common-sense

regains con-
trol. It is in

public mat-
ters, in the

matters 01

drill and de-

portment and

fastening up
buttons, that
his coldest

contempt of

the system is

fathers, Slow March ? Why was it necessary to
kick out the right foot with a sort of dancer's

shuf/le-and-jerk at the end of th3
"
about turn

"

in that slow march ? Where was the sense of it

all ? Why should the Instructor shout at us
because we changed direction like a lot. of sheep ?

Sheep actually behaved

sensibly, because they re-

fused to be drilled by any
shepherd. Why should
several serious hours of a

grown man's day be occu-

pied in these crass evolu-
tions.?

The recruit speaks his
mind very fervently on
these matters. He will even
mutter deep blue oaths
under his breath as the

squad flounders about at
the word of command.
When the man beside him
snarls

" Hodd numbers
ruddy-well stand fast, you
head of blinkin' dough," at"
form-fours," he feels cer-

tain that this fellow's en-
thusiasm for drill was the
enthusiasm of a degenerate
mind, or else he was a
secret Prussian in his soul.

As he is thoroughly con-
vinced that drill was all

wrong, so he is convinced> Wll> UlVOU
that saluting is high treason against holy demo-
cracy. He says soms very mordant things about

saluting. He
sees that there
is something

fundamentally

wrong with
the spirit of
the whole
camp, since
the men sub-
mitted to it

and did not
break out into

open rebellion.

He wants to
know what
had become of

England and

Magna Charta
and Habeas

"SSSSSgSSSsaroused.

Drill, he tells his squad frankly, is absurd It
is a waste of time. As an exhibition of antics iiwas ,d,otic. Why should men, grown men and

Corpus, and
several other

excellent
things, that

trious men of undoubted e
commumty should have to

flip their handsaloft to young fellers.
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Ht a Recruiting Dep6t for Turcoa and Spabis.

FRENCH NORTHERN AFRICAN CORPS RECFUITS : ENROLLING AT A TUNIS DEP&T.

The Turcoi and Spahit ol the French Army ate rejuUt Iroopj

raiMd in Northern Afric* by irolunttiy enhalment '.t, u with

French forces generally, br conscription. They ie or|aiiie<l nil

rcruilJ in brigade! alike in Algeria and in TunU, wherf. at a

headquartfTs enhjtmenl dep61. Ihe r.riotagrai.t ihown hert wre
Uken In the upper illuitration. would-be icciuiti are haTinf

r

their names, ages, and personal details entered in the office books

by soldier-clerks of a local Turco regiment, at their uniform! show.

Seated in the background in their natire dress are other recruits

waiting their turn to be called up. The lower illustration takes in

the scene from the opposite tide of the courtyard. Plenty of

recruits are always forthcoming. -[PMos. by
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About fastening buttons and polishing them,
and blacking boots to the nice taste of Section

Commanders, and being tidy in tent and kit

and the like about these things he is just

blasphemous. Why the expletive he should have
to be a scullery-maid . . .

There is no doubt about the recruit's opinion
of the military world when he first hits the Army.
It is precise and final. He mentions it aloud for

all to hear. The Army doesn't mind him. It

goes on imperturbably. It demands that he
should form two-deep in certain critical moments
of drill. The indifference of the Army is exacer-

bating to the recruit. He continues to speak his

mind with violence.

He sometimes does it for a full week that is,

until that day when a prize bone-head drifts into
the drill-squad. The prize bone-head turns left

when the Instnictor yells
"

Ri'-turn." The prize

realise it himself. But the change has come over

him. The magic of the Army, or its chemistry,
is working within him. He happens to be putting
his back into his drill himself. He feels thrilled

that he can go across the ground one with his

squad in a regular, compact rhythmic mass in

quick-march. He 's tickled to death because he

can bring off the shuffle-and-kick of the slow

march. He has become, even, a sort of artist in

that kick, and likes to exhibit its good points for

the benefit of recruits outside his tent. He
doesn't notice what has happened to him ; he

still mentions his little white thoughts about the

Army system but not so acidly.

Saluting, now he 's got, almost, a saluting
kink. He 's forgotten all he said about honest
men flipping their hands. If anything, he flips

his hands too much. If there is an officer any-
where within radius, that officer gets the full

TEMPORARILY AT THE REAR, FOR REPAIRS: SOLDIERS IN A VILLAGE BEHIND THE WESTERN FRONT
ENCAGED ON A DISMANTLED TANK H.M.L.S " DONNER BLITZEN."

His Majesty's Land - Ship
"
Thunder and Lightning

"
Is the meaning of the lettering and German name. Note how one of the

villagers is carrying two children on his shoulders while looking into the interior of the Tank.

Canadian War Records.

bone-head also protnides his tummy into the world
when the ordt-r is

"
Dress by the right." The

prize bone-head is the lad who falls over his feet,
and treads on his tongue, and otherwise turns a
perfectly sane squad into a delirium. The recniit
who knows perfectly well that drill is all rubbish
stands the bone-head for fifteen minutes. At
fifteen-and-a-half minutes the bone-head stands
still when, by all the laws of war, he should"
half-right." The recruit who wants to know

why a squad should be treated like a flock of

sheep snaps out,
"
Oh, 'ell I Why the purple

blank don't you put seme brains into it ? Why
do yer flop about like a naughty fish ? Drill, you
chump, drill ! Do it proper put yer guts into
it !

"

Nobody tells the recruit that he has become,
perhaps, a secret Prussian. And he doesn't

power of a category A salute. He even goes
out of his way to bring it off. Again, he
has almost an artist's joy in doing the thing
well and exquisitely. He '11 even argue about
the niceties of the salute. He has a pro-
found contempt for those who scratch their
ears, and for those who wipe their foreheads
with the backs of their hands. He is full of
disgust for the recruit that gets his hands
mixed up, and salutes with the right when
it should be the left.

And as for the cleaning of buttons ! Hear
him talk of the filthy clypes who disgrace the
whole tent because they are afraid of using up
their issue of Army blacking too soon.

He grumbles. He always does grumble, and
he always will. But the Army doesn't mind.
The Magic has worked. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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Olitb the Navy: One of our Cruisers Dry-Dochincr-

.4

"a

IN FOR REPAIRS TO THE BOTTOM PLATING : DRAINING THE DOCK UNTIL EMPTY AND DRY.

A British cruiser not lonf come into dock for .rerhiul uid

:epiri at A certain nava! arsenal and dockyard if seen here while

the dock u being gradually emptied. During the drawing off of

th water through sluices and by pumps, a party of bluejacket!

from the ship, in white jean or canvas working-rig, ii seen on a

punt (crabbing the hull juit below the water-line clear oi weed and

marine growths. As seen, the hull has already been shored up all

round by timber baulln to keep the ship on an "en keel as she

settles, until, as the last of the water in the dock drain* away, sh*

rests securely on the row of square blocks permanently fixed length-

wise along the centre of the bottom or
'

floor
" of the dock

which has then actuallyteconu a "
dry

" dock its ipeciai (unction.
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Oe Hit-Bubble Track of a tlorpcc

PHOTOGRAPHED FROM A CRUISER DURING GRAND FLEET TORPEDO-EXERC
This sight was too familiar to sea-going tramps and smaller liners earlier in the war, before merchantmen were allowed guns
for self-defence. A submarine is seen emerging after a hit, to watch the fate of the vessel. Nowadays, when liners and
oo per cent, (as stated officially) of other steamers are armed, the U-boat lies low It only shows to gloat over the refugee
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3 Seen from a "Corpcdocd Ship.

SUBMARINE EMERGING ON THE SURFACE AFTER MAKING A HIT.

ship's company in their bots, or even to fire on its victims. The incident seen is a Grand Fleet episode during exercise ;

one of our submarines coming up after torpedoing a cruiser. The white streak across the sea is from escaped compressed-air
bubbles from the torpedo's engine-driving mechanism.
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Che King Vieite Ncttey Hbbcy Rospitals.

1-

A HUMBLE BUT USEFUL HELPER : HIS MAJESTY
The fine air of Netlty is working wonders for the wound*d in tht

Red Crou HotpiUl, the Royil Victoria, and the Welsh Hospitals ;

and the inmate* are enabled to take advantage of It to the full,

thanks to the putting at their disposal of several donkeys which

are used far takinf those sufficiently convalescent for rides or drive*.

The King was interested in the wise arrangement, and our photo-

SHOWS INTEREST IN A DONKEY USED FOR WOUNDED.

graph show* his Majesty stroking one of tha well-groomed and well*

cartd-for animals. It was a happy thought to provide, this means

of locomotion for the disabled or feebl patients tn the hospitals,

a* tha sea air is restoring the brave fellow* to such health and

strength as the condition* render possible. His Majesty was accom-

panied on his visit by the Queen and Prlnres* Mary. !'"'-i<> <". ;\
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

TO
Hertfordshire belongs the distinction of

being the scene of the largest one - day

agricultural competition ever held in this country.
It-, si/0, however, was not the only particular in

whL-h it differed from any other similar atlair on

a large scale previously held. An even more

interesting difference

ua- the fact that all

the competitors were

women, who had come
from a dozen counties

and would, had circum-

stances permitted, have
been representative of

an even wider area to

prove their fitness to

help in the great work
of food-prodUction.

They proved it to

the hilt, to the amaze-
ment of farmers who
had come to criticise

and remained to praise,
to the satisfaction of

those who already had
an appreciation of the

valuable work being
done by women on the

land, and perhaps, also,

a little to the astonish-

ment of the judges

WOMEN LAND-WORKERS IN DEVONSHIRE ENCAGED IN

WOODLAND TREE-FELLING: STACKING PIT-PROPS.

Photograph by S. and C.

sturdy farmers from Hertfordshire and Essex, who members that workers are drawn from all ranks
confessed themselves frankly delighted with the and classes, and include university women, domes-

of the ordeal, with as much coolness and absence

of fuss as if they had never done anything else.

Apart from .the undoubted success of the under-

taking, one could not fail to notice the healthy

appearance of the workers. Sunburnt and

freckled, they were at-

tractive and picturesque

figures as they strode

about in their workman-
like get-up, their hair

tucked away under a

wideawake, a handker-

chief, or a sunbonnet,

according to the fancy
of the wearer. The

pessimists who declared

gloomily that women
would never be strong

enough to do the work
of men on farms have

again, as so often be-

fore, been proved tc be

wrong. The percentage
of women who consent

to undergo training for

farm work . and relin-

quish it on account of

physical incapacity to

carry it on is very small

a fact that is the more

interesting when one re-

high standard

achieved by so

many of the

competitors.

A scorching
sun had no

power to slack-

en the energy
of the three

hundred - odd

young women,
not a few of

whom entered

for every
event, and
passed from

carting, tilting,

and laying but
manure to

driving a cart

between rows
of pegs that

made very
little allowance
for errors of

judgment, hoe-

ing roots, ditching and hedge-trimming, harrow-
ing, harnessing, poultry killing and plucking, and
milking strange cows embarrassed at the publicity

WOMEN LAND-WORKERS IN DEVONSHIRE ENCAGED IN WOODLAND
TREE-FELLING: STACKING TRUNKS AND LOGS.

ladies shown are Mrs. R. Jenner-Clarke, of Plymouth, and Miss I. Broderick,
daughter of Dr. Brodericlc, of Tavistock. [Photograph by S. and G.}

Th

tic servants, as

well as those

who have lived

on the land all

their lives.

Those women
to whom an
outdoor life

makes a strong

appeal, but
who are yet
unable for

physical reas-

ons to stand
the strain in-

volved, might
seriously con-
sider the pros-

pects offered in

the work of

timber.measur-

ing, a form of

activity for
which the
Women's De-

partment of
National Service is now calling for recruits. To
prevent any misunderstanding and possible dis-

appointment, it should be stated that, while the
[Co'ttiinieti wtrltaf
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"ODUtb equal fiusbandry": Devon Olomen and the (Bar. ||i

HOW WOMEN ARE SAVING SHIPS AND TONNAGE: AT WORK IN THE FORESTS OF BRENT TOR.

It has long been one of the revelations of the wr that women

can help In hundred unsuspected ways to foil that "peat man-

eater," War, whose "
nttj dajr it Carnial, not atd yet," and

*r her hitherto unrerealfd phyiical tren1h and adaptability take

up form* of work regarded as the monopoly of men. In the

ioreu of Brent Tor, in Mid-Deron, they are working ttrenuouily

at fellers of trees, afterwards tawing the pines into lengths, and

effecting a taring in ships and tonnage, u preriouJy air these pit-

props came from abroad. Our first photograph shows the girls resting.

The second shows two well-known Deon ladin, Miss S. I. Broderick,

daughter of Dr. Broderick, of TaTijtock, and Miss E. Jenner-Clarke,

of Exmouth, cutting up the logs. [Photos, by Sport ami General.'
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work involves no great physical strain, it is not

of a kind that the delicate woman or the too

elderly one can undertake, for it involves long
hours in the open air in all weathers, with a con-

siderable amount of stooping, standing, and walk-

ing. On the other hand, it is work that a moder-

ately strong woman with a good education can

between a private in the Women's Army and

the trousered holder of a commission. But the

matter takes on a different aspect when khaki

has been exchanged for stockinet, and a chat

in the sea is quite permissible between two

friends who-, when more conventionally clothed,

would have to pass each other in silence.

i

WOMEN LAND-WORKERS ENCAGED IN FOOD-PRODUCTION ON THE
DUKE OF PORTLAND'S WELBECK ESTATES: STARTING OUT TO

WORK FROM THE HOSTEL AT WELBECK ABBEY STABLES.

Acres on acres on the Welbeck Abbey wut have been turned Into atrlcultural
land by parties of women-worken organised by the Notti Education Committee.
Over fifty girls are housed at the Welbeck StablM, when a hoitel has been

made for them. [Plioloirapli by 1..N.A.]

perform quite well. Really robust ones are asked Deputy
to apply for timber-felting and other work for Clothing
which by their strength they are naturally fitted. trollers,

Timber-measurers, who are wanted
at once, will be trained free by the

Government, and given maintenance
and ten shillings a week. The work
will consist of

"
measuring

"
the

felled timber, with the object of

arriving at its monetary value and of

reckoning at the rate of wage to be

paid to the hewers. A special instru-

ment is provided for the purpose, and
board, lodging, and i a week are the
inducements held out to workers
after training.

The authorities of the Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps now on service
in France are believers in the old

principle that all work and no play
makes Jill a dull girl.

In regard to the bathing, it is

not a little amusing to hear from a
worker in France that even the
humble members of the W.A.A.C.
are subject to the etiquette which
is an important feature of life

We are, of course, quite used to

the sight of women wearing the

khaki of war ;
but the rank badges

issued to distinguish the
"

officers
"

in the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps
are not quite so familiar. Every
member of the Corps wears the letters

W.A.A.C. on her shoulder-straps, and,

in addition, roses and fleurs-dt-ly.i are

worn as badges to distinguish officers

and non-commissioned officers. The

N.C.O.'s, known officially as fore-

women, wear a distinctive badge on
both arms if they happen to be of

the lower grade, a wreath ; if of the

higher, a wreath with a rose in the

centre. Higher officers wear their

badges on the shoulder-strap, the

Chief Controller of the Headquarters
in England being distinguished by a

double rose, the Chief Controller over-

seas by a fleur-de-lys and two roses.

The Deputy Chief Controller at home
wears a flcur -de-- lys and two roses,

a single roue and fleur-de-lys being
all that is allowed the Over-seas

Chief. Section and Area Controllers,

Controllers, Technical Assistant Con-
and nil the other officials who seem

Majesty's Army. The khaki of an officer is, it

seems, an effectual barrier to friendliness

WOMEN LAND-WORKERS ENCAGED IN FOOD-PRODUCTION ON THE
DUKE OF PORTLAND'S WELBECK ESTATES: ONE OF THE PARTIES
OF WORKERS ORGANISED BY THE NOTTS EDUCATION COMMITTEE-

RELAXATION.
The famed Welbeck, flower-bed* are now jlven up to the p-owlnr of market

produce, beetroots, etc.- [Pknlafrafh oy L.N.A.]

in His inseparable from officialdom, are proclaimed by
the one, two. or three roses or fl(itrs-de-1ys they
carry. CLAUDINE CLKVE.
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THE RUSSIAN RES1STANCE-A CORPS OF AMAZONS-ROUMANIA'S AID.

IN
a recent speech, on. a semi-private Parlia-

mentary occasion, the Prime Minister ex-

pressed his confidence in the ultimate recovery
of Russia. The situation on the Eastern front is

still undeniably serious, and will continue to be
so for many a day,
but signs are not

[
.,.-. . . JJJLJI . ,^~^,

wanting to justify

Mr. Lloyd George's

prophecy. Once
more there has

been a certain re-

covery of resolu-

tion on the part
of the Russian
forces, and on the

Galician border
there has been

fierce fighting. The
fact remains, how-

ever, that, a 1-

though the enemy
has not had it all

his own way on

the River Zbrucz,
the advance con-

tinues. An im-

portant bridgehead
at Zaleszczyski, on the Dniester, has been

abandoned, and to the south of the river the

battle has inclined from side to side, with a

balance, perhaps, in the enemy's favour. Finnish

regiments are mentioned as having played a

very gallant part, and some Siberians are

A WESTERN FRONT ITEM: A

TABLES FROM A WRECKED

LETTERS ON.-

also on the roll of honour for a resistance

that cost them all their officers. There was a

sharp conflict of opinion in the reports from

the opposing sides. The Berlin communi-

qu6s claimed to have crossed the Zbrucz at

many points on a

front of over
thirty miles ; but

the Russians ad-

mitted a crossing
at only two or

three points, where

they claim to have
driven back the

enemy. In the

Bu ko v i na the
Austro - Germans

were, without
doubt, making
rapid headway. On
July 30 they were
within twenty miles

of Czernovitz. In

the wooded Car-

pathians, on the

upper reaches of

the Sereth, and on

both sides of the

Moldava and the Suczawa the armies cf

Boehm - Ermolli claimed an important gain
which led to the abandonment of positions near
the Roumanian frontier. The best that can be
said for the situation is that the resistance

is a healthy earnest of returning discipline.

SOLDIER USING SEWING-MACHINE

HOUSE FOR WRITING HOME

[Official Photograph.]

OUR OLDEST ALLY AT SEA AND ON LAND : THE STATE BARGE OF THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNOR OF ST. VINCENT,

CAPE DE VERDE ISLANDS, ROWING OUT TO VISIT A BRITISH WAR-SHIP (OUT OF THE PICTURE). [Photograph by Topical.]
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The Russian Women's "Battalion of Death."

OFF TO THE WAR : INSPECTED BY THE GOVERNOR
Early in the war, Russian women joined the ranks of the Army.
Several have fallen, several have been decorated for intrepidity, a
number won commissions in battalions of regulars, one or two
Cossack ladies have been promoted to command Cossack regiments.
But these all were isolated cases. Since the Revolution, as rejoinder
to stories of disaffection at the front which spread over Russia

OF PETROGRAD
; MME. BOTCHKAREVA AND STAFF.

in May, women battalions have arisen. The first of all, known
as the "Battalion of Death," was raised by a Mme. Botchkareva, a
Siberian soldier's widow, who enlisted in 1914, and won the Cross
of St. George. In the upper illustration she :'s to the right of
General Polotzeff, Governor of Petrograd. In the lower she is

seated (second from the right) among her battalion staff.
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The Russian Cdomcn's " Battalion of Death/'

BEFORE THEIR FIRST FIGHT : THE BATTALION AT MESS ;
RECRUITS HAVING THEIR HAIR CROPPED.

Mtie. Botchkartva's women's "Battalion of Death" won world-

wi e fame in their first campaign a few weeks ago, and proved

th- wives veritable "Die-Hard*," They kept their place in the

!i and stood fire with heroic endurance, shaming some of the

n lous men-regiments near by. In one charge they got with

t ; bayonets well among the Germans, bringing back, it is

recorded, over a hundred prisoners, who, it is further related, were

"terribly crestfallen" to find they had surrendered to women. In

another affair they stormed a wood full of Germans, after the

regulars told off to the attack had refused to risk it. The

battalion at mess is seen in the upper illustration ; women-recruits

having their hair cropped, in the second.
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Much has been lost practically all the lianl-

\voii ground in Galicia, and the recovery will

not be to-morrow. But the army has sow

stern examples. Deserters and traitors have

been Mimmarily executed, and left by the

\\avsulc with a paper pmned to their bodies

declaring their treachery to their country. And

Russia, in retreat, is pro-

verbially dangerous to her jpoBHOM
enemies. Loss of territory

is galling enough, but every

yard of retirement makes

the enemy's task the harder.

The ground now assailed

is also a factcr of resist-

ance, for it is more purely
Slav than that already

yielded, and the nation

will the mbre readily rally

to its defence. That patri-

otic ardour flames high is

certain.

Remarkable accounts^have
been given of the exploits

of the Corps of Amazons,
who fight to the death

under a woman leader.

They are said to be in

no respect inferior to their

brothers in dash and valour,

and have given an excel-

lent proof of their spirit.

Their opinion of the Hun
is proved by a significant

fact. Every girl carries, in case of capture,

a dose of cyanide of potassium. A country

which can produce such defenders need not be

ladies, exclaimed
" Good God ! Women !

" and

threw down their arms.

Perhaps the most notable event of the week

on the Eastern Front has been the resignation

of General Brussiloff. His successor, General

Korniloff, is also a brilliant leader, and a dis-

ciplinarian of iron nerve, ruthless in his severity

- - -
.

QUICK WORK TO ANTICIPATE THE COUNTER-ATTACK : DIGGING-IN ON CAPTURED

GROUND UNDER SHRAPNEL-FIRE FROM THE ENEMY.

Canadian War Records.

when dealing with mutineers, as his recent

dealing with the recalcitrant divisions of the

Eleventh Army has shown.

The Rumanian troops
continue their valuable ser-

vices in stemming the

onset, and claim further

successes on the Vale-Kim-

pulong road and on the right

bank of the River Putna.

Their captures for the six

days ending July 28 num-
bered 4500 prisoners, 98

guns, and a large extent of

territory. They broke the

enemy front to a depth
of twelve milec on a line

thirty
- seven miles long.

Even the enemy has had
to admit the increase of the

Russian resistance ; but, at

the same time, he denies that

it can be of long duration.

M. Kerensky has returned to

Petrograd from the front.

The sea affair has pro-
duced no incident of note.

The submarine returns for

A SHELTERED BY-PATH TO THE TRENCHES : OFFICERS, FOLLOWED BY MEN

LADEN WITH BOMBS, ON THEIR WAY. [Official Photograph.]

despaired of. Recmiting is constant for the

Amazons, and daily in Moscow a thousand are

to be seer at drill. The story goes that some

Germans, surprised in the field by these gallant

the week show 18 vessels over 1600 tons sunk ;

under 1600, 3 ; unsuccessfully attacked, 9 ;

arrivals, 2747 ; sailings, 2746. These figures are

very nearly normal. LONDON : AUG. 4, igi?.
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THE RETURN FROM THE TRENCHES : A CANADIAN GOING TO HIS BILLET.
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THE ArtERMATH OF YPRES-F1GHT1NG IN VILE WEATHER SECURING THE GAINS-
THE PREMIER ON THE FOURTH YEAR OF WAR.

IN
weather of the most --.-ing kind, our troops
m FlatKK-is comiiuK-u <luring the first ten

days of August the work they had begun so

magnificently on July 31. The expected counter-
attacks were delivered with considerable fury at
certain points v .im-

positions gaii.x in the
first rush had TO be

yielded temporarily ;

but the Brit'-.r. al-

though hampei . by
pouring rain and ow-

lying mists which n, ,de

artillery observation
almost impossible,
maintained the struggle
with obstinate gal-

lantry. On Aug. 3

they recaptured the

village of St. Julien,
lost on Aug. i, and
established themselves

firmly there. During
the same day the

enemy made partially
successful attempts to
drive us from Infantry-
Hill, east of Monchy-
le-Preux. After heavy

AT THE VENTILATION-WINDOW OF A CAPTURED GERMAN
DUG-OUT ON THE WESTERN FRONT : READING GOOD
NEWS OF BRITISH VICTORY ELSEWHERE TO COMRADES

OUTSIPE. [C,:,, W nts]

bombardment, the Germans attacked on a front
of about half-a-mile, and pierced our front-line
trenches at two points ; but later in the day
they were
driven out of

nearly all the

ground thus
seized. At
the s a m e

.'me, the
G . r m a n s

massed for a

heavy coun-
t e r-a 1 1 a c k

north of the

Ypres - Rou-
lers railway
station, but
were caught

by the British

artillery and
could not
develop the

projected
movement .

Si multane-

ously, suc-

cessful raids

BETWEEN-WHILES DURING A BOMBARDMENT OF THE ENEMY'S TRENCHES IN

FLANDERS: CANADIAN GUNNERS TAKING A SPELL OF WELL-EARNED REST.

Canadian M'nr Records.

were made upon the enemy trenches south of

Lombartzyde. Better weather was reported from
the Western front on Aug. 5, and the troops

enjoyed a few welcome hours of hot sunshine.

The sporadic fighting of the previous days gave

place to a more general activity ; but such

actions as took place were fought on narrow,
isolated fronts. For a time a fierce enemy thrust

at Hollebeke seemed

threatening, and some
advanced positions
were entered ; but our

troops held firm, finally

driving the Germans
out and taking some

prisoners. The re-

maining positions at

Monchy-le-Preux were
all regained. On the

south side of Lens
the Canadians, attack-

ing on a jooo-yards
front, made material

progress and entered
the outskirts of the

town ".hip, where they
made good what they
had won. At St.

Julien there was a
further gain. Next

day the enemy again
menaced Hollebeke, but

his attack melted away under artillery fire.

An attack made on Westhoek, under cover of a

heavy barrage, failed also. At Lens there was a
further slight
advance. On
the yth the

operations
were c o n-

fined to a

fairly lively

artillery duel,
but with no
incident of

special im-

po rt an c e .

On Aug. 9
our airmen
flew forty
miles behind
the enemy's
lines, and
vigorously
bombed aero-

dromes and

railways.
They blew

up one train

and derailed
another. There was a renewal of raiding at
Lombartzyde, and southward at Rceux and Oppy ;

while the enemy artillery again showed a fresh
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activity. The weather had again taken a turn for

the worse ; but on the whole the atmospheric con-

ditions were more hopeful, and, with drying

ground, further operations on a large scale arc

likely to be undertaken at no distant date.

A remarkable feature of the great battle has

been the exploits of our airmen, despite the terrible

handicap of the weather. Debarred from their

usual duty as observers, they took the offensive,

and carried out the most daring low nights behind

the German lines. Almost brushing the heads of

the enemy, they flew over aerodromes, railways,

and marching columns, bombing them and pepper-

ing them with machine-guns most effectively.

Further particulars have been given of the affair

between the Kaiser's
"
Cockchafers

" and the

Welsh Fusi-

Hers. It was
a thorough
beating for the

crack German

regiment, who
were borne
down by bet-

ter men. Over
600 prisoners
were taken : it

is reasonable

to su ppose
that as many
were killed and
wounded.
Putting the

b a t t a li on
strength at,

say, 1600, very
little of the

Cockchafers
remains.
Among other

British units

which won dis-

tinction were

the Sherwood

Foresters, who

put up a par-

ticularly fine

fight around

Hooge and
W e s t h o e k .

The Lewis
gunners have also earned special praise for the

way in which they kept down counter-attacks by
their fire. But for them, it is said, the Germans

might have broken into the whole of our advanced
line at

_
Westhoek.

From Aug. 3 to 5 the French troops on our

left in Flanders had little to report except per-
sistent bad weather and an unchanged situation.

On the 4th, however, our Allies, despite the wet
and the fearful state of the ground, managed to

progress beyond Kortekeer Cabaret. Later, the

artillery fighting grew more violent towards Bix-

schoote, the French extreme point of gain on

July 31 ; but the day closed without any in-

fantry action. Next day the situation was un-

changed, and on the 7th the artillery was again

DURING ONE OF THE BOMBARDMENTS IN THE NEW BATTLE OF FLANDERS :

BLOWING-UP AND CLEARING AWAY GERMAN BARBED-WIRE ENTANGLE-

MENTS WITH TRENCH-MORTAR SHELLS A WELL-PLACED BURST.

Canadian War Records.

fairly lively towards Bixschoote, but there was
still no infantry action.

To the south, the French situation remains

very much as it has been for weeks past. The
chief feature of interest, on a general review of

the fighting on the Chemin des Dames, in Cham-

pagne, and on the Meuse, is a manifest lightening

of the German attacks. At the beginning of the

week none of the enemy's efforts came to any-

thing. The heaviest blows were aimed at the

lines near Cerny, the Casemates Plateau, Juvin-

court, and Avocourt. These attempts were clearly

lacking in weight, and were easily repelled. On
the night of the 5th the Germans failed at V- ux-

aillon, Cerny, Avocourt, and in Alsace ; and the

following day there was only artillery fighting.

On the yth the

enemy turned

his attention

particularly to

the outlying
defences ot

Verdun ,
ar d

advanced to

deliver an at-

tack between
Avocourt
Wood and Hill

304. The Ger-

man attack
was met ty a

v'olent and
well - directed

fire, under
which it with-

ered, and the

assailants were
forced at once

to seek shelter

in the trenches

which theyhad

just quitted.
Their losses

were consider-

able, and the

attempt was
not renewed.

"The new Ver-

dun," which
never appro-
ached the in-

tensity of its godmother among battles, shows

distinct signs of
"
petering out." A brief success

at Caurieres Wood, on the right bank of the Meuse,

gave an enemy detachment a trench or two ; but

it was turned out in a very short time. The

patience and endurance of our Allies in these

sectors is beyond all praise. For a long time now

they have been cheered by no great or dramatic

incident their game has been the grim and

tedious one of holding on ; but this they are

doing magnificently, and every day only stiffens

their determination. And, meanwhile, they make
the enemy pay dearly for his paltry local successes,

which he is never able to consolidate. Our

Allies are building a foundation for their work

of reconquest.
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Kvidence (it ereiny detrition is to bo loinul m
an order discovered n> a captured tivrcli by sonn-

Australian-^. It warned the German troops that

their spell of duty in the trenches was to be pro-

TO COMMAND THE JEWISH BRIGADE NOW BEING ORGANISED

IN THE BRITISH ISLES : LIEUT.-COL. J. H. PATTERSON, D.S.O.

Colonel Patterson is the distinguished Irish officer who rais?d and

led the celebrated Zion Mule Corps, the personnel of

which comprised Jews from Palestine who got away from
^

the Turks, and did exceptionally distinguished work at

Gallipoli. He is personally seeing to the organisation

of the new unit. [Photograph by C.K.]

longed, which is an unmistakable sign of

failing man-power. There is proof also

of units not nearly up to establishment

strength, and of a heavy drain on new
levies. Particulars obtained from prisoners
of one enemy division showed 28 per cent,

of the whole drawn from boys of the

1918 class, and 5 per cent, from the 1917
class. Men combed out last year from

industries made 15 per cent. ; and the

rest, 52 per cent., was made up of returned

sick and wounded. These figures are

sufficiently significant. It is instructive,

together with the failure of the new
Verdun, to consider the operations on

the far north of our Western line. Both

the French position in the south and that

of our Allies and ourselves in the north

present a striking parallelism. Each is a

serious threat to the enemy's main arteries

of communication, and each constitutes

what may be described as a colossal flank

attack. To resist these two pressures in

their ultimate consequences he is only

doubtfully prepared. His means dwindle

steadily, and the success of our arms at

these points would force him to a general
retirement. The unity of the Western

front has long been axiomatic, but to

the lay observer it was not at first self-

evident. Recent events, however, are

gradually revealing the consistent, and

contrived strategy of the Allied High Command,
which depends not only in detail, but in its com-

plete conception, upon a masterly system. The

vast space of the battle-ground calls for an equal

vastness in the time factor ;
but what seems slow,

on a narrow view, is really, when the whole

is considered, extraordinarily expeditious.

The Italian front was still relatively quiet ;

desultory artillery fire and patrol encounters made

up the sum ot vhe fighting. On Aug. 3 the Italian

airmen undertook an important flight to Pola,

where they bombed the arsenal and the big military

works, causing great destruction and serious fires.

All the aircraft returned safely to their bases.

The most important Italian event for this country
was the presence in London of Baron Sonnino, the

I- <. reign .Minister, who attended the great meeting
at Queen's Hall on the third anniversary of the

declaration of war. At that meeting the Prime

.Minister had also the support of M. Pashitch, the

Serbian Prime Minister. Mr. Lloyd George, in a

rousing speech, restated once more the aims of

the Allies, and took as the keynote of his address

the words,
' There must be no next time." Baron

Sonnino declared that Italy was resolved to see

the war through to a satisfactory conclusion. The
fourth year of war opened with a firm temper of

resolution. There was no disguising the serious-

ness of the situation, but the public face it with

but one end in view. LONDON: AUG. n, 1917.

NOW UNDER THE STARS AND STRIPES FOR ALLIED SERVICE :

THE MAMMOTH GERMAN LINER "VATERLAND."

The "Vaterland," the biggest Atlantic liner afloat, was the pride of Germany
in 1914. She was in an American port, about to return to Europe, when

the war broke out, and stayed there, and was interned by the U.S. Govern-

ment. On America declaring war with Germany, the "Vaterland
" was

taken over by the American authorities. [Photograph by Topical.]
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H Great Soldier of franee, and Idol of the people.

"A RESOLUTE MAN": THE FRENCH LEADER ON THE WESTERN FRONT GENERAL PETAIN.

Almost unknown until hu heroic defence of Verdun, the successor

of General Jofre and General NlTeD? possesses the sonfldence of

the Armjr and the people of France. On May 15, General Pr'tain

was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Armies of the North

and North-East, in succession to General NlTelle. A French

politician who has known him since boyhood has said :

" He i*

very resolute and tremendously cool ... a soldier through and

through," and he is modern enough to recognise, that "we are

carrying on a war of workshops." General Prtain Is sixty-ens,

but at the outbreak of war was only a Colonel. Ha became

Brigadier-General after the fighting at Charleroi, distinguished himself

in the Battle of the Marne, and crowned all at Verdun. [Photo.
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the JVew Battle of flandcrs.

;Kw?*Sv
OmtER-ATTACKS, CROSSING ONE OP THEIR OWN
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Ht the Immediate Rear of the Battlefkl

>.

ON A PARTLY FINISHED BATTLEFIELD ROAD : MUD-BESPATTERED ARTIL

Road-making goes on regardless of weather hindrances at all times within the battle-area on the Western Front. By day,

often while fighting is taking place, and at night also, during the temporary lulls of infantry fighting between each thrust

forward, navvy corps and regimental working parties are hard at it with pick and shovel. The formation of durable traffic
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during the JSfcw battle of flandere.

MMUNITION PACK-HORSES BRINGING UP LOADS OF FIELD-GUN SHELLS.

routes from the rear for the rapid and unchecked bringing up of stores and ammunition proceeds, indeed, on the actual battle-
field whilst troops in front are consolidating captured positions and beating off counter-attacks. In the illustration, field-artillery
pack-horses laden with shells in saddle-pockets are seen on such a road leading right up to the batteries.
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Canadian Railway JVavvy Olorh on the Western front.

MAKING A RAILWAY TRACK : A " PLOUGH " CLEARING
In addition to the rmy of Canadian lumber-mrn who have been
brought over to England and France to cut timber for Army pur-
poses, a large number of handicraftsmen, ordinarily employed .on

railway constructional work in Canada, htve been shipped across
the Atlantic for special work at the Front, of a kind familiar to

them. They have brought with them their implements and

A CUTTING ; A " DRAG-SCRAPER " AT WORK.

machines, certain of which are seen above at work behind the

lines on the Western Front. In the upper illustration they .are

preparing a track for a light railway with a "
plough

"
for paring

away the tides of a cutting. In the lower illustration, a "drag-
scraper

"
is at work clearing up the iheared-away soil, for con-

veyance to form an embankment elsewhere. [Canadian War Records.]
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Canadian .Railway Navvy dork on the destcrn front.

MAKING A RAILWAY TRACK : REMOVING SOIL IN THE " DRAG-SCRAPER ' AFTER "TIPPING UP."

In the upper illustration four-mule Canadian
"
draj-icrape. ,"

liter being filled in a cutting, is sten carrying away its load of

earth sheared down by the "plough" from the aides of the

cutting. Two of the four mules transport the *arth, the other

two being taken out and left to rest awhile till the scraper returns"

empty. The load ol soil is taken off beyond the cutting to where

an embankment is being built in order to keep the track on the

lerel, and tipped out, heaping up the soil. In the lower illustration

the
"
scraper

"
is seen on the embankment after having discharged

iti load. The mules are brought back at a run to raunw work
in the cutting with the waiting pair, who alternate journeys with

them. [Canadian War Records.]
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Ht Rooge, in the New Battle of flanders.

AFTER THE FIGHT: IN THE WRECKED VILLAGE;
The pound over which our men attacked at Hooge, where the
enemy held the remain, of the chateau, led over the battlefield of
months ago amidst the dibri. 'of the village. It was, further in

-e words of a corre^ondent, "littered with coil, of rusted wire
id pierced with innumerable pit. and craters, some of them half.

full of filthy water, and the narrow footway, between were a mu.

CANADIANS TROLLEYING ON A LIGHT RAILWAY,
of .oft mud. Weighted as they were with heavy pack, and
shoveU, and the other paraphernalia of assaulting troops, it was
difficult to move steadily. The men would halt now and then to
pull out a comrade who was buried, sometimes waist-deep in the
mire." The lower illuitration show. Canadians trolleying on a
light railway-track through a detroyed village. lOffkial P/tolo:,.]
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Behind the Lines on the CKestern front.
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INCIDENTALS : BARRACK QUARTERS OF USED PETROL-TINS
; CALCUTTA'S GIFT OF AMBULANCES.

tht tourists see In the Wet of England. The completeness is

noteworthy : the window-frames and uuhei compactly In place, the

tidy "grid," gangway of batten, running the length of the front, the

scraper beside one door for muddy weather. The lower Illustration

shows a fine squad of ambulances that Calcutta has presented to
the Western Front Army. [Official Photo^rapks.}

The barrack quarters of some of our men on the Western Front,
shown in the upper Illustration, suggest certainly a masterpiece of

ingenuity and cierer construction. The hutment Is entirely built

M the tin sides of empty petrol tins, walls and roof alike. In

neatly finished externals, indeed, the building somewhat resembles

(with imprOTements) some of those raws of slate-built cottages
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : LXII.-THE R.A.M.C.
THE SURGEONS ADVENTURE.

IT
was in the days when the Medical Service

stood on a rather different footing from
that on which it stands to-day. The Army
doctor had still a long fight before him for that
rank and recognition which is his due. In the
Peninsular War he was only by courtesy an
officer. That did not, however, prevent him from

enjoying certain of the privileges of military

glory, and one which is common to all ranks.

Late one night Assistant-Surgeon Macgregor,
who was quartered in a remote village with a
small detachment, was knocked out of bed by a

messenger not on regimental business. He used
some language, but put his head out at the window
and asked who was there. A voice in very
broken Eng-
lish begged ^^^^
him, for the
love of the

Virgin, to
come to a sick

person some
little distance

away. No
doctor was
within twenty
miles. Would
the English
Senhor have

pity?
Like all

the best of

his profession,

Macgregor
could not find

it in his heart
to refuse. He
grumbled a

little, but put
on his clothes,

and, for pre-

caution,
awoke his ser-

vant, telling
him to come
also. The
night was dark and the weather unpleasant.He came down to the door and found that the
mysterious messenger had brought two horses,
besides his own. " Was it far, then ?

"
the

surgeon asked, for he had good Portuguese.
" A

couple of leagues." That was rather more than
he had bargained for, but, being in for it, he made
no open demur. The messenger, however, noticed
his hesitation, and said something about gold."
Curse your gold I

"
the doctor cried.

"
Tell me,

what sort of a case is it ? Is it broken bones or a
fever or wounds, or what ?

"
"

It is a fever," the messenger replied.
Macgregor put up some things he might require,

and, his man being now ready, they mounted and
rode cautiously out of the village. By rights, the
doctor should have asked leave, but to wake the

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: A GERMAN AEROPLANE BROUGHT DOWN
BY BRITISH FIRE. [Official Photograph.}

officer in charge of the detachment would have
meant only a refusal. Macgregor was young and
keen to see how the night's adventure would end.

He knew he was possibly doing a foolish thing ;

but, on the other hand, there were the calls of

humanity. If difficulty arose, both he and his

man, Sandy White, had pistols. He questioned
the messenger, but could get nothing out of him

except an agitated request,
" Ride on, for the

love of heaven."
About one in the morning 'they reached what

seemed to be a country house, once splendid, 'but
now very much the worse for wear, and in part
sadly battered by the chances of war. The guide
hurried the doctor across the patio to a room where

alightburned.^^B As he entered,
low moans
greeted Mac-

gregor. An
old woman
rose and
pointed to-

wards a bed
in the corner.

Macgregor ap-

proached and
looked at his

patient, with
more than
professional
interest, for,

despite the

ravages of sick-

ness, she was,
he thought,
the loveliest

creature he
had ever seen.

He forgot his

broken rest,

forgot his tedi.

ous journey,
looked again,
and then,
crushing emo-

tion, he became merely the physician, cool, alert.
His examination soon dismissed the theory of

fever. He looked at the old woman, and again at
the messenger, who was hovering near the door.
Their appearance, although a little wild, was not
forbidding. He went on with his task, and in an
hour was satisfied that he had given the patient
relief. Her moans had ceased, and, although
much exhausted, she had fallen into a healthy
sleep. Giving the old woman some directions, the
doctor beckoned to the messenger, who came in
and glanced at the sleeping girl.

"
Praise be to

Our Lady," said the man, "our mistress sleeps."
He invited the doctor to follow him to another

room, where a simple but elegantly served meal
was on the table. The guide himself waited on
the doctor, recommending the wine, which was its

[Continued overleaf.
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Incidents .of the JSew Battle of flanders.

BY THE WAY : IRISH GUARDS GOING TO THE TRENCHES
;
A POILV ON A BRITISH STRETCHER.

The quiet Aeld-ilde puth with wild flowers growing in vummer

profusion *t the tidi on the high hedge-bank, forming the back-

ground of the upper illustration, is within a few hundred yard* of

where the British advance in the new Battle of Flanders opened.
It formed a kind of covered way revetted some time go with

wattle hurdles u seen, on the side toward* the Germans, above

which field-grass and summer flowers .sprang up. A party of

Irish Guardsmen, taking that way to the fire-trenches before the

battle, are the men seen. The second illustration records an in-

cident near Boesinghe, where the French and British attacking
lines linked. The ground In front after the advance was dotted
in places with the casualties of both nations. [OjflfcwJ Photos.}
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own recommendation. .

"
It is never opened,

Senhor, except for the most distinguished guests ;

and they, alas, are very few in these times I

"

The doctor turned sharply.
" What is your

lady's name ?
"

"
Luisa," said the man evasively."
Yes, yes ; but her style, her title rank ?

"
"

I beg the Senhor Doctor to excuse me "
"
Very well. But her illness

"
"

It was very sudden, Senhor."
"
Doubtless. Can you tell the cause ?

"

The man hesitated.
" The Senhor knows."

"
Why, of course, man," said Macgregor,

"
I

know that 's my
job. Look here,' I

believe you 're faith-

ful. Tell me, who
did it ?

"

"Her uncle,
Senhor. We are out
at elbows a little

with this war, but
the estates are still

worth something.
The old gentleman,
however, is badly
down at heel. Our

young lady's pos-
sessions would not
come amiss. He
tried first to marry
her to his son,
but she hates her
cousin. Yesterday

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: IN ONE OF THE CAPTURED
VILLAGES. [Official Photograph.]

she returned from a visit to their house "
" And was taken ill about an hour or so later ?

"

The servant bowed. " But thanks to you,
Doctor, that infamy has been defeated.""

Thanks to your confounded impudence,
rather, in beating up my quarters. Now I must
be off, but first I '11 have another look at the
patient." He took a good long look, and pro-
mised, by hook or crook, to return the following
evening if his duties gave him a chance. His
guide promised to meet him at the cross-roads.

Macgregor got back unmissed and unchallenged.

Sandy would be secret enough. The doctor passed
the day in a fever of apprehension. Orders might
come at any moment for a move, and he would
never see his mysterious patient again. But
about dusk, this time without Sandy, he slipped

away, and, sure enough, found his guide at the

appointed place.
The news was good. The lady had awakened

all but well. She was anxious to thank her

physician. Macgregor rode on in a glow of

pleasant anticipation.
Luisa received the doctor with scjnething

more than the
courtesy of a mere

patient. Of last

night she had no
clear remembrance,
but Macgregor's ap-
pearance was en-

tirely to her liking.
She was a daughter
of the South, and
such she proved
herself. A Scot is

no bad subject for

such favours, and

Macgregor, scarcely

believing his good
fortune, took what
the gods gave him
andthankedhisstars.
His detachment was
not ordered away

from the neighbourhood for some time, and he

improved his professional opportunities as long
as luck held. When he had at length to go, he
was left in no anxiety about his patient.

"
I

have only a trifling fee to offer you," said Luisa,
at parting.

" Out of the wreck of my fortunes,
choose what you will. It is yours." And the
Scot had the wit to know what trifle he w?s
expected to ask. He asked accordingly, and
received. Luisa led the way to the private
chapel, where the parish priest awaited them.

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: TOMMIES CHEERING AS THEY CO FORWARD ON LIGHT RAILWAYS.
TO TAKE PART IN THE ADVANCE. [Official Photopapk.}
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German Officer prisoners in the INfew Battle of flanders

AWAITING INTERROGATION : ENEMY OFFICERS, ONE WITH A HANOVERIAN REGIMENT'S BADGE.

Hardly less important in the information it affords than the

examination uf letters and docurmnti found on prisoners and

wounded, or on the battlefield, it the interrogation every prisoner,

officer and private, has to undergo. Many of the latter are too

stupid to say much, and most of the German officers display lulki-

neis, or else lie flatly ;
but useful items often come out, which,

pieced together, tell sufficient. In tht
illustration,

two trench-

helmeted German officers are waiting for cross-examination. Tht
one standing belongs to a Hanoverian regiment, as shown by the

"Gibraltar" on his arm-band, his corps having once bean in

George the Third's Hanoverian Army, which helped to defend Gibraltar

in the Great Siege, and was granted the badge.- -lOguial I'Mojaph .}

I
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On a Battlefield on the deatern front.

$**** >JF

WAR CURIOS: A TWICE-HIT RED CROSS AMBULANCE;
In the upper Illustration . Canadian Red Crow ambulance-car i.ho after 'being damaged by a German .he,,. Tht P7rt?c^

^v.r" 1"n!T
1"
D
hit b7 *' 'nWny ' On the fir .ion ,h,drirer w k,Hl. Rep.ir i, the , loo|t ft J^.,. F.r,un.t,,7, ,h, ,,c.nd driver h.d ,ef, ,,T^ nunutWore, or h. mu.t h. me, hi, predecor'. <te. ! ,h. lower jj!

A GERMAN WOODEN " RUM-JAR "
GUN.

r.t,on, . Candi.n officer is em!nin the d.m.t d rem.in, of .*ooden German gun for throwing th ihort-r^ge clunuy trench-
le, our men c.11 "rum-j.r,." The gun i, built of o.k

long.tudm.ls, hooped round ith meUI bands. Such piece! are
.ufnc,.ntly strong to ,JKt . iimited numkw of

,> nm.^,, M
they give out. [Csa</w W
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H German "
pill-Box" in a Shelled and Captured "Crencb.

BUILT OF CONCRETE SLABS, AS A MACHINE-GUNNERS' NEST : ONE OF THE ENEMY'S TRENCH-TURRETS.

"Pill-bo*" is thf Army term lor the German turret-like itructure

seen here amidst the wreckage of a German trench, taken in the

fightinj of a few d*yi fo. Such erection! are bui 1 * ai machine-

pin emplacements, and provided with head-cover and all-round

protection. Concrete slabs, cemented together, and often pl&ted

with sheet steel, are used in the construction. Their Aat-top

surface, or roofs, are at ground-lev*!, and the machine-gunners
inside uui fire with a wide sweep through the elongated, horizontal

embrasure, or "loop-hole," which takes in a wide angle of view,

a few inches beneath the roof. They are usually set up at the

angles of trenches, to sweep these at either side during an assault.

[Canadian War Records.}
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ossing of the Yser River Barrier.

.LIED ATTACK : TWO OF THE BRITISH INFANTRY AND PACK-HORSE BRIDGES.

with us did equally notable bridging work, throwing 29 bridges over the Yser Canal. Across the Steenbeelc River, where our
Guards attacked, the Guardsmen threw six bridges and fortified bridge-heads beyond, in spite of strenuous German effort* to check
them. Two of our foot-bridges across the Yser for infantry in file, or led horses, are shown above. [ojjt i >l
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On the field in the New Battle of flanders.

INCIDENTS : BRITISH GUNNERS BY AN OLD TRENCH AT BOESINGHE
; A BARBED-WIRE ROD PACK-HORSE.

A field-battery in the new Battle of Flanders is seen in the upper
illustration, while temporarily halted near Boesinghe, close to a
former British communication-trench. Boesinghe, a Tillage three
miles north of Ypres. was where the French and British lines
linked. In that neighbourhood the French started their attack
and bridged the Vser. Some of our artillerymen are seen curiously

inrestigating the trench, part of the wire netting and canvas screen
of which remains. The pack-horse in the lower illustration is

On the way to Pilkem (on the battlefield where the Welsh smashed
the Kaiser

'

"Cockchafers," the Prussian Guard Fusiliers), loaded
with iron uprights to form rertical supports for rows of barbed wire
to fortify the ground won against counter-attacks. (Official Photos.]
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Introduced by the Germans; and J"fow Dreaded by

AN UP-TO-DATE BRITISH TYPE OF THE MINENWERFER : A TRENCH-MORTAR BEING FIRED.

A trench-mot tar of a recent "mark," or pattern, in War Office

parlance, it leen In the foreground being fired at an an(l of

deration lufficient to carry the projectile well clear of the tree-tope

of the (rove immediately in front. With ita elongated barrel, or

"chase," the pattern of mortar thown resembles rather a small

edition of a howitzer than the ion of artillery that used to be

commonly called a mortar. The term hat come into military

employment for such pieces during the present war. Trench-

mortars, according to alxe, can range up to a quarter of a mile,
"
lobbing," so to speak, their projectiles, either large-sized spherical

shells, loaded outside the muzxlc and held in position by a "stick"
inserted In the barrel, or air-torpedoes. [Canadian War Records.]
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OTith General Hllenby's T>oop8 on the Palestine Border

CAMERA NOTES : AN AUSTRALIAN CAMEL CORPS UNIT ; BRITISH GUNS WITH SAND GIRDLED WHEELS.

tn th* upper illustration is urtn one of the units of the Australian

Carnal Corps, now with the Atmy under General Allenby's command
on the borders of Palestine. Their activities In the war on both

Hi*: Ecyviian frontiers, west and east in one if not two cam-

paigns against the Srrms&i and Tripolitan Bedouin invaders on the

western frontier, and in the battles across the Sinai Desert on the

eastern side of Egypt have made the name of the Australian

Camel Corps widely renowned. Several photographs of them while

on service on both Egyptian fronts have appeared in these pages
in previous issues. In the second illustration is seen a British

battery on the Palestine border, th* tyres of the gun-carriage wheels

shod with "girdles" for crossing deep sand. [P/ittos. by Topical.}
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Dry-Season Campaigning in Bast Hfrica.

DRAWING WATER RATIONS : A RUSH OF SEPOYS AT THE ONLY SUPPLY AVAILABLE FOR A BRIGADE.

The rtiny ie*on in East Africa lasts from the end of March to

the middle of June, during which period the entire country U
flooded. Towards the end of the year, there it also a lesser period

of rains. Between whiles, particularly on the veldt country which

Jntenects the fomt-beH in wide stretches, most of the springs and

water-course* dry up and the ground U everywhere arid, with few

water-holes or occasional small streams, often yielding only a

tiickle. For troops operating in these districts, artificial methods
have to be used, and the water procured by hand-pump and run

through troughs in the camps. At the place shown only enough
water to supply one such trough could be got for the use of

whole brigade. Thirsty Indian sepoys are crowding to it.
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DEPOT DAYS: IX.-THE DAY'S WORK-REVEILLE TO BREAKFAST.

I
SEEM to have conveyed an impression that
we in Tent X 6 are beaux sabreurs beaux, and

that only. That we lead romantic and hedonistic

lives, which are more decorative than Hun-
strafish. If you have a picture of the twelve of
us sitting round in tight Meissonier attitudes a
picture, that is, without
kinema effects please rid

yourself of that this-won't-
win - the - war idea. Re-
member that, though the
flesh is willing enough,
there are sergeants. In-

deed, we live very grim
lives of ardour and toil

well, ardour and toil

within reason. The lark
can't crow over us about

early rising, to begin with,
and even before

But, to know us in all

our torments, you had
better have a specimen
day. ReVeille is at 5
o'clock. First parade, 5.30
a.m. ; the notice - board

says so it says it every
morning, and notice-boards
do not lie. Nevertheless,
we are perfectly aware
that we are going to get up at 4.45 a.m., and
that we will be on parade just about the time
that any credulous corporal (if there is such a
marvel) believing the notice-board is preparing to
whistle us awake. At 5 o'clock, then, we are
trailing in our

struggle to get the kinks out of ourselves. The
sight to be seen among the tents fills him with
hDrror.

" What are those drowsy beggars doing among
the tents ?

"
he calls.

"
Walking among the

tents Corporal corporals, take every one of

their pre-sanctified names I

-^ Line 'em up there ! Late
for parade I Late for

sanitary fatigue for a week,
every one of them t

"

He switches his eagle

eye back to us.
"
Stop that talking

there think this is the
House of Commons ?

What the Angel Michael
is that man moving about
in line for ? Section
'shun ! S'tease ! 'Shun !

Wake up there I 'Shun I

S'tease ! Good Gawd I

I Ve known waxworks
do it with more life 1

'Shun !

"

We stand 'shun. It

is a beautiful morning.
The sun is only just throw-

ing his first fire on to the

pearl and opal of the early

slacks on to the

parade ground.
We are slightly
dishevelled in

soul and kit,

and when we
try to form up
in double
ranks, by sub-

sections (we
have three sub-

sections) we
wander about
and shove, and

generally be-
have in such
a perfectly re-

cruitish way
that the put-
tees of the sec-

tion -
sergeant

begin to uncurl in scorn. The sergeant tells us,
and very nicely too, that he once had a flock of
white mice which could give us .points in form-
ing up in ranks.

As we are so pitiful to the human eye, the
sergeant turns his glance to the tents, while we

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: A SHELL-HOLE
IN A GASOMETER NEAR THE FRONT.

Official Photograph.

mist. The green of Laffan's Plain, the rising
amphitheatre of distant trees, is-quiet and olive-

green. The sun is rising. For the first time in
our lives many of us are witnessing the lyric
song of sunrise.

"
Stop that talking I

"
yells

every corporal
and every ser-

geant within a

radius of 302^03
metres. The
section - ser-

geant.suddenly
relenting, raps
out,

"
S'tease."

We s'tease.

Section - ser-

geant eyes us

accusingly,
keeps his eye
en us in case
we fall through
the earth,
stretches out
his hand, and
takes a wad of

papers from the

Posting Clerk.

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: A 'WORKING PARTY MOVING FORWARD
ON THE BATTLEFIELD. [Official Photograph.}

As we are a Technical Unit, a number of us are"
posted

"
daily. That is, we leave Depot and

go to other camps cr barracks where we do active
work with the unit in the trade of our enlistment.
Many of these postings are to places in the British
Isles; many more are for "overseas." On llrs
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Orpen's portrait of the Commander of the flying Corps.

AT THE HEAD OF SIR DOUGLAS HAIG'S AIR SERVICE : MAJOR-GENERAL H. M. TRENCHARD, C.B.

the Cndin Scouti, and later commanded troopi in Welt Africa.

General Trenchard became an Instructor Squadron-Commander at

the Central School of the Royal Flying Corpt in 1911. A year

later he waa promoted Aubtant-Commandant, and in Aufutt 1014

temporary Commandant of the R.F.C. Mr. William Oi en, A.R.A..

if one of the official artltu on the Weitern Front.

Majar-General Hu|h Montafue Trenchard U a former officer of

the Royal Scoti Fuailieri. Since 1914, the year of the outbreak

of the war, he haa been Commandant of the Central Flying School,

and U at the preaent time in command of the Flying Corps in the

field. He had prerioualy en war lerrice in South Africa, with

oial corpe, the Imperial Yeomanry, the Buihmen'i Corpt, and
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early morning parade our fate is dealt out to us.

The sergeant shouts
" These men fall out. They are to parade

with kit at 8.45." (Sometimes it is
"
parade

without kit
"

that may mean overseas or merely
local posting.)

"
Thrce-T\vo-Seven-O-Five

"

Corporals down the line take the call up"
Three-Two-Seven-O-Five, Tebbing 1

"

Tebbing, getting the shock of his life at hearing
his name called so publicly, blurts

"
He-ear !

"

and doubles out of line to form up in the wrong
place near the sergeant, and to be shoved into the

right place by a corporal. The process goes on
until the list is exhausted. When the list is

exhausted all of us who remain are gloomy.
Many have been called, but we have not been
chosen. The grind of the Depot goes on for us.

"
'Shun !

"
snaps the sergeant.

"
S'tease 1

Jump to it now ! 'Shun! Dis-miss." We break

up and leave the parade.
"
Leave "

is the just

has a different linear measure, those of us who
don't have to stretch to look into it have to bob.

The washing place is a long form of gratings
raised on thigh-high legs, and it is situate in the

spot where the east wind catches it sore. There
are stand-pipes with double tap's at intervals

along the form, and there are jnany round tin

washing-bowls (rather like buckets cut short in

their upward career). There are, however, many
more washers than bovls. Sometimes one secures

a bowl by craft, luck, or mere sternness in the face

of a younger recruit who thinks he got it first.

At other times one joins five pairs of other hands,
and competes for the thin stream that issues from
a tap on the stand-pipe. Very quickly oh, very
quickly, for there is ice in the gale washing is

through. One rescues one's tooth-paste from the
lad who thinks it is an Army issue.

As one returns one may enjoy oneself by
noting that Evans has been "

clicked
'

as he slips

THE FLANDERS BATTLE: PACK-MULES LADEN WITH AMMUNITION MOVING FORWARD
OVER NEWLY -CAPTURED GROUND. {Official Photograph.)

word. Some recruits begin to run is not break-
fast near ? That is a crime.

It is now 5.30. The first
"

sitting
"

(doesn't
that sound magnificent ?) the first sitting of break-
fast is at 5.45. There are men already lining up
outside the big marquees ; knives, forks, and
spoons bristle in many hands. Some of the eager
ones of Tent X 6 are already there. Others of us
ar; more scientific even more cleanly. We hav-3
decided that the time between now and second
sitting is just that compact, necessary space to
allow us to (i) shave, (2) wash, (3) at a pinch to
clean buttons. We borrow Mr. James' mug, go
oft to the washing-place for water, return, and
shave with considerable contortion in the tent.
It has to be contortion. The mirror is one of
those small, idiotic tin things into which one can
project half a chin, but no upper-lip. It hangs
from the tent-pole, and. since everyone in the tent

out of a marquee for ration fatigue by the cook-
house corporal. One realises that gluttony some-
times brings its own punishment. Craik, who
can escape any fatigue, tells at the tent that
haddock and porridge (same plate) are on the menu
to-day.

You fold your blankets calmly in the approved
Army patterns, and in the approved Army bundle
(three in the middle and one bound round), place
your great-coat neatly on top, and towel neatly
on top of that, and take all (as the cook-books say)
and place in line (with others) outside the tent.

Then, having got into your tunic, and having
seized your knife, fork, and spoon, off you go for

second sitting of breakfast.

This is only the beginning of the day. You
see, our activities are so huge that I shall have
to make a serial of it "to be continued in

our next." w. DOUC.LAS NEWTON.
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Orpen's portrait of the British Commander-in-Chief,

DIRECTING OPERATIONS IN THE BATTLE OF FLANDERS : FIELD-MARSHAL SIR DOUGLAS HAIG, K.T.

on his reputation. On Lord French taking charge of the Home
defences, Sir Douglas Haig's promotion to the chief command wu
a matter of course. His leadership since has brought him a Field-

Marshal's baton and the K.T. His methods are already well attested.

The painter of the portrait, Mr. William Orpen, A.RA., is one of

the Official Artistt on the Western Front.

Before the wu, Sir Douglat Half wat acknowledged u an array
leader in the foremost rank. He had aeen war ternu, and tenred

a> Chief ol the Staff In India. When the war broke out, he waa
in charge at Aldcrthot, and went to the Front in command of the

Pint Army Corp*. Hit masterly handling of hit troop* in the

retreat from Mont and in the flrtt Battle of Ypret let the teal
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Cdith the Hrmy in Mesopotamia,

AT BAGHDAD AND ON THE TIGRIS : A PERSIAN GUN-TROPHY : EMBARKING ON A RIVER-BARGE.

wu doubtless responsible for it. The
"
dolphin*," or handle* lor

lifting, Men t the centre of the fun, show, inter alia the European

parentage of the design. They were * French inTention of the

time of Francis I., and were so called i being originally always

shaped after the tea animal*. The lower illuitration shows troops

boarding a Tigrh rirer barge-tranwort [PMoi. try C.N.]

L

An interoting trophy, that thould in due count ftnd it* wy to Sir

Alfred Mond's projected National War Museum, ii hown in the

upper illuitration. It I* a cannon of monster dimensions, which

fell into our hands at Baghdad, understood to be of Persian casting,

ome time in the sixteenth century. The design is European, and

some European adrenturer of the many in the Bast at that period
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In Mesopotamia during Sir Stanley JVlaud*

444 4 444 4.

TURKISH PRISONERS TAKEN DURING LATER FIGHTING : A COLUMN BEING MARCHffl^ tasur T^rs r^^/p^e^ ^ris

-:
hic

h
h foiiowe

(f ,

during sir suniey Maude '

s ad
while ,torei brought U

8

p the Tigris J^t^^^ aV ^ a '^H
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Advance to the J^ortb of Baqfbdad.

LLONC. THE RIVER WHARF AT BAGHDAD NEAR THE GENERAL HOSPITAL.

.. T,,rWi.h rrisoners Uken by Sir Stanley Maude in his further advance were landed, on being brought

SS35S5nS3S3583t!
-
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

IT
i,s always gratifying to be rewarded for

services rendered, though certainly the women
who are working so disinterestedly in the service

of their country are the last people to agitate in

favour of official marks of recognition for work
done. In these circumstances, it was all the more
satisfactc ry to read a
recent Army Order

stating that the gold-

stripe distinction for

wounds worn by
officers would be
awarded to members
of military nursing
services, members of

Voluntary Aid De-

tachments, and
special probationers

employed in military

hospitals who might
chance togetwounded
through enemy action

while serving in this

country. In the ear-

lier days of the war
the chances were all

against a nurse on

duty at home being
wounded while in

the discharge of her

duties. Now, how-
ever, that the Huns
have succeeded in

sex that there are practically no instances on
record of women once being employed and then

dismissed as unsuitable. Cases do, of course,
occur now and again, but they are the exceptions
that prove women to be possessed of that per-
severance and conscientiousness that Will, in the

long run, overcome all

difficulties. A recent

MH^^H^^^^M^^HB_ return of women's
work shows that since

the war Messrs. W. H.
Smith and Son have

employed over four

thousand women, and
that a very large
number of women are

still in training, pre-
ference being given
to wives or relatives

of men released for

service. Whenever it

is possible, employ-
ment is found for

widows cr dependents
of men killed.

READY FOR WORK: A CROUP OF GROOMS
AT MESSRS. MACNAMARA'S.

Women stable-workers are being found very useful at Messr. Mac-
nnmara's, the big conti actors to the Government. They are seen here

ready to start grooming the horses and getting them ready lor their next

Journey with the Royal Mail vans. [Photograph In Sport and General.]

bringing the war to our gates, so to speak, the
nurse who may happen to be on duty during
an air raid will, if she is wounded, be entitled
to receive the golden distinction.

We women at

home are apt, in our
own preoccupations,
to overlook the effects

of the war on our sis-

ters in other countries.

Japanese women are
not an emancipated race, but the war has done
much to improve their position. One result of it

is that new professions are gradually being thrown

open to them. Educationally, the woman of the

WOMEN-WORKERS IN A STABLE YARD: A SCENE AT A GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR'S.
Messrs. Macnamara are finding their women-worker, entirely satisfactory and adaptable. They are seen here busily employed in the

stable-yard of the contractors- [Photograph tn> Sport and General.}

Almost every week one reads of an increase in
the number of women employed in special work
"
owing to the war," and it speaks well for the

Flowery Land does not hold an advanced position.
Except in medicine she cannot obtain a university
education. However, she has made such good

(CpHtitiutd oixrleaf.
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dotr-ciVs forestry dork for the Star.

SUPERVISING PORTUGUESE WOOD-CUTTERS: PLANNING; MEASURING FOR THE SAWYERS.

Many member, of the Women'. Forestry Corp., .ome of whom we

hare .hown in previou. iwue. ml work tree-fell!n nd log-cuttinf

in Deronshire nd the Welt of England, find employment timber-

meuurer., among other dulie., with the gang, of Portuguwe wood-

feller, who re working for the Allie. in England The women-

foreater. are een in these illmtration. while *> occupied In th

upper illmtration torn* are planning arrangement, for the Portugueae

ganp, een in the background, who are to cut up felled tree-trunk..

In the lower illustration, women-mealurer. are marking odd length,

of timber for the Portugueae to taw into logs and baulks. Wood-

cutting for charcoal-burning U one ol the peasant occupation, in

the forest region of northern Portugal. [Photos, bv S. and G.]
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use of such opportunities as she has that there are

prospects of further emancipation. At the moment
there are 33(1 women physicians practising in Japan,
and this year, out of 39 successful candidates in

the Tokyo medical examinations, 27 were women

Medicine apart, thers have been other develop-
ments in women's work in Japan, due mainly to

IN THE STABLES: WILLING WOMEN-WORKERS.
Ladies work hard in grooming the horses in the stables of Messrs. Macnamara, the
Government contractors, and are proving very satisfactory. The one in a white

smock, en in oui photograph, is Miss P. Grylls, the forewoman.

Photograph bv Sport and General.

industrial conditions created by the war. The
"
lady

"
typist is one of *he country's latest pro-

ducts, and the store-girl is another instance of
the gradual breaking-down of the
restrictions with which the women-
folk of our Eastern Allies were once

hedged about.

The effect of the war on Turkish
women is even more surprising.
Who would have thought that the

atmosphere of the harem would
breed an independence of spirit

vigorous enough to surprise and in-

timidate the unspeakable Turk ?

But that is what has happened. In
the first place, the war has had an

appreciable effect on the attitude
of Turkish women towards public
affairs. So far, the walls of their
homes or rather, of the harem
have bounded their vision, and
their husbands were supposed to
afford as much interest as any
reasonable woman could expect.

the fighting at the Dardanelles was at its heaviest,
a large deputation of anxious wives and mothers
inarched to the Tvirkish War Office and demanded
the restitution of their sons and husbands. It is

easy to imagine the consternation such a step
caused, not so much on account of the impossibility
of acceding to the demand as because of the new
feminine spirit of which it was a sign. There is

another point : women's education
in Turkey is steadily increasing, and
the women's college at Constanti-

nople is rapidly extending its work.

Dress, always an important
matter where women are concerned,
is slowly changing in conformity
with the ideas of the more emanci-

pated among the women. Bntish

women, in the old days, were con-
tent to clothe themselves in gar-
ments that hampered the free action

of their limbs, even as the ideas

governing their status limited the
full development of their mental
faculties. But as Englishwomen
gained more freedom, and demanded
and obtained the right to mould
move or less their own destinies,

they gradually adopted a more com-
fortable style of dress. Much the
same thing has happened in Tur-

key, where modern woman, finding
the "

purdah
"

altogether too un-
comfortable, adopted shortened

skirts and thinner veils, to the surpnsed indigna-
tion of the Turkish Government, who forthwith

attempted to make the wearing of any such gar-

But things have changed since

Turkey threw in her lot with the
Hun. The manhood of the coun-

try has gone out of the home, and, as a con-
sequence, the interest of Turkish womanhood has
followed it. The result has been that the

"
powers

that be "
have occasionally been placed in a

decidedly awkward position. For instance when

LOOKING WELL AFTER THEIR CHARGES: WOMEN WORKERS
AT A GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR'S.

Our photograph shows Miss Parry, Miss Prince, and Miss Horbjry brinelne food
and straw for the horses of which they have charge, In the stables ot Messrs.
Macnamara, the well-known Government contractors. (Photograph ky Sport and General.]

ments illegal. The result was such a storm of pro-
test on the part of the women that the legislation
was promptly cancelled. Even the Turk realised
that you can take a dress to a woman, but you
cannot make her wear it. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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The Battle of flanders: everyday Scenes*

CAMERA NOTES : COMING BACK FROM THE FIRING-LINE
;
RIFLE INSPECTION IN A GAS-SHELL AREA.

In the upper illustration is seen a party of Canadians returning to

quarters on relief after a day in the firing-line. The men are

taking their way along a communication-trench, dug some time

ago, and now with its sides and the ground all round overgrown
with summer flowers and grass. In the lower illustration men of

an infantry unit about to go on duty are having their rifles

inspected by their officer. Muzzle-inspection is a most important
routine duty, for even a small particle of mud, rust, or grit inside

the muz/le would cause the rifle-barrel to burst, or be rendered

useless. The breech is held open to give a clear sight down the

barrel. The locality being constantly bombarded by gas-shells, the

men are wearing their mask-bags. [Canadian War Records.]
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RUSSIA'S CRITICAL HOUR- OTHER FRONTS- ADMIRALTY CHANGES-
THE STOCKHOLM QUESTION.

A FFAIRS i" Russia, both military and political,

/\ continue disquieting. M. Kerensky, find-

ing that he could no longer be responsible to the

country, asked the Provisional Government to

accept his resignation. This the Government

refused to do, and, the Cabinet having resigned,

the Prime Min-

ister again con-

sented to take up
office, and formed
an entirely new
Cabinet, in which
all parties were

represented. The
new body in its

constitution gave
some prospect of

steadiness, and it

seemed as if the

Premier had at

least a chance of

a free hand to

carry out his

difficult task of

reconciliation and
of restoration. His

imanimity of opinion. Nothing short of single
control is possible at the moment if Russia is to

be saved. The military position did not improve
during the period under review. The Carpathian
line was to all intents and purposes lost, and the

enemy continued to advance on an objective
believed to be
Odessa and the

wheat - producing
lands of southern

Russia. The
resistance stiffen-

ed to some extent

on various fronts,

but the tide was
not stemmed. It

was evidently the

enemy's purpose
to isolate the Rus-
sian and the Rou-
manian armies.

The latter contin-

ued to fight with

great determina-
tion and wonWITH OUR ARMY ON THE PALESTINE BORDER : ON THE

OF THE TURKISH DEFEAT AT MAGHDABA
Maghdaba is near El Arish. The final battle which cleared the Sinai Peninsula

of the Turks took place there, resulting in the break-up of the Turkish force

and capture of over 1200 prisoners. [Photograph by Topical.}

position is virtu-

ally that of a

dictator, which
has given offence to certain political elements,
who consider this a negation of the principles of

revolution ; but there were signs that the diffi-

culty might be successfully overcome, and the

completion of the new Ministry showed a fair

SCENE

certain successes,

afterwards dis-

counted by the

steady pressure
of the Austro - German forces. Bessarabia was

seriously threatened. But in face of these

misfortunes General Korniloff showed himself

resolved to carry on the conflict with all the

vigour in his power. He would not for a
[Continued overleaf.

WITH OUR ARMY ON THE PALESTINE BORDER : THE REMAINS OF AN ANCIENT CITY UNEARTHED AT FLUSIAT,
NEAR THE SEA-COAST. [Photograph by Topical.}
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TIbe Battle of flanders: Spiked Boards in a French*

'CROW'S FEET," AN OLD-WAR GERMAN DEVICE BEING USED: WRITING HOME IN A CAPTURED TRENCH.

The spiked boards, beside which are two Canadian soldiers, resting

after a day's fighting in the course of the present Battle of

Flanders, were found in the captured German trench where the

men are. They are ud by the Germans everywhere, either to

be laid down in a trench to hold up hostile troops making their

way along it, or, when scattered about in the open, to lame or

stop men or horses charging. The iron spikes are called
"
crow's

feet,
' ' from their shape. They are so contrived that when not

fastened on boards, but put down separately, one spike always
sticks up. The crow's foot is a centuries-old war-implement, used

first in German civil wars of the Middle Ages. All armies have
since employed them. [Canadian War Record 1

-.]
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moment entertain the possibility that Russia

should ^ urrender.

From Greece the news has been mainly

political. King Alexander formally took the

oath, and the old Parliament, so long in abey-
ance, reassembled. During the discussion of

1

no particular genius to guess. The returns of

vessels sunk by mines or submarines for the week

ending Aug. 5 show 21 vessels over 1600 tons ;
2

under 1600 tons; fishing
- vessels, none. The

arrivals were 2673, the sailings 2796. The tonnage

sunk can be ascertained only in a bare minimum,
which is obviously far

below the mark ;
but

details are still with-

held, although America
has urgently desired

their publication, for

the better instruction

of the United States in

the necessity of a

strenuous preparation
to meet and overcome

piracy. The number of

large vessels sunk shows
r.n increase over the

previous week'sreturns.

Controversy ran high

upon the question of the

appearance of British

delegates at the Stock-

holm Conference. It

WITH THE BRITISH FORCES ON AN EASTERN FRONT : A SUCTION-DREDGER AT WORK
DEEPENING THE SHIP CHANNEL.

Both suction and bucket dredgers are used in our ports at home, and are common objects of interest

The former are employed principally where the bottom is sandy. (Photograph ly Topical.]to visitors.

military service, M. Venizelos was accused of aim-

ing at a dictatorship. In reply, he told the Chamber
that he had actually been offered the Dictatorship,
but had refused it. On the Salonika front there
was no perceptible change in the situation.

In East Africa there

was serious fighting on

Aug. 3. The British

took the offensive ten

miles south - west of

Lindi, a port 170 miles

south of Dares Salaam.

Indian and African

troops were also en-

gaged in an affair which
was sharply contested,
but inconclusive. Else-

where, other operations
have been going steadily
in our favour, and the

scattered German forces

are being driven to-

was said that Mr.

Henderson was modify-
ing his views, and the

announcement some-
what reassured those

who regretted the
Minister's attitude as likely to impair his acknow-

ledged great services. Opinion was firmly solidify-

ing against any appearance of parley with t!.e

enemy of the world's liberty while he is still

unrepentant. The Allied Governments were re-

wards Mahenge, on
which several British

columns are converging.
Interest in naval

affairs has been chiefly
on dry land. Further

changes in personnel
took place at the

Admiralty, and these,

it was hinted, were only the prelude to others,

greater and more startling. These hints and the

nature of the shuffling of the cards might or

might not point to a turn of affairs which it takes

WITH THE BRITISH FORCES ON THE PALESTINE FRONT : GENERAL BAILHOUD, OF

THE FRENCH ARMY, WHO HOLDS HIGH COMMAND IN THE EAST, BESTOWING THE
ACCOLADE AFTER CONFERRING THE CROIX DE GULKRE ON AN AUSTRALIAN COLONEL.

PKolo^raph l>y l-.pu:.l.

ported to be in favour of abstention. Meetings
of the Labour Party were held in London, result-

ing in a decision to send delegates, but another

meeting is to be held. LONDON: AIT., n, 1917.
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ABOUT TO SURPRISE AN ENHMY PATROL : FRENCH SOLDIERS READY TO RAID,
. Frenct- OfficM Photofraph.
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AN EVENTFUL WEEK- STOCKHOLM AND THE VATICAN TWO GREAT OFFENSIVES
ON TWO SUCCESSIVE DAYS THE AISNE AND THE MEUSEU.S. TROOPS IN LONDON.

THE period here summarised has been par-

ticularly eventful not only in the field, but
in the councils of the nations. During the first

three clays public interest was still keen in the

Stockholm controversy, which led to Mr. Hender-
son's resignation,

consequent on a

letter from the

Premier. While
the incident held

public attention,
the er.emy ma'cle

another raid en
our coasts. The
scene of the
attack was
Southend, the

day, Sunday, the

I2th. About
twenty enemy;-
aeroplanes came .'_;,

in by way of

Felixstowe, div-

ided at Clacton,

and, flying to

Southend, bom-
bed that town
and its out-

lying districts.

The place was
full of holiday-makers, who were the chief sufferers.

Women and children were killed and injured, as

usual. The killed numbered 35, the wounded 50.

On Tuesday, the I4th, it was announced to all

the world that the Pope had proposed terms of

A TROPHY FROM A FAMOUS FIGHT TRANSFORMED : THE NEW SHIP'S

BELL OF THE DESTROYER "BROKE."

The bell bears the inscription :

" Made from the lid of a torpedo-tube of '

0.42,'

rammed and sunk by H.M.S. 'Broke,' April 21, 1917." fThe two German

destroyers sunk on the occasion were "
0.42

" and "
0.85.") [Official Photograph.}

peace. Next day the text of Benedict the

Fifteenth's proposal was known, and the German,
or Austrian, origin of the document was manifest.

To secure peace on such terms we should have to

acquit Germany of guilt in making the war,

stultify our
righteous aims,

leave the Hohen-
zollerns free to

commit further

outrages on the

world, leave
them their Navy,
waive the re-

'

storation of the

pillaged smaller

nations, and
leave Poland the

slave of the Ger-

mans and Aus-

trians.
" Aus-

tria
"

is written

large over the

scheme, \vith

the signature of

Germany no less

plain.

In the field,

the week began
under better

conditions of weather. A great deal of useful

work had been accomplished by our troops. The
Westhoek Ridge was finally won, and the French
at the same time crossed and established them-

selves beyond the Steenbeek River. Guns and

ON THE LINE OF MARCH ON THE WESTERN FRONT : A PACK-ANIMAL SUPPLY-TRAIN PASSING A HALTED
FIELD-KITCHEN DETACHMENT. [Official Photograph.]
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prisoners were captured in considerable numbers.
On the days immediately preceding the I5th, the
.chief news from the West was that the artillery
duel was again rising to the pitch of fury. The

enemy made no secret of the severity of our fire,

and gave perfectly open hints that it meant
trouble to come. Meanwhile, the suburbs of Lens
were further enveloped, and north-west of Bix-

schoote the French improved their position. A
strong enemy raid east of Neuve Chapelle was

repulsed by Portuguese troops after sharp fighting.
This was the first time the Portuguese had been

engaged in anything beyond small bombardments.
Our troops undertook successful raiding at two

points east of Vermelles. At Roeux, east of Arras,

a hostile raid was successfully repulsed. The

enemy naturally gave his own version of these

themselves with that bravery and efficiency for

which they are now proverbial. They delivered a

re-olute attack upon Hill 70, which proved im-

practicable to our storming parties during the

Battle of Loos in September 1915. The defences

here had been improved and strengthened by
every conceivable device, but the Canadians were

not to be denied. They carried the position.

The line then swept forward to a depth of one

mile, and all objectives were gained. Besides

Hill 70, the day's bag included the villages of

Cite St. Elizabeth, Cite St. Emilie, and Cite

St. Laurent, mining villages around J-ens. The
Bois Hugo and the Bois Rase also came into our

possession. The same day the enemy launched

five counter-attacks, with which our infantry and

artillery dealt effectively. On the Ypres front the

BEHIND THE LINES ON THE WESTERN FRONT : WATER-SPORTS ON A CANAL NEAR ONE OF OUR CAMPS

A POPULAR MATCH. [Official Photograph.]

affairs, and claimed to have inflicted reverses ;

but he prefaced his communique of the I4th with
the words "

strong allied enemy attacks are being

prepared." His prophecy was not wrong. On
the evening of the I5th London heard that Sir

Douglas Haig had launched another great offensive

on a long front from Lens to Loos, and had
carried the first line of German defences at all

points. At noon our troops were reported to be

making satisfactory progress. Near Cite St.

Emilie a hostile counter-attack was completely
crushed, and the French still further improved
their holding beyond Bixschoote. North-east of

Hollebeke and near Klein Zillebeke, hostile raid-

ing parties attacked the ground just won, but were

.completely repulsed. The weather was again

stormy, and the operation was conducted while

rain was falling ; but, as usual, this was no dis-

couragement to our gallant men. Again the

Canadians were to the fore, and they acquitted

Germans attacked on the Pilkem-Langemarck
Road, but made no progress. Langemarck was
taken on the i6th, with 1200 prisoners and 5 guns.
The airmen were very busy during the action,

and brought down nine and disabled five enemy
machines. Seven of our machines were missing,
two of which were caught in a violent storm while

they were operating over the enemy's lines. The
Germans fired St. Quentin Cathedral, and blamed
the French.

This success was followed by an event Un-

precedented in the history of the Western struggle.
On the i6th at 4.45 a.m., hot on the heels of a

fine day's work, Sir Douglas Haig launched

another attack of the first magnitude. No such

continued effort of equal extent and intensity has

hitherto been recorded. The front engaged was

wide, and lay east and north of Ypres. The

enemy met the assaults with stubborn fighting ;

but, in spite of that, good progress was made
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Three further counter-attacks at Lens were beaten

back, and a hostile concentration near Cite

St. Auguste was found and dispersed by our

artillery. The sector concerned in the second

day's British pressure lies some twenty-five miles

north of the Lens front, and is of not less extent.

In the district involved are the Westhoek Ridge,
the Ypres-Roulers railway, and St. Julien ground
for which we have paid a price, but now firmly in

our hands. It was on these points that the

heaviest enemy counter-attacks were delivered

after the great advance on July 31. At Lens, on
the i 6th, a

Division of
the Prussian

Guard came
to grief. On
the northern

portion of our
line our Allies

co-operated
with magni-
ficent dash in

the general
movement.
They captured
all objectives,
and effected

an excellent

clearance on
both sides of

the Steen-
straate-Dix-
mude Road.
On the right
bank of the

Steenbeek
they kept
contact with
the British,

and made
good progress.
Lateraccounts

spoke of fur-

ther encour

aging success

for theFrench,
and put a

hundred pris-
oners to their

credit on a

first count.

Desperate re-

ON THE WESTERN FRONT, ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF A BATTLEFIELD :

BRINGING IN WOUNDED BY LIGHT RAILWAY.

Before and during battle, the principal employment for light railways is the carrying
forward of ammunition close up to the firing-line. One of their employments after

battle is shown here. [Official Photograph.}

less favourable than around Lens and Ypres, but

the airmen did not let clouds and mists interfere

with their activity. At Hurtebise they flew low,

and used machine-guns on the enemy's shelters

and reserves. North and east of Houthulst

Forest they bombed enemy bivouacs and can-

tonments, and also the railway station at

Lichtenwald.

There was, if anything, rather more liveliness

on the Italian front, but nothing to change per-

ceptibly the situation of the past month or two.

October, as Napoleon knew, is the year's limit for

Alpine cam-

paigning.

Aug. 15 was
memorable as

the day of the

first consider-

able parade of

American
troops through
London on
their way to

the front. The
occasion and
the spectacle
were impres-
sive. The U.S.

troops, to the

number of
several thou-

sand, were
played through
London by the

bands of the

Scots, Grena-

diers, Irish,

and Welsh
Guards. They
passed the
U.S. Embassy
and saluted

the Ambassa-

dor, and then
marched
through the

approach to

Buckingham
Palace, where
the King, on

foot, watched
them pass and
returned their

sistance was expected, and was in due time en-

countered. But the two days' effort was a move-
ment of the highest importance in the strategic
scheme. The weather was slightly showery, but
on the whole fine and clear. In Parliament, on the
1 6th, Mr. Lloyd George stated that the present
battle was not intended to be a big move, and
the public ought not to expect impossible results.

While these heavy blows were being dealt

to the northward, no great movement was un-
dertaken in the south, and every day's story
was the old one heavy bursts of artillery, various

coups-de-main, surprise attacks, and sharp en-

counters in the air. In the south the weather was

u

salute. By way of Westminster Bridge, the parade
took its way to Waterloo, where the troops en-

trained. London turned out in its thousands to bid
the new Allies welcome and wish them God-speed.
The greeting was in every way worthy of the

Metropolis. The troops were quite evidently
pleased with their reception, and go on with the

assurance that the heart of the British Empire is

with them in their task. On the same day the
first American wounded from the detachments

already in France arrived in this country, and
were taken to the hospitals in Bath. The incident

was a farther cementing of sympathy between our-

selves and our kinsmen. LONDON: AOG. 18, 1917.
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On the frencb front: Camouflage Methods,

" CAMOUFLAGED "
: GUNNERS MASKED, HOODED, AND GOWNED ; INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM GRASS.

Camouflage, the trt of concealment by dericet aakimilated to Nature

method! and turroundingj, a, it goes without laying, o paramount

importance where ther* are poiitioni, and
'

.specially artillery

batterie., the itution o( which it to be kept hidden from the

enemy. At certain placet not only are the gunt, wagont, and

battery matiriel uimotitlaged. by being coloured to match the ur-

rounding terrain, but alia eren the gun-team* are " drmed up
"

to at ta be practically inTiiible. In the upper illtutration French

artillerymen appear in graMhopper green, by which nuani they are

eaiily concealed, at intecta are among gralt. From the wcond

illuttration' the reader can realite how clotely a man lying down

can be nude to appear all but indittinguiihable. [/>*<*. ty Alfitrl.]
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Lmng the ]Vcw Battle of flandere.

'ILLAGE UNDER FIRE, SCREENED BY A BARRICADE OF BOXES AND BARRELS
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Hrtillery BombardmcniBffccte of the

- --<

WORK OF THE GUNS THAT PEOPLE IN

'

up-and-over
"

order was issued that Tuesday
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that Heralded the Battle of flandere.

THE LAST WEEK OF JULY : WHAT REMAINED OF GERMAN TRENCHES.

morning at dawn, the guns had ben thundering incessantly on the German trenche., and the result in one locaUty is

While people in the SoLth-Eastern Counties of England heard daily the dul reverberafon of the ceaseless cannonade
^

trencher the battered-in debris of which is shown, were being churned by explodmg shells into the shapeless heaps we see.-[



Brohe" ficrocs in the famous Midnight "Scrap."

COMBATANTS :
"
BRIP," THE " BROKE'S " DOG ; A.B. INGLESON, WHO SAVED MIDSHIPMAN GYLES' LIFE.

th< crew of th German destroyer the "Broke" rammed in

desperation boarded the
" Brake

" across the forecastle, Ingleson,

who wai stationed there close to Midshipman Gyles (now D.S.C.},

with his cutUss-bayonet not only saved the officer from being

overpowered by a huge German In hand-to-hand fight, but killed

The upper photograph shows the pet dog of the crew of the
"
Broke," who went through the midnight action with the six

German destroyers.
"
Brip

"
is his name, a sturdy, shaggy tyke,

who is shown here wearing a medal for the scrap. In the lower

photograph is seen A.B. Ingleson, who won the Distinguished Service

Medal for a fine act of personal pluck on the occasion. When several other Germans. [Official Photographs.]
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H fiero of the " Broke" Bach at Ris post.

THE HELMSMAN WHO STUCK TO THE WHEEL. ALTHOUGH WOUNDED: L.S. RAWLES, C.G.M.

The encounter occurred t l.4l a.m., E S.E. of the South Goodwin

lifhuhip. A flotilla of aix German deitroyeri were diseorered and

(tucked by the "Swift" and " Broke." Two of the enemy

reuela were unk by the "
Broke," one being rammed, and the

other torpedoed. The rat fled. The "Broke," partially diaabled,

ran alonfiide a German deatroyer whoie crew lined the

thoutlnj
" Sare ! Sare I Kamerad '

" The enemy opened (Ire a*

the " Broke
" neared to recue the German*, and wa at once

torpedoed for treachery. Leadin Seaman W. G. Rawiw wu awarded

the Cmtpicuoue Gallantry Medal. Said the " Gaiette
"

:
"
Although

he had four bad wound, in hU left, in addition to other Injurie..

he continued to fteer H.M.S. ' Broke. 1 "
(Official
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On Board the "Brohe's" Leader rbe "Swift/' sag

:. *riCR'W-^' "~' <. OP TH.BH SM.TO8I,The "Swiff the Broke', consort, wa, senior-office's ,hipd
sailed

to attack on the enemy being sighted. The "
Swift "

* leading German, intending ,. ram
, but in the dating

enemy, searchHght,, and the intermittent Mackne the helmsman ,ust missed, m,, ..
Swi(,,.

through the water a, between thirty and forty knoU. She pursued

hard but finally lost her ouarry In the dark. In the upper photo.

fho f,,^.TV
' "" " Swi

"<" i0 Wh"e r* '"" The *<ows the Swifft ,hip', dog,
" WiHUm." He ha, been m three

:t,ons, and ha, Inscribed on hi, collar :
"

Jutland, May 3 ,,t,1916"; "Channel Raid, Oct. ath, ,,,6
"

; "Channel R,M
Apr. 2iit, iW'-lOuiol PMomh
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forerunners of the Grand fleet : (Bar-Ships of HU Hgcs X.

NOW IN HER HUNDRED AND F1FTY-SECOND YEAR AFLOAT: THE "VICTORY" IN HER FIRST. WAR.

Nelson's "Victory" is seen her* u the famous three-decker

appeared when originally built between 1759 and 1765. The

drawing a from a picture nude in (781, when ihe was on serrlce

in one of her first campaigns during the American War of

George the Third'i reign. She was then flag-ship of the Channel

Fleet, and had fought her Srt battle, Keppel'a Action ofl Uihant

In 1778, the year when he "Victory" wa first commissioned.

She had then yellow aides with a broad black belt at the water-

line. The pretent ityle of painting in strokes of white and black

came in after Trafalgar, after a pattern Introduced by Nelaon. Between

1740 and iSoa the "Victory
" wai practically re-built in her upper-

works : her foremast was set back, her tail-plan altered.
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXIH.-THE DORSETSHIRES.
BEFORE DARK."

THE evening of Feb. 15, 1814, closed with a
sunset of extreme beauty on the Lower

Pyrenees. For three days the Duke of Wellington
had been advancing from the neighbourhood of

Bayonne, driving the French before him. The
Duke had exposed himself at one point to the

enemy's cavalry,
and was for a lew
moments in grave
danger; but he was
covered by the

Grenadiers of the

39th Regiment, now
the Dorsetshires.

The objective of

the movement had

finally declared it-

self as a high hill,

near the small town
of Garris, on which
was posted a column
of the enemy, 6000

strong. The British

held an opposing
height. Between lay
a ravine covered
with rough forest,

into which the Light

Infantry Brigade
had descended,
while the guns on
the hill behind them

AN AEROPLANE THROUGH A ROOF: A SCENE IN TWICKENHAM.
The percentage of mishaps to aeroplanes is conspicuously small in pro-
portion to their ever-growing numbers and varying activities. The mishap
shown in our photograph, of the unlooked-for landing of a machine upon
the roof of a house, a bedroom ceiling of which it broke through, caused

no little sensation. Fortunately, the pilot was only slightly hurt.

Photograph by C.N.

opened a vigorous fire over their heads. The sun
was now very low, and the infantry were halted,

a little pen-picture of the magnificent display of

gold and purple, the snowy peaks, and the

wonderful lights and shadows on mountain and
forest. The prospect of the bivouac was more
than tempting, and the Infantry Brigade fancied

that, for the present, at least, they were to be

only spectators of

the skirmishing and
the artillery duel,

when an Aide-de-

Camp dashed up
with an order from
the Duke. Pointing
to the enemy's posi-

tion, he cried :

" Take the hill be-

fore dark."

There was no

grumbling. At the

word, the men fell

in, delighted with
the compliment paid
them by their Com-
mander - in - Chief.

They had no doubt
of success ; they
knew that no order
would be given to

them beyond their

power. To the 39th
fell the honour of

bearing the brunt
of the attack. With them moved off their old and
gallant friends, the 28th ; but that corps was

and received the order to pile arms. Their ordered to take a direction which did not bring

BROUGHT DOWN BEHIND THE CANADIAN LINES: AN ENEMY AEROPLANE WRECKED.-[C.* War ft***.]
skirmishers were still busy in advance, but the them into close contact with the enemy The

f hoped for a well-earned rest, as night affair fell entirely into the keeping of the 3gth,hand. One officer, at any rate, was fascin- and although
"
Garris

"
is not inscribed upon

ie gorgeous cloud-effects, and set down their colours, it was a memorable action ; a minor
[Continued vferlntf.
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The Jvight Railway in lar TTwo Hspects.

LIGHT RAILWAYS AT THE FRONT : MULES DRAWING AN AMMUNITION-TRUCK ;
REPAIRS UNDER FIRE.

The llfht railway hu come to be an euentUI future of the war,

both on the Western Front anil eiwwhere. It U tue<l for the

traruportinf of ammunition auppliea and wounded men. In our

upper photograph, a mule-team U teen drawing a truck-load of

ammunition along a light railway behind the Canadian lines at

Vimy Ridge. The lower illuitration thowi some Canadian Bngineeri

repairing a light railway track under Are, and the two men

standing, It will be noted, are looking up to watch the arrival of

a shell which Is on lu way in their direction. "Where is that

one coming ?
"

are the words inscribed on the back of the

photograph. It may be Ule or death to them, yet they do not

appear greatly disturbed. IPkokn. by Canadian War Records.]
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glory, perhaps ; but glorious for all that. Colonel
the Hon. Sir Robert O'Call.islian. as the men
stood to arms, repeated the order .in its original
terse and emphatic terms :

" Take the hill before
dark." The regiment responded with a rousing
British cheer. Kext moment they were ordered
to fix bayonets and advance at the double,
and thus, in close column, they plunged into the
ravine, still cheering as they went.

In a few minutes the 39th had cleared the
bottom of the glen, and began the steep accent,
without firing a shot. Meanwhile, the enemy
poured in a steady fire, rather too high, luckily,
for little harm was done, except to the mounted
officers, all of whom were either hit or lost their
horses. The sound of the bullets, brushing the
trees on all sides had a very curious effect, noted
by the observant anonymous chronicler. Early

charge at the head of his company, went down.
The rest surged on, and the bayonets crossed.

Colonel O'Callaghan, fighting on foot, engaged
several of the enemy, and received a thrust in

the breast and another in the shin at the same
time. Lieutenant George Coleman led the Grena-
dier Company ; Lieutenant Kvans, of the Rifles,

attached to the 39th, tackled a French Captain,
and both rolled together on the ground.

Thus the combat surged along the ridge.
Wearied at length, the enemy retired in confusion,
but rallied twice, and was twice driven back.
The British consolidated their position, and for

twenty minutes longer beat off every effort of

the French to dislodge them. Heavy volleys
alternated with the bayonet encounters, and both
sides became inextricably mixed up in the milte.

Two of the enemy's dragoons had a remarkable

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: CANADIAN TROOPS OUTSIDE A LARGE GERMAN CONCRETE DUG-OUT.
Canadian War Records,

in the ascent, Major-General Pringle was severely
wounded, and was carried to the rear. The men,
loaded with their heavy kits, toiled on, and by
the time they, had nearly gained the summit they
were much exhausted, but held on gamely. The
Colonel and the Brigade-Major now lost their
horses, and very soon the Adjutant had his shot
under him, also. But still the attack was pressed
home, and the summit was instantly carried.
The enemy, supposing the numbers of the attack-
ing force to be greater than they really were,
retired a little way, and the 39th, wheeling to the
right, began to drive their opponents along the
ridge. But presently the French, discovering
that they had to deal with only a single battalion,
rallied, brought up their main body, and counter-
attacked. Hitherto it had been a bayonet-
attack, pure and simple ; not a shot had been
fired by the British, but now they opened with
giv.it effect. A French drummer, beating the

'

escape. Their dress was not unlike a certain
British uniform, and the men were allowed to
remain quietly close to the 3Qth for a considerable
time, no man thinking fit to engage them. Sud-
denly, seizing their opportunity, the dragoons
galloped off and rejoined their comrades.

At last the enemy saw that the game was up.
They showed unmistakeable signs of failing
moral, wavered and broke. The 39th launched
another furious charge along the ridge, and
drove the French completely off the hill. They
left many killed and many prisoners. By this
time the light was almost gone ; the last fires of
sunset had died away, the distant mountain peaks
were no longer visible, and darkness was closing
in upon the height. But some faint remnants of

day still remained. The Duke's order had been
executed to the very letter. The hill was taken
before dark. The brilliant little affair of Garris
had passed into history.
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-Che ases of the "Tin Rat" at the front

A "TIN HAT" AS AN UMBRELLA FOR RIFLES

The .teI helmet, or "tin h.t." u it b more commonly e.1 ed

tn be put to 7 ' UM '
m addilio" ' "* pr"Mr7

.Twarding ofi .h,.pUbultet, from the head of iU

There ha been occion,, we b.lie. when . tm h.

Ln ud for culin^ pur,.e., ,ch boiUn,

for * Chrwtmu dinner in . dugout. At other time., it

A CANADIAN SOLDIER'S USE OF HIS HELMET.

. . don. duty . drinking-reuel or . whin,-bta. The

.bore photoRr.ph illu.tr.te, yet uiother method of ut.lisin* >

helmet. A C.nmdi.n .oldier, freth from the trenche., h pl.ce<

hi. "tin ht" over the munle. of three piled rifle,, to keep ou

the r.in while he i. occupied in o.vins the mud off h.. boot..-

[PAoto. fcy Canadian War Records.]
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the Olood : wo Big Guns Hmong Crco
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:>n the New Zealand Section of the British front.

OF FLANDERS : THE ARTILLERY A HEAVlf BATTERY IN POSITION IN A WOOD.

almost everywhere perfect, so that our men could go behind it as behind a protecting wall, but the destruction of enemy trenchej

and gun-poitioni and the like was extraordinary." Later, he writes again :
" The skill and intrepidity with which our gunners

got their batteries up can never be given too high praise." [Nm Zealand Official Photopraph.]
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The Ruins of Central Rbcims and t
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Cathedral, as Seen from an Heroplane.

1

3
1^

ffifc

QUARTER OF THE CITY : THE PRESENT APPEARANCE OF THE CATHEDRAL REMAINS.

photograph taken at a moderate altitude above the central portion of the city, above the vicinity of the ill-fated Cathedral. What
appear to be buildings and houses are really only the shells and outer walls, with the roofs gone. The present state of ruin
of the Cathedral i( apparent, and to the right are the ruins of the Archbishop's chapel. [Photograph by Illustrations Kurtau.}
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On Reconquered Ground in flanders

IN A VILLAGE WHERE THE INHABITANTS STAYED : A BARRED AND BARBED-WIRE BLOCKED WINDOW.
In the upper illustration is seen one of the dally occupations at the

front, road-mending ; a steam-roller flattening the filled-in holes

on a recently shelled road through a recaptured village. Through-
out the German occupation, the villagers, or some of them, have

held on to their homes, and managed to exist through the recent

battle which finally wrested the village from the Germans. A

feature, as correspondents relate, of all the larger villages and small

towns, is the roomy cellars underneath each of the houses. There

the civilian population sheltered during the late fighting, emerging
when the firing overhead had ceased, to find themselves liberated

from the hateful oppressor of the past two and a-half years.

[Canadian War Records.]
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a Constantly Shelled Village on the Western front.

AT A TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SIGNAL STATION : A CANADIAN LINESMAN AT HIS WORK.
All along the battle-front, from FUndeti to Switrerland, at all

points, telegraph-poles carrying a multiplex network of telegraph
or telephone wires radiate in all directions in rear of the fighting

area. They are one means of linking up the various headquarter*

brigade, divisional, army corps headquarters, and G.H.O., with posts

in the front line, regimental and battalion commanders' stations.

and extend in places, close up to where the trenches run. One
such telegraph and telephone exchange and signal station is shown
in the above illustration. It is located in a certain Tillage which

undergoes also from day to day a more or less vigorous long-range

shelling from the enemy. A telegraph linesman is seen climbing,

probably to adjust wires after a shell-burst [Canadian War Records.}
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Kcconstruction OtorN after Driving the Germans Bach.

SAMPLES : A PONTOON-BRIDGE MADE BY THE R.E. ; REPAIRING A BLOWN-UP CANAL LOCK.

Detachments of British constructional corps are seen here, making
good German damage in a newly won district in the track of the

beaten-back enemy. In the upper photograph, a pontoon-bridge,
beside a blown-up permanent bridge, is seen completed, capable of

allowing the passage across the river of troops of all arms, infantry

in column of fours, cavalry, and artillery, and transport vehicles

of all kinds. It offer* a good sample of the excellent workmanship
of the Royal Engineers. The lower photograph shows pioneers

repairing the lock on a canal, partially wrecked by the enemy.
As seen, the brickwork walls of the entrance-way to the lock had

not fallen in when the gates were blown up, and are strutted across

by transverse beams. [Official Photographs.]
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atUiamg the Rivers During the Battle of fUmders.

PONTOONS FOR EVERYDAY WORK : A PONTOON FERRY-BOAT ; AS ARTILLERY-AMMUNITION BARGES.

In the upper photograph a pontoon is seen being made use of *i

* ferry-boat for soldiers crossing a river. In addition to being
used for their normal purpose as floating roadway supports in the

construction of military bridges, spare pontoons are in daily

employment in many places as soldiers' ferry-boats, and, as the

illustration shows, ai ammunition-barges for carrying shells

from rear magaxines to landing-places, whence they are conveyed!

to the batteries near by. In both photographs a light railway, used

for similar purposes, is seen running along the river bank. The

pontoons supplement the railway and help to ensure ammunition

during battle. The men are carrying field-gun shells, to be stowed

with those seen on the bottom of the pontoon. [Ufa-'
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DEPOT DAYS: X.-THE DAY'S WORK-BREAKFAST TO LIGHTS OUT.

IN
the hours following breakfast, we, of Tent X6,

begin to feel the pressure of life and Cor-

porals. We have, without a moment's pandering
to our digestions, many strenuous things to do.

\Ve leave the dining marquee to the battle-cry
of a distant N.C.O. He is asking why in the

name of the War Department and other Holy
Men, kits are not

"
out." As we dig our knife

and fork into the turf, to clean them, we remember
our kits are not

"
out." Not only are our kits

not out, but we don't want them out. They are

open, gaping,
and untidy.
We have yet to

ram our "joy-

rags
"

of last

night into the

bag, we have
still to use
our polishing-

box, and our
boots are not

yet cleaned.

We go back to

Tent X6, and

earnestly we
hustle. We pre-
tend that we
did not hear
the siren voice

oftheCorporal.
With "Sol-
dier's Friend

"

we produce a
hectic glow on

all our brass

parts.
We think

that the Cor-

poral has only
shouted his

shout to stimu-

late the timid.

Perhapswe can

pull through
before the days of wrath are upon us a voice of

unmitigated disaster asks what pig-sty is this ?

What old rag-shop is this making noisome the
lines ? What foxil jumble -sale is making the

morning unsightly ? Who is asking for trouble by-

leaving adjectival kit scattered all over Hamp-
shire ? Upon due thought we come to the conclu-
sion that the Corporal refers to us. We prop our
button-sticks behind our ears, and get our kits
"
outside." Kits are put outside and in line on

every day when it is not raining, and when the
mud is not too exorbitant. They are placed
outside in line and in precise sub-section forma-

tion, folded blankets to the front, kit-bags close

up to the rear, with the opening of the kit-bags
directed W.S.-W. If the opening of the kit-bag
was pointed W.S.S.-W., the Orderly Sergeant of

the dav would die at once from anaemia of the

A FOAL BORN ON VIMY RIDGE:

Canadian Har

brain. You see, we have to be careful. It is

now quite 7.15. Parade is at 8.45. We have

made our buttons glisten as the sun, our boots

almost sing in their shininess. Our dressing

is finished. We have, you would say,. an hour

and a-half for contemplation and talk on Pro-

portional Representation. You err. Craik has

just swept the tent-boards. Just as he has got

them beautiful, a Corporal cries,
" Get them

'

flies
'

up." We get the tent-flies up,

Craik's boards become less beautiful. The whole

morning is

spent in sweep-
ing those tent-

boards. After

that, we tickle

sand. Tickling
sand is not

merely an
aesthetic pre-

occupation, it

is utilitarian.

It saves the

"tickler" from

fatigues. This

is the science

of tickle. To
make the tent

beautiful, we
(or, rather, the

heroes of
Tent X.6

mythology,
who went be-

fore us) placed
a band of

golden sand
round the tent.

This band has

an edging of

big stones, still

almost white
from their first

and only
white-washing.

During the night, especially if it has been rainy,
the sand becomes flat and dull, and has to be
revived by scratching and tickling with our canes.

Directly we have finished polishing, we proceed to

tickle. We go round and round the tent, drawing
lines and cross-hatchings, and generally irritating
the sand to freshness until we see the Corporal
walk away from us. Then we take a rest. The

Corporal walks away in order to find idlers who
will have to hoick the big waste-paper bin to the

incinerator a rotten job, because there is more

paper than bin, and every particle has to be
cleared. He will not order tis to do this. We are

industrious. Tickling has saved us.

The parade is a full and solemn affair. The

Sergeant keys himself up for it. Any weak-
minded lad whose buttons are spotted by the

world well, officers come on this parade. -Officers
\Contittue4 n'trltaf.

"VIMY 1

Kecoruf.

AND ITS MOTHER.
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landing a JNtew Cable in German Bast Hfrica.

IN THE LAST GERMAN COLONY : NATIVE PORTERS HAULING ASHORE A MILITARY TELEGRAPH-CABLE.

The reduction of German East Africa the lust of Germany's
color, irs is proceeding steadily, but not without a struggle. News

of further severe fighting was issued by the War Office on

August 7. The action, in which British, Indian, and African

troops took part, was fought in dense bush some ten miles south-

west of Lindi, a port 170 miles south of Dar-es-Salaam Con-

verging British and Belgian columns are pressing the enemy's main

forces towards the plateau of Mahenge, midway between Lake Nvassi

and the sea. Our photographs illustrate the landing of a military

cable. The top one shows the .shore end being hauled ashore by
hundreds of native porters ; the middle one, an intermediate group,
with part of the cable

;
the lower, porters leaving work.
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know that the Hinclenburg
"

elastic defence
"

will never he snapped by dirty buttons. We
parade resolutely. Officers wander among us

saying kindly things. Line orderlies are asked
to fall out. Fatigue parties have already fallen

out at another place. People who think this is

the day they must see the CO., are asked to fall

out. The Sick flop out. If there is nothing else

doing, we then blow out our chests, hold our damn
heads up, and march off to the

"
Square." On

the Square there are all the usual things. Slow

march, and "
about-turning

"
by numbers, and

the rest. Also, on the Square, one realises that

Carlyle was really a drill-instructor. In no other

way could he have gained his accurate knowledge
about the forty million Britishers, mainly non-
residents of Chelsea.

But on parade itself there are many other

things, all of which tend to take the sting out of
the parade as a preparation for the Square. No. 3
Sub-Section may be ordered to

"
Fall out. Go

to your tents.

Get your towels

put some life

into it, now."
That means
bathing. No. 3
Sub - Section, of

one hundred and

seventy -five

men, strangely
swells to 248
men with towels

when it forms up
again. Well, days
are hot, and

bathing is attrac-

tive to Sections

One and Two,
also. On this

parade, too, all
" B " men may
be told to fall

out and form

up
"
over there."

That is route marching it is wonderful what a lot
of categories go up at that orckr. A route march,
through pleasant lanes, to the battle-song of
"
Tennessee," with smoking now and then, and

rests now and then, and milk-chocolate and
orange girls ready to rush in at rests, makes even
the Sedentary (C iii) mind regard life with a B ii

outlook. Route marches are extremely popular.
There are also other drastic diversions on this

parade.
"

All men who have not been inoculated
once," are begged to stand forward. Five
hundred men, many who told you yesterday they
had been anti-vaccinators and anti-everything
from the age of two years and eight-twelfths, step
forward. Five Category

" C " men faint. But they
pull themselves together bravely ; there 's a good
time coming. Inoculation means a space of gentle
waiting outside the M.O.'s hut, thirty seconds of
intense drama as the needle is jabbed in, a vague
but not distressing seediness next day, and forty-
fipht hours' light duty ; that is, no particular duty
-ii all, with', say, two lectures thrown in.

ABOARD THE "SWIFT": A GERMAN SHELL-CASE PICKED
AFTER THE FAMOUS ACTION. [Offir.ial Photograph.]

We are done with the Square by 11.45. Twelve
is dinner; 12.15 >s Tent X.6., and ease, and

sleep. Yes, nearly always sleep. Soldiers sleep

anywhere, and on principle. I never slept in the

day as a
"
civvy

"
;

in Tent X.6., I felt I was

neglecting a national duty if I did not sleep after

dinner. At 1.30 parade again, and the Square.

Nothing very exciting about this parade Some- .

times the afternoon is given over to
"
Mending

and Washing
"

; sometimes (after route marches)
it is hallowed by foot inspections and kit inspec-
tions ; but, as a rule, it is the Square, and

again the Square.
Not much of the Square, though, for tea is at

four, and no man dare rob the Briton of his tea.

And after tea the world is ours. We wash again.
I might say that when in doubt, the British

soldier always washes again ; he washes all day.
Part of it is instinctive cleanliness, I 'm sure ;

but quite a lot of it is the love of change. After

washing,
"
glad-rags," and a bold stroll into the

village, or into

Aldershot. From
5 to 9.30, we are

masters of the

world, as long as

our buttons are

properly fast-

ened, we salute

officers with dis-

tinction, and we
are on no
fatigues. We can

go and look in

the shops, we
can eat cakes
and drink tea in

the Y.M.C.A.,
we can have
astonishin gly
good meals at

astonishingly-low

prices at the
Soldiers' and
Sailors' Club ;

we can sit in hammock-chairs in the Recre-
ation Marquees and read all to-day's papers,
all this week's journals, and all this month's
magazines, which the Army provides, or we
can sit at the baize-clothed tables of the same
marquees and write of our undying love to.
all our girls. We need not go out of camp
at all to realise the wider life. In addition to
the Recreation Marquees, there is the wet
canteen (beer only), the dry canteen (any-
thing you like), and the coffee bar (almost
anything you like), inside the lines, and there
is a barber's shop, also, which is, in reality,
a miniature Harridges', in which one's 38. a
week vanishes like water on a thirsty desert
sand. In the Coffee Bar there is a stage in

which our own Concert Party concerts,' or, at
trmes, we can remain in the open air and
watch boxing, and cricket, or football matches.
Our evenings are full enough, and 0.30 roll

call conies too early. Ten o'clock is lights out
an(l

"
stop torking." w. DOUGLAS NEWTON.

UP
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Ht the front: In a Ccmctcrv dithtn the Shell Hrea. ^
M

WITHIN SOUND OF THE GUNS : READING THE COMMITTAL SENTENCES ; FIRING THE THREE VOLLEYS.
The cemetery ihown in these illustrations lies within th< shell-area,

clote in rear of the present battle-front. In the upper illvutration

u seen the interment of a Canadian Highlander in the presence of

comrades of his battalion. To the right are seen the firing party,
"

resting on their aims reversed
"

with bowed heads, as the King's

Regulations diiect. The actual moment shown is while the padre,

the regimental chaplain, is reading the committal sentences over

the body, already laid in the grave. It was a hjt day in August,
and the padre had to wear his uniform cap. In the second illus-

tration is shown the final graveside scene of all which accompanies
th sounding of the " Last Post

"
bugle-call the firing of three

volleys of blank cartridge over the grave. [Canadian War Krc* t.t
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t:hc a-Goat JMcnace : One Olay the a.S. N*vy Oeals OTith It

'4 tfirmrt

NETS MADE BY NAVAL RESERVISTS : HAULING OUT WIRE CABLES ; A DEPOT OF SINKERS AND BUOYS.

There are many ways which the U.S. Navy uses, according
to occasion and local conditions and circumstances, for settling

accounts with German submarines. One of the simplest methods,
and one that is far from being the least efficacious, is by netting

them, very much as big fish are captured, by means of stationary

nets at various places, alike in inland waters and off shore along

the coast. As with the fishes, so with the submarines, they

enmesh themselves, and may be dealt with as the situation at the

moment demands. A glimpse of part of the process of manufac-

turing one of the kinds of nets used is shown in the illustrations

on this page and on that adjoining. The nets are made of heavy,

non-rustable cable, the meshes in the net being about ten feet

[ContinueJ opposite.
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MAKING THE POINTS IN THE CABLES: FIXING AND CLENCHING THE TRANSVERSE AND OUTER STRANDS.

square. The completed nets are then cabled and tied to very

heavy barrels which have been Impregnated with creosote. Then

the net* are flowed on specially constructed barges, taken out to

whtrt they ire to be placed, and dumped overboard. At certain

noun of the day the nets, which have gate-like contrivances, art

closed. Two-thousand-pound-weight mushroom-linkers are used for

anchoring the nets in exceptionally deep water. No civilians are

permitted at the docks where the cable-nets are made, all the w >rlc

being done by Naval Reserves, in certain seaports. The mushroom-

shaped sinkers, seen in the above illustration, are identical with

those used f>r mooring lightships and permanent channel-way buoys

leading to large harbours. [Photos, by Topua!.]
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London's Great outcome to dnited Statco T>oops.

THE STARS AND STRIPES . IN LONDON: MARCH PAST NELSON'S COLUMN; AT WELLINGTON BARRACKS.
The march of the United States troop, through London on

tdnraday, August 15, was grest and stirring event. The men
whose splendid physique was the object ol universal admiration!

:eived the heart irst welcome from the crowds assembled to set
them gu by. They come mostly from a hard open-air life out
West, and all of them are volunteers. In spite of the fact that

they were nearly all civilians only six weeks ago, they marched
well, keeping good step and alignment in their fiurs, and marking
time during pauses with precision. Their hats resemble those of
the New Zealanders, with wide brim not looped up at one side in
the manner of the Australians. Most of them, it was .noted, were
clean-shaven. They left Waterloo at 8 .m. and marched to

[Continued opposite.

_J
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"Che King, the premier, and the U.S. Commander.

AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE : THE KING, MR. LLOYD

Wellington Barracks, where they were received by Colonel Lasaiter,

Military Attaeh<- of the United States Embaiif. Lord Derby, and

Lieut. -G*n. Sir Francis Lloyd. At I I.JO a.m. they -left the bar-

radu. to the rune of "The Boiton Tel Party," on thek march

through the iUeeu. After puunf the King at Buckinfham

Palace, they had lunch in the Green Park, and later returned to

GEORGE, AND THE U.S. OFFICER COMMANDING.

Waterloo. While they were marching pait the Palace, the Prime

Minister motored into the cnurtyard, and itood with hi> Majeity

until the piard of honour had been impeded. The Canadians fare

their American comrades a specially warm greeting, and mingled

with the cheeri during the march were heard at one point the "
college

yells
"

of Harvard and Yale. {Mows, by C.N. and Alfiai.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

THE departure of Mme. Kerensky (wife of the

iamous Russian who is doing his utmost
to introduce some sort of order into his distracted

country) for the front, in order to nurse the
"
casualties

"
in the Russian Women's Battalion

of Death, is quite
a new departure
in war work. For
the first time in

history a regi-

ment of women
has fought beside

men in the
trenches, and,
unlike them, has

declined to retire

before the enemy.

Of a 11 the
events in the war,
few make a

greater appeal to

the imagination
than this deter-

mined effort on
the part of a body
of Russianwomen
to remind their

menfolk of .their

duty towards the

State.

history yields many examples of women fighters,

this is the first instance on record of the formation

ol a military unit composed entirely of women.

The idea found instant favour among all classes,

and recruits flocked to be enrolled, their one

anxiety to qualify

WOMEN-GARDENERS AND THE WAR: INSTRUCTION IN FRAME
CULTURE.

This picture shows a phase of the excellent horticultural training at the

Chester Horticultural College, as explained in our companion photograph, the

pupils, in this case, being seen receiving instructions in frame culture.

Phtr(taptl by 1.K..4.

Its existence is due to the fiery patriotism of

the Commandant, Mme. Botchkareva, a woman
of humble origin, who, after the death of her
husband in the

present war, her-

self fought in the

trenches, was
wounded, decor-

ated for her great

bravery, and
finally formally
admitted into an

infantry regiment.
It was while on
leave in Petro-

grad that the

sloth and lethargy
of a section of

her countrymen
moved her to ap-

peal for permis-
sion to found the

Corps that has

already covered

as rapidly as

might be for ser-

vice at the front.

No volunteers

ever worked
harder to fit them-
selves for the

strenuous duties

of a soldier in

time 'of. war, with
the result that,

early in July, the

colours of the

contingent were

formally blessed

in Petrograd, and
a few days later

the women's
"
Battalion of

Death "
arrived

at the front. To-
wards the end of

the month, the

first casualties

Mrs. Rheta Cbilde

itself with glory
in action for the

purpose of leading
" men into battle

if they will not go
themselves."

Though Rus-
sian military

were received in hospital.

Dorr, an American who accompanied the battalion

to the front, describes the journey thus :

" When
we started from

Petrograd, we
travelled in cars

with wooden
bunks, and crowds

on the various

station platforms
made fun of us,

asking :

'

Why do

girls want to

fight ?
' '

Because

you men are
cowards,' retorted

the women, jump-
ing off the train,

and shouting and

making speeches.
A journey of forty
hours brought us

to headquarters,
near Vilna, where

WOMEN-GARDENERS AND THE WAR: TRAINING TOMATOES
AT CHESTER.

The "
War-Training

"
course at the Chester Horticultural College is comprehensive

and effective, although it only occupies six weeks. It was recently inaugurated
by the Marchioness of Cambridge, and the students have the advantage of pur-

suing their work in the well-known nurseries of Messrs. Dickson, of Chester.

The course includes fruit and vegetable production, and a summarised form of

intensive culture. Messrs. Dickson have courteously placed their nurseries at the

disposal of the College Committee, together with the advice of their experts.
The principal of the College, Miss Evelyn Lucas, is a Gold Medallist in Horti-

culture. [Photograph by L.A'.X.]

we were con-

ducted to long
wooden huts, half-

sunk in the earth.

We slept here on
wooden shelves.

Soldiers gathered
in their thou-

sands. The first

[Continued ovtrltpf.
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On the British Slestern front: fair CLTcarers of ""Cm Rats."

MODERN AMAZONS : PICTURES

In many directions the war has opened up new channels for the

employment of women, in pursuits born of the war and its urgent

needs, and, among matters in regard to which ideas hare undergone

a change, is that of the limited field in which it has been supposed

that the energies of woman can be profitably employed. Our first

illustration shows two lady ambulance-drirers amongst the ruins

OF WOMEN-HELPERS IN THE GREAT WAR SCENES IN FRANCE.

upon the Western Front. Our second picture It of ladles who, also,

are ambulance-drivers. The steel hats of the first two drlrera tell

their own tale of the daily und hourly risk which the wearers face

for their country's sake ; and, in the second, hand-bags hare been

exchanged for sand-bags by the plucky women who are helping

their country. {Official Pkolofraplis.]
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night there was a pounding on the door, and a

Jewish girl-sentinel gave the challenge.
'

Aren't
tin- girls in here ?

'

asked some soldiers outside.
\\ a are not girls, we are soldiers,' said the

sentinel, stepping out.
'

If you don't go away,
we '11 shoot.' They went.

"
It rained every day, but the women carried

the keenness and enthusiasm of seasoned troops.
As to the feelings of the women themselves, Mr.

W. G. Shepherd, Petrograd correspondent of the

United Press of America, summarises them in an

account of his interviews with wounded members
of the Corps after their reception in hospital. One
admitted that it was "

nervous work just before

we charged. I knew the order to charge
was coming, and I think I got a little

frightened, but as soon as the order

came, I forgot everything, and ran for-

ward, and heard lots of girls yelling and

shouting to advance. None of us was
afraid when we got started. Big shells

were breaking all around. . . . We
couldn't tell what was going on any-
where. Botchkareva was everywhere
among us, calling on us to fight, and to

die like Russian soldiers. Suddenly we
saw a bunch of Germans right ahead of

us. Then, suddenly, they were in our

midst, or we were all around them.

They threw down their rifles, lifting up
their hands. They were terribly fright-
ened.

' Good God, women !

'

they ex-

claimed. . . . We forgot ourselves

entirely. We were not ourselves. We
were Russia fighting for her life."

WOMEN'S WORK FOR THE FORAGE DEPARTMENT: A SCENE
NEAR YARMOUTH.

Our photograph shows women and girls busily employed, as they have been since
beginning of the war, making sacks for chaff and corn, for use by the

Forage Department of the Army Service Corps.

out their drills and practices in sharp-shooting
unfailingly. They lived just as do the men soldiers,
with this difference, that their

commander, Mme. Botchkareva,
was four times stricter. The
only sign of mutiny I ever saw
grew out of the demand made by
the women to go into battle.

They had been drilling only five

weeks, and their superiors seemed
to feel they ought to be kept
back longer. When the word
came that they were to be moved
nearer the front, their hurrahs
lasted many minutes."

With such a spirit animating
the Corps, it is not surprising
that Russia's Amazons gave a
good account of themselves the
first time they came under fire.

When the Russian soldiers re-

treated before the advancing Ger-
mans, it was the Russian women
who filing themselves into the

gap left by the deserters, and
succeeded, after a stiff fight, in

capturing a hundred men and
two officers.

It is interesting to note that the
enthusiasm of Russian women for the
war is not confined to those who
have enrolled in the 'Death Batta-
lion." Professional statements to the

effect that women who fight are a menace to
what remains of civilisation, notwithstanding,

ATany thrilling stories are told
if t.l,o valour of the women, and

accounts agree that, so far from exhibiting
signs of nervousness, the battalion charged with

AMERICAN HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY Y.M.C.A.,
IN THE STRAND: A WELCOME REST-HOUSE.

The excellent work of the Y.M.C.A. in connection with the war is more than praise-
worthy. It has now established a spacious

"
Headquarters," called the

"
Ea~ie "

Hut
> the Law Courts, where men of the United States Army and Nav? ap-i >

Allies can find rest, refreshment, and a welcome during their siay in Lcr.. ; :r.

by Tofnivl.

the war fever is spreading amongst the wo
of Russia. CLAUDISB CLKVB.
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SUBMARINE RETURNS-RUSSIAN RESOLVE IN ADVERSITY HOSPITAL-SHIPS SPARED
LABOUR TROUBLE IN SPAIN-CHINA JOINS UP.

damage the enemy is doing to the volume of

our shipping.
No good thing has arisen for the Russian arms.

The retirement continued ; and the Roumanian
forces, which made so bold an effort to stem the

tide, were driven in by Mackensen north of

Focsani. Yet the resistance was continued, in

spite of desperate odds. On the I5th a lull was

reported from the Eastern front in the Focsani

WHILE
the Navy remains apparently quiet,

although always busy and vigilant, the

public interest in affairs at sea centres chiefly in

the weekly returns of losses by submarine warfare.

The tables for the week ending Aug. 12 were
rather more encouraging in large vessels, but once
more there had been three losses of fishing-boats,
after two successive weeks' immunity. Vessels

over 1600 tons showed 14 losses, but one of the^e

ANCIENT AND MODERN AND TWO HEMISPHERES MEET : AT A CAMP BY THE PALESTINE BORDER
A UNIQUE GROUPING.

The caterpillar-tractors, one of which figures hete, do haulage work across the soft, undulating desert sands, or stony, uneven ground, with

long trains of vehicles in tow. In front of the tractor is seen a native of the "
Egyptian Labour Corps," with his camel. To right of him

is seen the "
baby

"
of the British West Indian Regiment, who stands 6 ft. 8! ins. in his stockings.

was for the previous period ; consequently, we
have to set the figures at 13, as against 21 for the

week ending Aug. 5. Vessels lost under 1600 tons

were returned at 2 ; but again one vessel had to

be excluded, making i as against 2 for the former

week. Arrivals of ships, 2776 an increase of

103 ; sailings, 2666 a decrease of 130. Un-

successful attacks for the actual week in question
numbered 8, but to these had to be added 5

unreported for the two previous weeks. The

situation, on an average of seven weeks, is pretty

nearly normal ; but until we know the tonnage
details we shall not be able to tell how much

region ;
but the battle went on, though with less

intensity, in the Ocna region of Moldavia, near
the border of Transylvania. It was reported, but
denied, that the King of Roumania had left Jassy
for a town in the south of Russia. The enemy
claimed an unchecked advance and prisoners to
the number of 3000, besides guns and stores.

At the heart of Russian affairs, however,
courage reigns. M. Kerensky and King George
exchanged cordial messages. The King's telegram
belonged to that series of greetings which hia

Majesty sent to the Allies at the opening of a
fourth year of war. Its absence was remarked on

[CoKtittufd on fag 40
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On the frencb front: Guynemer's fortv-seventh Success.

THE TROPHY UNDER " CAMOUFLAGE ": THE PLANE SCREENED TILL REMOVAL ;
THE " 75 " IT FELL ON.

The forty-seventh German aeroplane brought down by the world-

famous French aviator, Captain Guynemer, is seen in these two
illustrations at the spot where it was "earthed." Since then,

Guynemer, who heads with a good lead all the aviators of the

war, has, as far as is known publicly, brought down three more

enemy machines, making half-i-hundred in all. He now has

been made Officer of the Leg\>n of Honour 3. distinction hitherto

open only to officers of colonel's rank and above. In the upper

illustration, the German plane is seen covered, camouflage fashion,

with greenish canvas sheeting o' the colour of the surrounding

grass, awaiting removal. It crashed down on a French "75"
field-gun as the second illustration shows [Photos, by Alficr:.]
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On the frcnch front: TTbe Result of an Hir Victory.

BROUGHT DOWN ACROSS A FRENCH " CHEMIN DES DAMES" TRENCH: A FALLEN GERMAN PLANE.
In much the same way that our British airmen on the Western

Front consistently maintain air supremacy over the German flying

men who face them, elsewhere along the Allied battle-front the

French aviators score constant successes, either in individual com-
bats or against odds, and maintain their air ascendancy over the

enemy in that quarter. On some days, as official communiqu- s

state, enemy planes are brought down with no losses on our side.

The result of one French aviator's recent air victory is shown in

the illustration above, representing the outcome of a duel above
the French lines on the Chemin des Dames. The German plane
seen came to earth in the French firing-line, and finally fell

upside down, across one of the French trenches. [Photo, by Alfien.}
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Aug. 4, but at the moment it was not officially

certain that M. Kcrcnsky had resumed the reins

of Government. The King spoke hopefully and

sympathetically of Russian affairs. The Russian

Prime Minister replied with an assurance that the

Russian people would find the necessary strength

ON THE COAST NEAR A CAMP OF THE ARMY ON THE PALESTINE BORDER :

COMMISSARIAT SHORE-CRAFT PUSHING OFF TO UNLOAD A FORAGE TRANSPORT.
The boats, with their high stems and sterns, make reliable surf-boats for crossing the line of

surt-breakers and ground swell which all the year round fringes the sand-flats of the Syrian

coast. Maltese boatmen man them.

to surmount the serious trials of the present time,
and to conduct the world-war to an end which
will be worthy of the terrible sacrifices already
made by every nation which is struggling for

right against might. Equally

interesting was M. Kerensky 's

attitude towards the Stock-

holm Conference. He was said

not to be opposed to it, but
he regarded it as a confer-

ence of parties, not of Govern-
ments. As the head of a
Coalition Government, there-

fore, he had deliberately re-

frained from any expression
of approval or condemna-
tion. When all was said and
done, the Russian attitude,
at the time of writing, was
not altogether clear. The ex-

Tsar and his family have been
removed from Tsarskoe Selo.

M. Kerensky was present at

their departure, and gave his

arm to the ex - Emperor.
Tobolsk, in Western Siberia,
was said to be the royal

family's destination., .

The campaign in Salonika
remained as

'

before. Aero-

planes, raiding parties, and patrols were from time
to time engaged, but the affairs were all relatively
small. During the week there were rumours of

100,000 Greeks ready to take the field, and a state

of war was said to exist, although no formal dec-

laration was made. From this report sprang a

curious rumour, which had greatly disturbed Con-

stantinople, to the effect that a new effort to force

the Dardanelles was imminent. The rumour was
taken for what it was worth.

A satisfactory event was
the agreement of the enemy
that he would kindly leave

hospital-ships alone, provided
that a netitral commissioner
should be on board. It is a

scandal that the Hun should

impose any condition in such

a matter ;
but the compro-

mise, as things stand, is at

any rate better than the

murder of the wounded.
The labour unrest in Spain

was very serious during the

week, and a general strike

was threatened. The Govern-

ment, however, took stern

measures, and the troops were
under orders to repress any
movement. Strike leaders

were/ arrested. In Barcelona
collisions between strikers

and the police caused some
loss of life. The situation,

however, had improved by
the end of the week.

One by one the nations cast in their lot with
the Allies. China and the black Republic of

Liberia are the latest recruits. In a proclamation,
China declares her adhesion to the Hague Con-

WITH GENERAL ALLENBY'S FORCES ON THE PALESTINE BORDER : THE OFFICE
OF THE TOPOGRAPHICAL SECTION ; WITH CAMELS, USED FOR CARRYING

INSTRUMENTS, ETC., RESTING OUTSIDE.

ventiors. She does not prate ol mailed fists and
Attila. Which things are significant of the times
and hopeful for the world. LONDON: AUG. 18, 1917.
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IN A GERMAN ARMOURED OBSERVATION-BOX: A BRITISH OFFICER SCANNING CAPTURED GROUND.

Official Photograph.
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LUDENDORFF'S LUDICROUS LIES LANGEMARCK AND ITS SEQUEL-STEADY PROGRESS-

VERDUN VALOUR-ITALY LEAPS AGAIN AIR RAIDS.

THAT
the capture of Langemarck was a very

serious blow to the Germans required little

proof, but the enemy was kind enough to supply
conclusive testimony in a despatch which, for

gratuitous lying, is the finest thing he has yet
achieved in that direction. He may now be

considered to have reached the siiperlative degree

as an expert witness, whose mendacity is usually

qualified by another adjective than
"
gratuitous."

Ludendorff made out the front attacked on Aug. 16

measured in hundreds of yards, were made beyond
that point and beyond St. Julien. Our losses were

slight. On Aug. 20, intense gunfire was again

resumed, and the previous day our Tanks had

gone out alone to the attack and had accounted

for many concrete gun positions. When they had

done their work, they sent back word for infantry
to come up to occupy the captured ground. On
the 2ist the enemy attempted strong counter-

attacks north-west of Lens, but these were broken

'CONSOLIDATING" OUR POSITION ON A FLANDERS BATTLEFIELD: MEN OF THE R.E. BUILDING A BRIDGE

FOR HEAVY TRAFFIC ACROSS THE YSER CANAL OVER THE RUINS OF A DESTROYED BRIDGE.

Official Photograph.

to be twice as long as it was in reality ; he asserted

that Langemarck was recovered by his troops ;

and he introduced an untrue reference to Poel-

capelle in order to give the impression that the

British objective was further to the east than it

was, and that the attack had consequently failed.

The British gained all their objectives, and the

Germans not only did not recapture Langemarck,
but never even tried to do so. The Press Bureau
nailed every separate lie to the counter. Luden-
dorff 's masterpiece of suggestio falsi and suppressio
veri will become classical. Apart from this, it is

richly significant possibly the most encouraging
document with which the Allies have been

favoured since things began to mend in the West.

The days immediately following Langemarck
were devoted to minor operations in the extreme
northern sectors, and satisfactory advances,

up by our artillery. A hostile raid was beaten off

north-east of Messines, and near Epehy another
fierce enemy effort also failed. At the same time,
in the Westhoek region, north of the Ypres-Menin
road, the British made some slight improvements
of their ..positions. In the Lens affair the

Canadian); once more, distinguished themselves in

a hand-to-hand ;'baj;onet-fight, and pushed their

way still further, inio the outer defences of the
town. Soirie of them were reported to have

penetrated into the outskirts of Lens itself. On
the 22nd the intense gun-fire of the previous days
had its inevitable sequel, and the British launched
two heavy attacks on strong enemy positions
astride the Ypres-Menin road and between the

Ypres-Roulers railway and Langemarck. The
fronts concerned measured respectively 2j miles

and i mile. Here the fighting was very bitter
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and the counter-attacks were severe ; but pro

gress was made to a depth of over half a mile in

the one case and 500 yards in the other. Mean-

while, the pressure on Lens grew ever tighter,

and further progress was made. Great artillery

activity was reported east and north-east of Ypres.
While this contin-

uous hammering was

kept up in the sectors

named, the French
front gave unmistak-
able signs of important
movements at hand.
Around Verdun the ar

tillery fire rose to the

highest intensity about
Caurieres Wood and

Bayonvaux ; and on

Aug. 20 a new battle

of Verdun was begun,
on the initiative of the

French. Attacking on
a front of n miles, our
Allies went forward for

about i J miles, secu -

ring Avocourt Wood,
both summits of Dead
Man, and Corbeaux and
Caurieres Woods, on
the left bank of the

Meuse. On the right
bank they carried
Talou Hill, Champnanville, Hill 344
Farm, and Hill 240. On the right, they pushed
into the Bois des Fosses and the Bois le Chaume.
On the first day the prisoners numbered . over

4000. Next
day the usnal

counter at-
tacks were
delivered with
extreme viol-

ence at Avo-
court Wood
and north of

Caurieres
Wood, without
other result

than severe

losses to the

enemy. The
French held

and further
secured all

their gains of

the previous

day. In addi-

tion, Regne-
ville, Samogn-
eux.and Goose
Hill were
taken, and another 1000

ported. On Aug. 22, our

BEHIND THE FRENCH LINES ON THE FRENCH UPPER

MARNE FRONT : TARGET MODELS FOR TRAINING ANTI-

AIRCRAFT GUNNERS [Frrnch Official Pbotngrapli.]

Hill 344, Moront

A CANADIAN ELECTION ON THE WESTERN FRONT : MEN OF AN ALBERTA

BATTALION RECORDING THEIR VOTES IN A CAMP JUST BEYOND RANGE

OF THE ENEMY'S SHELLS. ["anadian \Vi<r Records.]

prisoners were re-

Allies penetrated as

far as Forges, and brought their roll of prisoners
for the three days up to 6f>oo. During the same

period, on the Chemin des Dames, massed attacks

of the enemy were repulsed ; and in Champagne

the French artillery wrought havoc on the enemy's
organised positions. In Champagne also enemy
gas-reservoir^ were blowrttup by gun-fire. Towards

nightfall on the 22nd the enemy opened a con-

siderable artillery fire, but during the day he had

attempted no further counter-attack.

But these achieve

ments of the week, im-

portant as they are,

have had to be con-

sidered in connection

with others of perhaps
more sensational in-

terest. For on the

morning of Aug. 19 the

long lull on the Italian

front came to an end,
and General Cadorna
launched another of his

great and sudden of-

fensives with splendid
effect. The scene of

the attack was once
more the Isonzo front,

on a line of 40 miles

from Monte Nero to

the sea. Twenty-four
hours' bombardment

preluded the adventure.

Near Canale, the engi-

neers, by a brilliant

exploit, flung numerous

pontoon-bridges over the Isonzo, and the Italian

troops passed over to the left bank. From Plava

our Allies crossedrthe enemy's shattered first
linej

of trenches, and pressed the Austrians hotly.
The resistance,

although
fierce, could

not stay the

Italian onrush,
and at the

close of the

day substan-

tial progress
was reported

7500 prisoners
and much
booty had
been taken.

As in the 1 st

great attack,
the enemy's
positions to

the south of

the line were
assailed by sea

as well as by
land. Italian

and British
monitors bom-

barded the positions before Trieste. The next day
the battle still raged with unabated fury from
north to south. North of Gorizia systematic pro

gress was reported, and everywhere strong positions
on incredibly difficult ground fell into the Italians'

hands. Every yard had the importance of a
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conquered fortress. As at Gorizia, so on the

Carso, the steady pressure was maintained, and
the tale of prisoners exceeded 20,000. Even the

enemy had to admit in his official despatches the

exceeding desperation of the task set him by
Cadorna. He spoke of division after division

hurled against him, and made that the excuse
for admitted retirements. He began by admitting
"

slight enemy gains
"

; he ended in a less con-

fident strain. His problem became one of asking
himself what help he could hope for from the

Eastern front. If that were denied, then indeed
Austria might begin to look to the end. She had

already done so. The new offensive, coming at

the moment it does, throws a curious light upon
the Papal bid for peace, which has fallen very flat,

appeared off the Yorkshire coast on the night of

Aug. 21-22, and attacked the mouth of the
Humber. Twelve high explosive and thirteen

incendiary bombs were dropped near the coast,
but did little material damage. One man was
injured. The raiders were beaten off by gun-fire.
On the morning of the 22nd another daylight raid

by aeroplanes was made upon the coast of Kent ;

but the machines, encountering a very heavy fire

and the aerial attacks of the Royal Flying Corps
and the Royal Naval Air Service, did not dare to
come inland. Bombs were dropped on Dover,

Margate, and Ramsgate. At Margate a little

damage was done to property, but no one was
hurt. Dover and Ramsgate, however, suffered

more severely. Eleven persons were killed, and

WHILE ONE OF THE ACTIONS IN THE PRESENT BATTLE OF FLANDERS WAS IN PROGRESS: SHELLS FOR
THE "HEAVIES" BEING TRUCKED AT A LIGHT RAILWAY AMMUNITION-DUMP. [Official Photograph.}

to the extreme distress of the Pontiff, who, good
easy man, cannot see why his undeniable benevo-
lence should be so painfully misunderstood by the
non-German world. The battles of the week have
given him the only proper reply, to supplement
the courtesies of diplomacy.

The week was notable in air-warfare on all the
Western fronts. In Flanders, on the southern
French sectors, and in Italy, the air-services per-
formed notable exploits, Jjly assisting the work
of the artillery and infantry. During the period
of the hottest fighting in France some thirty-six
enemy machines were accounted for in three days,
and the low-flying planes added to their former
achievements in hornet tactics. There was also

heavy bombing of aerodromes, while Zeebrugge
was once more attacked with destructive effect.

The British coasts were again visited by
raiders. The now somewhat infrequent Zeppelins

thirteen injured. A hospital was struck, and
several houses were damaged. Of the enemy
machines, which were of the large Gotha type,
two were brought down at once. One fell into
the sea ; the other broke into three portions.
The crew of three perished. One of three men in
the other aeroplane was rescued from the floating
wreckage ; it is believed that the other two were
drowned. A third plane was brought down by
an R.N.A.S. machine near the coast. Five were
brought down off Dunkirk.

In home affairs, the outlook was disturbed by
the threat of a railway strike, caused by a demand
on the part of the Locomotive Engineers and
Firemen for an eight hours' day. On the igth
rumours were current that the strike would
begin the following day ; but the Government,
handling the matter with sympathy, effected a
compromise. LONDON: AUG. 25, 1017.
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i-igbt Railways as Hmmumtion-Carricrs.

FEEDING THE GUNS ON THE BRITISH FRONT i UNLOADING SHELLS FROM LIGHT-RAILWAY TRUCKS.

Railwejri here btcome mart end mart n Indiepfniable adjunct of

war u It it w<|*4 nowtdmyt. Not only ire the txittinf llntt 0<

country ttut ll the thtttrt of mlllUry opf -ttioni used to the

fullett extent, but ioecltl light railway! hT to b eonilructed

irerywhere to p*T the w.y (or * lucetuful drnce. Thui the

nflneer hu become the nKtuarr forerunner of the rti!lerymn.

Along thee linn re brought up til kind* of wr material (uni,

ihtlli, and uther munltloni, u well u food and lupplltt for the

troopt. By light rallwayi, too, the woundtd often trartl back to

the rear. In the abort photograph we He a consignment of ahtlU

being unloaded near a gun-poiltion from the trueki of a light

railway train on the BrltUh Weetern front. [OfflcM
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Organisation H Motorsboat Unit

THE WAY TO KEEP WATCH AT A CRUISING STATION.

provided with submarine-destroying appliances of the most Ingenious kinds. Af a correspondent wrltei :
"
Altogether the anti-

organisation comprises some thousands of guns of various sizes, hundreds of detective and bomb-dropping aircraft

pes and hundreds of scout vessels, motor-boats, and torpedo-craft. "-[Italian Official PkotovafiW
I submarine
of many types
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iugust 22: One Gotba'e

AND CHARRED STRUCTURE OF THE NACELLE AND PLANES.
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On the french Hienc front: Hcroplane-figbtfngr Results,

:RMAN MACHINES ABLAZE: BROUGHT DOWN BY A DIRECT HIT, VICTIM OF A SHELL-SPUNTEBOlV 1 dV nacG that n ;*,( -/ .1.- i_t_ j _.. *",**-*Hardly a day pawe. th.t , ligh t of the kind shown in the two
illu.tr.tlon., i. not to be witnd .t one pl.c. or .nothfr or,

e Allied front-the brlnjin-down In flame., to be totally
le.troyed on reaching the ground, of German aeroplane.. Thecl communique, do not always make mention of Individual
r .ucceue*. A. , rule, mention u made only In .pecltl circum-

.Unce., uch a. when there ha* been an aeroplane .quadr>,, ).,).
The Ai.ne front, where these photographs were taken, is a ,,,he
)f con.tant individual activity In air, particularly by reconnoitring

i on both .ides, which fight duels overhead, above the tj.ncho,
Aeroplane Kudron battle, are heard of more from ,,ctor. further
we.t, toward! flinto,. [French Official Photos,]
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On the french Hisne front: the Battle Lin?

GUNS AND MEN : A COMMON SIGHT IN FRANCE
; MOROCCANS WEARING THE LEGION OF

Th upper photograph shows a F'cnrh :ong-range bombarding gun
travelling by roid, by tractor, 1- n in-team 15 in the van. Itf

dcitination U an artillery nring-iiii--
" lomewhrre " on the Aisne

MCtion of the Wntern Front. The moving-up el heavy piecei,

iuch ai that teen, if mwadayi an everyday light on the highwavi
o( Northern France thnki to the tuperabundant lupply o( heavy

HONOUR.

artillery which the munition factortu and arienalt are able to keep
up. Th lower photograph ihcwi a group of men of one of the

Moroccan tirailleur battalions, who nre affiliated to the Algerian
tirailleuri, or "Turcos," all decorated with the Lefion of Honour.
The Mcroccani hare several times victoriously croued bayoneu with
the Pruuian Guari). [French official Photograph!.]
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TTbc present Battle of fUndera Cbe

AN ARTILLERY PONTOON-BRIDCE ACROSS THE YSER : GUNNERS OF A FIELD BATTERV

P, '/
h*

S?"".^^ *,"
Y*' Diitrict

' cro" whi(=h >w uek took place during the earlier stages of the presentof FUnderi the third battle that ha, taken place over the same terraina clearly brought out here. In the foreground
i swampy bog through which the river sluggishly meanders, not far from the Yser Canal. It was made a wide
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over which the Garlier Httach was JMade.

LEADING THEIR HORSES, TO DISTRIBUTE THE STRAIN ON THE BRIDGE ROADWAY.

morass by the pouring rain at the time. That had first to be crossed. The middle distance and background of the photograph
show how the attack had to be carried out beyond the river, over open ground, tangled with rank grass, and pitted with shell-

holes. The ridge on which the mutilated trunks of a few trees show formed the line of the enemy's position. [.Official Pkotofrapk.]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : LXIV.-THE 26TH NATIVE INFANTRY.

THE LIEUTENANT AND THE LIONESS.

T IEUTENANT CLARKE, of the 26th Native
-L/ Infantry, was a mighty hunter in his day.
He could never resist the chance of a big-game
shoot, and when he travelled he was always pre-

pared for any luck of that kind. In June 1833 he
set out from Cutch to join his regiment, which
was stationed at Deesa. His retinue consisted of

a double set of servants, camels, and horses ; and
he knew how to do things comfortably. He kept
one set of servants constantly in advance, so that

he had always a camp in readiness at every stage
of the journey. On the morning of the 23rd he

forward at top speed, and shortly returned,

saying that the beast had taken cover. The
hunter got within thirty yards and fired, wounding
the lioness in the shoulder. With a tremendous

roar, the creature rushed out, and, limping on
three legs, crossed the bed of the river. The sowar

followed ; but the lioness turned on him and

gave chase. He escaped, and the lioness stood

beneath a tree.

Her tongue lolled out, she lashed her tail and
roared horribly. The Lieutenant sent back all

his followers, and advanced alone. Again he fired.

WITH THE NAVY IN WAR-TIME: AT WORK ON A BOAT.-[0^,al Photograph.]

asked his shikari what prospect there was of
sport. The native said there was plenty of

hog, whereupon the Lieutenant ordered his
favourite Arab, that had been at the death of

many pigs. The chaluck sowar rode the second
horse and carried a spare spear, one syce led a
third mount, another syce carried his master's
rifle, and fourteen coolies acted as beaters.

They got at once on the track of a huge boar
and followed it up, only to find the carcase of
their quarry. Round this the coolies gathered,
saying,

"
Lions, lions." This piqued Mr. Clarke's

sporting ardour, and he bade the shikari lead on.
They found evidence of six lions, which they
tracked into a tamerisk nullah, and thence to the
dry bed of the river. Before long, the attend-
ants raised a shout, and a huge lioness made off.
Mr. Clarke fired, but missed. He shouted to the
sowar to keep her in view. The man galloped

hitting the lioness in the belly. With lowered
head, she rushed upon him

; but at ten paces
turned, made down the bed of the river for a
short distance, then crossed to the opposite bank
and entered the jungle.

The natives came back, and declared that the
last shot must have been mortal. Greatly elated,
Mr. Clarke thought he had nothing more to do
but recover his prize. He reloaded, and went
forward under the fierce heat of an Indian noon.
For a time he could get no sign of the lioness, but
at last one of the coolies exclaimed,

"
Sahib,

Sahib, do you not hear anything ?
" He listened.

Dead silence. But then he heard a heavy panting
close at hand. Nothing, however, could be seen.
The coolies now ran away, leaving only the shikari
with the Lieutenant. The native was the first

to get a view.
"
There, Sahib there, in that

bush 1

"
Mr. Clarke now made out the lioness.
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Boys in training to 7oin the Grand fleet,

AT A PORT SCHOOL : A CLASS AT GUNNERY WITH QUICK-FIRERS ;
FILLING SAND-BAGS.

Juit u there are military training and practice campt ind ichoolt

of irutruction (or the different rml ol the Service ,. orer Grett

Britin,*nil In pluwi thl one neer before heard of In connection

with the Service, 10 It if with the NTT t oertsin port which 4r

now n>T4l buei. TheM re In dditlon to the pett pre-war

training ejttbluhmenU for bluejackett t the nvl rnl on the

South Cout. The photofrtphi teen here were taken at one of the

ipeclallf formed traininf-ichool establiihmenti for boyj, create*

lince the war opened. In the upper illuttratlon, a lallor-boy clan

la undergoing Inatructlon in gunnery with quick-Aren. Other lad>,

of an out-of-doori clan, are fllling (andbagi, luch at a landing-

party would fiMt.-V>fficial Ptiotogrtplis.]
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She was sitting up like a dog, with her tongue out,

and her eyes glaring at the hunters. The sports-
man took aim, but his hand shook violently,

and he told his shikari to finish the business-

The man was a capital shot, but distrusted his

own powers.
"
No, no, Sahib ; me not shoot

WITH THE NAVY IN WAR-TIME: BOYS IN TRAINING

AT SHOTLEY BARRACKS-FLAG-SIGNALLING.

Official Photograph.

me afraid me not hit him." " You rascal, I '11

shoot you if yoH don't
" and therewith Mr.

Clarke, somewhat illogically, put his rifle into

the native's hands and went forward to en-

courage his attendant. The shikari fired, missed,

and fled.

At the report, the maddened beast rushed out.

The sportsman took one look at her, then turned

and ran for hit life. The ground was heavy sand,
the officer had on gaiters and spurs he could not

make bis best pace. The roaring behind him

grew very near. He glanced back. There she

was, within a few yards. He tried to dodge. His

courage and limbs failed. The lioness sprang
and dashed him to the ground. Seizing the

Lieutenant by the back, she shook him, cat-wise.

Thereafter she threw him face-downwards on the

earth, and began to chew his left arm. His agony
was now horrible ; but he managed to throw up
his right hand and catch the lioness by the ear,

which he twisted. She let go and seized his

wrist. The Lieutenant prayed for death.

But the lioness now showed signs of exhaustion.

Like a tired hound she lay, panting, and glaring
into the officer's face. Dimly he remembered the

reputed power of the human eye over brutes.

He contrived to raise his head a little, and so

the two lay, staring at each other.

The sowar now rode up as near as he dared.
"
Oh, God ! Oh, God, Sahib, what shall I do ?

"

" Turn your horse loose and help me 1

"
cried

the master.

But the man made no move.
" Great God,

Chard Cawn," cried Mr. Clarke,
"
you will not let

your master die this dog's death I But Chard

Cawn had no stomach for the job. His master

gave him as much reproachful eloquence as his

weakness allowed, but Chard Cawn could only

mumble words of horror and fear.

The end seemed now at hand. But, just as

sight began to fail the Lieutenant, the lioness

sprang up, ran about twenty paces, and fell

dead.

There was no more hesitation ; the whole gang
came crowding up and lifted their master, who
had hardly a rag left upon his body, which was

grievously mauled. They carried him to the

nearest village, where they washed his wounds

and bound them up roughly. Thence the party
returned to camp, and Chard Cawn went off on a

camel to find Lieutenant -Green, also of the 26th,

who was taking a detachment to Deesa. After a

ride of forty miles, the servant found him. Green

left at once, and by record riding arrived at seven

the same evening. Medical aid was a hundred

miles away, but Lieutenant Green did nobly. He
rode by Clarke's litter day and night for three

days, and to his care his friend owed his life.

During the journey they did not dare to remove

WITH THE NAVY IN WAR-TIME : THE BOWS OF A BRITISH

CRUISER. [Official Photofraplt.]

the first rude rag bandages, and merely moistened
them to prevent adhesion. On the luurth day
Clarke had proper surgical attendance and began
to amend, but his recovery was a matter ol many
painful weeks. For seven he never left his bed.

But he was comforted with a trophy the skull

of the savage lady whose caresses had all but
finished him.
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Boys in "Craining to 7oin the Grand fleet.

SCHOOL WORK : A CLASS LEARNING TO KNOT AND SPLICE ;
ANCHOR INSTRUCTION WITH' A MODEL.

Every detail of the duties required of men-o'.werimfn I* Uu(ht
tht boyi under training at tht war-created naval instructional

nubliahnwnti Ht on foot at certain fleet bam round our shores,

to maintain a iteadj flow of trained recruits for the Grand Fleet

and other squadron* tliewhere. Thoroughness is the characteristic

"I tht instruction. It be|ins with the rudiments of seaman's work,

such as learning how to knot and splice. In tht lower illustration,

a class is seen having a lesson in a completely equipped class-room.

as the models of knots and splices round the walls show. A more

advanced class being shown practically the mechanics of weifhinf

and letting-go anchor on board, by means of a working model, is

seen in the upper illustration. [Official P/iclograpln.]
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Che Navy: Drifters and a famous Commodore.

WITH THE BRITISH NAVY ; A FLEET OF DRIFTERS ;

The drifters have done excellent work, and their crews have often

shown great heroism, notably when fourteen were sunk by Austrian

cruisers in the Straits of Otranto, "Despite the overwhelming
odds," says an authoritative account recently published, "and the

willingness of thft enemy to allow the crews to take to their boats,

a spirit of Indomitable gallantry was shown from one end of the

COMMODORE SIR R. Y. TVRWHITT AND HIS CAT.

line to the other," Each drifter carried ten men and one small

gun. The two lower photographs were taken on board Commodore

Tyrwhttt's flagship. In the right-hand one he it walking (en the

left) with Lieutenant Flyer, hii flag-lieutenant, who, in the other

photograph, la seen stroking the Commodore's black cat. Commodore

Tyrwhltt was recently nude a K.C.B. [Official Photographs,}
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New series J

Great Hsaiatance to Our fighting Squadrons,"

THE NAVY'S COAST-DEFENCES AGAINST AIR-RAIDS : AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN CREW IN ACTION.

In the Admiralty official account of the destruction of two

German aeroplanes after the raid on Southend, several reference*

were made to the good work of the anti-aircraft gunnen in

uailtinf to dnre off the raidert. Deicribing the work of
"
the

pilot who destroyed the Cotha," the account stated :

"
Returning

to the mouth of the Thames, he observed anti-aircraft Are bursting

in the ricinity of Southend, and flew in that direction, climbing."

In conclusion, the Admiralty said :

"
The action of the anti-air,

craft funs was of great assistance to our fighting squadrons."
Earlier in the war, it will be remembered, our anti-aircraft guns

proved very useful in dealing with Zeppelins, which, of course,

presented larger targets than aeroplanes. [Official Photograph.}
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,taliai\9 in General Cadorna's "

bMRADES-IN-ARMS :

nbardment of this

PART OF THE BRITISH UNIT AT AN INSPECTION.

ector. I have heard descriptions from enthusiastic eye-witnesses of the perfection of the artillery technique
liich their fire ranged up and down the road, treading out machine-gun posts and redoubts as a man might tread out a

iss fire." The men wear, as special protection against the sun and glare, slouch-hats of Australian pattern, [[lalitn Official Plieto.}
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During a Britieb Bombardment on theJCTc8tm|

ON THE WAY TO THEIR BATTERY : ARTILLERY AMMUNITION-CARRIERS Lf
j

In action the battery-wagons and limbers of the guns in the case of field-batteries although they carry a large load of

shells, only suffice for the first few minutes' firing. So rapid is the firing that the nearest field magazines, drawn on next,

are in turn quickly emptied, in spite of their heavy stocks laid in beforehand. To bring up shells by every possible meant



I
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[ront: Keeping the Guns Supplied by

Bi

Carriers.

SHELLS RESTING A MOMENT ON THE TRUCKS OF A LIGHT RAILWAY.
rom the reserve magazines further in rear and keep the guns going is vital. Vehicles cannot get near enough, because of the
:<emy's reply fire, to pack-horses, with big saddle-pockets bulging with shells, and men-carrieri are had recourse to. The men
ear special long coats with deep side-pockets for shells, or, as seen here, carry the shells on their backs. [Official
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H Gotba Bombing Biplane, Captured in france.

RUDDER

ELEVATOR
FUSELAGE

LEFT UPPER WING

ONE OF GUYNEMER'S TROPHIES TAKEN TO PIECES FOR EXAMINATION : THE LEFT-HAND SECTION.

The Gotha biplane, It is generally understood, is the special bomb-

drnppinf type of aircraft at present in favour with the enemy for

long-distance acioplane-raids. A squadron of Gothas carried out

the bomb-attack on -London at the end of July, and another is

credited with the attempt of August ta, which was beaten back
off Thanet, with the loss of three bomb-droppers, plus five of the

escorting machines awaiting the Gothas' return off the Belgian coast.

The Gotha's wing-span i 80 feet, with the rest of the body in

proportion, as compared with the 40 feet wing-span of other plines.

Carrying its full bomb-load, it can cruise at an altitude of 15,000

feet, and after dropping its bombs, rise to 18,000. In place of the

usual engine in the fore-part of the fuselago, with propeller in

[Centitnita eppoifr'
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H Gotba'a J^avigating and forward-fighting Stations.

MACHINE-GUN
MOUNTING

HANDLE TO REVOLVE
GUN MOUNTING
ROUND THE
GUN RING

LEVER TO RAISE
OR LOWER GUN

PASSAGE FROM
GUN RING TO PILOT'S
COMPARTMENTENGINE

CONTROL
LEVERS

SIDE OF
FUSELAGE

BOARD : PILOT INSTRUMENTS AND BOMB-SWITCHES ; SIDE-GANGWAY AND GUN-RING,

front, the fore-part of the Goth* u occupied b? a gunner-observer
with a machine-gun. Tht pilot sits behind Cit gunner, in ft

compvtmtat connsctrd by t sidt - p*s(. Further behind I*

ft second funner's compartment, with ft fan surmounting the

(uMla^e which hi MI tll.round ftir-radtui, except deid It. To

let rear Art, the futeUfe below, (t, U hollowed In the ih>pe> ol

bottomlMi runnel, *nd a gun is mounted on the floor of the

after pinner's compartment to fire alone, the tunnel. The forward

funner, in an attack from behind, lTes hit gun and lies down
between the feet of the second gunner, using the lower gun. while

the other fights above. There are two engines, each housed in

compartment at either tide of ths central body of the aeroplftne.

Urr:
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DEPOT DAYS: XI.-THOSE BEFORE WHOM WE TREMBLE,

SOMEHOW,
one always notices an N.C.O.

Officers may be vague, inconspicuous fellows.

Subalterns and Captains may not impinge to any

great extent ; even Majors can, on occasions, be

overlooked ; but N.C.O. 's never. N.C.O. 's make
an emphatic mark on one. N.C.O. 's fill the earth,

and the whatever it is under the earth though,

perhaps, not the heavens. N.C.O.'s dominate.

And they have an emphatic way with them,

too. They run things. They boss things. If

the section has to get up sharp and turn round

three times, that is becau.se an N.C.O. has decided

that this must be done in order to win the war.

We have a very fine range of N.C.O.'s in our

section ; we have them from the tame to the

happened to be.
"
Lance-Corporal," snapped the

challenger ;
and then, noticing something in the

other's voice,
" Er Acting-Lance-Corporal."

"
Good," said the challenged.

"
I 'm er

'

acting
'

too : Acting-Brigadier !

"

Since human nature is rather various, so are

our N.C.O.'s. You might think that N.C.O.'s are

notorious just for N.C.O.-ery ; but that is not

quite the case. There are nuances of non-com-

missionery, and in time we come to appreciate
the different shades. For example, Corporal

.0245673 is a button pundit. He thinks of nothing

else. Ho has a sixth sense for buttons. He can

smell unbuttoned buttons on the most densely

packed parade. In Tent X 6 we are perfectly

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: AN ADVANCED DRESSING STATION DUG OUT ON A HILL -SIDE,

Official Phtiograph.

carnivorous. Tame ones are generally sub-section

sergeants that is, sort of betweenies ; not full,

ripe, and powerful section sergeants, and not not

corporals. The most carnivorous are generally
Acting-Lances. As a rule they are the best of

chaps ; but they are nervous with their new dignity,
and over-anxious to make good. And sometimes

they overdo it. One of them met a suspicious
military figure out of bounds on a dark, wet night.
"Here," thought the "Acting," "is a chance of

showing efficiency." He snapped, in his best

"acting" manner, "What the Cherubim are you
doing here ? What the Archangel do you mean
by wandeiing about here, and after

'

lights out '

too ? Who the principalities and powers are you ?

What the thrones and dominations is your blinkin'

name and number, and section and tent-line ?
"

The suspicious one asked who the
'

Acting
"

confident that if Corporal .0245673 ever gels to
heaven (which is a most difficult task for N.C.O.'s),
and finds even one angel with the left-hand breast
tunic -pocket button undone, he will spend his

eternity of celestial bliss in utter misery. Corporal
123456, on the other hand, is boots. Sergeant P.
Jives only for the smartness of his tent-lines.

When the Biggest Offensive comes, he will pro-
bably halt his section somewhere in the crater-
field we have heard of and bid all his men " Pick

up all stray bits of paper, cigarette-stubs, and
match-stales I will have this battlefield looking
fit for human beings and not a pig-sty." Corporal
65432:, again, is our section military lawyer. He
simply seethes Army Regulations. If he starts to
lecture us, as he sometimes does, on the science,

problems, and family history of "
changing

direction by the right," he inevitably ends in a
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TThc Canadian "Captain Bait": Hn Htrman V.C.

A NEW V.C. : CAPT. W. A. BISHOP, V.C., D.S.o!, M.C., CANADIAN CAVALRY AND R.F.C.

The Kinf hu awarded the V.C. to a flying officer, Capuin Bishop,

who It only ij, and in hli first 57 fights brought down II enemy
aeroplanes and a ballooni. In the pruent Instance Ciptain Biihop
"

flew, flrft of all, to an enemy aerodrome : finding no machine

about, he flew on to another aerodrome about three miles south-

east, which wu at least twelre miles the other side ul the line.

Seven machines, some with their engines running, wr on th*

(round. He attacked these from about filtv feet, and a mechanic,
who was starting one of the engines, was seen to fall." Three more
machines got off the ground, all of which he brought down.

"
Four

hostile scouts were about tooo feet above him. . . but they would
not attack." [Canadian Official Photograph from tki Wtslcrn Front.]
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very profound exposition of the laws relating to

the D.C.M.-ing (D.C.M. is District Court-Martial)

and 28 days' C.B.-ing with Stoppage of Pay

proper to privates rampant and insubordinate.

His Military Law is rather stunning.

Of all N.C.O.'s the most august and potential

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: REPAIRING A LOCK

Official Photograph.

is Old Zanzley. Old Zanzley is not Old Zanzley

really to us of Tent X 6, but we call him that.

Officially, we dare not call him anything else but

Coinpany-Sergeant-Major Zanzley. Old Zanzley

is rather an interesting problem. For myself, I

have a secret regard for him. His method is so

direct, profane, human, and robust ; but there

are others in Tent X 6 who seem to think that,

when the proverbial Roman Em-

peror played the fiddle he knew

very well that he was playing
seconds to Zanzley.

Zanzley is a big, husky man,
full-bodied but trim of figure, and

proud of his excellent calves and

his touch in puttees. Having a

full-fleshed and Roman-nosed face,

he looks exactly like all the prints

of jovial Majors. But he is fierce I

On the parade-ground he is not

eager to hide his personal opinion
of our altogether sloppy appear-
ance. If somebody moves in

ranks
"
Here, you blinker with

the warm hair, why the X X are

you dancing ?
"
he thunders. He

congeals us with his Jovian glare.

We fear to blink, even. It "s not

merely that he says things ;
he

bruises. And he is unsympathetic
with us. If one of our aunts has

died for the third time, and we >

tackle him (as man to C.-S.-M.) on the matter of

leave, he we get it in the neck. He is an old

soldier. He is an- African War old soldier.

Years of close contact with the swinger of lead

has made him hard towards genuine fellows like

ourselves. "Want to see the CO., do you?"

he says to one of us. Why ? About going

home to see the Gas Company about,

quarter's charges, eh ? Well, I carn't let you

do it If the C.O. saw a feller like you he d

eo sick He would I Borrow a glass and look

at yourself.
I-ook at yourself,

and get away

quickly before it hurts too much

You 're all wrong. You 're fall

in. Gas Company accounts are

outside regulations. Doub-ble !

"

Yes, the lead-swinger has made

him callous (some in Tent X 6

think he was born callous). He

certainly has a fine, tart flavour.

But he does manage to get the

parade into something like soldierly

stiffness without forgetting we 're

human. His orders are inflexible,

but there is frequently a laugh in

them. His thrusts are cutting

coarse, even ;
but they at least

keep everyone, save the victim, on

the alert not to miss the humorous

point. He makes us sore, he is

down upon us like a ton of bricks ;

but I know for a fact that, if you
are in a hole, Old Zanzley (in his

tent) quite forgets his official

manner indeed, forgets every-

thing save hoicking you out of

that hole. There are men in the section whose

families have been blessedly relieved at a critical

moment of stress out of Old Zanzley's pocket.

There are men who have been rescued from illness

because Old Zanzley stepped in at a bad moment

and saw they were doctored properly. There are

young soldiers (Mid N.C.O.'s) who might have been

badly crashed through acting the goat in Army

BRIDGE.

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: CROSSING A RIVER ON AN IMPROVISED

BRIDGE. [Official Pholograpti.]

matters had not Old Zanzley acted like a father,

pulled them up, and put them straight/when, by
all the rules, he should have sent them down for

court-martial. A common old fellow, Zanzley ;

but humanity is common, and he has his full share

of this, common stock. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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Battle at Lens: Hn episode tlypical of Many.

NEAR HILL 70 : GERMAN PRISONERS CARRYING A WOUNDED GERMAN TO THE DRESSING-STATION.

Battlefield incidents turh u that shown here ire o( common reliered of torn* of the extra work that (alia on them. We makr

occurrence. The procedure la unctioned unf'er the Genera Con- no distinction in nationality amonf the wounded Aa dressine,*

Tention. Some German prioner, on lurrenderinf, have, t the iiit.ona are naturally tltuaUd In rear of the flfhtinj-arei, the

order of their raptori, to turn-to and '

aaaiat in connyinj the prlaonen are on the way that, In any caae, the/' would hare to co

wounded to the nearest dretaing-itation for attention by our Mr. while being marcherl of to the "cage" or collertinj-itation. eTbejr

leena In that way our own Red Croea ttretcher-bevert are deposit their itretehen and o on to the rear. [taMdtm War Ritordt. \
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On the Western front: Ht a french training Centre.

PHYSICAL EXERCISES: BOMBERS WITH "WOUNDED" COMRADES; BAYONET-PARRYING PRACTICE.
AJI along the Western Front, in place often only a few mil.
behind where the present series of actions is being fought, both
the French and ourselves have training centres lor bombers and
other battlefield "iprrialiiU." The men are mostly volunteers
for the service, drawn from among soldiers who show special
aptitude for the various kinds of work wanted. In the case of

bombers men are taken who are of athletic physique and good
muscular development. In the upper illustration, grenade-throwing
pupils are at one of the forms of physical exercise in use car.

rying comrades, at though wounded, or their backs. Mm going
through bayonet-fighting exercise, stripped to their trousers, are seen
In the lower Illustration. [French
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On the destern front Keeping the Guna Going,

AND SHELLS : LOADING-UP AT A RAIL-SIDE DEPOT ; A BATTERY MAGAZINE.AIR-TORPEDOES

Van: loidir.it up with air-torpedoes t a munition field-depot,

beside * railway line In rear ol the battle-front ace ucn in the

upper illuitntlon. The locality a across the Franco-Belgian

frontier, not far from where French troopi are co-operatlnj with

the Britiih in the combined AlUed attack In that quarter. Th

aii.torpedoea are for trench-mortar nrin* The tail-planw iteady

the projectile'! curve of flight and ensure the bomb dropping head

foremost In the lower illustration, a screened French battery

shell-maguine is seen, within short distance of the junt. As shown,

the shells ire trundled off on small trolleys, running on narrow-

gauge rails, and towed by a couple uf men by means of a wire

rope attached to a cross-bar handle. [French Official Photographs.]
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t:bc fighting Spirit of the Real Russia-

AT AN ENROLMENT STATION FOR A "BATTALION Or DEATH"; VOLUN1

Volunteer recruits for one of the "Battalions of Death" are shown here at a Russian recruiting - station. There arc

"Battalions of Death," both of women and of men and youths, and their enrolment proceeds steadily all over Russia. Thei

recruits for the youths' corps, as seen here, are mostly well-grown young fellows, some in their "twenties," others still
irj
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iturdy Lade flocking to the Colours.

:RUITS BEING ENTERED ON THE BOOKS OF ONE OF THE "YOUNG RUSSIA" CORPS.

heir teens. Molt are of the iturdy, if short-statured, physique characteristic of Russian peasantry, inured to hard climate
1

nd open-air life. The youth of Russia from the outset of the war were exceptionally eager to join the colour*. A<
; orrespondenti have told, many did to, and, as German prisoners described, "fought like young devils."
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
A MERICAN women have lost no time in

^~X throwing themselves into war activities.

Not that' they have ever been backward in this

respect. Ever since the outbreak of hostilities,

American women have shown the deepest sym-
pathy and generosity towards war-sufferers of all

the belligerents.
The American
Women's War
Hospital, at

Paignton, es-

tablished in

August 1914,
has done, and
is still doing,

splendid work
for British
wounded. Their

Hospital for

Officers in Lan-
caster Gate is

one of the best-

equipped insti-

tutions of its

kind in Lon-
don. War-relief

workrooms and
motor - ambu-
lances for the
Front are other

examples of
America's de-

SAVING A RECORD PLUM CROP: AT A GOVERNMENT PULPING
STATION IN KENT.

The Government (Food Production Committee) have commandeered * portion of the
works of Messrs. Sharp and Son, Ltd., at Maidstone, and have Installed there a
pulping plunt to deal with 60 tons of stone fruit daily. Kentish farmers aro thusi> ui b un/. ramuM mi nicrs arv in us
enabled to uve their record ciops. Our picture shows acme of the workers dealing

with an early-mornlnf load. {Photograph by L.N.A.]

sire to help the

suffering. Over
in America, too,
the women on
the spot have
not spared
themselves in

their efforts to

raise funds for

war - charities.

Now that
America is

playing a more
active part in

the war, Uncle
Sam's daughters
are throwing
themselves into

the domestic
side of the
campaign with
all their wonted

energy and
thoroughness.
Profiting by the
experience of

English house-

keepers, Ameri-
cans are not losing a moment in institutingan economy campaign with the object of con-
serving food supplies.

RECTOR, GROCER AND VILLAGE POSTMAN: HOW MRS. BEALE HELPS.
The Rev. F. S. Beak, of Chesilborne Rectory, Dorset, is dolnj the work of

"
three

single gentlemen rolled into one." He acts a. postman, and has also opened am what was hi. study, at the Rectory. Mrs. Beale, who Is seen in our
photograph, lends her help by jervin? customers. Between them the Rector and his
wife have replaced threi men who hav* Joined the Colours.- [P>iotograp>> by LNA]

We -English, in our slow and rather unimagina-
tive way, waited for months before starting out
to cover hoardings with uninspired posters
inviting anyone who happened to read them to
"
eat less bread," or

"
save flour." But Ameri-

can women have lost no precious time in setting
out to inform
Mr. Wilson that

they are
" on

the job," and
in showing that
it won't be
due to them
if America's
"unpardonable
fault," as the

President de-

scribed it,
"
of

wastefulness and

extravagance,"
remains long
uncorrected.

The Ameri-
can woman's
idea of rousing
the interest of

her poorer sis-

ters in the food-

saving cam-
paign is beauti-

fully simple. In

England, water-

drinking, for a
time at any
rate, became
quite fashion-

able so soon as

it became gene-

rally known
that stimulants
had been ban-
ished from the

Royal table at

Buckingham
Palace ; and if

only our duch-
esses and other
leaders of So-

ciety had an-

nounced frankly
the daily menu
in the ducal

mansion, it

might never
have been
necessary to ap-
point a Food
Controller.

In England,
people like to feel they are drinking like

kings and eating like dukes. America has
neither of these things ; but there is a certain

[Cfiftti/ttittt
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Daily Round in Rbcima Hmong the Bombshells.

A STEEL-HELMETED MORNING MILK-SELLER : TAKING OUT THE BREAKFAST SUPPLY AS USUAL.

The people of Rhtimt. or a <*oni<9rab!t proportion of thtm, con*

tinue with heroic fortitude tt* cling to their homed Irt spite of the

fonttnuoui German bombardment 01 the city. On som cUyi. (t

my be, only n few tHellt Ml, but no day puiei without At leut

doxen or twenty, while ever/ now and Again tp&im of fury

to MUe the Germans, and they remorMleuly ttorm at the

devoted city with' tons of ihells for houri. The population

mostly lire in the cellars under the roofless wrecked houses, but

torn* shops keep open and do business daily, while butchers and

bakers and milk-sellers go their rounds. In the illustration *

milk-woman, neatly aproned and wearing a possibly needed steel

helmet, is taking round hrr morning mil*.- (PrtMh Official Photo.}
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piquancy in the feeling that your
"
table

"
is run

on the same lines as those of a great million-

airess. Thanks to the efforts of a few patriots,
the great American democracy knows just what
food economies are being practised in the houses

of some of its richest citizens. It seems that

there are some who, in an excess of zeal, have
decided to learn what it feels like to abstain

from luxuries like out-of-season fruits, rich

dainties, and other items that might savour of
"
food hoggishncss." One hostess, having reduced

the quantity of meat eaten in her household, is

substituting vegetables and non-meat proteids in

its place, and declines to vary her menu even out
of consideration for a titled foreign visitor. In

A further study of American papers suggests
the idea that we have a good deal to learn in the

direction of making thrift appear attractive. It 's

one thing to be told to save on food, and clothes,

and other necessaries, and left to do it as best

you can, and quite another when the same advice

is given by some enterprising statistician who
takes the trouble to work out how the money
thus saved can be best expended. There is

quite a thrill about saving money on "
the

pictures," for instance, when you know that

the price of two seats a week will pay your
water rate for a quarter, or for a given number
of pounds of cheese, or oatmeal, or beefsteak ;

and giving up one or two cigarettes a day

TO TEND OUR SOLDIERS' CRAVES: WOMEN GARDENERS WHO ARE LEAVING FOR FRANCE.
A number of woman have been trained at Kew to fit them for the very sympathetic task of tending the graves of toldlers who have

France. Some of them are seen hero at their final Inspection. Further contingents are still In training, and women transport-
workers are beine trained at Aldershot. Both contingents will thus release men for combatant service.- [Photograph by L.\.A.)

would seem a very small hardship if only
someone bothered to explain just how much
tapioca, or cocoa, or lard, or some other
domestic commodity, could be bought with the

addition, she has "
mobilised

"
cooks who are to be

sternly discouraged from wasting any form of food.

Another is cutting down the household meat-
ration by an extended use of beans and "

greens."
The suggestion of the fourth, of a return to
the old-fashioned table decoration of fruit that
can be eaten is a wholesome as well as a reason-
able one

; whilst her hint that the best way to
ensure a saving on household expenditure is to
refrain from venturing near shops, unless some-
thing specific has to be bought, deserves the
consideration of all women. These are only one
or two of the devices adopted by the rich in
America to stimulate thrift amongst people
whose banking account is a negligible quantity ;

but it does show, doesn't it, that the Yankee
housewife means to leave no stone unturned in

doing all she can to defeat the common enemy.

savings effected by this method of self-denial in

the space of a year.

The Red Cross next to the Army and
Navy the most important war departmenthas
already embarked on an active campaign in

America. Recently it issued an interesting
scheme with the object of enlisting the sym-
pathies of schoolgirls during the summer holi-

days. Schoolgirls in groups of ten or twenty,
or more, have been asked to meet .at stated
intervals during the vacation to work for the
Red Cross, and great results are expected from
young America's enthusiastic response to the

appeal. CLAUDINB CLEVE.
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Officers at Olork: Observation and Map-Reading*

ON THE BRITISH FRONT : A CAPTURED GERMAN OBSERVATION-POST ; A HALT TO STUDY THE MAP.

The upper photograph shows British officers making use of a cap-

tured German observation-post, consisting, it will be noted, of an

armoured box placed on a wrecked building. A close, view of

the armoured box is shown in the photograph given on the front

page of this number. "Perhaps the most interesting of all that

is left on the battlefield are the old German observation-posts,"

writes Mr. Beach Thomas in one of his despatches, "especially
in the neighbourhood of Ypres. It makes our gunners, who have
looked back from there on their old positions, shiver at the dangers

they have survived. They see how complete was their old naked-

ness and exposure to the enemy." In the lower photograph two
British officers are seen studying a map. {Official Photographs.]
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THE SUBMARINE TALE RUSSIA AND ROUMANIA A LETTER FROM ATHENS-
MONASTIR AND SALONIKA BURNED KUHLMANN'S STRANGE NEW GOSPEL.

APART
from the bombing attacks on the

Flanders ports, the only naval news of

importance has been the weekly return of losses

to shipping. The losses are : large vessels, 15 ;

smaller vessels, 3 ; fishing-boats, 2. Sailings, 2764 ;

arrivals, 2838.

Unsuccessfully ^^
attacked, 10.

The best that

can be said

for the situa-

tion is that it

does not get
worse ; but
the question of

food transport
conies more
and more to

the front. The
bread ticket is

said to be at

hand at last,

and in addi -

tion there has

been talk of

the tea-ticket.

When tea is

rationed, many
people whom
the sugar-
ration left cold will begin to realise that there
is a war which may be no bad thing. We
have not yet suffered any privation worth the
name. Compared with our friends in France,
our lot has been easy in this respect.

ON THE PALESTINE BORDER : A GERMAN ENTRENCHED POST, BUILT TO
PROTECT A WATER-RESERVOIR, CAPTURED BY US JUST AS IT WAS WEARING

COMPLETION. [Photograph ty Topical.]

Early in the week the news from the Russian
front was rather more encouraging. Both Russians

and Roumanians were offering a stiff resistance to

Mackensen's onset, and had held his forces at

Focsani, in Central Roumania. The resistance

continued
throughout the

igth, but on
the 20th the

enemy, al-

though stub-

bornly op-
posed, made
his superior

weight tell on
the River
Slanic and
forced backthe
defenders
south-west of

the outskirts

of Ocna. The
position at
Focsani was
about the same
time consider-

ably shaken,
but was re-

stored later. As
a whole, how-

ever, the Russo-Roumanians were plainly only
delaying retirement. On the 2ist they made some
recovery and a slight advance between the Slanic
and Oituz, and at Focsani beat off all attacks.
East of the railway they drove the enemy from

[Continued overleaj.

IN THE COMMISSARIAT LINES AT A CAMP ON THE PALESTINE FRONT;
FOR FLOUR RATIONS.

"TREADING OUT THE CORN"

A cam,!, with two donkeys, and a bullock harnessed together, are seen at work, walking round. They are "treading out the
to the old-t,me usage of the East, and as referred to in the familiar Scriptural passage.- (PMoRraph by Topical.}

according
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the trenches he had taken the previous day. On

the 22ii(l, the northern front became active near

Riga, and there was fresh fighting at Dvinsk and

Tarnopol. Xear Brody the enemy artillery be-

came active. The news of actual campaigning,

although not of the best, is not the perfect index

to the situation. Encouragement is to be found

rather in the spirit of the Russian leaders, which

-r-*>
i7*^

^!J if
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neighbours and his friends so long as they do

not touch our local Balkan interests."
"
Codlin

is the friend, not Short."

Monastir was heavily shelled and almost com-

pletely destroyed by fire on Aug. 18. The same

fate befell Salonika on the 2oth ; but the disaster

was not due, as far as could be ascertained, to

the direct action of the enemy or to treachery.
Two-thirds of the

town were burnt,

and 100,000 persons
lost their homes.

The Church of St.

Sophia escaped ; the

Post Office and the

Ionian Bank were

destroyed, but the

archives and cash

bonds were saved.

Preparations for war

proceed apace in

Greece. All officers

were instructed to

be at their posts by
Aug. 28, after which
date all leave is

cancelled.

Herr von Kuhl-

mann, the jester
of the German Km-

bassy in London before the war, and now
German Foreign Minister, delivered a remarkable

speech before the Reichstag Main Committee on

Aug. 22. He spoke very tenderly of neutrals,

who, it appears, the Imperial Government is now
anxious to conciliate. Further ruptures with

these are to be avoided. But the most astound-

ing passage was the admission that in this delicate

task might is not the only factor, but right.

WITH GENERAL ALLENBY'S ARMY ON THE PALESTINE BORDER: HORSE. AND CAMEL

TRANSPORT LINES AT ONE OF OUR CAMPS.

Laden camels "bivouacking" on the sand are seen in the immediate foreground. Just behind them is a

long string of transport camels coming in, with the men of the armed escort on riding camels towards

the head of the column. [Photograph by Topic .1 ]

remains unbroken in adversity. General Korniloff

has spoken not only hopefully, but with positive

assurance, of a great revival of moral and fighting

capacity in the Army, and he makes no secret that

vast operations may be expected at no distant

date not only on the Roumanian, but on all other

fronts. He has hinted at combined action between
the land and sea forces. General Korniloff has in

hand measures from which he expects excellent

results. These he is

submitting to the rr

Government, and he
believes that his

plans will be the

means of completely

regenerating the

Army. The ex-Tsar,
at Tobolsk, is under
careful guard, and
all his correspon-
dence passesthrough
the hands of an
officer of General's

rank. It has been
stated that the Im-

perial family fol-

lowed the Tsar to

Siberia of their own
free will.

At Athens has been published an ugly letter

signed
"
Constantino.

"
It bears the date luly 25

(O.S.), 1914, and is addressed to the Kaiser

through the then Greek Minister in Berlin. The
most significant passage runs : "I am forced to

the opinion that neutrality is imposed upon us,

though this might prove of service to the Emperor,
on the assurance that I shall not touch my

"SHIPS OF THE DESERT" IN THEIR ELEMENT: A COMMISSARIAT CAMEL-CONVOY FROM

EGYPT CROSSING THE SANDHILLS THAT FRINGE THE SOUTHERN BORDER OF PALESTINE,

TO JOIN GENERAL ALLENBY'S ARMY.

Evidently, late in time, necessity has begun to

know some law. Three years ago necessity was
the only law, in the gospel according to Bethmann.
The new gospel according to Kuhlmann is

certainly touching, although it recalls the couplet,
"
the devil was sick," etc. That may be, but the

Allies are taking no risks of allowing him to

get Well. LONDON: AUG. 25, 1917.
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THE PIGEON AS WAR-MESSENGER : CANADIAN PIGEON-CARRIERS WATERING THEIR BIRDS ON HILL 70.

IN A CAPTURED GERMAN TRENCH
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TRIUMPH THE
EFFORT.

WATCHTHE COMBINED OFFENSIVE IN THE WEST-PETAIN'S

ON THE AISNE- CADORNAS CRUSHING

made good by our counter-attack. On the 2jth

the weather again changed for the worse, and in

heavy rain our troops attacked the enemy's posi-

tion east and south-east of

Langemarck. Satisfactory

^^^^h^ progress was reported in

.^fl

THE
battle of the guns continued on the

Western front with uninterrupted vigour

throughout the week. Before Ypres the enemy':-,

concentration of artillery

has been, like o\\r own,
of unexampled strength.

On this sector he has

likewise put in more men
to the mile than he has

employed on any former

occasion. His prodigality
in men showed no signs of

slackening, and he used

them ruthlessly for heavy
massed attacks. But

again and again our guns
found these concentra-

tions as they were pre-

paring for the c ttack, and

dispersed them. The

fighting during the 24th
and 25th was of the usual

kind which fills in the in-

tervals between the larger

movements. The troops

kept creeping in on Lens,

with here a trench gained,
and there a post of local

importance. These operations were preliminary
to the more extensive effort which began on the

26th, further south. Early on the Sunday morning
the British

delivered an

attack east of

Hargicou rt,

nine miles
north-west of

St. Quentin,
and drove in

the enemy's
front to a

depth of half

a mile on a

mile front.

Strong points
at the Mala-

koff Farm and

Cologne Farm
were carried,

and the ground
held. A slight

advance was
made simul-

taneously at

St. J u li e n.

Against this

had to be set the temporary loss of a corner of

Inverness Copse; on the Ypres-Menin Road, and
a post near Galeide Creek, south-west of Lom-

bartzyde. In the former case the loss was at once

IN A BADLY SHELLED VILLAGE : CANADIANS

INDULGE IN CARDS. [Canadian War Records.)

the opening stages of the

action, and later accounts

were equally favourable.

It was not an affair of

the first magnitude. Sir

Douglas Haig was not

using great bodies of men,
but just sufficient for the

task in hand. This was
the systematic clearing of

those concrete positions
for field guns which are a

formidable obstacle to our
advance. These bee-hives,

or pill-boxes, as they are

called, offer considerable

resistance to shell-fire, and
shelter machine-guns com-

manding wide stretches of

ground. Up these our

men worked their way,
surrounded two, and took

some forty Wiirtembergers prisoner. Heavy
fighting was carried on on a front of 2000 yards
astride the St. Julien

-
Poelcapelle Road, and

further por-
1 tions of the

German third-

line system fell

into our hands.

In the posi-
tions which
they had cap-
tured our in-

fantry estab-

lished them-
selves. The
28th opened in

a fierce gale of

wind and rain,

and no in-

fantry action

took place that

day on the
British front.

The 2gth was

passed almost

as unevent-

fully. Raids
at Gonzeau-

court and Hulluch were successful, and brought
a few prisoners to the cages ;

while south-west
of Langemarck we cleared up a strong point in

which a party of the enemy was holding out, just

THE BRITISH WESTERN FRONT : CANADIAN MACHINE-GUNNERS WINDING

CLOTH TO CLEAN THE BORE OF A GUN. [Canadian War Record.',.]
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in front of the new line won in the previous

fighting. The weather still continued very stormy.
While this slow but irresistible pressure

remained the order of the day in the north, the

Verdun offensive went on with unslackened vigour.

Desultory attempts of the enemy to stay the

French advance met with no success. Notably at

ON THE BRITISH WESTERN FRONT

IN VAIN TO HIT A

THE GERMAN ARTILLERY TRIES

DUMP. [Official Plwlograf':.]

Beaumont, on the night of the 26th-27th, the

Germans tried to oust our Allies from the southern
outskirts of the village, but were caught by a
violent artillery fire, which rendered the attempt
quite futile. Prisoners were taken, and these

brought the number for Aug. 26 alone up to uoo,
including 32 officers. On the 28th the artillery
at Beaumont and Avocourt Wood was again fairly

lively, and small enemy raids were beaten back.

Similar minor actions were the

only events of the 2gth, but

these were still fruitful of

prisoners, the number now
standing at 1470 and 37 offi-

cers. The enemy claimed to

have recaptured Beaumont on
the 28th. The true signific-

ance of this statement lies in

the fact that the French have
never pretended that they
took the village in question.

They took the outskirts, and
have held on there unmoved
ever since, despite counter-

attacks of the kind just
mentioned.

On the Aisne front the

chronicle for the week has been

the old tale of grim, heroic

holding on, with nothing lost

and little gained geographic- NEAR BOESINGHE

ally. But, if the task of the

gallant men who have so

stoutly held the Chemin des Dames front through
so many dreary months may seem thankless, they
have the knowledge that their

"
stone-walling

"
is

an invaluable contribution to the brisker effort of

their comrades further south. But for the tight

hold on the Aisne, and the assurance that it would

never for one moment be relaxed, General Petain

could not have made the great movement of these

recent days a movement which has placed the

safety of Verdun finally beyond dispute, and has

added new glories to the French arms. The capture
on Aug. 25 of Hill 304 was one of the great feats

of the war. Nothing could stop our Allies as they
waded, in the face of gas and high-explosive,

through the marshes of the

Valley of Death. The hill was
won in less than two hours. The

prisoners for the series of actions

which began on Aug. 20, and
lasted in greater or less degree
till the 28th, exceeded 10,000,

together with a great number of

machine-guns. This stroke has

vitally affected the German posi-

tion on the Meuse. The enemy
has seen what " exhausted

"

France can still do, and he is not

such a fool as to imagine that

the same cannot be done again.
Metz will now be more frequently
in the enemy's thoughts than it

has been for some time past.
For the full geographical signi-

ficance of the Verdun thrust one
must look far behind the enemy's present lines.

Every blow of the Verdun offensive was a blow
not merely for the security of the town or the re-

conquest of the country immediately around it,

but was aimed at a distant objective which is a

vital organ of the enemy's system.
It is, perhaps, worth noting that the Verdun

affair was the third great attack delivered by the

French since the Crown Prince gave up hope of

BRITISH TOMMIES WATCHING

Official Photograph.

SHELLS BURSTING.

capturing the town. The first was on Oct. 24,

1916; the second on Dec. 15; Aug. 20, 1917,
will be remembered as the date of the greatest
and most successful of the three attacks.

Sir Douglas Haig, speaking for all ranks of

the British Armies in France, sent his hearty

congratulations to General Petain and his
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gallant armies on the splendid results attained.

While these events were encouraging the Allies

on the front in Flanders and France, the great
Italian battle continued to progress in a mighty
crescendo. .Moments of less impetuosity were

inevitable, but the fight, viewed as a whole, knew
no pause. On the j(>th (an official communique
said) the battle began to reveal itself in its vast-

ness. The at-

tack on the

Bainsizza Plat-

eau was con-

ceived and ex-

ecuted in a

most masterly
manner. The

Italians, di-

recting them-
selves decis-

ively towards
the Jelenik-
V r h front,
went round
the three ene-

my defensive

lines of the

Soumer, Kob-

eleki, and Madoni, which crossed there, and

simultaneously attacked the same lines from the
front and broke through them, in the face of a
most desperate resistance. The consequence of
this encircling manoeuvre was the capture of

Monte Santo, long a formidable barrier. From
military no less than moral considerations, the

taking of the height was momentous. It was
a key position. Once it was fairly in our Allies'

hands, they pressed on towards the eastern border
of the Bainsizza Plateau.

On the Carso progress was more gradual, but

every foot gained was duly secured. On the 28th

NEW ZEALANDERS ON FORESTRY

IN WHICH THE MEN LIVE

the advancing troops were frequently at close

quarters with the enemy. The mauling which the

Austrians have received was terrific. The dead

lie thick on the hillsides. For the first eight

days of fighting more than 23,000 prisoners had

been brought in, besides 600 officers. The guns
taken numbered 75, besides two 1 2-inch mortars ;

and many pieces of lighter calibre, including

machine-guns.
Horses and
aeroplanes, all

sound, were
also among
the tremen-
dous booty.
Italians went
on they knew
not how far,

and would have

gone further

had they not

got beyond the

range of their

^^^LSBiaiBl own screening

artillery. It
WORK IN FRANCE: THE SHANTIES was a fortunate
[AVu- Zealand Official Photograph.] circumstance
for the victors that their booty included huge
supplies of food, for, far removed from their

bases in that most difficult mountain country,

they might have been rather badly off until the

transport could come up with them. On the 3oth
General Cadorna, who is never given to boasting,
allowed himself to speak confidently of

" imminent
and decisive success." So well satisfied was he
with the results of his effort that he spoke of it

as likely to prove the turning point of the whole
war. Further progress was reported from the

Carso ; and on the Trentino front the reawaken-

ing of the artillery and frequent reconnaissances

WITH THE UNITED STATES TROOPS IN FRANCE: BASEBALL IN CAMP.-[Oflfol Photograph)

the action was mostly carried* on by the artillery,
and the enemy still disputed the lost ground,'
without success. On the Plateau, meanwhile,
progress was continued throughout the 28th, and

hindered the enemy from any possible serious
detachment of troops to the south. The
King telegraphed his congratulations to King
Victor. LONDON : SEPT. i, 1917.

J
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fUndcrs Battlefield Quarters with JSew "Cer.ar.t8.

i

IN OUR OCCUPATION : A LARGE GERMAN TRENCH ">ILL-BOX
"

Find*
"

on the battlefield u tht Britiih infantry advance iwttpt
torou tht tnemjr'i trench Una art of all lorti. One which

proved a "desirable reaidtnce
"

In Hit dljrl following tht battle

in which it wu captured, it leen here. ll it a German "
pill

box" trench-poH of the larftr kind, buiU of -onciete, and roomjr

inaide, at tome of them art. They art of all tiMt, according to

AS A COMMANDANT'S QUARTERS.

Importance of locality, and can accommodate, according- to ilit,

from two or three men u iniptri, up to, ptrhapi, hilt . platoon.
Tht one ihown above etcaped damage In tht bombardment, and
ftll into our handi

"
ill Handing," on tht trench being stormed.

It ii teen in Canadian occupation,
*

being utiliaed u a rommandant'a

headquarter!, u i> luggrattd by the tentry. [Canadian War Rtmd:.]
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Che U.S. COar preparations: Harbour Scenes.

CONVERTING A GERMAN LINER FOR ALLIED SERVICE : A FORE-TOP VIEW
; CLEARED-OUT FITTINGS.

The upper illustration It a view from the fore-top of an interned

German passenger-liner, taken over by the U.S. authorities, and

now in an American port. She is being repaired and converted

for Allied service. Her engines were maliciously damaged, just

before the American declaration of war, by the German sailors

quartered on board during the period of American neutrality. The

ship, with others, put back to port on the British declaration of

war in 1914. In the foreground is a Navy "testing-barge" and
two destroyers ; in the middle distance, two scout-gunboats and
three gunboats ; in the background, two battle-ships. The lower

illustration shows fittings of the' liner cleared out to make room
for service fittings. [Photos, by Topical.]
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lit Ht a Cantonment of General persbing's Men in franee.
\-

"MASCOT" LION CUB: PLAYING WITH CHILDREN; WITH HIS KEEPER." SAMMY "

It would be interesting to .know if the enemy, the soldiers of the

German and Auttrian Armiet, he the tame fancy foe
"
mucoti,"

Of, U they ultd to h cllej
"
rejimenUl p*t," 10 widly pre-

valent in our own Army. So fr, no cruture of the lort leenu

to hv fallen into thi handi of the AII> ; nor u there record ot

FiiU beinf addicted to that tort of il .:.;. The partiality for

animal pets in regiments it thared with ui, though in a much

letter degree, by the French. Casual mention alto hat been made

by correspondents of some Rultian and Italian companies and

battalion* possessing similar communal pets. An American regi-

ment's mascot a lion cub called "Sammy," it shown here at one

ol the American cantonmentt in France. [Photo, by Aljuri.]
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from. the Land of Egypt to the Cdestern front.
I*

EGYPTIAN LABOURERS AT WORK ON THE BRITISH
The releaae of thete official pholujr.phf for publication mtkM
known a fact which may be niw to the majority of our reader* ;

that ti, that companies of Egyptian labourer! are at work on the
Una of communication of the Britlth forcei In France and Flanderi.
At the illuitrationi thow, the men arc employed in the traruport
of itoree and supplies. In the upper photograph on the left-hand

WESTERN FRONT : CARRYING HAY ; UNLOADING.

page, tome are teen carrying hay, while In the lower, otheri,

apparently at a quay -
tide, are handling boxes of cocoa. The

right-hand page gives a good Idea of the type of men who have
been brought over. They are a good-humoured throng, manifestly
satisfied with their condition, and in the beat of jpiriti. The

employment of Egyptian at well as Chlneia labour (olio illustrated

[CMi'iitid etfesitt.
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dar-Cdorhcrs from a British protectorate

- " -m*. u ""--'M*""~'J
on th.

HX|

.uthoriti- <rf th. r!<. uic of nun-p<m

Empir. .n<l .mon, .ri,d.T ,! A.H.d n.ti.. Th.

i o Ubour imporMd from Annm. It WM c^tet

,ht ouW b. ,,rtl In thk w.T ,
it

to et o th. TurkUh jrok. .d bom. . Brituh Pro-

uctor.. Th. IfTpttan WUhn ar. .eewtom^ lo m,
ninl, in .grieultur., In th^ own l.d, .nd thould mU. ufu l

,r^port.l.bourr^ It n, b. MM th.t Lord Kitch.n, when

in Eypt, took . |r. int.rt in th.ir w.l(., and . ctau U..y

ow. mh to hi. .Sort, on thrtr b.h,H.-[O/>iml krtorah,.
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dith General pcrshingr's ]Mcn in france

AN AMERICAN FIELD-SERVICE KITCHEN-AUTOMOBILE : A HALT TO SUPPLY COFFEE
; DINNER SERVED.

America may be trusted to put Into the field, to uiiit nd iupplyhr gallant Army, every necessary mechanical appliance that the
natural ingenuity and inventive faculty of the nation can produce.
A typically workmanlike-looking and practically equipped field-

service auxiliary 1* seen in the upper illustration. It how, t a
wyaid halt on * road in France, one of the large campaigning

automobile "cookers," or kitchens, with which the troops under
Genera' Pershing's command have been provided. On the line
of march it can keep up at any pace, and provide hot coffee or

ioup for the troops in unlimited quantities. In camp or canton-

ments, as seen in the lower illustration, it turns out any quantity
of cooked food, as required. [Photo, by Newspaper Illustrations.]

I
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Boy Scouts on Service on the Coast.

A "SEA SCOUT" INSPECTION-DISPLAY: FIRE-BRIGADE WORK A RESCUE FROM A BURNING HOUSE.

Ai with all who are taking an active-service part In the war,

much of tht work that the legion of Boy Scout* in Great Britain

i rendering ha> to remain for the time being unknown to the

public at Urge. After the war there will be stories to tell of the

doing* of the Sea Scout*, the maritime branch of the Boy Scout

organisation, who hare, perhaps, more realiatic opportunities than

their countryside and town brothers. One way in which Sea

Scout! in Cornwall help in coast towns is Are-brigade work, to

replace men called up i sphere of usefulness that several troops

of the land Scouts alto take up. Rescue-work with a dummy
during a fire, representing a person ore: come by smoke, aj dis-

played in Cornwall, is shown above. [Photo, by C.I1

!,]
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QOKth the Italians in Their fighting on th

"CONSOLIDATING" A CAPTURED GROUND AGAINST COUNTER-ATTACKS: ITALIA!

re i

"r
v

batt 'e-tact ' cs m*y be "ld to ">Ho* the same line. .11 over the war-area : counter-attack, following

out on .i,h.r /. ii,"
r

7
er Sn tt?0n

,

" f Ught - AS fast ' in "qnet. a, a succeful thrust forward ha, been
.t on utter iid*. the v.ctor, .mmed.ately t to work to make provi.ion again.t the inevitabJ. enemy effort to retake
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Hooded f)ill-Side0 in the JVlonte Santo Dietrier.

3PS PREPARING THE COURTYARD OF A HOUSE IN A WOOD FOR DEFENCE.
lost ground. In mounta :n warfare, 'the wooded hillsides and ravines and inequalities of ground favour counter-attacks.

Cadorna's men, however, take no chances. With every advance, troops improvise local defences. In the photograph,
courtyard of a building on a hillside, destroyed in the fightirtg, is being prepared as a defensive post. I Italian Official P)uno\
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : LXV.-THE HTH LIGHT DRAGOONS.
A HIGHWAYMAN STORY.

CLOSE
on a century ago, when the nth Light

Dragoons (now the nth Hussars) \\ere

quartered at Clonmel, the regiment came in for

a curious piece of police duty and managed to

lay by the heels two
notorious gentlemen of

the road who were at that

time the terror of Ireland.

These worthies were the

notorious Brennan and

Hogan, personswho played
the part with great humour
and address, taking as

their model the gentle-

manly style of Dick Tur-

pin. Brennan had been
a soldier, a trooper in the
1 2th Light Dragoons, from
which he deserted after a

quarrel with one of the

officers, and thereafter

took the road. For a time
his companion Hogan and
he were acquainted only
by hearsay, but at length
they met unawares and
fell foul of each other.
As they rolled in the dust
at grips, one ruffian asked
the other who his adver-

sary might be, as he didn't think there was
a man in Tipperary who could have put up
such a fight with Bill Brennan.

"
Och, then, blood an' 'ouns." crietf the other,"

if you be Brennan, arrah ! then aiA't I Paddy
Hogan ? And if you -cry stand to the world in

Tipperary, sure don't I do that same to the

ON A ROAD NEAR ONE OF THE ACTIONS IN

THE BATTLE OF FLANDERS: BRITISH GUNNERS
REMOVING AN ENEMY " DUD "A BIG GERMAN
SHELL THAT FELL " BLIND." lOJ/icial Photograph.}

folks in Cork ?
" That sealed a pact which

lasted.

Lord Caller had an old grudge at the precious

pair, and had striven for a long time to catch

them. Brennan had put
a neat affront on the Sligo

Militia, which increased

the zeal of their perse-
cutor. One evening at an
inn at Fethard two of the

Militia officers, ready to

drive back to Clonmel,
talked slightingly of Bren-
nan and boasted of their

power with the pistol. A
tall stranger by the fire

listened, and went out.

Later, the officers were set

upon and had their fig
stolon by a knight of tlie

road, who, as he drove off,

leaving them to a ten-

mile "walk., told them to

speak in future with more
respect of Brennan. Six
months later, before the

regiment parade, Bren-
nan returned the horse
and gig, with a note to
the commanding officer

describing how the two boastful gallants had not
dared to fire on him. They had to leave the service.

Thus were the bodies of Brennan and Hogan
ardently desired. But they were a slippery pair.
One day, however, a gentleman saw two men
creep through a gap in a hedge at the roadside
and disappear. Fancying they might be the

[<.\mttnuett n-trlcaf.

ONCE FAMILIAR. IN THE STREETS OF LONDON TO THE TUNE OF BENK, BENK. PENNY ALL THE WAY,BUSES ON WAR-WORK FOR CARRY.NG MEN BETWEEN REST-CAM^ AND THE
*

Official Photograph.
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Scenes of Rard fighting in the Battle for kens.

DESTROYED IN THE FIGHTING SOUTH OF THE TOWN : AT LA COULOTTE AND THE BREWERY.
L Coulotte is, ot rather formerly existed u a mining village, on
th outskirts of Lens to the south, about two and a-half miles
from the centre of the town. It is on the high roid from Arras
o Lens, where that U Croeaeil by the side-road from Llavin to

Arion. La Coulotte has had t >u,J?rgo -j mbardment from both

sides, from our funs in wrecking the German entrenchment system

which centred round the Tillage because of its important tactical

position at four cross-roads, and after that, on the Canadians' cap-
turing La Coulotte, 'from the German guns supporting their counter-
attacks. The remains of the large brewery .iear by, a confused tangle
.f fallrn ironwork and timber fragments, with a German dug out

beneath, are seen in the lower illustration. [Canadian Wat Ktmrds.}
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highwaymen, he went to Lord Caher, who imme-

diately gave orders for a detachment of

nth Light Dragoons to mount and search the

countryside. With them, he also ordered out the

Sligo Militia, to give them a chance of wiping off

an old score. The dispositions of the troops were

PAY DAY AT THE
LEVEE IN A

cunningly made.

FRONT: A CANADIAN BATTALION PAYMASTER'S

FLANDERS VILLAGE, RECENTLY CAPTURED.

Canadian War Records.

Within the hedge through
which the two men had disappeared was a half-

completed house, beside which a heap of newly
cut furze was stacked for firewood. Lord Caher

thought that if he made that point the centre

of a circle of half-a-mile radius, and should close

in upon it, he would trap anybody lurking within.

The circle was completed in extended order,

and then the troops began to close

their ring. But , the house was
drawn blank. They were about to

retire, when a trooper exclaimed,
" You haven't examined the chim-

ney ; depend upon it, you '11 find

him there." As he spoke, he put
his head up the chimney ; but with-

drew it again in double-quick time.

Luckily for at that moment a

pistol bullet -ricochetted from the

hearth. A wild scene followed.

Shots were exchanged, while the

soldiers shouted to the robber to

surrender. But this he showed no
inclination to do. Then a new ex-

citement arose. While some of the

men were peppering the top of the

chimney, the cry arose that someone
had pricked with his bayonet a

person hidden in the gorse. This
turned out to be none other than

Brennan, flat on his back in a ditch.

He had a brace of pistols close to

his feet, but for some reason made no use of

them. He was at once seized, disarmed, and
sent to the rear under guard ; while the rest set

about settling the chimney-dweller, who, they felt

perfectly sure, could only be Hogan.
That gentleman proved a tough nut to crack.

He refused summonses to surrender, and, mount-

ing to the top of the chimney, but exposing himself

as little as possible, continued to fire at the soldiers

as long as his ammunition lasted. Then at length

he came down very reluctantly.
" In the name

of common-sense," said Lord Caher,
"
why did

you offer such a useless resistance ?

You knew all the while that you
must be taken at last why, then,

wantonly put your own and other

men's lives in jeopardy ?
" But

Hogan was too proud to reply. He
drew his tall, muscular frame up to its

full height, and looked at his captors

in scornful silence. Brennan took

capture more pleasantly, and seemed

to consider his case not very hope-

ful, indeed, but far from desperate.

Each prisoner was placed on the

croup of a trooper's saddle, and thus

the companions were conveyed for

the night to the watch-house at

Caher. The nth supplied the guard,
and spent an amusing time, for Bren-

nan was in his best form and related

his adventures verycheerfully. Often,

said he, on former occasions he

could have picked off members of

the corps ; but, as an old soldier of

a brother regiment, he scorned to do

so. He said he would have had the guilt of Cain

on his soul had he killed any of them, for he knew
that a soldier had to obey orders. He was cheerful

about his chances of escaping the gallows, for he

declared there was no proof against him. No one

would swear to his identity ; and, further, the

people would not permit him to be put to death

He was right, so far. At the trial in Clonmel,

WITH POISON - CAS ALARM - BELL HANDY : THE SUMMER-HOUSE
ANNEXE TO AN OFFICERS' DUG-OUT IN A CANADIAN SECTION

OF THE TRENCHES IN FLANDERS. [Canadian U'ar Records.]

evidence of identity was very hard to get. But
at last a Quaker, who had been robbed near

Fermoy, went so far as to say that he believed

he was not positive that Brennan was the

culprit. It was poor testimony upon which to

hang a man, but it sufficed.
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Scenes of fiard fighting in the Battle for Lens.

TAKEN BY US, RETAKEN, AND FINALtY OUR GROUND : Thfc WRECKAGE OF ELECTRICITY WORKS.

Tht Electricity Works at Lena arc situated on th* south bank of

the River South e*, about a quarter of a mile to the north of

La Coulotte. They were the scene of furious fighting between the

Canadians and the enemy during an earlier stage of the present

attack on Lens, in the course of which the site changed hands

tral times, finally remaining In our hands. The state of the

wrecked buildings when we at lest secured them is shown in the

upper illustration. The lower illustration shows a captured German
concrete-and-steel trench-blockhouse of the smaller sort, loop-holed

at ground level with slabs of steel, fitted like planking on the

upper part of the sides, and solid concrete "boulders" for roofing

over steel rails. [Canadian War Records.}
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H 6ame in an Interval of " the Grcateet <3ame c

WITH HELMETS AND GAS-MASKS HUNG READY FOR USE IN CASE OF ENEMY INTERRUPT!
The Canadians near Lens have lately been engaged in some of the hardest fighting of the war. Writing on August 24. !

Mr. Philip Gibbs said : The Canadians are showing an indomitable spirit after ten days of most furious attacks and counter-
Fierce and bloody encounters, since the battle of Vimy, on April 9, have surrounded the city of Lens and given

attacks.
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III": Officers playing Badminton at the front.

ANADIAN BRIGADIER-GENERAL AND HIS STAFF PLAYING BADMINTON NEAR LENS.

o its streets and suburbs a sinister but historic fame." Part of th secret of that
"

indomitable spirit," perhaps, It to ba found

n the British love of sports and (anus, as exemplified by these Canadian officers gaily playing Badminton,
"

in a village near

.ens," within range of German guns. Hung on the posts will be noted helmets and gas-masks. ICantdizn Wat Kic-rdt Pkatogrffk.]
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Motor Traction for Light Railways at the front

WITH A PETROL-ENGINE AS LOCOMOTIVE," MOUNTED ON A TRUCK WITH FLANGE
fr the hig th.
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Shell-Train with "
Gnginc-Drivcr

"
at the Cdbeel.

ELS : A TRAIN-LOAD OF SHELLS FOR BRITISH GUNS GOING UP TO THE FRONT.
ine to judge by the above illustration appears to aim alto at rivalry with steam power on light railways. The locomotive
thii caw, it will be noted, consists of a motor mounted on a special truck, which is fitted with flanged wheels (or running on
s. The little trucks are evidently of strong construction, each carrying about ten big shells and two or three men. (Otficial Photo.]
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Our Big Howitzers . . . Cuncd up tbdr Bass Violi

THE POWER OF THE GUN THAT MAKES FOR VICTORY: A 3RITISH HEAVY HOWITZER
There is a suggestion of immense power in this photograph of one of our heavy howitzers on the Western Front, its ponderousmuzzle po.sed for hurltng death and destruction into the German lines. In comparison with this huge metal monster the

standing close by to watch the shot look like mere pigmies. To those near at hand, the firing of these great

01
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and played tbcir 'Dead (March"': In Death Orchestra*

IE WESTERN FRONT ABOUT TO FIRE, WITH AN INTERESTED GROUP OF ONLOOKERS.

guns is
a^
m rve-shaking sound.

"
Behind me," writes Mr. Philip Gibbs, in describing a British artillery bombardment at Lens

recently,
"

were some of our big howitzers, whose voices I prefer at a mile or two distance. Thy tuned up their bass viols
and played their

'

Dead March.' Perhaps it was their shells I saw smashing on to the German diiencei." [Official PMotmt>li.\
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British who Set an Gxample amidst the Dcbact

WATCHING GERMAN AEROPLANES FROM THEIR DUG-OUT IN A RUSSIAN CAMP

M^^ *^ng front in GaHcia," ys th, Pe trogr.dma
th.
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Deserting Russian Regiments in Galicia.

FICERS OF COMMANDER LOCKER-LAMPSON'S NAVAL ARMOURED-CARS DIVISION.

heroic exploit* in the position that always stems to bring out the best of the Briton, the Tight Corner. The armoured cars

fought not merely as such, but also sent men with guns, mortars, and Maxims into the trenches alongside the Russians. General

Korniloff. who was then commanding on that section, awarded twenty-four Crosses of St. Gtoree to the heroes." !P*oio. by C.N.]
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DEPOT DAYS: XII.-HOW WE AMUSE OURSELVES.

HOW
do we amuse ourselves ? I will tell you.

We walk. You have heard of the 'busman
and his peculiar vice in holiday ? Well, the most
inveterate 'busman is a blooniin' amateur to the
soldier in the holiday line. The 'busman is easy
on his little jaunt he rides

;

we simply gather tiesh

Misters while we needn't.

I don't know why we do
it, but it is a fact. We all

droop into Tent X 6 alter a

grilling drill or a more grill-

ing fatigue. We have been
on our feet all day. Our
toes throb. Cinders of ex-

cc-isive scorch are under our
soles. Our insteps are limp,
and our pedal extremities,
taken all round, are masses
of burning and exhausted

pulp. We droop in. Pemby
flops down on his blankets,
and tells his hat I hat he is

just about baked. His feet

are wringing their hands
and crying aloud for ven-

geance on sergeants: Craik
takes off puttees and boots
and socks, and tells one in

a hushed, obstetric voice,"
My blister Jim has a little

brother; I '11 call him Han-
nibal." Jerry groans grimly,
says nothing, and borrows

my boracic powder.
"
Tich "

toes a man should have ;

has only two, each as big
and each a large corn at that. We are, for
the time being, full of feet and groans.

COMRADES: A FRENCH RED CROSS MAN
CARRYING BACK A WOUNDED BRITISH
SOLDIER DURING ACTION IN FLANDERS-
PASSING A CAPTURED GERMAN "

PILL-BOX."

Ufftual Photograph,

asks how many
he Drinks he
as each foot,

safrty-catch off our swagger-sticks. We are

going out. Pemby says to Craik,
" Come to

AkU'i.shot ?
" And Craik doesn't smite Pemby

dead for being the outside-edge in torturers. He
just answers,

"
Kight-o. We '11 take the back

way round ; it 's only a mile

or so further, and the view
is g-great." They puttee up
cheerily, They are going
ten miles to-night, and they
don't mind. It is, perhaps,
not their fault. There is a
virus in the Army anyhow,
in our battalion : we are
doomed to walk, in spite of

our feet.

It is a strange thing how
soldiers do walk, and walk
for miles, and many miles,
after a hard day on their

feet. After the wearing
hours of the

"
Square," they

don't sit down and beqiiiet
well, the majority don't.

They don't devote the even-

ings to reclining and Marcus
Aurelius, or even pleasant
reading or letter -

writing.

They go walking. Some-
where after 4.30, a thick
Stream of glad-ragged lads

passes the keen eyes of the
section Military Police (" to
up that button, that man "

;" Go back and put your puttees on proper
"

that's what the M.P. is there for) and go
tramping. Some walk into our inconspicuous
village and look into the desperate windows of
the comatose shops. Some go to the Soldiers and

COMING OUT OF ACTION THE BATTLE OF FLANDERS: ARTILLERY DRIVERS CLEAN.NC UP
SADDLERY AND HORSE ACCOUTREMENTS IN CAMP.-[0*,Vrf

But even as we groan we are donning our
Nobody thinks the other a prize

idiot. We climb into walking gear, and take the

Sailors' Club or the Y.M.C.A. and eat eating is
one of our great athletics. Some with undeniable
guts play billiards. Some with only vices play

'i'-MttHHtJ owrtea/.
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On the Qlestern front: picked ap Near Lens

A CLOSE SHRAPNEL-BURST RESULT: A GERMAN STEEL-HELMET RELIC BEING SHOWN GENERAL" CURRIE.
~l

"Something likf ft relic," was the comment of an exalted per-

s^nage at an old-time war-trophy exhibit ion ^omc yenrs ago, on

seeing in a show-cat* the silver pencil-case used by Nelson's Hardy
to jot down <ignats, and held in hu mouth when not being usfd

The metal wa bitterf ntitrly flat at th top end, and the appended

description ran :

"
PenciUc*se with mark* ol Captain Hardy's

teeth made' in moments of excitement." Exactly the sa*me com-

ment :

"
Something like a relic," is surely the due of the trophy

from a battlefield near Lens seen here. The dented, shrapn*U

holed, half-crumpled-un, nearly shapeless object being shown to

General Currie, the Commander of the Canadian army corps, was

originally a German steel helmet. [Canadian War Rtcortts,]
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draughts. Some super-men chess a bit. Some
may read. But in the main most walk.

They walk on just on, and turn back and
walk back. There is no objective. One couple

may plunge steadily ahead down the London

ON THE WAY BACK TO BILLETS FROM THE LINES:
PEASANT WOMAN SELLING ORANGES, ETC., TO THE

PASSING CANADIAN BATTALION. [Canadian Wa, Re,

Road until 8.30, and then plunge back. Others

may turn east, and others west. All the roads
are full of us walkers, whose only definite intention
is to walk. It is a strange madness, but we do
it. There is probably a psychological reason in

fact, there must be. But, as I am just back from
a walk and incapable of psychology, somebody
else will have to fathom the enigma.

Of course,, there are other diver-
sions. Craik has rather a chronic
taste in 'bus rides. He goes all over
the place on Saturday and Sunday on
'buses, for we can link tip our 'buses

here. He is a Manchester man, as I

have told before, and he is determined
to see as much of the South as Army
pay and free time will let him. It 's

amazing what he has seen. Last

Saturday he ripped the heart out of
three counties, saw three famous

history spots, and the birthplace of

a murderer, for one-and-sixpence. At
first he was slightly superior about
our scenery ; now he rather approves
of it in a high, Manchester fashion.

There is some scenery about Guild-
ford that he places in brackets (al-

most) with the grandeurs of Piccadilly
(Manchester).

We have, naturally, our purely
opulent amusements scattered about
us. Palaces of gilded luxury and
glittering magnificence . . . can't we
throw darts at a board, or balls at fat

and bosomy females (of wood) in the village,
and aren't

"
Player's Weights

"
to be won in

this way ? There are also two roundabouts. One
of fabulous chickens that go round and round at
a frantic pace to syncopated steam-noises

; the

other is an up-and-downer that is, one gets into

a car, and that car trundles drearily up a slope
and down the other side, and keeps on doing it

until boredom conquers. There is also football

practice. For a penny, any hopeful youth may
defy certainty and kick a football

at a goal defended by a huge, flat,

I

wooden mannikin. The mannikin
is all wrong by Association rules.

He is about ten sizes 'too large.

But there is certainly space about

him, and in the mythology of the

Fair a man has been known to drive

the ball past him and thus win his

packet of
"
gaspers." Anyhow,

there is still hope in our camp.
. . . The mannikin is worked by
a hopeless little girl, who pushes
him on runners back and for-

ward across the goal. That
little girl has a horrible fascina-

tion for me. She is the most in-

animate thing this world has ever

produced.
We have no theatre nearer

than Aldershot and, anyhow,
theatres are not always convenient

to us unless we have a late pass
but we have two cinemas. We

divide ourselves into rival factions over these

cinemas. Each side swears that the Chaplins

(Charles) are better in his cinema than in

the other. In one of them, too, tales of

blood are more fashionable, and in the

other, films of sentiment. Curiously, sentiment
seems to have the greater following among us

A FLANDERS
MEN OF A

VILLAGE A SHORT WAY. BEHIND THE FRONT:
MEN OFF DUTY SHOP-WINDOW GAZING.

Official Pkotograp/i,

men of war. The Girl Who Went Through
Awful Things, and yet Married the Noble
Young Man, is the lass for us. V'.ola .the
Vixen is good, but Hemly the Heroine is our
real love. \v. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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from the Land where Germans Became " Runs/'

CHINESE LABOURERS OH THE BRITISH FRONT : TIMBER-SAWING ; A TOY JUNK AND ITS BUILDER.
Chirumen hae not forgotten tht Kaiier's hlitoric message to hlf

troopi in their country biddinj then eroultt* the Hun* of Attila.

To-dar. Chin* a *t war with Cernunr, *nd the Chinese President

recently tent a mewfe to Preiident Po nci. uiirnated by * very
different fpirit :

"
The Central Poweri," b* uid,

"
harinj vi'.lited

the principle! of international liw, and conU*T*n*d the rules of

hununlt'y, h*re become the common enemy of tht world: Tht
Chinese Government, hoping to reduce the horrors of wr *nd
huten tht restoration of peace, has reaolved spontaneously to enter
tht struggle against them. Common victory will assure in tht
world the triumph of the ideas of right and liberty." [ujutal
Pliototraphs taken on llu British Prtmt in I
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CQith the Grand fleet: Ht the ]Mne~Sweepers' Sports

"EVENTS": TILTING AT BUCKETS; CAPTAIN ST. JOHN,
Two "

events
"

are seen here from the programme of a sports

meeting held on an o.'f-duty afternoon at a certain naval base

where mine-sweepecs happened to be at anchor, "resting" awhile
from one of their off-shore cruises which help to give Admiral
Von Kapelle's officials of the Admiralty, Berlin, bad dreams.

Tilting at the bucket, shown in the upper illustration, is a twentieth-

century variant of the old
"
quintain

"
sport of our ancestors of the

Middle Ages. Seated in a wheelbarrow, the competitors, in twos,

each with a long pole, are trundled at a run. A faulty tilt means
a drenching, as seen. The second event was another popular feature

on the sports programme, in which, as the photograph shows, *

British post-captain took part. [Official Photographs.]
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OUtb the Grand fleet: Ht the JVItne-Sweepers' Sports.

ONE OF THE STIFF BITS IN THE OFFICERS' OBSTACLE RACE :

" UP AND OVER "SPORTING VERSION.

An "
Obstacle Race "

it tlwayt one of the molt popular features

At Service iporti. The more ludicrous-looking the obstacles arc,

the (Tetter it the fun to: luokers-on. In addition, many of the

otMtacles are Hill, athletic tetu of physical fltnett, not merely
comic diversions in rou/tf. One such it teen in thit illustration

* cat* of swarming up the rope, hand over hand,
"

crossing the

bar," or, in the prevent cate, the tpar, and then down to the

ground, and oft to the next obitacle at hard at competltort can

run. The left-hand competitor of the centre two in white it jutt

reaching the ground, the other in white it nearly down. The othert

are negotiating the smooth circumference of the transverse tpar,
a feat requiring (rip, mutclt, and agility._[0^w/
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Women Workers in the Rome Hrmv of labour.

AT THE SOUTH METROPOLITAN X5AS WORKS: "
QUENCHIKG " COKE; RETORT-HOUSE WORK.

It U a commonplace of these wr-dyi tint there is hardly t single
(arm of nuuiuml labour in industrial undertakings in which women
and girls cannot be employed. And as a fact, which U, of course,
common knowledge, Urge numbers of them are so employed. Not

few of the handicrafts and forms of work are of a hard and

rough sort, toilsome and exacting work, unimaginable almost for

women in the days before the war. One of the callings, U the

term Is admissible, or war-callings, which women have taken up
in order to set free the men hitheito engaged in that class of in-

dustry is exemplified in the illustrations on this page of women
labourers at the Works of the South Metropolitan Gaj Company In

I nndon, doing hot and grimy jobs.
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*\
Cdomcn Cttorhera in the Rome Hrmy of Labour. Ug."

AT THE SOUTH METROPOLITAN CAS WORKS: DISCHARGING OXIDE PURIFIERS; WHEELING OXIDE.
In th employment of women In manual labour during the war,
whether In (arm and Held work, municipal out-of-door work, muni-
tion-factory work, or a> teen In theae Illuetratlona, work In a

large commercial undertaking Involving pertonal bodily exe'tlon,
phytlcal qualification, arc indiipenuble. That it Inilfted on by
hoae in charge, and a careful doctor 'a examination beforehand

enauree AtneM. The Government regulation* are ttrlct, and aflord

every aafeguard. Alto, u in the aerrice of the South Metropolitan
C.i Company, to which the photographa above refer, careful uper-
Tlalon it ricxrciaed by the headi of departmenta and oreneera to

provide that the allotted taaka are not likely to prove beyond the
power! of the women employeea.
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.

ENTHUSIASM
to fight in a good cause is not

confined to Russian women. The thrilling

stories of the pluck and daring of the Woman's
" Death Battalion

"
in Russia has inspired

Mmc. Gouraud Morris to lend a more active hand

against the common

enemy, Not content ____^_
with a war record

that includes nursing
and motor-ambulance

driving in the war-

zone, Mme. Gouraud
Morris desires to earn

the distinction of be-

ing the first fighting

woman aviator, and
with this object in

view is leaving no
stone unturned to

gain permission to

enter a flying-school.
Numbers of women
have proved them-

selves capable of

handling a flying-

machine, and except
for the accident of

sex, Mme. Morris is,

from a physical point
of view, as well or

better qualified for

the job she seeks than

many men. An ex-

pert swimmer
and boxer,
horse - breaker

and fencer, she

is, in addition,

an experienced
motor mechanic.
Besides these

sterner accom-

plishments, she

is a first-class

musician. The
General in com-
mand of the di-

vision to which
she is attached

in her capacity
of motor-ambu-
lance driver,

evidently holds

enlightened
views about a

woman's capa-

city for accom-

plishing any
task upon which
she sets her

mind, and has

THE FIRST LADY CURATOR AT

MISS CrtEESMAN.

The first assistant lady curator at the Zoological Gardens is seen In

our photograph showing moths to children. Miss Cheesman is in

charge of three departments the Water animals, the butterfly house,

and the aquaria. [Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.]

same light, and so far Mme Gouraud Morris has

not succeeded in attaining her wish.

Apropos of women driving motor-ambulances,

Frenchmen, though a gallant race of beings, have

not the same faith in

._.. Eve's powers as a

motor - driver as our

men here at home.
The English chauf-

feuse is such a familiar

figure that it comes
as a surprise to hear

that Frenchwomen
have only been al-

lowed to drive mili-

tary cars and ambu-
lances during the last

two months a con-

cession, however,
which excludes lorries

and laige heavy cars.

Another drawback to

this permission is that

women drivers seem,
more or less, to be

relegated to country
districts, as there ap-

pears to be some

uncertainty as to

whether their appear-
ance in towns would
not lead to an increase

in the number
of accidents. In

one district, at

least, the deci-

sion has led to

this curious

position. Most
of the hospitals
in the region
are situated in

towns, so that

immaculately
clad chauffeuses

have to wait
hour after hour
for the country
call that never

comes. But
they draw eight
francs a day for

THE " ZOO '

I
doing it.

SPORTS, AND AN FRENCH : A SCENEINSPECTION BY LORD
AT WOOD GREEN.

On Saturday, Augus? 25, sports and an inspection of volunteers were held at Wood
Green. Our picture shows some of the Volunteers, and also wounded soldiers in

fancy dress being wheeled by ladies in fancy costumes, to see the local corps.

Photograph by L.N.A.

backed her petition for admission to a flying-
school with a very favourable recommendation.
But higher officials do not see the thing in the

In another di-

rection French-

women have
succeeded in

gaining an open-

ing for them-
selves in departments which hitherto have boon

reserved for men alone. Agriculture in France has

always to a great extent been carried on by v, omen
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for the OTar, and the Women's Hrmy: Olomen Workers.T
____ _

: ___ j

i

HELPING IN VARIOUS FORMS OF WAR-WORK : oM THE LAND; THE HEAD OF THE WOMEN'S
Our first photograph Ihowt * nur.ibtr of girls working at Ftrryoik
Farm, near Hourulow. The ganger is an old artillery sergeant.
Our tecond picture It an intecnting portrait of Mrs. A, M. Chalmers
Wauon, M.D., who hat bun appointed to tht important pott of
Chief Controller c,(. the Women's Army Aiwillary Corpa. Mri.
Wauon ii the utter of Sir Eri> Ceddea, Firat Lord of the Admiralty,

ARMY.
and Sir Auckland Geddea, Minister of National Serrice and Chief
Recruiter for the Army. She holds the British Empire Ordtr ai
a Commander (C.B.E.), and is a niece of Mrs. Garrttt Anderson,
M.D., C.B.E., and a cousin of the new Knight Commander of the
Order of the British Empire, Sir Alan Garrett Anderson, Controller
at the Admiralty. (Photos, by Famngtion Photo. Co.]
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as well as men, and not even the near proximity
of

"
Archies

"
and other unpleasant tilings has

succeeded in keeping the French peasant woman
off the land. But though she knows a great deal

about agriculture from the practical side, no
Frenchwoman has yet been able to study officially
the scientific side of the business. The ban has

AWARDED THE MEDAL OF THE ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE:
MISS LILY SMITH AND MISS ANNIE ROSE.

The -two munition-workers here shown being "chaired" at their works have well
earned their honours. Miss Smith has lost her left hand ; and Miss Rose two of

her fingers. -I Photograph by Ctnlntl t'rtm.}

particular direction. In the first case, at the com-

pletion of the course the pupil is qualified to

repair and regulate and work in a retail shop ;
in

the second, she becomes a specialist in one branch,
and as such is able to earn a comfortable salary.

Though keenly alive to the advantages to be

gained from the industrial oppor-
tunities constantly being thrown

open to her, the Frenchwoman also

is by no means neglectful of the

charitable duties that form an im-

portant part of woman's work in

time of war. Rather an interest-

ing little venture in this connection
is the H6tel d'Autricho, in the
Rue d'Hauteville, Paris, a co-

operative kitchen intended far the
use of refugees from the invaded
districts of France. Twenty-one
refugee families live in the hotel,

though the restaurant is open to
outsiders who can produce cards
of admission from their local com-
mittees. As for the waitresses,

they, too, are refugees who have
been forced, owing to the advance
of the Hun, to leave their homes.

now been removed. The French Minister of

Agriculture has decided to admit women as

regular students to the National Agricultural
Institute on exactly the same footing as men,
and the new decree comes into
force at the beginning of the school

year of 1918.

Another occupation in which
Frenchwomen have lately succeeded
in establishing a footing is that of
watch and clock making a business
that calls for the utmost delicacy
of touch and skill in handling com-
plicated mechanism. Women have
for some time past; and especially
in Switzerland, been engaged in

timepiece factories, but it is only
lately that they have set out to

perfect themselves in the more
highly technical branches of the
watchmaker's craft.

With characteristic practicality,
the Frenchwoman is determined to
make the most of her new oppor-
tunity, and not a few girls have
now enrolled themselves in the
Paris clock and watch making
schools, where they work side by
side with the men. The woman
who aspires to be a master of her craft has one of
two courses open to her she can either enrol for
a three years' course cf tuition and develc.p into
a "

practising clockmaker," or specialise in one

Apropos of the invading Hun,
we at home are, fortunately, igno-
rant of what it feels like to be a

discharged soldier who can't go back to his
home because his native town is held by the

enemy. The necessity of helping the discharged
poilu who finds himself in this unhappy con.

WOMEN MOTOR-TRANSPORT DRIVERS: AN INSPECTION
BY LORD FRENCH.

Our photograph shows Viscount French of Ypres at a motor transport parade of
women drivers. Lord French has from the first shown keen interest in and

appreciation of the war-work done In many and various directions by women.

Photograph by Fams<lcn Photograph Co.

dition induced Mine, de Mimont to found a
league for his especial benefit, in connection
with which a splendidly run convalescent home
has been established. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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RUSSIA AND THE MOSCOW
AMERICAN NOTE TO THE

RISSIA
still remains the great problem of

the hour. Her plight has been peculiarly

emphasised during the past week, for the brilliant

exploits on all the Western fronts lacked but one

WHERE THE LETTERS FROM HOME ARE RECEIVED :

THE G.P.O. OF THE CANADIANS ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Canadian War Records.

thing to make them complete Russian co-

operation. Had things gone as they ought in

Eastern Europe, the combined offensive

East and West would have been telling by
this time on the enemy, and the Allies

might have been well forward on the last

great phase of the war. As it is, a further

lengthy period of struggle lies ahead, and
must be faced with resolution. Russia is

not to be despaired of. She has within

herself great elements of recuperation, if

only those best fitted to evoke and use
them can retain the leadership. Mean-
while, the West carries on, looking and

working for the day when the Russian

hosts, once more an army, can deliver

needful blows and leave discussion to a
more convenient season.

The reports from the Eastern theatre
of war showed little improvement. Retire-
ment continued general, and even the

plucky Roumanians could only fight a

rearguard action. They had set a great
example, but were forced to yield to
Mackensen's superior pressure. The threat
to Riga became more acute, and what was
to happen in the south fate alone knew.
At Moscow the Conference heard salutary
home-truths from General Korniloft, who
spoke to his country in the plainest terms.

CONFERENCE KORNILOFF'S TRUMPET- CALL THE
VATICAN THE SOCIALIST CONFERENCE FIZZLE.

His historic speeches were the frankest that

any public man has delivered during the whole

course of the war. He disguised nothing,

and, without fear of any censor before his

eyes, told his countrymen to what a grievous

pass they had come. Only the most iron discipline
could restore the army to efficiency and avert a

worse slavery than Russia had ever known. But
the speech, although it painted the situation in

dark colours, was not at bottom pessimistic.
Granted those measures of necessary severity
which the hour demanded, General Korn.'loff was
confident of recovery and success. He had a great

reception, and much was hoped from his words.

General Alexeieff followed with chapter and verse

of the army's condition. He told of dismal with-

drawals without a blow struck, and of a faithful

handful of officers and men advancing alone to

meet the enemy and to perish, while their comrades
looked on. Such warnings should yet bear fruit,

but time is required. The canker of talk is deep-
seated, and will not be cut out in a day. Closely

following these accounts of the leaders' warnings
came a story of a whole division dispersing in

disorderly retreat. New Russia has to choose

between real and fictitious freedom. At her

present pass, academic dislike of things that

savour of' Tsardom such as single rule and the

death penalty means only ruin. That the nation
will see this in time and consent to a tempor-
ary

"
blood and iron

"
policy is the fervent

wish of her friends in the West. icoirf murttaf.

CHECKED BEFORE THE TRAIN LEAVES A CASUALTY CLEARING
STATION: CANADIANS WOUNDED ON HILL 70 {Canadian War Rccnnl* ]
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General Mud in the field Hgain.

FLOODS ON THE BRITISH FRONT : UNLOADING WATER-MAINS ; REPAIRING TELEPHONE WIRES.

Floods are very much in evidence in these two photographs, the

upper one of which shows men unloading water-main pipes in a

captured village on the Arras front, while in the other some

Canadian signallers are seen repairing telephone wires oamaged in

a district flooded by heavy rains and even snow. Describing the

state of the ground on the British front recently, Mr. Philip Gibbs

writes : "The rain itself is nothing, except that it is cold for men
who He out. in it at night. It is the mud that matters most

damnably. ... It makes it hard going for infantry, heavy laden

with the equipment of attack, and worse for Tanks wallowing in this

bogland, so that the Flanders arra ... is not what generals would

gladly choose for their battlefields." [Canadian War Records.]
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On the Salonika front the situation has seen

no noteworthy alteration, but the day of Greece

draws hourly nearer. M. Vcnizclos, in an eight-

hours' speech, explained to the Chamber the

reasons for adhering meanwhile to the monarchical

form of government. He made it clear, however,

WITH THE CHINESE ARMY A RED CROSS TRAIN, WITH DOCTORS AND ATTENDANTS.

Photograph supplied by C.N.

by implication, that Greece must be a crowned

repuolic. Whether these are the views of the

young King time will show. He will be well

advised to take the hint. It is said that th=? ex-

King looks upon his son as a mere place-warmer,
and that he hopes for the day of his own return.

News from the Palestine front has not been

given in any detail. But there were rumours of

reinforcements on the way to the border, which

may mean that
General Allenby has

some larger move-
ment in preparation.

In East Africa

fighting has con-

tinued, and good
progress is reported.

The first formal

reply to the Pope's

peace proposals was
handed in by
America. The docu-

ment, signed by Mr.

Lansing and inspired

by President Wilson,
is another of those

historic documents
with which the
United States has

set its seal anew to

the principles of

liberty. It is, per-

haps, the most
crushing indictment

Holiness's scheme. It gives full weight to the

benevolence of the intention, but exposes the

consequences of a peace that would leave tyranny
still free to attack the liberties of the world.

It draws a sharp contrast between the German

people and their rulers. This may seem an excess

of charity, for it cannot

be forgotten that the

German nation was joy-

fully eager for plunder in

August 1914 ;
but the

assumption that it may
yet be seen clothed and in

its right mind is an asset

for the future. America
takes long views. Although
she has taken up the

sword, her aim is a secure

and lasting peace. TheNote
is from first, to last an able

amplification of the Presi-

dent's memorable phrase :

" The world must be made
safe for democracy." And
in that safety it implicitly
invites Germany to share,

when she shall have been

rid of her present blind

guides.
The Allied Socialist Conference in London

ended inconclusively. It came, indeed, perilously
near being a fiasco. Existing differences only
widened during the few hours of consultation,

and it was impossible to report progress. The

assembly therefore dissolved with some vague word
of meeting another time. If it does mthing else,

this upshot exposes once more the futility of

academic discussion at the present time. Talk will

EGYPTIAN LABOUR COMPANIES ON THE BRITISH WESTERN FRONT : WORK IN THE DOCKS.

Official Photograph.

of Prussianism which any belligerent State has yet
issued. With lofty courtesy, it lets the Vatican
know that America can have nothing to say to His

be in order only when the war has been finished

by warlike methods. Meanwhile, the Shipping Loss
Returns are slightly higher. LONDON : Stpr. i. 1917.
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IN THE FRENCH TRENCHES : THE LETTER TO HOME.
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WAR.
RAIDING GENERAL ON THE WESTERN FRONT -THE AISNE, CHAMPAGNE, AND THE

MEUSE-FURTHER PROGRESS OF THE ITALIANS-THE MOONLIGHT AIR-RAIDS.

Sl'l'TKMHF.R
opened with unsettled weather

on the British front, and the first days of

the month produced no action of major import-

ance. Relatively minor localised affairs took

place with varying success, and at Gillemont Farm

a small garrison -which held an isolated knoll had

ti> evacuate their advanced position. South-west

< I I'nvrincruirt a sharp combat developed on the

the city a brisk raid was carried out on the evening

of the 3rd, and was entirely successful. Several

Germans were killed, a few prisoners were taken,

and four machine-guns were added to the bag.

On the 4th and 5th the fighting was of the same

kind, and the artillery continued active on both

-ides. The whole period was marked by extra-

ordinary activity in the air. There were many

UN A SECTION OF THE FRENCH FRONT : A MILITARY PIGEON-HOUSE AND SOME OF THE BIRDS.

French Official.

1st, and our troops had to withdraw for a time,
but later the same night they recaptured the

positions with slight loss. These advanced posts
of ours at Havrincourt seemed to-be particularly
coveted by the enemy, who made three deter-

mined attempts to capture them during Sept. i

and 2. He preceded his assaults with heavy
bombardments, and delivered his third attack

early in the evening of the latter day. The effort,

however, proved futile, and the assaults were
beaten off. During the same period the British

made a number of successful raids east of Arras,
and countered heavy enemy bombing raids near
La Bassee, Gouzeaucourt, and Arleux-en-Gohelle.

On the 3rd our line was advanced slightly north-

east of St. Julien, and the enemy artillery was very
active north-east of Ypres and at Nieuport. The

pressure on Lens was marked, like the rest of the

fighting, by localised actions. To the north of

combats between fighting machines, and between

aeroplanes and anti-aircraft guns. In these

encounters the British drove down a considerable

number of the enemy's aircraft. At the same
time, an improvement in the weather permitted
the taking of many aerial photographs of the

enemy's lines. Night attacks were made on

Bruges, Dunkirk, and Calais.

Official returns of prisoners taken by the

British during the month of August put the figures
at 7279, including 158 officers, or a total of 10,697

prisoners, including 234 officers, since the morning
of July 31. The record 01 material captured is

38 guns (including 6 heavy pieces), 200 machine-

guns, and 73 trench-mortars. These figures do
not take account of the captures made by our
Allies in Flanders over the same period.

On the Chemin des Dames, as on the British

front, raids have been the chief event for the
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early days of September ;
but just on the eve of

the ist General Petain m?de another considerable

movement north-west of Hurtebise. The French
attacked the German positions, and at one bound
carried all the objectives assigned to them on a

front of about a mile to a depth of 325 yards.
The enemy prepared many massed attacks in this

ON THE ITALIAN FRONT : AN OBSERVATION-POST

Italian Official Photograph.

region, but these were iound hy the French

artillery and smashed beiore they could develop

seriously. In Champagne, raiding parties went
out specially to destroy gas installations, which

they did very thoroughly, having penetrated lor

that purpose some Soo me'tres into the German
lines. They brought back considerable booty,

including four machine-guns and
a trench-mortar. Raiding was

attempted by the enemy on the

left bank of the Meuse, but his

efforts were caught and came to

nothing. Similar local affairs

were reported from the Argonne.
On the 5th a violent bombard-
ment on the Aisne front was
followed by two heavy attacks

on the French positions in the

California Plateau ; but these

were repulsed. The same day
the artillery became very violent

on both banks of the Meuse.
The period has not been event-

ful, in the larger sense, on any
of the British or French fronts.

All the symptoms of
"
marking

time "
have again been appa-

rent, but marking time does

not mean losing time. Of

this, Cadorna's long periods of

apparent quiescence and their

on. A tremendous bombardment of San Gabriele,

the next great key-position after Monte Santo, led

up to a vigorous attack on the height from

Monte Santo on the north and from the east. To
these the Austrians replied furiously in great

strength. These counter-attacks were repulsed,
and the Italians continued a close investment of

the peak, held their ground firmly,
and pressed forward a little.

While the artillery action as-

sumed ''fantastic" proportions,
there was some decrease in in-

fantry actions for the time, ex-

cept in the Brestovizza Valley
on the Carso, where, after bitter

fighting, our Allie-> flattened out

a salient and pushed into the

Kappa trench svstem, an import-
ant factor in the menace to the

Hermada summit. Behind the

advance of the Italian troops a

huge industry of reconstruction

is in progress. The arts of

peace follow hard on the heels

of war, and where yesterday the

battle surged, to-day the road-

makers and the architect have

already got to work to restore

the ruin and make new paths
for the advance of victory. We
have not yet been able to realise

what this latest battle means. It is the most
colossal exploit of the whole war hitherto, and in

its later phases it has brought back the war of

movement to a greater degree than may appear
credible. We have become so used to the idea of

mud-bound warfare and progress reckoned in yards
that news of an advance of from seven to eight

AMIDST TREES

magnificent sequels are the best reassurance.

No lull, however, fell suddenly upon the

eleventh battle of the Isonzo, for September
found the battle still raging, the tale of prisoners
still increasing, and the Italian tioops still pressing

ON THE ITALIAN FRONT :

-

AUSTRIAN PRISONERS BEING BROUGHT IN.

Italian Official Photograph.

miles does not convey its full meaning. We are

more inclined to think in terms of prisoners. On
Sept. i General Cadorna reported that his captures
in the present battle had reached the tremendous

figure of 26,581 men and 720 officers.
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At home no loss than on tin- \Yestern front

there was notable activity in the air, and not only
our coasts, but London had another vHt from
tile raider--. On the night of Sept. 2 one plane
inflicted a few casualties on Dover. The second
of these affairs was novel in one respect, for it did

military damage, and was for the most part an

attack on a place of arms. On that score, there-

fore, no complaint can be made, however regret-
table the incident was. On the night of Sept. 3
about six enemy aero-

planes came up the south
bank of the Thames

Kstuary as far as Chat-
ham Bombs were
dropped in the Isle of

Thanet and in the Sheer-

in-ss-Chatham area. A
naval barracks was hit,

and 107 naval ratings
were killed and 86
wounded. The third affair

took place on the night
of Sept. 4-5. Enemy
aeroplanes in consider-

able numbers crossed the

South-East coast at about
1 1 p.m., and of these
some made their way
to London, over which

they remained until about
2 a.m. It is probable
that the machines num-
bered about twenty in all,

but they separated before DARTFORD

reaching the Metropolitan
area, and hung about singly or in small groups.
In moonlight however, it is notorious that aero-

planes are invisible, and the opportunities of the

present month have been carefully seized and made

AT AN

GUIDES

S. J.

the most of by the Hun. At least. 40 bombs were

dropped on London, and the civilian casualties

numbered 73. Of these n were killed. The
material clnmage was not very great. British

airmen went up to attack the raiders, and it was
said that one raider had been driven down and
had fallen into the sea off Sheerness. As usual,
a suburban district .suffered cruelly. The air-

raid casualties for the present year in this country
now amount to 1633 killed and injured. Except

the recent naval victims,
the toll, as is well known,
has been taken of civi-

lians, chiefly women and
children.

Warlike preparations
are now in full swing in

the United States. Our
American brothers - in -

arms are throwing the
whole weight of their

practical genius into the
task. The training camps
promise to be a new
wonder of the world, and
the transport arrange-
ments are worthy of the

country which says that
British railroads have

not yet begun to be a

proposition." By the be-

ginning of next summer
the United States will

have 1,500,000 soldiers

far enough advanced in

their training to take the

INSPECTION OF BOY SCOUTS AND GIRL
OF DARTFORD (KENT) DIVISION, IN MR.

WARING'S PARK, FOOT'S CRAY PLACE,
MR. WARING AND GENERAL APPELBE,
THE INSPECTING OFFICER.

field. Next month will see all the camps in work-
ing order. They are not camps, but cities, in

which every precaution has been taken to promote
health and efficiency. LONDON : SEPT. 8, 1917.

AT AN INSPECTION OF BOY SCOUTS AND GIRL GUIDES OF DARTFORD I KENT, DIVISION, IN MR. S. J WARING'S
PARK, FOOT'S CRAY PLACE, DARTFORD: THE PARADE - GIVING THREE CHEERS FOR THEIR ENTERTAINERS,

MR. AND MRS. WARING.
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H Device for Crippled Soldiers: TTbe Belt-Crutch*

AT SIDCUP SPORTS : A CRIPPLED SOLDIER SUPPORTING HIMSELF WHILE PELTING "THE KAISER."

The endeavours to alleviate the misfortunes of the crippled and

maimed in the war by means of special auxiliary devices, more or

less of a mechanical nature, have been many, and not a few have

been succesaful. One of the newer special devices that have proved
of genuine benefit and helpful for crippled soldiers i> shown here,

the new Belt-Crutch. The leg -supports of the appliance, which

are attachable to a belt, are made of tubular steel and telescopic,

for adjustment at the will of the wearer. By this means a man
who has lost both hit legs may tit down comfortably at table, or

in a vehicle, and at the same time have the full use of his hands.

The illustration shows a crippled soldier so equipped, comfortably

balancing himself and free to swing his arms. [/'/u;/o. by Topical.}
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During One of the preliminary Hrtillei

KEEPING THE GUNNERS POSTED AS TO TARGETS AND RANGES IN ACTION : TELEPHONING INSTRUCT!!
One of the open secrets accounting for the exceptional success of the British bombarding and barrage batteries in accurately
locating the enemy poiitioni and trenchei, and their massing* for counter-attacks, is suggested in the above illustration. The
photograph was taken during a recent battle in Sir Douglas Haig's series of offensive operations in Flanders. It shows a
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On the Italian 7ulian front: The Upbi

Lr:

WON WITH BOMB AND BAYONET : ITALIAN INFANTRY CHARGING
'

ACROSS THE AUSTR
This strikingly and dramatically "alive" illustration a photograph taken in the midst of an action on the Italian front

gives an instructive idea of the bold and vigorous manner in which our Italian allies are pressing home their attacks along
the Julian and Carso fronts. The actual scene is the all-infantry frontal attack on the Austrian trenches in the neighbourhood
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Ittack on the Hustrian Ocncbes near Hnbovo.

1LLSIDE TRENCHES AND BARBED-WIRE ENTANGLEMENTS BEHIND THE BARRAGE-SMOKE.

of Anhovo, in the third week of August. The small town of Anhovo lies in a hilly tract of the Julian front through which
the Isonzo winds, about ten miles to the north of Gorizia. The continuous rows of Austrian trenches, protected by dense
stretches of barbed wire, were, as seen, stormed With bomb -and bayonet. [Photograph supplied by the Italian Information Bureau.]
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The Breakdown of Russian Hrmy " Mora

ABANDONING THEIR COLOURS AND COMRADES UNDER FIRE: A PANIC FLIGHT
n

f

the
d
RuM

i*
1' nat

f

'8n". hero '' KutuM <the h" of th N.poleor.ic Moscow campaign),
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Russia's Chech: faithful Russians and the British.

TO STAY THE PANIC : STOPPING RUNAWAYS ;

In the upper photograph Russian and British officers of Commander
Locker.Lampson's Armoured Motor-Car Squadron and some faithful

Russian soldiers are seen holding up a transport motor-lorry, which

runaway soldiers had taken possession of. The cowards were turned

out, and the regimental colour they were running away with was

rescued, as seen, from their disgraced hands. On the right, revolver

in hand, is Captain Gerrard, of the Russian Army, attached to the

British as interpreter,
' '

a Russian officer of the very best typ*

and a man of unflinching courage, who did splendid work in the

retreat, risking his life several times every day." The lower illus-

tration shows a party of 800 faithful Russian soldiers got together
to stop German cavalry. [Photos, by Illustrations Bureau.]
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T:hc Russian Hrmy Debacle on the eastern front.

SOLDIERS TRUE TO DUTY : ASSISTING BRITISH OFFICERS TO STOP RUNAWAYS ; TURNING BACK COWARDS.

The fuit of these illustrations shows one of many roadside scenes

&t * certain section of the Russian front, where certain regiments

gave way and ran from their positions under fire. Some of them

were met as they fled and stopped by officers of the British

Armoured-Cars squadron, aided by loyal Russian officers and soldiers.

The particular incident depicted shows two nf our officers, with a

staunch Russian soldier, challenging and stopping m runaway. The

loyal solJier is holding his rifle pointed at his iellow-soldier's breast.

The second illustration shows a loyal Russian private confronting

a couple of runaways, and in the act of threatening them with

the butt of his rifle as he stops them and tells them to go back

and do their duty. [Hiotos. by Illustrations Bureau*]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXVI.-THE 81sr.

A SPANISH COMEDY.

"
cried one

'What sort

IN
the early years of the nineteenth .century

an officer of the 8ist, then stationed at

Gibraltar, went off with a friend belonging to

another regiment for a day's fishing. The weather

was pci-foot, and the pair promised themselves a

delightful relief from the routine

of duty. They rode to the river

they intended to flog.

Rises, it is to be presumed,
were not frequent, for at the end

of the three hours a big splash

was quite an event.
" What a splash

follower of Izaak.

is he ?
"

"
I can't say," replied the other

Waltonian.
"
It was a big enough

splash, but I didn't see any fish.

Did you ?
"

" Not I. But look there 's

another ! I say, I '11 be hanged
if someone isn't firing at us I"

" The devil ! I believe you 're

right."
"

I thought right then," said

his friend, as a bullet struck the

ground close to his foot ;

" and

look, there are the cursed fellows

who are firing I

"

He pointed to the ferry-boat, again cross-

ing the river with a company of passengers.

On board were two Spanish carabineros, who
were shouting with laughter and banging away
as fast as they could load.

Hisand took cover in some uneven ground,
friend followed suit.

Not caring to fish any more that day, the

officers returned to Gibraltar and reported the

outrage to the authorities, who complained to the

ON THE FLANDERS FRONT : TAKING UP BRIDGING FOR THE YSER
THROUGH THE MUD. [Official Photograph.}

"
If you have any ambition to be killed, I have

none," said the first officer.
"

I '11 be a target no

longer." With that, he gathered up his tackle

THE WESTERN FRONT FIGHTING: TOMMIES AT WORK ON A
TRANSPORT ON A CANAL. [Official rhvtograph.}

Governor of Algeciras. That functionary was

pleased to take a serious view of the affair, and
called a Court of Inquiry, which in due time sat

to hear evidence. The officers, with the Major of

the 8ist, were ordered to attend at General

Butron 's house in Algeciras. The
occasion proved another day's

sport, and gave the parties inter-

ested a precious comic memory
for the rest of their lives.

On arrival, the complainants
were first looked at suspiciously

through a grating by an extremely
sleepy, unkempt, and dirty sentry.
The British uniforms were suffi-

cient to procure instant admit-
tance. The sentry's dress by
courtesy, uniform was the most

nondescript affair imaginable. He
was bare-footed, he wore a pair of

dirty linen trousers, a long, loose,

double-breasted overcoat, a shirt

tending to black (it might have
been white once), and an old

French forage-cap. His musket
and equipment stood against a

pillar some yards off. Having
pointed the way upstairs to the

guests, he rolled over on a tumbled
mattress and went instantly to

sleep.
An old woman now took the visitors in hand

and showed them into a bare room furnished with
a few chairs and tables. Presently another

[CeHtiHtttd ozrr.Vj/.
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Che Hugust Rains on the British (Hestcrn front.

WHAT THE HORSES ENDURED : AN A.S.C. HORSB SUCCUMBS ; HAULING UP A BOGGED PAIR.

From th*M IlluttraUoni people it horn* m<r rMllM lomethlni of

what tht heary rainfall of Auguit til wrer th Britiih Ulo and

Weetern Buropt h*> meant for thi troop* In the field. Indeed,

the ground everywhere In tht W*tUrn wtr-aru, In Fltodtn and

Northern Franc* particularly, had hardly had an opportunity of

drying after a wet ipnnj, whan the Aujuit downpour convwud

the nirfac* one* more Into mud. In the low-lyinf country of

the plain of Flandert, where the iubtoll I* waMrlogftd for thr**-

qutrtm of the y*ar In normal naioni, and water It found on

digging thr** ot four f**t down at any time, the eflecti of the

autumn ralna wa* to turn fleldi of) the high road* lor mil** along
our front Into quagmlr**. [Official Pkologrtplu.]
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attendant entered with cakes, sweetmeats, and

two bottles of wine. Behind these walked the

General, with his secretary and the Town -Major.

The General, a man of about sixty-four, was little

better dressed than his sentinel, and seemed, like

that worthy,
to have

1^^^^^^^^^^^^

been hastily

|BTn: aroused from

jfatmfjHi^JiiiSA^ his slumbers.

But his court-

esy was of

Spanish sort.

A toast was

solemnly
drunk in a

strangeliquor,
which made
one of the

young fisher-

men pull very
wry faces,
and filled his

Major with
fear lest the

General might
be offended.

But his Ex-

cellency the

Governor took

no notice.

The British

Major now
pro po s ed
business. The
General said

the Spanish
Town - Major
would hold

the court in

his office.

They must
wait, however, for the staft-interpreter. After un-
conscionable delay this official appeared a more

grotesque figure than all the rest. He was a thin,

weasel-faced man, dirty to psrfection, but

gorgeous in a sky-blue, single-breasted coat. He
bore a brass-headed cane and a long thin sword.

Having salaamed all round, he proceeded to show
his linguistic skill. But as an interpreter he proved
worse than useless. With much tact, the British
officers persuaded him 'to stick to Spanish, which

they understood. With this they saw some hope of

progress, but not otherwise. The Major had fortun-

ately taken the precaution to bring a Spanish
lawyer with him to look after Britislv interests.

The party, except the Genera'' and his

secretary, now adjourned to thex Town-Major's
office, where another sleepy anrf untidy sentry
yawned in the face of his superior by way of salute.

They went up to the court room, where a pale-
faced boy-clerk was in waiting. All, or nearly all,

was now ready to begin. But first the -Town-

Major said he could do nothing without his coat.
He retired, therefore, to robe himself, and
returned in a dark-blue garment, with red cuffs

and collar, and edged with lace three inches wide.

MADE BY A MEMBER OF A CANADIAN
SIGNAL COMPANY : A TELEPHONE EX-

CHANGE FROHT. {Canadian War Records.]

A cocked hat and an ivory-headed stick completed
the proper arrny of Justice.

The parties concerned now proceeded to take

the oath, with picturesque ceremony hands up-
raised and then placed on the hilts of their swords.

All this
"
the little scrubbed boy, that took some

pains in writing," duly recorded on stamped paper.
The Town-Major now dictated the preamble to the

Investigation. This took a huge time, the clerk

repeating every syllable as he wrote laboriously.
And so at last they got to the evidence. The
officers said they feared they could not identify
the culprits. That, the Court gave them to under-

stand, was immaterial. The accused were in

prison, and could by produced if desired. .This,

however, was not customary, and the Town-Major
could see not the .slightest reason for the prisoners'

presence. The point was not pressed.
The President now explained the outrage.

The carabineros had been going from Algeciras to

their quarters at St. Koque. On the way they
had got very drunk. They had ft/od their pieces

merely in a

frolic at per-
sons the^ be-

lieved to be
farm - labour-

ers. They
had never
dreamed they
had molested
British offi-

cers. Before

God, they
would have
died rather

than do this

thing. The
merriment of

the other
passengers in

the boat the

Town - Major
could also ex-

plain. These

good people,

being u n-

armed, had

thought it

well to fall

in with the

humour of
the men with
the loaded

guns. They
had, however,
at once in-

formed upon
them. Hence
immediate
arrest.

All was for

MADE BY A MEMBER OF A CANADIAN
SIGNAL COMPANY: A TELEPHONE EX-
CHANGE BACK. [Cmirfi War Rtcvras.}

the best in the best of all possible worlds. The
Court and witnesses returned to the Governor,
drank his health again, reported the proceedings,
and took a courteous leave. Some days later, the
Governor's secretary came over to Gibraltar and
announced that the culprits had got two months.
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British Gun-Repairing on the Slestern front.

GUNS " IN HOSPITAL "
: FOR REPAIR IN A WORKSHOP ; IN THE SPECIALIST'S CONSULTING-ROOM.

Not the least of the many wonders of Mtt war is the manner in

which the artillery at the front has become self-iupport'ng in the
direction of repair-workshops and appliances for making good locally
injuries to gun and defecu unavoidable in the ttreti of con-
tinuous btttle>. That n one of the new features, if the term may
be used, of the present war. In former wars it was unheard of.

In the German war in France of 1870-71, erery damaged gun had
to be sent back for repairs across the Rhine to Krupp. Along our

battle-front, within a few miles of the batteries, gun "hospitals"
re established, in which all but irreparably injured guns are
"mended" and sent back in good serviceable condition within, at

most, a few days. [<>flu.i,it
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Crcaeurc "Crovc on the Cdcstern front: H find

RESTORED TO THEIR OWNERS. MONEY AND ARTICLES OF VALUE DUG UP AFTER TWO YEARS.
In the early itafei of the war, who tht attack! of Germ.n
MH| were anticipated, m.ny of tht inhabitant of town* and

Tillagea in th war-arta in France took the precaution of buryinj
aon of their houhold treaturet, and wen their bap of money,

t o< the ken of poaiible detpoileri. Now, after two yeari or
.ome of then burled treanirei are belnf retriered, and

reitored to their ownert. The Canadiani have bt*n instrumental
in tffertinj much of thii work. Our flrit photogreph shows the

Mayor of Souchu (with itick) followed by an Alderman, leavin
Souchet with ban of money. Our lecond ihowi the Mayor beinj
handed a baf of money, and, on the right, an AWeiman of
Souchei If also ihown.~fP*otos. 6y Canadian War Kccvnis.]
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H fortune of dar: "Crcasurc-Scching near St. Quentfn.

AFTER TWO YEARS! RETRIEVING HOUSEHOLD GODS SAVED FROM THE SPOILERS BY BURIAL.

Our photograph li curiously illustrative of the fortune of war.

When it wu tnticipated that the German invaders m.|ht overrun

and destroy or despoil every town and village which (til within

their power, the inhabitant! of Artempi, near St. Quentin, and of

other tuwni and village* in Northern France, buried tuch articles

of value which they poeiimd ; and now their prudence la rewarded

by the restoration to them of their household god*. Our picture

hows a scene near St. Quentin, of the recovery of these article*

which had been buried for safety and, now that the territory has

been reconquered for Prance, are, after two year*, being restored

to their ownTi. A gendarme is seen making & list of the article*

si they are recovered by tome of our Canadian soldiers.
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In the Battle of flandere : 'Che Inceesant

EVER FIRING TO SHATTER THE ENEMY'S NERVES, BREAK DOWN HIS MORAL, A

*
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irdment Kept dp by the Guns Svery JSigbt.

FER IN HIS DEFENCES : GETTING A BIG GL'N READY FOR ACTION AFTER DARK.

rening, to be continued fter dark. When not helping with barrage-fire, the artillery pound away right round the clock, so

i speak. Not for five minutes at night are there lulls, save to rest or relieve the gunners in the batteries. The superabundance

shells, the output of our home munition-workers in their factories, enables the firing to go on unchecked. [Official fhcto.}
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OKthin the Battle Zone on the Belgian front.

IN A CONSTANTLY BOMBARDED AREA : WHERE THE ENEMY WERE DRIVEN OUT WITH BAYONET.

For over three vein the Germans have been battling against the

section of tht Western Front that the Belgians hold without gaining

ground. The BelgUn Army itands fast where it halted and turned

to bay after the fall of Antwerp, in tht tract of country between

Yprfi and the sea. tht last independent strip left of Belgian toil.

Thanks to tht great inundations of October and November 1914,

the Germans have been effectively baulked in their efforts to break

through the Belgian lines, but the inundations alone could not have

availed, had it not been for the men who manned, and still man,
the trenches- or, rather, sand-bag parapets, for tht ground is too

water-logged to allow of digging trench** behind the barrier

floods. [Btlfia* Official
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Stubbornly fielding "Chcir Section of front.

WITH THE BELGIANS: AT A GUNNERS' TRAINING CAMP; IN THE ARTILLERY FIRING-LINE.
A recent Belgian soldier-visitor to the Belgian front from duty in
England says this :

"
My surprise is difficult to describe. After

the heroic glorious muddle and struggle of the first months, a
steady, regular, systematic organisation has succeeded, a modern
lockwork, second-checked engine. As far back as possible in

France, training camps and munition works turn out the human

and mechanical reinforcement*, and despatch them as needed
... on the human side

; motors, electrical apparatus, guns, rifles,

bomb-throwers, and machine-guns on the material side." The upper
illustration shows an artillery team at a training establishment.
The lower shows gunners in action with a long-range jjo-mm.
piece. [Belgian Official Photographs.]
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On the Mesopotamia front: River dar-Craft.

--

TWO TYPES : OPENING A PONTOON-BRIDGE TO LET A GUN-BOAT THROUGH
; A STERN-WHEELER.

When the war ii over and the prospective Nation*! War Museum
i organised, a popularly informative lection may well comprise
models showing the almost innumerable kinds of vessrls that hare
seen service. Apart from seagoing craft serving all the world

orer, the multitude of types of river and shallow-water vessels

would of themselves form an object-lesson in methods of adapt.

ability and ingenuity. On the Tigris, particularly during the past
twelvemonth, has appeared a variety of improvised war-vessels,
the capability of which for righting duty was unimaginable three

years ago. Two kinds are shown here : one the "Mantu," a river

gun-bot, passing a bridge of boats
J
and the other a flit-bottomed

stern-paddler.
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DEPOT DAYS: X1II.-THE MEN WHO PASS.

ONE
of the minor tragedies (and sometimes it

is major) of the Depot is the passing of

friends. We are such a transient crowd. To-day
Tent X 6 may be packed with the best fellows in

the world fellows one desires to have at one's

side through all the

courses of the war. But
to-morrow comes, and

they are gone. Tich,
who used to drink
"
shandy

" and share

fatigues with me, is
"
posted." He is off up

North as a batman.

Pemby has been called

to a motor (he is an
M.T. driver) somewhere
in the Midlands

; and
Mr. James has dissolved

into the oily air of some
distant Repair Dep6t.
We all go our ways.
Being soldiers, we forget
to take addresses and
numbers until it is too

late. And so the
" chums "

of yesterday
are submerged and lost

in- that vast swarm of

khaki lhat fills the

Empire.'
It is a poignant

thing. So many are so

likeable. So

many enduring

friendships
seemed in their

beginnings
when the voice

of the
"
post-

ing
"
clerk cut

companionship
oif for ever,

perhaps, and
that is a terri-

ble long time.

One sometimes
sits on one's

blankets and
wonders what
has happened
and is happen-
ing to those

quite attract-

ive men.
What has

happened to

the Sussex-
Welshman who
came along
with me to Woolwich for the "

Trade Test "
?

We were both "
sedentaries," and a half-score of

corps were clamouring for our services well,
possibly they were not so keen as that. We

A BATTLEFIELD LIGHT RAILWAY IN USE FOR AMBU-
LANCE WORK: RETURNING WITH CANADIAN WOUNDED
AFTER CARRYING AMMUNITION TO THE FRONT.

Canadian Wat Records.

travelled together from our recruiting station,

and we slept side by side in the Woolwich huts.

I remember him well. A quiet, friendly man,
of much common-sense. He had been, until his

notice came, an hotel proprietor in a well-known

holiday place. He knew
Bennet Burleigh well,

and had plenty of

anecdotes to tell of

him. But the Inland
Water Transport took

him, and I came here.

And that was the last

of him.

What, too, has hap-
pened to Bob ? He has
vanished into the im-
mensities of

"
Over-

seas." Wherever he is,

I bet Bob is good com-

pany. He used to sit

with us in the tent and
tell us of his life as a

ship's steward, as I have
mentioned. And he let

us into many secrets of

several noble lords and
ladies who travelled

with him. How one

couple vied with each
other in a cabin con-

sumption of aspic and

ON ONE OF THE LINES IN REAR OF THE BRITISH FRONT IN
NORTHERN FRANCE: LOADING AMMUNITION FROM A ROAD CONVOY-

WAGON ON CANADIAN FIELD - RAILWAY TRUCKS.

Canadian War Records.

in the fool squads together.
fellow, and could talk books.
memories of our brilliant children I think mine
were the most brilliant. We had a good deal in

Hungary wine. He told

us the names
of ;the twain

very pompous
and respect-
able names
too. Names set

in the girdle
of Empire
rule but they
ate aspic in-

ordinately, and

they consumed

Hungary wine

by the bin.

Bob showed
us their human
side butthen,
no aristocracy
is heroic to its

cabin stewards.
There was

the Surveyor,
whose name I

don't remem-
ber. He came

up with me,
and we drilled

He was a pleasant
We also exchanged
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Young ''Saucy Hretbuaas" t>atnfng for the Grand ftee,t.

EVERYDAY LESSONS : LEARNING HOW TO BOX THE COMPASS ; AT THE WHEEL LEARNING TO STEER.

Two clasee* of lads under instruction for future duty in the Grand

Fleet on board the universally known Tharats Training Ship for

Destitute Lads, the
"
Arethuas," ara thown hare. The lads on

board are thoroughly well taught In everything to do with a sea

life. The curriculum includes General Knowledge subjects, Prac-

tical Seamanship, Signals, Compass and Helm, Swimming, Diving.

Gymnastics, and, in addition, the lads art excellently .disciplined.

They go, according to inclination, into the Navy, Army, and Mercantile

Marine. Hundreds of "Old Arethusas "
are in the Fleet and the

trenches at this moment, and many hare won decorations for courage.

The parent Society, in Shaftesbury Avenue, London, it a national

asset. t/Vrnto. by L.N.A.]
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common amid that heterogeneous crowd. We
soothed each other, I think, in moments of

exacerbation. He was the sort of man who

might drop in pleasantly for a pipe and a whisky
after dinner in the old days. ... I think they
have made a corporal of him somewhere. But I

don't know where. He was posted, anyhow.

WHILE THE BATTLE ROUND HILL 70, NEAR LENS, WAS IN

PROGRESS: STRETCHER-BEARERS ON THE WAY TO A RED CROSS
STATION, ALONG A COMMUNICATION-TRENCH UNDER SNIPING FIRE.

Canadian War Records.

It is not only the people who have endured

things with one, that come into one's life and go
with this strange and painful abruptness. There
are the men who flash in upon one for a spell,
and then, the Dep6t being so large, vanish once
more. There was the little American, for example,
who stood with me' in the door of the Y.M.C.A.
hut while it rained.

We talked for but

twenty minutes, but
I recall him like an
old friend.

He was really
dramatic as well as

attractive. He was

quite modest, you
understand, but his

story was rather one
of pride. He was,

actually, a British-

American. He had

gone out to the

States as a boy, had
taken up engineer-

ing, and had made
good. He had be-

come a naturalised

American many
years ago, and had
married an American

girl. His accent was

slightly New York.

When the war came, though, he didn't quibble
about naturalisation papers. Nor did his wife.

They settled his business so that his manager
could carry it on, and he and she came over

here. He joined up, and she waited on his

"
leaves." He 'd been wounded, and was now

waiting to be re-posted abroad.

The fine thing was that his sacrifice hadn't

ended there. He said, as things went, his factory

could just keep ends up without him ; but really

it was big business under his direction. He told

me quite frankly what his turn-over

was, and what was his bank balance.

His bank balance ran very deeply into

five figures. He told me I could add

five figures for factory, machinery,

and the like. Yet he stood and

talked to me, a quiet corporal. There

was nothing windy about him. And
then the rain stopped, and he said
"

I must be getting along," and so

he stepped out of my life.

Then there was another boy who
was in my squad for three or four

drills, I think -and, oh yes, I met him
on a fatigue when we swept \ip chest-

nut bloom together and talked. He
was a laughing, keen fellow, who
talked mostly about other people.
But I found out that his ".line of

work " was composing. He had
written one song which a good many
people are singing to-day, and he

sajd that his royalty account was

booming beyond his ordinary imagin-
ation. He used to go into the recrea-

tion tent and play Puccini until the

crowd asked him for Tate (I mean
" That "Tate),

when he played Tate with equal zest. I don't

even know whether this lad has left Depot. He
is just swallowed up in the crowd.

There are scores of fellows that come and go.
But it is all that way. Pals to-day, B.E.F.
to - morrow and to - morrow's morrow, who

THE FIGHTING ROUND LENS: CANADIAN MACHINE-GUNNERS WITH THEIR WEAPONS
AND HELMETS IN A HAND-CART RETURNING FOR A REST AFTER TAKING PART

IN THE CAPTURE OF HILL 70. (Canadian War Records.]

knows ? Sometimes one wants to meet them
all again, in a sort of riotous meal but how can
one ? The war and its armies have swallowed
them whole. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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forerunners of the Grand fleet ; <nar-Sbtps of HU Hges XI

THE FRIGATE IN HER PRIME: THE "SAUCY ARETHUSA " OF THE AMERICAN WAR PERIOD.

Just as * ship of the line meant a Teasel with two or more com-

plete decks of gum, to a frigate meant one with one complete

gun-deck from item to stern. A rudimentary, type of frigate ap-

peared under the Commonwealth ai a fast ship, lightly gunned,
for scouting and independent cruising. AVui frigates came in

during the Serrn Years' War in the eighteenth century, ships with

from 28 to 32 guns, and of 1500 tons. One of these, the original

"Saucy Arethusa," a 32-gun ship, taken from the French and
for twenty years under the British flag, is figured above. The

36-gun frigate of about 1900 tons was the ideal* cruiser of Nelson's

time. Our later-built frigates, of the raid-Victorian Navy, were

ships of 51 guns and over 2100 tons.
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-Che U.S. Hrmy Contingent in france

WITH CHASSEURS D'ALPINS : THE CHASSEURS' BRIGADIER SALUTING U.S. COLOURS ;
MARCHING PAST.

Hie battalions ol the U.S. Army, it ii a detail not generally known,
like our own, carry two flags, in that differing from battalions

of European Continental armies, which allow only one flag per

battalion. Corresponding to our
"
King's Colour," the senior

battalion flag is "Old Glory," the Stars and Stiiprs, in silk. The

"Battalion," or "Regimental Colour," corresponding to ours of

similar name, is always blue, bearing embroidered in the centre

the national coat-of-arms, the spread eagle with the Stars and

Stripes shield on its breast, and the national motto. Beneath is a

red silic scroll bearing the number of the regiment in white letters,

A yellow silk fringe surrounds the flag. The pole, as with the

pole of the first flag, his tricolour cords attached to the pika-head.
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"Che dcatcrn front ; On One of the Canals,

WATERWAYS THAT PROVE OF THE HIGHEST UTILITY: R.B. PILE-DRIVING FOR A CANAL WHARF.

With our knowltdgt of the eanalt ol thla country, It It not e*iy,

ptrhmpe, to rtalitt what mart uful Mnrictt tht many Blfian nd

Frtiwh ctulf within th mr-vt* on tht Wttttrn Front art

captblt of and art rtndtrinf. Abroad, tht eanalt art wider,

dttptr, and more fully prorldtd with an tfficltnt lock-iyittrn than

anjrihinf in Enfland, and they float barft TaKly Ufftt than nj

of our canal bargta, Thtli utility for all manner of purpose* in

tht war hai been tnormoua, Tht network of canali and canalittd

riven which extend widely behind tht front tnabltt troopi to be

mortd on occaaion without fatlfuinf tht men, itortt and munition*

to bt traiuporttd in bulk, and caw of badly wounded to rtach bait

hotpital* where Und-traTtllinf ought prort fatal. [Official Photo.}
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To Show Qlbat the British Smpire bae Done and

A NOTABLE DISPLAY AT ONE OF AMERICA'S POPULAR SEASIDE RESORT

Sr
B
New

h
Ierv

aI

is

War
.

Exhibition
'

f
"P"'"11? 2 i ed and h"d ' the well-known American seaside watering-place, Atlantic

Jersey, is proving a great success. M.litwy mementos from Flanders battlefields, trench-bombs, mortars, catapults,gas-masks, Pruss.an helmets, and other troph.es are on view, besides Zeppelin-raid relics. There are numerous nav.
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B Doing: H British (Har exhibition in Hmcrica.

PTHE NAVAL GALLERY OF ATLANTIC CITY WAR EXHIBITION.

.lementos from the Battle of Jutland and other sea fights, notably relicj of the
" Emden." British uniforms, model trenches, and

German contraband curiosities are shown, also portraits of King George, President Poincarr, Sir Douglas Haig, General Foch, and
Marshal Joffre. The American Press noticed the Exhibition generously. It attracted crowds.
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
T ADY SMITH-DORRIEN'S recent appeal for
-L' more hospital bags is a reminder of one of
the most " human "

of the many charitable enter-

prises that owe their existence to the war. It is

now many months
since the founder of

the scheme realised

the pain unwit-

tingly caused to our
wounded men
whether officers or
those of non-com-
missioned rank by
the loss of the let-

ters and small per-
sonal possessions
taken from their

pockets after ad-

mission to casualty
clearing stations

and hospitals. Lady
Smith-Dorrien de-

cided that anxiety
as to the fate of

these personal"
treasures

" was a

perfectly unneces-

sary addition to the

sufferings of the

wounded, and from
this decision grew
the "Hospital
Bag "

scheme,
which, from a small

beginning, has
now spread to

such dimen-
sions that four

thousand bags
a day are re-

quired to keep
pace with the

present de-
mands.

The scheme
works thus.

Lady Smith-
Dorrien sup-
plies the bags
from her head-

quarters direct

to the medi-
cal authorities,
who issue them
to "

casual-

ties
"

as they
are brought in,

and anything
taken from the

pockets of the
"
patient

"
is

appreciated that they are now regarded by the

authorities as a recessary part of their medical

outfit, and it was only the other day that a

Colonel in the R.A.M.C. wrote to Lady Smith-
Dorrien pointing
ovt the existence

of a
"
special de-

mand for bags in

the northern areas

atpresent/'adding," We shall be very
much obliged if

you could manage
to send 5000, and
if possible 10,000,
to at once, in

addition to any
normal quantity
you may have al-

ready arranged to

despatch this
month."

DELIBERATELY BOMBED BY GERMAN AIRMEN, KILLING
22 FRENCH HOSPITAL-ATTENDANTS AND WOUNDED SOLDIERS,
AND WOUNDING OVER 60: THE DAMES DE MONTEVIDEO
RED CROSS HOSPITAL, NEAR VERDUN; AT THE ENTRANCE

TO A WARD.
The hospital was a long-established one, and was well known to the
Germans. A German airman, in fact, was brought down a few miles
away with photographs of the place In his possession, all showing the
buildings, with huge red crosses on white plainly painted on their roofs.

Fttnch Official Photograph.

DELIBERATELY BOMBED- BY GERMAN AIRMEN, KILLING 22 FRENCH
HOSPITAL-ATTENDANTS AND WOUNDED SOLDIERS, AND WOUNDING OVER
60: THE DAMES DE MONTEVIDEO RED CROSS HOSPITAL; INTERIOR

OF ONE OF THE WARDS, CLEARED JUST BEFORE.
French Official Photograph.

"the er

*VT'
7 ""^ ** d*^*' --pensive. They can be madofe owner. The bags are so much any washing material, though the men themselves

[Contiitiifii mvrleaf.

Unfortunately,
however, Lady
Smith - Dorricn is

confronted with a
serious falling -off

in the supply.
Whether it is due to

"war - weariness,"
"
hard times," or

merely a lack of

imagination, it is

hard to say ;

but it seems

that, unless a
charitable pub-
lic tackles the

bag problem
with renewed

energy, our
wounded men
must risk the
loss of those

personal trifles

which mean
much to the
owner and no-

thing to any-
one else. In
other words,
more hospital

bags are
wanted, and
wanted at
once. They
are simple to

make, and
what is even
more impor-
tant in these
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H <Qarm Cttclcome: Hn Hnglo-Hmerfcan Day in Blackpool.

[IQAN ALLIES

PLEASURE AND PATRIOTISM : BLACKPOOL WELCOMES THE AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE.
n during nich an important nnl u a Tradee Union Congreet,

Blackpool lint up to it. rtpuutlon for ebullient good tplritt. It

h. teci y b*n called, aptly cnoufh, the "Town with thi Hunan
Touch." No. l photograph thowi th munition.workt' cat in thl

prouHion to the Town Hall from th Central Station the Stan and

Strip*, Union Jack., and " A Hearty Welcome," being feature.. No. a

howi the proceulon to the Grand Theatre, and In the rank, art
to be teen ome of the leading ipeaker. : Dr. Wallace Buttrlck,
the American RepretentatlTe at the Congrea. j the Right Hon. f. E.

Smith, K.C., M.P., Attorney-Cnrl j Captain the Hon. Frederick E.

Cueat, D.S.O., IIP.; and the Mayor, Councillor .'. Llndtay Parkin,

on, J.P., with the Town Clerk. [PWo.t. by C..\ .]
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prefer cretonne as being more cheerful than some

dull, plain fabric ; and, when finished, should

measure some twelve by fourteen inches, and

bear an ungkized calico label stitched down

all round, some two inches above the bottom

of the bag. Two tapes, run in separately,

should be threaded round the mouth of each bag.

A NEW PHASE OF WOMEN'S WAR-WORK: AT A GOODS STATION.

The Midland Railway Company is now employing women in their goods department

at Somers Town, and our photograph, showing one of the departments, is proof that

they undertake heavy work willingly and with success. U'hotograpk fry Topical']

educated women better taught, but that the

school was run with greater economy and no less

efficiency than others already under the control of

the Ministry. The accusation that they were un-

businesslike' was so often levelled at women that

this step on the part of the Ministry is all the

more gratifying. So, too, is the fact that the

Department has no intention of

interfering with the running of

the school which is frankly

acknowledged to be the best of

its kind nor with the selection

of the pupils and their subsequent

placing. As to the record of the

school, about two hundred skilled

welders have already been trained

there. After the completion of

their training, they are given a

wage of eightpence an hour, and

after three months the minimum
rate paid to men, which brings

their rate of wages to an average
of from 2 IDS. to } a week.

Aluminium welding is also taught,

and several women are already

doing good work in aeroplane
factories ;

whilst students are

usually booked some weeks be-

fore their training has been

completed.

So much for
"
directions." For the rest, all

information can be obtained from Lady Smith-

Dorrien, Hospital T3ag Depot, 26, Pont Street,

London, S.W., who also is ready to send on

application enough cretonne, tape, and labels for

thirty bags to anyone enclosing
a postal order for ys. 4d.

Though recognition of the

value of women's work is not so

rare a thing these war-time days
as in careless peace ones, it is

none the less pleasant when it

comes. The work of
" Women's

Service," the buieau started at

the beginning of the war by the

London Society of the National

Union of Women's Suffrage

Societies, 58, Victoria Street, has

already been described. Mention,

too, has been made of the School

for Women Welders started and
financed by the organisation,
where women were taught the

difficult and important work upon
the accurate and thorough per-
formance of which the lives of so

many of our flying men and others

depend. The Ministry of Muni-
tions has recently shown its ap-

preciation of the training provided by taking over

all payments and expenses in connection with it.

The step was taken as the result of an inspection
of the school by the Ministry, and the discovery
that not only were the pupils all of whom were

A new field of work to which

women were recently given the

enlrde by the Government is concerned with the

Old Age Pensions. Women are now permitted to

become Old Age Pension Officers for the London

area, and it is possible that if the scheme proves

a success, as is likely to be the case, it will be

WOMEN WHO DO HEAVY WORK: A WAR-TIME SCENE AT SOMERS TOWN.

Photograph by Topical.

extended to the counties. The work consists

chiefly in investigating and reporting particular

claims, and women between the ages of thirty and

forty with past experience to their credit arc

preferred. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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tn Mesopotamia : Naval Seaplane "Cruisers.

-

ON THE TIGRIS : FLYING OVER THE SHATT-EL-ARAB
;
A LANDING NEAR BANA.

British Navy seaplanes and other aircraft have been greatly in

evidence on the Tigris in the series of campaigns since the first

move up the river, and our airmen, both naval and military, have

done most valuable service. Twenty-odd months ago, as will be

remembered, our aircraft repeatedly flew over the Turkish lines at

Kut to drop supplies of fooi, ammunition, and tobacco within the

entrenched positions of General Townshend's hard-pressed force.

One carried the Chief of the Staff from Army Headquarters with

the main army lower down the Tigris for an interview with
General Townshend and brought him back to deliver his report.
In the advance to Baghdad, and in the pursuit of the Turks

beyond, and further noith, their work has been incessant.
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WAR.
TOUCH OF SALT ONCE MORE-SCARBOROUGH AGAIN BOMBARDED FALL OF RIGA-

GRIM RUSSIAN OUTLOOK-THE BALKANS AND PALESTINE.

FTEK a very big interval, the- silent service

L has brok"n silence \\ith news of a small

light. On Sept. i, the British light forces

rating off the coast of

Jutland destroyed four

enemy mine -
sweepers.

The affair, it was un-

officially announced, took

place at seven in the

morning off tlu- shore
.1' Hjerregaard. TheGer-
man vessels were driven

ashore, and about one
hundred sailors landed.
It was believed that

several were killed on
board the mine-sweepers.
The vessels, which had
been anchored near the
Lister Deep, were sud-

denly suironnded by the

British, and fled to the
Danish coast.

On the other side of

the naval picture has to
be set a small bombard-
ment of Scarborough by
a submarine. This sense-
less act of Teuton in-

telligence, committed on

Sept. 5, was of no real

importance, and can be
written down at once as

merely wanton. The
beach was full of holi-

day-makers at the time,
about 6.45 p.m. Thirty r.hells were fired, with
erratic aim, but not so erratic as to be harmless,
for three persons were killed, and five injured!

A COMPANY LEADER IN ONE OF THE GERMAN
"BLACK BATTALIONS" IN THE EAST AFRICAN
CAMPAIGN : A NATIVE OFFICER OF ASKARIS.

Photograph by C.N.

British mine-sweepers came up to the attack, and
fired on the U-boat, which dived, whether of free

will or by compulsion, is not known. This second
"bombardment" of

Scarborough was, like its

predecessor a dirty, nn-

war-like, idiotic business
;

but it bears the added

stigma of exceeding paltri-
ness.

The sinkings of ships
for the week are 20 big,
and 3 small

; no fishing-
boats were sunk. The

twenty includes three

previous sinkings, and in

that respect, the figure
is less by one than the

previous week. The
smaller vessels also in-

clude a former sinking,
and thus show a reduc-
tion of two. But there is

still no general down-
ward trend of the losses,
for the average remains
almost stationary.

\Yhile the Russian
news at the beginning
of the period here dis-

cussed gave some faint

gleams of encouragement
in its accounts of the
successful holding of

repeated enemy attacks

by the Roumanians, it

was quite evident that there was not the slightest

appearance of any solid resistance. In the ex-
treme north, especially, anxiety became acute.

{Continued oi'trleaf.

A TIGRIS-SIDE SUGGESTION OF THE "MUD OF FLANDERS": THE RUTS ON A MESOPOTAMIA H,GHBAGHDAD AFTER A WET DAY-DIFFICULT GOING FOR TRANSPCRT-VEHICLES.
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Che dnity of the empire in the Cdar.

"SOON WE SHALL BE ONE IN TRIUMPH": THE PREMIER AT THE WELSH NATIONAL EISTEDDFOD.

Speaking at Birkenhead, at the Welsh National Eisteddfod, Mr.

Lloyd George said this :

"
One shudders to think what would have

happened to mankind were it not that the might of the British

Empire had been thrown into this struggle for freedom. I mean
the British Empire with all it stands for its resources, its power,
its prestige : the million gallant men contributed by the Dominions

and the Dependencies across the flood, as well as the many millions

inside these islands. The British Empire is made up 'of many
nations some great, some small, but to-day we are one people,
one in purpose, one in action, one in hope, one in resolve, one in

sacrifice, and soon we shall be one in triumph." Said the Premier
also : "This great Empire is essential to Freedom." [Photo. C.N.]
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l-'.nenr: ainnen had In rime very active in the

Gulf of Ki-a, where German ships had appeared,

and in the land battle before Riga there were

i.nmistakabl.' signs that the German pressure

would soon become acute. Fusillades <;re\v in

r

A FRENCH ANNAMITE WORKING PARTY ON THE SALONIKA FRONT : ON THE OUT-

SKIRTS OF A BASE-HOSPITAL CAMP IN FORMATION NEAR MONASTIR,

intensity and frequency east of Vilna. Notwith-

standing the cheerful views of some optimists,

it was too soon to hope any substantial good
from the Moscow Conference, however much its

corrective influence had been approved. It was,

therefore, with very little surprise that this country
learned, on Sept. 3, that the Dvina had been

crossed on Sept. i, at a point twelve miles south-

east of Riga, and that, on

the following day the p~
enemy had assumed an

offensive in the region of

the Mitau Road. There

was talk of some resist-

ance, but it was not very
determined. At Moscow,
General Korniloff had
said :

" The enemy is

knocking at the gates of

Riga, and if our Army
does not help us to hold

the shore of the Gulf of

Riga, the gate to Petrograd
will be opened wide." On
Sept. 2, the Russian troops
continued to retire, while

the Germans pressed them
hard at Uxkull, on the

north bank of the Dvina.
It was the old story. Some
of the Russian infantry
detachments voluntarily
left their positions, and retreated to the north.

In the evening the order for a general retirement

was given. On Sept. 4, Riga was evacuated,
after the fortifications and bridges had been blown

up. The coast villages were shelled by the

enemy's ships. The enemy occupied the town

and pressed on towards Pskov, and the railway

to Petrograd. A. few loyal gunners and some

hand fuls of faithful infantrymen fought, desper-

ately, to stem the tide of invasion, but in vain.

Berlin went wild with joy over "German Riga."

It was never to be any-

thing but "German Riga."
We shall see. Unfortu-

nately, it will not be re-

gained for many a long

day. On the 5th, the Ger-

mans were 33 miles beyond
the city, at Segevold, and

the retreat still continued.

In the Balkans there

was some renewal of

activity on Sept. i . Bomb-

ing raids and several coups
de main were carried out on

the Doiran-Vardar front.

At the same time, north-

east of Monastir the artil-

lery battle again became
intense. The Greek Cham-

berjhas renewal the Greco-

Serbian Alliance, to the

great satisfaction of the

Serbian Government a'nd

people. The Chamber has

decided to impeach the members of the Skouloudis

Cabinet, except Admiral Condouriotis, Minister

of Marine. The Lambros Cabinet will also be tried

for events in Greece previous to King Constan-

tine's expulsion.
In East Africa the enemy has been retiring

on Mahenge, a Government station. Many suc-

cessful small encounters are reported from various

A FRENCH ANNAMITE WORKING-PARTY ON THE SALONIKA FRONT : AT A HOSPITAL

NEAR MONASTIR INSTRUCTION IN MENDING A CAMP BED. [Photograph by L.K.A.]

districts. British patrols have been active in the

I.indi area, and many food-stores have been cap-
tured. At Lupembe, severe losses were inflicted

on the enemy in retreat towards Mahenge. On
the Palestine front the enemy vigorously shelled

our pasitions east of Gaza. LONDON: SEPT. a, igu.
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THE
WEEK OF ST.RANGE HAPPENINGS THE SWEDISH SCANDAL THE ABSORBING

RUSSIAN DRAMA FLANDERS AIR-RAIDS A FRENCH SUCCESS.

A WEEK of extraordinary events kept the

world on tin- tiptoe of excitement, and to

a large extent diverted public interest from the

fighting on the Western
front. While anxiety was

increasing regarding the

Russian military situation
,

a diversion occurred in

the publication of remark-
able documents exposing
a grave breach of neu-

trality on the part of

Sweden, a breach which
can only be called

treachery on the part of

Swedish high officials.

The disclosure, which was
due to the vigilance of

the American Intelligence

Service, showed that

Count Luxburg, Ger-
man Charg6 d'Affaires in

Buenos Ayres, had been

sending to his Gov-
ernment in Berlin cer-

tain telegrams which were

directly intended to help
the U - boat campaign.
These messages were for-

warded by the Swedish

Legation in Buenos Ayres
as its own official messages addressed to the
Stockholm Foreign Office. Details of sailings of

Argentine vessels were given, and it was recom-
mended that these should be either turned

REINFORCED BY STEEL BARS : A CONCRETE GERMAN
POSITION ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Canadian War Records.

back or sunk
" without a trace." We are hearing

more about the matter day by day.
These unpleasant disclosures had scarcely had

time to make their full

MEHmnoBsvMmMg impression on the public,
when a sudden turn of

the Russian situation

threw everything else into

the shade and fixed the

eyes of the Allies with
the most strained and

eager attention upon the
new republic. Even the

exciting problem of the

rapid German advance
from Riga towards Petro-

grad took a second place
before the momentous
politico

-
military duel

waged in presence of the

enemy by leaders whom
the world thought were

striving shoulder to shoul-

der for Russia.

Any account of the
fresh crisis which it is

possible to give at the
time of writing must,
however, be taken with
considerable reserve, for

the reports were en-

tirely one-sided, and represented Kerensky's
views and his version of, facts as he desired
them to be understood. According to his

proclamations, on Sept. 8 General Korniloff

ABANDONED DURING THE ENEMY'S RETREAT NEAR LENS: A GERMAN GUN-LIMBER.
Canadian War Records.
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demanded to be entrusted with the sole control of

all civil' and military powers, in order that he

might, using his own judgment, form a new
Government for the administration of the country.
After discussion on the telephone, Kerensky
ordered General Korniloff to surrender his functions

NEAR THE FRENCH LINES : PRACTISING WITH
French Official Photograph.

as Commander-in-Chief to General Klembovsky,
commanding the Northern Army barring the way
to Petrograd. Klembovsky was appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief, and told to remain at Pskov.

Further, Petrograd city and district were put
under martial law, and all members of the Army
and Fleet were exhorted to fulfil

their duties. He denounced Kor-
niloff as a traitor to the Revolu-
tion.

Korniloff refused
'

'to obey,
assumed a Dictatorship, and
marched upon Petrdgrad with

certain regiments which threw in

their lot with him. The Pro-

visional Government resigned, in

order to give Kerensky a free

hand, and he too became, in effect,

a Dictator. Preparations were
made to obstruct Korniloff's ad-

vance on the capital. Then

Kerensky, who had become, as it

were, civil Dictator (with the aid

of a Directory of Five), as opposed
to the military Dictator, assumed
the functions of Commander- in-

Chief, with General Alexeieff as

his lieutenant, and was said to

have moved out to meet the

advance of Korniloff's force,

which was principally composed of Cossacks.

General Kaladine, the Hetman of the Cossacks,

threw in his lot with the ex-Generalissimo.

Kerensky's next move was a proclamation stating

that the counter-revolutionary movement had

ended in bloodless failure, but other reports
indicated that nothing so final had occurred.

Korniloff's advance was not stayed, and a battle

was believed to be imminent. But hot on the

heels of that message came another, changing yet

again the kaleidoscopic situation. Korniloff, it

was said, had offered to surrender on terms.

These the Provisional Government declared must
be unconditional. It was further

reported that General Alexeieff

had been in communication with
General Korniloff by telephone,
and had persuaded him to aban-
don his attempt. Petrograd re-

mained calm throughout the shift-

ing drama, and on Sept. 12 it was

generally believed that all danger
of a collision was at an end.

While these strange things
were in progress behind the firing

line, some fighting took place on
the northern front, and advanced

parties of the Russian Army,
after a desperate struggle, occu-

pied Masoif, south of Lake
Plaonda. Lively fusillades took

place all along the northern sec-

tors, and the enemy admitted

that, under strong Russian pres-

sure, he had had to withdraw
at a point to the south of the

Riga-Wenden road. This might
or might not prove to be an indication of stiffen-

ing resistance, but, with the leaders at logger-

heads, not much was to be hoped from the army.
From the Roumanian and south-western fronts

the news was of little moment, or almost entirely

lacking. Grievous as Russia's condition seemed.

HAND-GRENADES.

ON THE FRiJJCH FRONT : A TRENCH-MORTAR.

French Official Photograph.

the Allies did not despair. Mr. Lloyd George
took the lead in speaking hopefully of an ultimate

restoration of discipline, and of a strong blow for

freedom before all is over. There was general

regret that Kerensky and Korniloff should have

imperilled by their differences a position already

perilous enough. If both were patriots, the loss
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of powi-r was manifest. Some doubts were enter-

tained as to whether Korniloff might not be an

Imperialist conspirator, in which case Kerensky
would be justified. Kerensky was blamed, how-

ever, for having receded from his original strong
position, and he seemed to have become too much
the instrument of the Soviet. But the whole
series of incidents remained too obscure and con-
fused for anything like an accurate estimate to be
formed regarding the actions of the protagonists.
All that can be done at present is to set them
down as they were reported, to keep the record of

one of the strangest and most exciting weeks of

the war. No merely military incident has been
watched with such a thrill as this political duel.

airraids in Flanders. On Sept n and 12, on

the aerodromes and dumps at Thourout

several tons of bombs were dropped, and a

heavy explosion was caused. Bruges dock was
also attacked, and there another heavy explosion
occurred. The shipping alongside the Mole

at Zeebrugge was vigorously bombed. A direct

hit was registered on a large destroyer, and bombs
also struck the aeroplane sheds and the Mole itself,

causing a fire. All the British machines returned

safely. Both Navy and Army airmen took part
in these exploits, which are a strong and significant

reply to the air-raids on our own coasts. On the

1 3th, heavy German attacks at Bullecourt and

Langemarck were repulsed.

FOR WOUNDED ONLY: A CANADIAN Y.M.C.A. HUT WITHIN RIFLE RANGE.
Canadian War Records.

A slight advance on the Lens front, and a
successful operation by the Northumberland
troops at Villaret, eight miles north-west of
St. Quentin, which resulted in the capture of
600 yards of German trench, 52 prisoners, and
2 trench-mortars, weie the outstanding events on
the British front in the beginning of the week
Under review. At the same time, a good deal of
hostile raiding was undertaken with disastrous
results near Hollebeke, and there was an improve-
ment of our position at St. Julien. On the loth,
patrol fights were general along our line, and the
artillery was active. On the nth, more ground
was captured near Hargicourt, north-west of
St. Quentin. Such was the general character of
the fighting, which calls for little remark, except
that it means a satisfactory if slow situation.
The really notable feature of the week's fighting
has been the frequency and thoroughness of the

Heavy artillery fire at Verdun, desultory
enemy attacks on the Aisne fronts and Champagne,
air raids, and the absence of infantry action were
the main incidents of the French front in the days
just before the gth, when our Allies shattered a

.
violent counter-attack on the sector of the Bois
des Fosses and the Bois des Caurieres, north-east
of Verdun. The enemy left 1000 dead on the
field, 800 prisoners were takeff. A few hours later,
four desperate attacks upon the Chaume Wood'
seven miles north-east of Verdun, were utterlybroken by the French fire. Our Allies also beat
off heavy assaults on Hill 344. On the I 3th the
artillery became very active on the French front
in Belgium, but there was no infantry action
there or further south. Trench and air raids were
frequent, but the fighting was desultory and
as Sir Douglas Haig put it, there was '

nothing
to report." LONDON: SUIT. 15, ,91,.
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On the British front in flanders.

WHERE "ARTILLERY ACTIVITY CONTINUES": NEAR YPRES A DUG-OUT COLONY; GUN-MOVING.

"
Artillery activity continuo on both tide* In the Ypres MCtor,"

wat * tutenunt nude in one of the recent official reports from

General Headquarters, which haTe mentioned the lame fact a good

many times lately. The photograph! on this page were both taken

on the Brltiah front near Yprea. From the upper one it may be

een that tha officers' quarters at this point of the line are iclidly

built and wall protected with piles of aandbags against the enemy's

shells and bombs. There Menu to be quite a colony of dug-outs

at this particular spot, looking trim and orderly, and eren picturesque

with a rustic bridge orer a small stream or dyke. The lower

photograph shows a gun's crew hauling their place back into a

better position orer muddy ground. [Official Plwiograpkt.]
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Hutumn 1917 on JUst Tear's Mametz Wood Battlefield

-

A CHANGED SCENE: A NISSEN HUT REST-CAMP; HERBAGE HALF- HIDING A GERMAN DUG-OUT.

Mametz Wood was, last year, during the Somme battles, the centre

of tome of the toughest fighting. After the Capture of the German
positions the battlefield, ai fighting advanced beyond; was occupied

bjr camps of our supporting and reserve troops, and the Nissen

huts, seen in the upper photograph, were erected. They were
invented by a Canadian Engineer officer, who let himself to devise

a cheaply built, portable housing, to give adequate protection against

summer heat and winter cold, and be capable of erection anywhere.
The hut has no walls. It weighs in transport four tons, and

comprises roof (an arch of corrugated iron), two end* and a floor.

It can be erected in four hours, with only spanners for tools. -

[Offuial Photographs.}
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H "Olar JMuscum" exhibit "Cypc; and a Curiosity.

TWO ITEMS : A PRUSSIAN FIELD DISPENSARY ; A CAMP-KITCHEN LABELLED IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

The organisers of the
"
National War Muaeum "

(address, H.M.

Office of Works, Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.I) hare the

work of collecting war-relics, trophirt, and mementos already

well in hand, and inrite contributions. A type of exhibit of the

Ureer sort is shown in the upper illustration. It is a Prussian

Field Dispensary wagon, dating from 1863, when the Prussian

Army was shaped into a modern first-class fighting machine.

Presumably it went through the 1866 and 1*70 Austrian and French

Wars unscathed. The lower illustration shows a Volunteer Camp
Kitchen, with

" Cooks Only
"

inscribed by Inns of Court O.T.C. mem-
bers in eleven languages, among them Hindustani, Chinese, Russian,

Spanish, Greek, Latin, and Dutch. [Second Photograph by Alfitri.}
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OTith the Italians during the present Offensive

BEHIND AND IN THE LINES : AT A CENTRAL BAKERY
; LOADING A WELL-SCREENED HEAVY GUN.

The upper illustration shows the interior of one of the large
Italian Army bakeries established behind the fighting line, in order

to provide the troops with rations of fresh bread dally. Marvellous
in its acknowledged efficiency as is the supply system of our own
Army on the Western Front and of that of the French, the
Italians are equally we!l served by the organisation of their com-

missariat departments. The building shown was formerly a

factory building. In use as an Army bakery, on one side (left)

Army bakers are seen bending over troughs, kneading dough. On
the opposite side are the ovens with long-handled flat shovcl-likf

implements for putting in and taking out the batches of loaves.

Wood for ftre-lighting is ready at hand. -[ Italian Official Photos.]
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'Che Italian Hdvance on the Tulian front.

A LOW ROADSIDE WALL AS A BREASTWORK : AN INCIDENT OF THE VILLAGE FIGHTING.

Once over the Isonzo and through the Austrian first lint of hill-top

positions, the Italian victorious advanced-guard troop* in their

further progress towards the Monte Santo entrenched positions of

the enemy, had to cross a stretch of intervening valley beyond
which rose the lower slopes of the great mountain. The villages

which dotted the valley were, so to speak, taken by the regiments

in their stride. Some were carried with a rush, others had to be

taken step by step as it were, fighting from roadside to roadside.

As each strip was won, the Italians extemporised shelter while attack*

ing the next. A feature of this fighting is shown here, troops using

a low roadside wall with stake - palisading as a breastwork, the

men standing in the ditch. [Italian Offici.il Photofrapll.]
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German prisoners* parcels: Ht an Internment Camp.

ALL ADDRESSEES SUMMONED : EXAMINING PARCELS
;
THE MUSTER FOR THE DISTRIBUTION.

H .
: . .1; we do in England, u hu been officially stated, many

mor<- Om.m prisoners than there are British prisoners in Germany,
the rr-m, dare not venture on certain forms of malpractices. As
far as is known in this country, (or one instance, there has been
little serious interference with the prisoners' parcel consignment!
to oui interned officers and men. The method of distribution of

parcels from home is in essentials the same in Germany and

England. The usage in our internment camps, as illustrated above,
is to assemble all the prisoners for whom parcels have come, check

and note the parcels, and examine the contents in I'T presence
of a German officer-prisoner, to prevent contraband i war being

smuggled in. Then the parcels are handed out [Phoms. by C.N.]
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On the Belgian front along the

STEADFASTLY KEEPING THEIR OLD LINES UNDER FIRE.: ON DUTY IN THE TRENCHES.

"To-day," recently wrote a " Times "
correspondent at the front,

" one cannot help being impressed by the spirit of th? Belgian

troops. Of the character of the front-line defences one mint not

peak, except to uy that they are Tery food and immensely

in'-erating. Not even our own men could exceed the Belgian

Ndiers in their casual nonchalance in the presence of danger.

While shell' screamed over their trenches, or burst not far away,

and aeroplanes hummed overhead, the men lay out on the ground

and read newspapers, and from one shelter as we pass* 1 came the

sounds of a concertina. . . . The line that the Belgians so gal-

lantly defended in October 1914 is practically the line they hold

now." (Dtlfian Official Pkotograpk.}
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Cdbcn the Russians were Conducting a tMutnpba

" KAMERAD " ON THE RUSSIAN FRONT IN GALICIA : A GROUP OF GERMAN PRISONERS
This photograph curies us back to the victorious offensive of the Russians in Galicia which preceded their disastrous retreat.
It was taken by a well-known war-correspondent, Dr. Grondys, just after the capture by Siberian troops of a fortified summit

south-west of Tarnopol. The Germans seen holding up their hands are evidently pleased to be prisoners. A Russian
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ffeneive : Some of their 37,000 prisoners >

BEFORE THE RUSSIAN RETREAT.
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXVII.--THE GUARDS.

AN EYE FOR AN EYE.

1
v these days, when so great a reluctance is

shown to take direct reprisals on an un-

scrupulous enemy, it is instructive to turn to an
incident of the American War of Independence,
in which Washington, humane as he was, did not

scruple to exact with unflinching severity a forfeit

in kind for an act

which he con-

sidered an outrage
on the laws of

war. That he did

not carry his in-

tention to the last

extremity was due

entirely to a side

issue.

The affair hap-
pened shortly after

the surrender of

Yorktown, when
7000 British
prisoners fell into

the hands of the

Americans. About
this time the Brit.

ish still in the
field caught and

executed a Captain
Jonathan Haddy,
of the Jersey State

Troops, without.

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR BUILDING A CAMP FOR THEMSELVES
BRINGING DOWN A TREE WITH A HAND - SAW.

The axe-cut controlling the fall is seen on the fore part of the trunk.

Photograph by C.N.

as Washington believed, proper justification. He
accordingly determined to take stern measures,
and wrote to Clinton demanding that Captain
Lippercut, or

the officer who
commanded at
the execution,
should be given
up to Ameri-
can justice.
If the officer

commanding
should be of

inferior rank to

Haddy, then as

many officers of

that rank as

the tariff of

exchange of

prisoners fixed

as an equiva-
lent.

This stern

requisition
brought about
a sharp corre-

spondence be-

beginning to hope that the affair had blown over,

when they saw in a Philadelphia newspaper
another letter of Washington's which renewed

their apprehension. It was dated May 5, 1782,

and intimated that orders had been given
"
to

designate a British officer for retaliation," unless

a British Court-

Martial should
"
prevent the

dreadful alterna-

tive." A day or

two later the Cap-
tainswere informed
that they must
assemble at the

quarters of Major
Gordon, the British

Brigadier in charge
of prisoners, for

some purpose
which the Major
refused to state,

although his agita-
tion left, them in

little doubt. They
attended, however,

merrily enough,
and were ordered
to proceed to the

quarters of the

American Briga-
dier-General at the Black Bear Inn. There the

General, accompanied by his aide-de-camp and

tween Wash-

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR BUILDING A CAMP FOR THEMSELVES:
SAWING A FELLED TREE INTO LENGTHS.

Photograph by C.N.

ington and Clinton, and the letters were seen and
read with deep anxiety by the British officers in
prison at Lancaster. But a fortnight elapsed
without any decision, and the prisoners were

the Commissary of Prisoners, received the officers,

and begged
leave to read

a letter from

Washington.
It contained an
order to select

by lot a British

Captain for ex-

ecution.

The prison-

ers, who num-
bered thirteen,
took the news
as British
officers would,
but their sen-

sations were
not pleasant.
The aide - de-

camp left the

room to pre-

pare the lots.

Soon he re-

turned, carry-

ing a hat.; with
him was a gentleman, also carrying a hat. Be-
hind came the Captain of the prisoners' escort
and a drummer-boy. The procedure was then
explained. In the hat held by the aide-de-camp
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German prisoners at dorh in Gngland

IN ONE OF THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES : LOADING UP PLANKS ; HUT-BUILDING FOR WINTER QUARTERS.

By the Law of Nations, it ii permissible to employ prisoners of war

on public or other works at fixed rates o( pay th expenditure

being recorerable, after hostilities are orer, from the nation to which

the prisoners belong. The employment, it is laid down, must

be of a reasonable nature, a proriso which the Allies have scrupu-

lously obserred, in contradistinction to certain recorded outrageous

practices of the Germans, who hare made prisoners dig trenches in

the war-area under fire, and labour In unhealthy mines. Road-

making is one form of employment for prisoners in England, also

building operations, one kind of which is Illustrated here. The

men cut down timber and conrert it into planking for huts for a

prisoners' winter camp. [Photos, by C.N.]
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were twelve names and one blank. In the other
wore twelve blanks and a mark. The drummer-
boy would draw a slip alternately from each hat.
If the second slip was blank, the person named in

the first was safe. Amid distressing tension of

nerves, the ceremony began. The lirst draw was

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR BUILDING A CAMP FOR THEMSELVES:
MAKING A ROAD THROUGH A WOOD IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND.

Photograph by C.N.

a blank, the second also, the third blank like-

wise, and so on up to ten. The eleventh name
was read :

"
Captain Asgill, of the Guards."

The drummer drew again, and the lot of
Fate fell.

The General, pointing to Asgill, said to the
officer of the escort,

" That gentleman is your
prisoner."

All present, except the prisoner, now broke
down. Asgill was only nine-

teen, lively, brave, and hand-

some, and the darling of the

regiment. He was known to

be Lady Asgill 's only son,
am', the tragedy of the affair

came home to everyone, in-

cluding the American officers,

who did not hide their emo-
tion. The condemned officer

took an affectionate leave of

his comrades, and behaved
with such composure that
voices in the crowd which
had assembled outside the
inn were heard to say,"
Well, them Britishers be

strange chaps ; they all went
in laughing and talking
and now, when the thing is

settled, they are all in tears,

except the young man him-

move powerful influences on the prisoner's behalf.

He persuaded the American Brigadier-General to

have the journey to Philadelphia spun out as long
as possible, and short stages were accordingly

prescribed. Meanwhile, he wrote to Rochembeau,
soliciting his interest, and did everything in his

power to encourage the

prisoner, whom he accom-

panied to Philadelphia.
There he pursued his efforts,

but svith no sign of success.

Returning one night, worn
and dejected, he flung him-
self on his bed, but was
roused by the sound of a

footstep approaching Asgill's
room. He found and chal-

lenged a severe, gaunt figure
in black.

"
Sir," said this

solemn worthy,
"

I am Chap-
lain to the Congress of the
United States, and I am
come to give a word of ad-
vice to the young man who
is about to suffer for the
death of our good country-
man, Captain Haddy."

The Major, although
himself a religious man, did
not like the looks of this

grim comforter, whom he threatened to pitch
into the street, via the window.

But it seemed as if Asgill would yet require a

priest. There was still delay even a delay of
months but preparations for the execution went
forward. At length Lady Asgill approached the

King of France, and Count de Vergennes inter-
ceded with Washington. By this time the Com-
mander-in -Chief was evidently glad of an excuse

self."

Major Gordon obtained
a delay of one night before the escort should
start for Philadelphia, and the prisoner was
taken to his (Gordon's) quarters until the next
day. Gordon at the same time set afoot every
possible measure to obtain further delay and to

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR BUILDING A CAMP FOR THEMSELVES:
MAKING A ROAD THROUGH A WOOD IN SOUTHERN ENGLAND: THE

RETURN FROM WORK. [Photograph by C.N.}

to be relieved of what he considered an impera-
tive though very painful duty. On Nov. 13 the

prisoner received a letter from the General enclosing
a copy of an Act of Congress. In the kindest terms

Washington told Asgill that he was a free man.
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Che Huguat "Gotba" Day-Cime Raid on the Kent Coast.

I

SALVAGE OPERATIONS : A DIVER GOING DOWN
; ONE OF THE GOTHA'S ENGINES BEING RECOVERED

As was stated officially at the time, one of the raiding squadron
of Goth* biplanes which dropped bombs on the Isle of Thanet

and in the neighbourhood on August 22, was brought down, by a

R.N.A.S. airman, in the sea off the North Foreland. A second

German raider was brought down in flames on land in the neigh-

bourhood of Margate, an illustration of the burned-out remains of

which was published in a previous issue. The Goiha which felt

in the M* disappeared. One of its crew of three was picked up
alive by one of our patrol-boats which hastened to the scene, and
marked the spot where the Gotha went under. Salvage operations
took place to recover the biplane, two snapshots during which are

shown above. [Photos, by War Official Topical

...J
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On Our Glestern front : H Battlefield where

WHERE BRITISH GUNS THUNDER INCESSANTLY, FIRING SHELLS TOWARDS THE DISTAN

George Eliot, in one of her novels, describes a scene as "where the rainy days look dreary." That suflres to characterise
the above battlefield view the locality one need not particularise. Two mine-craters, shown in the foreground, filled with
rain water, look like ponds, draining off down the remains of almost obliterated enemy trenches, now within our captured
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Fighting Still Goes On, after the Raine.

HORIZON : THE SCENE ACROSS A FIGHTING - AREA DURING THE AUGUST RAINS.

area. Everywhere the soil is a muddy expanse of shell-ploughed mounds and hillocks. To the left, a certain river shows as

a thin, whitish, glimmering line, meandering towards the ruins of a factory, seen in the background in the centre. On this sid

of the pale horizon stand up a church spire and the chimneys of town factories. [Photograph by Newspaper JUusiratums.]
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ritieb prisoners from Switzerland in London.

JMPTIBLES" AND OTHERS OF BATTALIONS FROM ALL OVER THE EMPIRE.

' S nd ' Du"ng their c'Ptivi" the~-
s:
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The draining of British Naval Cadets

TO RELIEVE OSBORNE : DARTMOUTH COLLEGE THE SEAMANSHIP ROOM ; CUTTER INSTRUCTION.

New buildings have recently been erected at the Royal Naval

College, Dartmouth, to give room for 250 more cadets. At the

tame time, the number of cadets at Osborne has been reduced

from 500 to 300, as recommended by committee appointed by

the Admiralty to Inquire into the hygienic condition! there, after

an epidemic had occurred. It was at one time thought that

Osborne might be closed altogether, but instead a scheme of recon-

struction and redistribution has been adopted. The photographs

on these two pages give a good idra of the daily life of the cadets

at Dartmouth, where great attention is paid, of course, to seaman-

ship and engineering. Describing the scheme of training at

Osborne and Dartmouth that has been in operation (since 1903)
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trbe training of British Naval Cadets.

RECREATION AND WORK AT
Cfttttnttett.}

up to th recent changea, the "
Public Schooli Year-Book "

says :

" The College Course u nude up o( fire term at Otborne, followed

by two yaara at Dartmouth. . . . Both College are run at Natal

Eatablishmentj, each being under the command of a Captain.
Each ' term '

of Naval Cadeti ii In the charge of * Naral Lieu-

ttunt At both Colleges there are extensive worluhopi under the

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE : EXERCISING BEAGLES
; THE COPPERSMITH'S SHOP.

management of Naval Engineers. ... At the end of his College
courae, the Cadet takea * '

Passing-Out Examination ' ... and
proceed! to one or other of two training cruisers. The teaching
given in the cruisera includes Seamanship, Navigation, Applie
Mechanic!, Engineering, Applied El'ctrlrity, Gunnery, and Torpedo.

. fry Sport t C'nfnI.J
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DEPOT DAYS: XIV.-THE LAST HALF- HOUR.

I
THINK that, of all the most attractive hours

in Tent X 6, the how or rather, the half-

hour before
"

lights out
" has the greatest

appeal.
"
Lights out

"
is at ten o'clock, and we

have to pass the police at the gate of the Dep6t
at half-past nine or we are

"
for it." As a matter

of strict truth, we are generally in before that

time, and we foregather in the tent, discussing

the world and the flesh and Aldershot until that

last minute when we scramble out of our clothes

and into blankets.

We exchange all our views in that time. We
are decently tired, garrulous, and friendly. We
have finished a good day's grind, and are at ease,

with no thought for the work of the next. We

What do we read ? Oh, Haggard, and Oppen-

heim, and Headon Hill, and Buchan, and William

Le Queux, and the like ;
and there are half-a-

dozen magazines of the
"

all story
"

type in the

tent, and I believe we read these too, spasmodic-

ally. But whatever we read has to have plenty
of action. Our general aesthetic tone is a demand
for excitement. There are exceptions. A man
in a tent near ours has grown tired of adventure.

He says the whole world is barren of books. He
has gone back to Carlyle's

" French Revolution."

To be exact, he went back to it some time ago.
It was his one solace all the time he was in France.

He is a wounded, and a
"
transfer

"
to us.

We talk literature a little in this half-hour.

WITH THE BELGIANS IN THE FIELD : A BELGIAN TRENCH-MORTAR. [Belgian Official Photograph.]

are men with our harness off, friendly with all

the world.

Tich and I come in from our unstinted walk
round all the Y.M.C.A.s of the district, and we
find Mr. James sitting at length on his blankets
He is reading. He was reading when we went
out, as he is reading now. He has done what a
soldier in training camp finds it almost impossible
to do he has devoted his whole mind and his

whole evening to a book. I understand that
soldiers do read a great deal. I- fancy that, after

the first few strenuous weeks of training, one

might read steadily. But my own experience is

that I can't do it. Concentration is almost

impossible. Consecutive interest is almost im-

possible, and books catch one's will too vaguely
and indecisively. But Mr. James has read. He
has read the type of book we give most of trur

wandering attention to the
"
bobber," with

plenty of red blood in it.

Evans endeavours to convince the world that
Rider Haggard is the greatest of all authors. I

am appealed to. I suggest that perhaps Meredith
or Hardy or They ask me what magazines
they write for, and if they write detective or just
straight shooting yarns with the hero marrying
the girl in the end. I never try to explain these
noted authors. I always say they write for the

Daily Mail, than which no writer can aspire
higher, as far as Tent X 6 is concerned.

Sometimes we don't talk literature at all.

Craik talks politics. When Craik talks politics,

Pemby abuses him, and there is always a most
attractive row. We also talk of our own past
lives, of which we appear very proud. Curiously
enough, we talk very little sex. I had understood
that sex was rather a paramount subject. It

may be in other tents, but in Tent X 6 it isn't so.

When we do talk of it, we talk of it unblushin.sly
and quite frankly. i
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In a french Internment Barrack: Ht the Boot-Rack.

AN EVERY-NIGHT PRECAUTION AGAINST RUNNING AWAY : A GERMAN PRISONER GIVING IN HIS BOOTS.
One of the prerentire measures against German prisoner, escaping
at night from internment camps in France it tttn here. All
unwounded and able-bodied enemy prisoners in the handj of our
Mlie have to do outdoor work. Eery night on returning to their

sleeping quarteri, as a precaution against escape under corer of
the darkneta, all are made to take off their boots, which are stacked

with a sentry watching, and go to their dormitories in their
stockinged feet. Their can.ai working clothes also bear coloured
patches, and the letters.

'

P.G."-/,, fa guem. Another
prisoner-camp precaution it making all prisoners, before turning in
lea their braces or waist-belts near the boot-sentry, to that
they cannot run far or fast [Photo, by L.N.A.]
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What we like best is to get somebody to yarn
to us in this last half-hour of our day. Rob, who
was in a Highland rcgyiicnt before his wound
brought him home and transferred him into our
Mechanical unit, sometimes drops in, and when
he does he is a great satisfaction. Rob, being a

Scot, does not seem to mind talking freely and

eloquently about this war. He tells us battle

stories with gusto, and sometimes, I fancy, he
over-embroiders them. I don't know whether all

WITH THE BELGIANS IN THE FIELD: A SHELL-DUMP

Belgian Official Photograph.

Rob's stories are true, but most of them are too
good to be otherwise.

It was Rob who told us how he had taken a
fint-, fat Hun prisoner at Loos. He had chased
him into a dug-out, and had cornered him until
the wretch yelled for

"
Merci." Rob said he was

rather thirsty at the time, and,
though he fully intended to spare
the Hun, li. thought .he might
just as v-rll make 'it profitable.
So he nn.t.Ju siijiis that unless the
Hun found something satisfactory
to drink it would be an evil day
for him. The Geriii<tn, after much
timidity and hesitation, at last

grasped the idea. lie led Rob
rather nervously through the dug-
outs to a place where a big stone

jar stood on a sort of shelf.
'

It
was a fine, braw-looking jar," said
Rob. " The sight of it was most
pleasing. I was pleased with it.

I 'm afeered I forgot ma preesoner
at the sight, of that jar. I jist
went for it, turned the spiggot,
and pit ma face under. The
preesoner ran away just then, an'
I don't wonder It was rifle-oil

they had in that jar."
Rob also enjoys shocking us.

' ' Aw naw
time out there. Quite

in casualties ; minor explosions in our own work,
which are bound to get us sooner or later apart
from these things, and illness, which one cannot

escape, floodings, with its thousand lorrns of

drowning, accidents, stray bullets, and an un-

countable number of emphatic deaths, we shall be

quite pleased with ourselves in our free hours.

Of course, it won't be entirely comfortable. We '11

be kept awake most of the night working on our

jobs ; when we do try to sleep, the billets will be

sodden ; and we cannot hope
for anything but galloping con-

sumption or rheumatism fit to kill

us. We won't get any food to

speak of, we '11 live in mud,
we '11 we '11 have a cushy time,

according to Rob. Rob enjoys
nothing so much as getting the
' wind up

"
recruits.

But we sit and listen to Rob
in the last mellow half-hour of the

day. We are sleepy and amiable.

I

We talk cosily of intimate and
tender things, of our home life

and our families. Pemby talks

of his girl or rather, of the girl
he is going to marry rather than
the girls (several) he is at present
making love to. We exchange
our notes of the evening's amuse-
ments, of the day's labours. We
sit and smoke and drowse and
talk, and the world grows grey
and old outside. The tent is cosy,

and is our home. The half-candle burns in a

mellow, amber light. Through the tent-flap we
can see the tents of the other lines shining like

monster Chinese-lanterns as their candles burn
within.

"
Leave the flap open to-night," we

tell Craik, who is nearest the door ;

"
it 's a

1 CAMOUFLAGED."

WITH THE BELGIANS IN THE FIELD: AT WORK ON A "CAMOU-
FLAGED " ROAD. [/h-lgian Official

he 'It tell us, we won't have a bad fine night."

L

cushy time, in fact.

Apart from long-distance shelling, which is most
fatal ; bombing, which is

extraordinarily copious

"
Lights out

"
goes ; ive are into

our blankets, looking quietly up at the deepening
sky. One star shines like a jewel. The star dim-,.
We are asleep. W . POUC.LA, NEWTON.
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7apanese Destroyer Officers fallen in fight

A FUNERAL WITH NAVAL HONOURS AT TOKIO : THE PROCESSION BEING SALUTED AT THE CEMETERY.

An imposing naval funeral, with full official honours, was accorded

at Tokio to the remains of two officers of a Japanese destroyer

who fell in action with a German submarine some time since in

the Mediterranean. They were Commander T. Uyehara and Chief

Engineer S. Takegaki, both of the destroyer
" Sakaki." Both

were killed by the explosion of a torpedo fired by the U-boat with

Which the destroyer was fighting. The remains were specially

sent home for interment in Japanese soil. Japanese naval officers

escorted the gun-carriage as pall-bearers, the two coffins being

placed side by side on one gun-carriage. A detachment of seamen

marched in front of the gun-carriage, which was saluted at the

cemetery by a guard of honouf, shown in the background.
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Burmese on a Last Year's Somme Battlefield.

ON THE SCENE OF THE FIGHT FOR DELVILLE WOOD : STRIPPING OLD DUG-OUTS ; DISCUSSING RATS

Th

teruis for
- in

of
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Indians Camped where the Prussian Guard was Beaten.
.JL

4.*

NEAR CONTALMAISON : OFF DUTY, READING INDIAN PICTURE PAPERS; HOME "CHITS."

Contalmaison. near where these photographs were taken, was a

year ago, during Sir Douglas Haig's great offensive on the Somme,
the scene of as ferocious fighting as any witnessed on tiie Western

Front. The tremendously fortified positions in and round the Tillage

had to be taken by storm. They were held, it will be remembered,

by picked battalions of the Prussian Guard, who fought desperately

with bombs and bayonets, the survivors only surrendering, beaten

by better men, when actually at the last gasp. The locality now

lies within an area where Indian Army native corps are quartered,

some of the men of which are shown, above at one of their

camps. Where the grass is here seen frewing was, > year ago

trampled and bare earth, pitted all over. (Official
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The Recent Military Call-Out in Spain

MADRID : INFANTRY AND CAVALRY DEMONSTRATION ; AN INFANTRY MACHINE-GUN STREET-PICKET.

A general turn-out of garrison troops of all arms took place at

many places both in Madrid and In some of the larger cities of

Spain during the recent internal disturbances, in order to prevent
excesses on the part of riotous sections of the civilian populace.
In the upper illustration, detachments of infantry and cavalry of

the Madrid garrison are seen while called out in anticipation of

trouble in Calle de Bravo Murillo, a principal thoroughfare which

runs across the northern quarter of the city. In the second

illustration is shown an infantry picket with machine-guns (which
afiords an idea of the Spanish Army infantry uniform), near the

Ronda de Atocha in the southern quarter close to the Southern, or

Medlodia Railway Station. [Photos, by Trampus.]
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pOn the frcnch front: The JMessenger-pigeon Service.
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AT TWO POINTS : A MOTOR FIELD-SERVICE " LOFT

The French, whose Army messenger-pigeon service before the war
'

was ipecially maintained and the mott complete, perhaps, of any

in Europe, have made great use of pigeons during the war to

supplement the wireleu and telephone fir Id -communication depart-

ments. Special mobile messenger-pigeon
' '

lofts," one of which,

built on a motor-vehicle chassis, is shown in the upper Illustration,

: SENDING A PIGEON-DESPATCH IN THE VOSGES.

are used along the Western Front. Messenger-pigeons art also

found of great value on the Voages front, for despatch-carrying
between posts and stations In rear of the trenches among the

wooded hills. A pigeon service was employed by the French in

1870, to counter w h the Germans established a hawk service,

to bring down the pigeons. [prtnck Official Ph,Ttonr<iphs.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
IF

there is one thing more than another that
rouses anger and disgust against the Germans,

it is the stories of brutal treatment of prisoners
of war, revealed from time to time through
diplomatic agencies or by those who have been
Jmky enough to escape from the durance vile in
which a barbarous

enemy keeps his

captives. A good
deal has, of course,
been done officially
to mitigate the

hardships of our

prisoners ; but, even
so, there is still a
wide margin for

private effort, and
the work in this

connection now be-

ing carried on by
the Ladies Emerg-
ency Committee of
the Navy League
milst appeal to

everyone.

THE SUCCESS OF THE WOMAN "VET.": A CONVALESCENT.
Our photograph shows the saddling of an ailing horse before it is sent

out for a spell of suitably gentle exercise. [Official Pkvtogral ,h.]

As far back as

August 1914 this

organisation of

which, by the way.
Lord Beresford is

President started its work on behalf of the men
of the Fleet. That work grew rapidly until, in

May 1915, the Committee took over the entire
charge of pri-
soners Sf the

Royal Navy,
to each one qf
whom in Ger-

many, Austria,
or Turkey it

sends substan-
tial parcels of

beef, pudding,
milk, jam,
tinned her-

rings, and
other food-

stuffs weekly
to relieve the

dreary monot-

ony of the un-

appetising
items served

up to Hun-
kept prisoners
of war.

THE SUCCESS OF THE WOMAN
But, after The woman "

vet.
"

Is h .* ~

all, men can%
not live by
food alone, so
the Emergency Committee people have made

supplying

NO EASY TASK FOR A MAN I

VET.

rl.

W
!!!!f

n "e
ll" .?

hWe 5*'n ' W'th her ass'stant ' undertaking a task calling for
rength, throwing a horee-an operation indispen. ..ble in the treatment of

b^T/^H P
.

re"y horse - break "
- heroine of fiction some years agobut to-day the novelet's ,dea has been widely translated into fact. - [Official

pocket-money and tobacco at stated intervals, as

well as clothes to make good the daily wear-and-
tear on their not too generously supplied ward-

robes, and though, on account of regulations, the
routine has to be slightly varied, each prisoner in

Turkey is cared for in just the same thoughtful
and carefully plan-
ned fashion.

If you should

happen to drop in

at 56, Queen Anne
Street, Cavendish

Square, W. i, any
day between ten
and half-past five,

you would see as
much evidence of

charitable activity
as any that London
can provide. There
is the reception-
tfoom, packed with
socks and com-
forters, cardigans
and helmets, and
other comforts, all

waiting their turn
for despatch where

they will be most
useful. There is

another room, packcc. like a grocer's shop with
tiers on tiers of tinned provisions all bought
strictly in accord with Censorship regulations

that are doled

out, as occa-

sion requires,
for transfer to

the packing-
room, where

voluntary
helpers, grown
expert by long
practice, make
them up into

parcels of the
exact size and

weight de-
manded by
officialdom.

Talking of

parcels, there,
is a curiously
pathetic collec-

tion of oddly
assorte d

packets, in-

stinct with the

personal touch,

which, though
the men value

t so highly, has, in the face of war necessity, to
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Modern Cttarriors in Mediaeval Costume.

A JOAN OF ARC FfilE ON THE AISNE : FRENCH SOLDIERS IN A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY PAGEANT.

As a recreation from the stress of modern war, some French

troopi mi the Aisne front held a tttc in honour of Jeanne d'Are. They
Mere nun of the loth Battalion of the zoyth Regiment of Infantry

tAlpine), a lact which is mentioned on the photographs issued by
the French War Office. The upper photograph shows the Maid
and King Charles VII., with a group of knights. In the lower one

the King anil Jeanne are seen mounted in the background preceded

by a column of soldiers in mediaeval garb, some armed with crou-

bows, marching in procession along a road. The men taking

part in the pageant had recently fought in the attacks on the

California Plateau. The contrast with the modern uniforms of

the spectators b striking. [1'renck Official Photograph*.]
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to which alone official blessing can be given.

They are the ones sent by relations and friends,

who, blissfully regardless of regulations, insert all

sorts of forbidden luxuries, hoping that they may"
get through." That they never do "

get
through

"
is due to the vigilance of the workers

at Queen Anne Street, who are responsible for

THE SUCCESS OF THE WOMAN "VET.": TREATING AND BANDAGING
STRAINED HOCKS.

The veterinary profusion demands pluck, nerves, and muscle, but women "
vets.

"
have obviously come to stay. Many big horse-repositories throuEhout the country are
under the,r care Sick horses it has been proved, are exceptionally docile in their hands,

e are few veterinary establishments now which have not women on their staff.

Official Photograph.

approaching, anything that conduces to the greater

well-being of the prisoners becomes more than ever

a patriotic duty as well as a personal pleasure.

Not the least interesting branch of the work is

carried on in the correspondence department,
whose walls are papered with the names of the

extensive family of whom the

organisation has charge. Each
man's history is carefully entered

and filed, and a detailed record

kept of all parcels sent, as well as

of their subsequent history so far

as it is available. Special re-

quests are carefully noted and

complied with as far as possible,
for the work is carried on in a

very human spirit and with a

sympathy bred by common trou-

ble. Each group of prisoners has,
so to speak, its own special secre-

tary. One, for instance, has charge
of all the Jutland prisoners, an-
other deals with captives in Aus-
tria, someone else looks after the
interests of those who have fallen

into the hands of the Turks, so
that particulars of any case can

very quickly be turned up.

seeing that conditions are faithfully complied
with a precaution that tends, if only people
would realise it, to the greater comfort of those
whom they are so anxious should suffer as little

hardship as possible.

Yet another section is devoted
to the making of hospital supplies
for the use of the medical units on
the floating hospitals of the Navy,
and here the sympathy that the
work of the Committee has
aroused is reflected in the bales
of hospital and other comforts
that bear the labels of some of
our farthest dominions overseas.
Now and again some special re-

quisition comes in, and the
workers turn to and are more
than usually busy until the de-
mand has been met. Meantime,
the call for towels and sheets,
pillow-cases and bolsters, feather

pillows, blankets, and other re-

quisites is constant and unceasing
-no wonder that the Committee

extend a warm invitation to help
to nil who feel at all inclined to
do so. For, whatever happens,
the requirements of the hospitals as well as of the
men must be supplied. The comfort of the
wounded must be ensured, and, with winter

But the thing costs money.
It is impossible to do all that is

done, even on the most economical
basis, for less than somewhere in

the neighbourhood of two thou-
sand pounds sterling per month.

Any sum of money will be gratefully received.
Those who want to give a personal touch
to their gifts can adopt a prisoner, a luxury
that costs a pound a month or five shillings

THE SUCCESS OF
WOUND

THE WOMAN "VET.": TREATING A BAD
WITH THE SYRINGE.-[0.ff,:wf Photograph.}

'

LEG

a week a sum that is quite ridiculously small
when one thinks of the pleasure of thr person
benefited. CLAUDI.VE CLEVE.
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SUBMARINES AND FOOD-ECONOMY-THE ITALIAN BATTLE-MORE-DISTANT FRONTS-
AMERICAN ASSISTANCE.

THE problem of the submarine menace remains
as knotty as ever. Again the numerical

totals of enemy sinkings have shown a decrease,
but the tables afford no conclusive evidence that
the U-boat piracy has met
its match. Once again all

that the most optimistic
observer can say is that

things do not get worse,
and if it be true that the

enemy has more boats, or

more powerful boats, at

work he cannot be getting
a commensurate return

from their labours. This is

so far so good, if it be
true ; but we know nothing
of the gross tonnage sunk.

Meanwhile, a serious hole

is knocked week by week
in our merchant shipping,
and until that hole is seen

to be steadily lessening
there is no occasion to feel

anything but concern in

this regard. The end of the

war is still a far cry, and,

afthough the food shortage
is not acute, the duty of

economy is as pressing as

it ever was. The joyful
allotment holder has

gathered in the most of his potatoes, which are

plentiful and fairly free from disease ; the harvest,

despite the weather, is nearly all safely home ; but

I

ON A MISSION TO THE FRENCH ARMIES : COUNT

KOBAYASKI, OF THE JAPANESE ARMY.

French Official Photograph.

that is not a signal for riotous living. With the

U-boat before our eyes, and the prospect of

another long campaign (perhaps more than one),
we must look ahead to a day when supplies may

be more restricted than they
are at present, and save at

every corner. Official warn-

ings have been renewed in a

good hour, to qualify the

natural rebound of spirits
due to the harvest festival.

Never was there so much
need to celebrate the in-

gathering of the crops with a
thankful austerity. We shall

get through and win, if we
hold fast, says the Prime

Minister, but
"
only just."

That "
only just

"
is

memorable, and should be
a spur to Spartan endur-

ance.

Turning again to the

land - battle, the Italian

effort has shown no failure

in its thrust. The struggle
for San Gabriele continued
on the 1 2th with desperate
endeavour on both sides.

The Austrians bombarded
for several hours the

Italian positions along the
crest of the mountain, and also those on the
western slopes descending towards Solcano.

Thereupon he attacked fiercely from the west
[Continued on pa^t jo

AT A FRENCH REST-CAMP : WASHING-DAY. [French Official Photograph.}
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bc fighting for Lens: H Capturcc

BUILT AMONG HOUSES, AND WALLED AND BOMBPROOFED OVERHEA
One gets from the above illustration an informing glimpse into the conditions under which the Canadians and possibly other
troops as well are fighting in and round Lens. The illustration shows a large German bombproofed heavy-gun emplacement,
built of thick concrete and planted, if the term may pass, at either side among houses of the mining town. As seen, the
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Serman GunsGmplacement in the

H SOLID CONCRETE : WHERE THE ENEMY KEPT A BIG GUN.
ibers of one destroyed house are to the left above, and brick walls with the ruins of another house, standing on thevel to the right. The depth of the emplacement shows that a big German gun was under cover there, training widelyand left, as the splay outward of the sides of the embrasure show. [Canadian Wat Records]
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and south. At dawn began a bitter struggle
which lasted till noon. The engagement came
to a head on the western edge of the table-

land of Santa (\iterina, half a mile from Solcano,
which in its turn lies one-and-a-half miles west by
smith of the crest of San Gabriele. Every attack
was repuKed. and at last the enemy, thoroughly
beaten, gave up the attempt. During the week
there were desperate struggles also in the Carnia,
and great artillery energy in the southern zone of

the Carso. In the Trentino enemy attacks failed

completely. The Austrian casualties since Aug. 18

are estimated at 150,000 ; the prisoners which
have fallen to the Italians in that period number
30,671. Where the line does not actually

Gradista, Vuvue, Lugor, and Gribac. There was
violent enemy bombardment of the Russian

positions between Lakes Prespa and Malik.

Greek troops have occupied Janina, in Kpinis, to

replace Italians. They had an enthusiastic re-

ception from the people.
Last week we noted an advance of 800 yards

on Aug. 30 of the British lines at Gaza.. Between
that date and Sept. 14 there was no change in the

situation, but the Turks announced that we were
hard at work fortifying the position, and claimed
to be hampering the work by bombing raids.

The East African drive continued briskly. On
Sept. 8 the enemy resistance at Mponda, fifty-
three miles south of Mahenge, was overcome and

TRAINING ON THE WESTERN FRONT : A PRACTICE FLAME ATTACK.-[/.> K* Official

advance, it stands rigid. The great battle con-
tinued into its fifth week with unabated fury.The Austrians considered no sacrifice too great.On San Gabriele ten successive attacks were made
at fearful sacrifice, in vain. The present phase of
the battle is as vital and as fruitful as the more
dramatic opening. If there is less said by the
officials, it is not because there is less doing. The
Italian airmen have been no less busy than their
brethren further north, and above the swaying of
locked combatants they have done yeoman
service.

In Macedonia, on Sept. 9, the French made a
successful movement west of Monastir and close
to the Albanian front. Next day they went
further to the north, and occupied the villages of

all German positions occupied. The enemy re-

tired, and was closely pursued. Belgian columns
wei'e reported to be moving from the north on
Mahenge. In the southern area the Germans
were also in retreat from Tunduru to Liwale.
Portuguese Nyassaland south of the Romuma
River was reported clear of enemy troops. The
complete round-up is only a matter of time.

Two political incidents fall to be noted.
M. Painleve has succeeded M. Ribot as French
Prime Minister, but M. Ribot remains in the
Cabinet. Mr. Bonar Law, speaking at a reception
to Mr. McCormick, a member of Congress, made the
significant statement that without the aid of the
United States the financial position of the Allies
would now be disastrous. LONDON: SIPT. 15, 1517.

as Second-Class Matter at the New York (N.Y.) Post Office. 1
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STEADILY CLOSING UP ON THE BATTLE-LINE WITH EACH INFANTRY ADVANCE, IN READINESS TO
BREAK THROUGH BEYOND : BRITISH CAVALRY PASSING FORWARD IN A BOMBARDED VILLAGE.
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HAIG PRESSES ON A WEEK OF MORAL STOCKTAKING- LEADERS' MEMORABLE

SPEECHES-AMERICAN MOBIL1SATION-THE KING'S TOUR ITALY'S FIRM HOLD.

the (lays immediately preceding together with many farms, redoubts, and pill-

the reports from the BritishDURINGSept. 20

Western front were of the kind that is symptom-
atic of great work ahead. The sporadic fighting,

the raids, and affairs of patrols continued their

usual courso ;
but the details (which included a

new departure the specific mention of a regiment,

the York and'

Lancaster,
for its suc-

cessful raid of

the iSthinst.

on Inverness

Copse) grew
biiefer and

briefer, giving

place to curt

an noun ce-

ments of in-

creasing artil-

lery activity,
and then of

great inten-

sity in the

work of that

arm. The
enemy spoke
at length of

drum-fire,
and when he

uses that
phrase, and
at the same
time Sir

Douglas Haig
remarks that

there is
" no-

thing to re-

port," it is

now obvious

that news of

the first importance may be expected am
day. Accordingly, on Sept. 20, the afternoon

communique brought word that the Flanders

front was again the scene of a great offen-

sive. The attack began at 5.40 a.m., and was
on a wide front east of Ypres. Satisfactory

progress was reported, and in the opening stages
of the operation the British captured valu-

able positions. Nothing was said to indicate the

exact locality, but the previous day's reports,

which told of a tremendous artillery duel ranging
from the Forest of Houthoulst to the River Lys
a distance of fourteen miles gave a sufficiently

probable indication of the line attacked. Later

messages fixed the direction as Glencorse Wood,
Inverness Copse, the Nonne Boschen, and the

Zollebeke Polygon. The first three and the central

parallel of the Polygon were carried in two hours,

WEARING

ALSO IN

GERMAN FIELD CAPS OF

A GERMAN TRENCH - HELMET :

N AN ENEMY TRENCH THEY TOOK. [Official Photograph.]

boxes. Our barrage was the finest yet put up,

and the Tanks did good service.
" The day goes

well," was Sir Douglas Haig's comment in his

evening communique. It was a great movement
over the most difficult ground.

Nor was it on the Flanders front alone that

the bombard-
rnen t had
reached a

pitch of the

utmost vio-

lence. For
the twenty-
foiir hours

preceding the

opening of

the new ad-

v a nee the

gunshadbeen
more than or-

dinarily busy
on the Aisne,

in C h a m-

pagne, and
before Ver-

dun. French

expert opin-
ion incJined

to the belief

that the en-

emy was con-

tem plating
an attack in

force upon
our Allies'

line, but the

prospect left

the French
calm. They
were fore-

warned and well prepared. The attack would
fird them as ready as ever to resist and repel
it with that moral no less than that physical
determination upon which so much is staked by
all the Entente Powers. France has set the noblest

example in capacity for
"
holding on," and her

endurance has been the more heroic that her

sufferings have been sufficient to overwhelm a

nation less steadfastly resolute. With his pro-
verbial dash and fire, the poilu has in this war

displayed a doggedness and iron grip not

popularly associated with the Gallic genius and

temperament. But if that quality was over-

looked, the omission was due merely to imperfect

understanding. We have happily lived down, in

these last three years, many crude misconceptions,
the heritage of the Napoleonic wars. This resist-

ance, the only antidote to war-weariness, has been

SOME OF THEIR PRISONERS ONE MAN

GALLANT "CORNWALLS" OFF DUTY
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specially emphasised by M. Painleve in .a brilliant

speech. And the point has been much in the

mind of all the Allies during recent days. The
week was, indeed, a week of moral stocktaking
on both sides of the Atlantic. While the French
Premier issued a trumpet-call to his fellow-

countrymen, Mr. Lane, the United States Secretary
of the Interior, spoke ki the same strain before
the largest meeting of

business men ever held

in America. The United
States is solid for a

policy of
"
thorough," and

for sufficient guarantees,
when the time comes.

Mr. Lane quoted with
enormous effect Caesar's

order to the Germans
after he had defeated

them in Gaul. They were
to return to their own
country, repair the dam-

age they had done, and

give hostages for their

peaceable behaviour in

future. Hot on the heels

of this speech came
another from Mr. Hoi-

man, Prime Minister of

New South Wales. Speak-
ing at New York, Mr.
Holman outlined the mili-

tary capacities of the

United States, a nation

peace-loving, but terrible

in righteous warfare.

They would carry the struggle to the bitter end.

He drew a vivid sketch of the consequences of in-

conclusive peace. It would mean immediate pre-

paration for further outrage on humanity, the

AT A WESTERN FRONT BASE CAMP DURING AN
ALLIED SPORTS MEETING : A FRENCH GENERAL
AND A BRITISH OFFICER WATCHING AN AIRMAN

LOOP-THE-LOOP OVER THE SPORTS GROUND.

Official Photograph.

A fourth remarkable speech of the same day
was that of M. Ribot, the new French Foreign

Secretary. Speaking in the Chamber, he de-

manded reparation and guarantees.
" We shall

not," he said,
"
sign a peace of such a kind as

might compel our children to take up arms again."

Dealing with the French reply to the Pope's Note,

M. Ribot said it was ready, but, at the request
of Petrograd, it had not

yet been sent :

" We
must march in unison

with our Allies." But to

their terms of peace the

Allies had nothing to add.

The absence of a reply
to the Vatican has been

used as capital by the

Government inspired Ger-

man Press, in order to

pave the way for another

peace move. The over-

tures would probably be

made to America separ-

ately. But such an ex-

periment could only end
in failure. The United

States had set her hand
to the plough. Even Mr.

Bryan has declared in

favour of seeing the thing

through. Curious hints

from Germany that Bel-

gium might be voluntarily
evacuated were, if not
mere moonshine, first-

cousin to the familiar
"
retirements according to plan." The evacuation

of Belgium, if gradual, is already in steady

process of accomplishment, and the
"

will to

evacuate
"

is not a spontaneous attitude of

AN A.S.C. "HOME OF REST" BY THE SEA ON THE BELGIAN COAST: TRAWLING ON THE BEACH FOR SHRIMPS,

DURING A BATHING TURN-OUT. {Official Photograph].

perversion of all science to the purposes of the German mind, but is imposed on it by
destruction. Against this the free democracies of the Allies. A fourth inspiring speech was that

the world would contend until the menace was of General Smuts, who spoke of
"
victory slow

utterly destroyed. but sure."
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That a separate peace with America might be

attempted is not beyond the bounds of probability,
for the spectacle of resolution presented by the

United States cannot be comforting to the enemy.
To the words of Mr. Lane and Mr. Holman,
America is busy adding deeds. Sept. 19 was
Mobilisation Day in the United States. A mar-
vellous railway transport service,
of true American dimensions.

conveyed the first recniits to
their training centres. In all,

343,500 men joined the colours
on that day. They are the

vanguard of the force of 687,000,
that National Army which the
Western Republic is putting
into the firing-line. But even
this is only a part of the fight-

ing strength of the United

States, where about a million

and a half citizens are already
under arms. The moving of

the first drafts went with won-
derful smoothness, and the ordi-

nary train traffic was very little

retarded. Some of the troop-
trains had to cover a distance of
1000 miles. It was expected
that the mobilisation would be

complete by Saturday, the 22nd.

Equipment and supplies are

going forward at satisfactory
speed : the Medical, Signal, and
Aviation Corps are being largely expanded, and
it is believed that a fresh call to enrolled men
may be made before the New Year.

Our own supply of armaments and mil litions

the work of the actual combatants, has enjoyed,
for obvious reasons, less publicity than it

deserved ; but the King's tour has to some extent

lifted the veil of secrecy. His Majesty, who is

accomplished in the technicalities of all that

relates to ships, spoke to the workers as man to

man, and his presence made Labour feel that its

AFTER OUR SHELLS HAD HIT IT: THE REMAINS OF A FACTORY USED
AS A GERMAN OBSERVATION-POST ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

Official Photograph.

has been much before the public, on account of
the King's visit to the shipbuilding yards on the
Clyde and the ironworks in Lanarkshire. That
stupendous industry, which is of equal weight with

AS FINISHED WITH BY OUR GUNNERS : A GERMAN FORTIFIED TRENCH-
POSITION IN A WOOD ON THE WESTERN FRONT, WITH OUR MEN LOOKING

ROUND AMONG THE TREE-STUMPS. [Official Photograph.]

effort- are understood and appreciated. At Ibrox
Park, in presence of 80,000 spectators, the King
held an Investiture, and bestowed the Imperial
Service Order on Jeannie Robinson, the first

woman munition-worker to be
publicly decorated.

At the beginning of the week,
heavy rains greatly impeded
operations on the Italian front,
but from no point was there

any news of a set-back. The
present battle has, indeed, been

singularly free from the partial
reverses which so often follow a
great effort. A brilliant little

success fell on the i5th to the
Sassari Brigade, which gained
ground on the south-eastern
edge of the Bainsizza Plateau,
and captured 17 officers and 400
men, as well as some machine
guns. A heavy air-bombard-
ment was delivered on Aus-
trians massed in the Ravnica
area, east of San Gabriele. The
enemy's aircraft has been threat-

ening Venice, with the evident
intention of damaging St. Mark's.
The movable treasures have long
been in a place of safety, and

the cathedral itself is in splints and asbestos wrap-
pings. The roofs are reinforced with steel supports.The recent raids have led the authorities to take
even further precautions. LONDON: sePT . 22

, 1917.
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"Che King's Visit to the Clyde Shipyards and Cdorhs.

THE LAUNCH OF A SHIP : THE HULL TAKING THE WATER
; CUTTING THE RELEASING CORD.

At one of the shipbuilding yards which the Kinf risked In the

COUFM of his four-days' round of inspections on the Clyde, an

interesting incident wu the launch by the Klnf of a ihip designed
for certain work. It wnt off with complete uccess, but the sur-

roundings nd conditions were markedly war-time. There was a

complete abaence of the customary ceremonial, and the only

decoration was a line of flags of the Allied nations acroal the

building-slip. There was no band to play the customary muaic,
no lady ponior or bottle of champagne, no holiday-garbed array
of spectator*. The King limply chapped asunder the cords releasing
the dog-shores and starting the hull down the launching-ways, and

gare the name to the vessel. [Photos, by S. and G. and C.A'.J
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Oe King's Visit

WHEN THE KING WAS PASSING : WOMEN AND GIRL PR

A notable public ceremony during the King's visit to. the Clyde was the holdmg of an
'S

Glasgow. Scottish members of the new Order of the British Emp.re were mvested, three sold.ers wer, decorate,

and upwards of a hundred-and-thirty decorations were bestowed for military serv.ces, or for consp.cuou
con
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jstiturc in Ibrox park, Glasgow.

WORKERS IN THEIR SPECIAL GRAND STAND.

le war. The Investiture took place on a raised dais in full sight of the thousands of spectators who crowded the entire
s, and crammed the tiers of surrounding benches and the grand stands. One grand stand was specially allotted to women
rl munition-workers, and their enthusiasm as the King drove past knew no bounds. [Photograph by S. and G.]
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The King's Visit to the Clyde Shipyards

TWO INCIDENTS: AT AN ENGINE AND BOILER-MAKING WORKS; VISITING A U.S. WAR-SHIP.

In the upper illustration the King i wen being Bhown certain

machinery made in the workshops of one of the Clyde engine and

boiler-making firms. Kij Majesty's attention was specially drawn

to the excellent and satisfactory work done by the women and

girl employees, who were engaged in large numbers in the engine-

making shops and foundries, and the King spoke to a number of

them. In the lower illustration an incident of the loyal viiit to

the Clyde is shown. By chance, a United States patrol-vessel hap-

pened to be lying in a dock at one of the yard, which the King

risited. His Majesty took the opportunity of going on board tl

ship, congratulating the officers and going round the vessel with

the Lieutenant-Commander in charge. [Photos, by G.P.U.]
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tThc King's Visit to the Clyde Shipyards.

WORKERS CHEERING THE KING WHILE PASSING A WORKSHOP ; HIS MAJESTY INTERESTED.

The King's round ol rUiti to the shipyards and engine and boiler-

making establishment! on the Clyde was conducted with a com-

plete absence ol formality, lib Majesty walked through the yards
and workshops among the hand* while at work. The workers, how-

ever, managed to get a lew minutes off, and alter the King had
been through their workshops, congregated at places in the yards

where the King would pass before leaving, in order to cheer him.

Men and boys; women and girls, all turned out, and their en-

thusiastic greetings grettly gratified his Majesty. In going through
the workshops, the King constantly stopped to examine machines
and speak to those manipulating them. One such incident is shown
In the lower illustration. [Motes, by C.N. and G.P.U.]
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Che Crossing of the leonzo by It;

THE FIRST DASH FOR THE RIVER BY THE ITALIANS: INFANTRY
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an try near Hnbovo Bridgehead,

TRENCHES TO MAKE FOR THE AUSTRIAN BRIDGE-HEAD TRENCHES.

1 the Italians to gain a footing just below the wide Bainsizza Plateau, a belt ol table-land to the north of Monte Santo
lontc Gabriele, which the Austrian* have clung to tenaciously. They covered the plateau and its slopes right across with
s of trenches fortified with every device of engineering- during months of labour. The Isonzo is seen across the background.
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(GET Italiane Httacking Hlong the Baineiz

FIGHTING THEIR WAY UNDER HEAVY SHELL-FIRE : ITALIAN INFANT!

!he importance of the Anhovo bridge-head was in its proximity to the north-western edge of the- Bainsizza Plateau,

crossing of the Isonzo there enabled the Italians to reach the table-land without exposing the storming co.urnns i

uphill flirting over any great distance. The bridge-head was about four miles north-north-east of Monte Santo.
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ateau Slopes after Crossing the Isonzo. ESS?
c:::V ;

JTRIAN COMMUNICATION-TRENCH IN ATTACKING A WOODED SLOPE.

(d, the upland slop* to the Baimizza Plateau had to be traversed, involving the storming of a series of parallel trench*-,

intervening communication-trenches. Each successive trench-lme cxtr. :led along the slope well above the one in front. Italian

itry going forward alone captured Austrian communication-trench against a wooded trench-position in advance are shown here.
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXVIII.--THE 4ra GHURKAS.
THE WATER-CARRIERS OF CHAREEKAH.

WORTHY
of a place in the Book of Golden

Deeds is the exploit, almost unknown to

fame, of the 4th Ghurkas at the siege of Fort
Chareekah during the first Afghan War. The
little British force was very hard pressed, and, to
make matters worse,
the enemy had diverted

the defenders' chief

water-supply, which was
derived from a canal

running some 150 yards
distant from the eastern

wall. As soon as the
bed of the" canal be-

came dry, the water-

course formed a new
trench for the Afghans,
who lost no time in

taking possession of it,

and at the same time

they pressed their at-

tack with renewed fury.

Meanwhile, provisions
as well as water began
to run low ; but the

besieged cared less for

hunger than for thirst,
which soon became a
torment. A sortie was
made towards the place
where the water had
been turned off, but it was only partially suc-
cessful, and the garrison had to depend upon a

scanty supply collected in a hollow. A measure
of water called

a seer was
served out to

each man on
the third day
alter the main

supply had
been cut off;
next day the
amount fell to
half a seer; a

day or two
later it fell to

hah' a chittick,
and then
ceased alto-

gether. Some
sheep were
served out by
the officers to
the men, who
found some re-

lief from suck-

ing the raw
flesh. Others,

placing the contents of the stomachs of the
sheep in cloths, wrung them out very hard, and
obtained some moisture to cool their raging thirst.
The condition of the sick and wounded became

COMING FROM MARKET: CANADIANS ON THEIR WAY
TO LENS WITH FOOD FOR AN OFFICERS' MESS.

Canadian War Records.

OUT OF ACTION: A

wretched in the extreme, and the poor fellows con-

tinually shrieked for water, water, and ever water !

The lips of the men on duty became swollen and

bloody ; they could hardly bite their cartridges.
Muskets became so foul that the bullets could

hardly be rammed
home, even when sepa-
rated from their paper
wrapper. The plight
of the 4th Ghurkas
seemed desperate.

But these tough
little hill -men were not
to be beaten. One hope
of water remained. The
hollow which had given
them some small supply
was now dry, for the

enemy had found it out
and diverted its tribu-

tary channel. But the

spring which led the
rivulet was still accessi-

ble to daring. By night
a small party stole out
from the fort with can-
teens and lotahs. The
latter (brass pots) they
carried wrapped up in

cloths, lest the -glitter
of the metal should be-

tray the devoted little band. Arrived at the

spring, they filled their vessels, and, as an addi-
tional resource, they dipped the cloths in the

] .__ fountain and
carried them
back satur-
ated. When
these adven
turers returned

to the iort.

great was the

struggle for

even one preci-
ous drop.

But the
Afghans dis-

covered the

practice, and

posted sharp-
shooters, who
shot down any
who approach-
ed the spring.
For two whole

days there was
not a drop of

water in the

fort. The
garrison, mad with thirst, implored their officers
to lead them out to take, in fact, any risk to

lighten their sufferings. Accordingly, at mid-
night, Lieutenant Rose took a party of a hundred

{Continued overleaf.

WATER-CART FROM THE
Canadian War Records.

MINES OF LENS.
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france's premier: Combining the Office of dar JMinister.

A SUCCESSFUL WAR MINISTER AND ADOPTER OF THE BRITISH TYPE OF WAR CABINET : M. PAINLEVE.

M. Painter*: was Minister of War in the late French Cabinet, under

M. Kibot as Premier. He combines in his own new Ministry the

double offices of Prime Minister and Minister of Wtr. In the

latter capacity his tenure of office was a complete success.
" M.

Painlev-'," says the
" Times" Paris correspondent, speaking of his

recent policy during his supremacy at the Rue St. Dominique, '.'
at

the Ministry of War, had after the April offensive to take certain

measures. Together with those measures he instituted a more
humane treatment of the troops, especially in the nutter of leave."

On taking office as Premier, he instituted an "
Inner War Cabinet "

on the English model, including himself, with the Ministers of

Foreign Affairs, Marine, and Munitions. -
[I'holo. by C.N.]
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men, with all the lotahs and canteens they could extended order along the line of the canal, which
the water -party had still tc re-cross. These

Kipling's Gunga
type) and non-combatants, to a place seven
hundred yards to the north-east of the fort, where
a new cut made by the enemy in the canal had
overflowed its banks and formed a little lake.

carry, together with all the bhistis (water-carriers, the water -party had still to re-cross. These
of whom Kipling's Gunga Din is the heroic proto- auxiliaries cut off the Afghans who tried to tumble
twrvoi .,-1^1 ,,,, ,.,,,,,i, ,,,.,. * - ^.i,,.,, ,.,. OU of tjjg Water-coUrse on the fort side, while

Lieutenant Rose's party did the same for those

who emerged on their side of the . ditch. The
kukri did terrible execution, and proved, as ever,

Johnny Ghurka's best weapon.
Shah Mahomed himself was
killed, with great numbers of

his followers ; and his famous

green flag, long a mark to the

defenders, was taken. In great

spirits, the party returned vic-

torious to the fort with their

precious supplies. Everyone had
his thirst completely assuaged,
and the radishes did much to

relieve their hunger. Their
officers were proud of them, and
promised that the standard of
Shah Mahomed should remain
for ever in the regiment as a
memorial of that night's achieve-
ment. For some days the enemy
was less active.

The relief was, however, only
temporary. Once more hunger
and thirst became acute, and
hostile attacks were fiercely re-

newed. Lieutenants Houghton
and Rose made a brilliant effort to

WITH A NEW ZEALAND HOWITZER BATTERY ON THE WESTERN
FRONT: HANDING IN SHELLS. (New Zealand Government Official Pkotograpk.}

Into this they plunged their parched bodies
and luxuriated for a little. Then they filled their

vessels, and followed Mr. Rose to a fiejd.of radishes
half-way back to the fort. They crammed as

many of the roots as they could into then mouths,
stuck their belts full to take to their famishing
comrades, and resumed their
march. But trouble was in store.
Two hundred yards from the
walls of the fort Shah Mahomed
had posted 3000 men and had
set up his standard, a magnificent
flag six feet square, of the finest

green broadcloth, emblazoned
with the rising sun in gold em-
broidery. The staff was sur-
mounted by a trident and a
golden ball. Luckily, the Afghans
kept a slack watch. Lieutenant
Rose saw his opportunity. He
put the water-carriers and non-
combatants out ol harm's way
behind a wall, and cried to his
men :

"
Give them one volley

then the steel you know how to
use so well !

"

The Ghurkas held their fire

until they were within fifty yards.
Then, at the word of command,
they poured in their volley, and,
shouting "Goruck nath ke' jai !

"

they charged and set the bayonet

restore the water to the canal, but were treacher-

ously assailed and beaten back. About the

twenty-third day of the siege the remnant
evacuated the fort and set out to fight their way
to Cabul. On the way the gallant little force was
cut to pieces. To a survivor, Mootee Ram, who

and kukri to work with a will. A reserve company
t one of the gateways in case of need

heart the war-cry, and, rushing down, took

WITH A NEW ZEALAND HOWITZER BATTERY ON THE WESTERN
: AT A WORKSHOP FOR CARS OF THE NEW ZEALAND SUPPLY

COLUMN. [New Zealand Gwernmrnl Official Photograph.]

wrote down the facts and prepared a careful plan
of the position, history is indebted for the record
of this frontier romance.
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On the frencb Oisc front : H fieavy-Gun position.

m

CONCRETE EMPLACEMENT FOR A 380-MM. GUN : THE CIRCULAR PIT ; THE PIVOT AND FLOOR.

In previous issues icme ol the i guns used on the Weatern

Front have been ihown while en ,.,:te to their niinf nations, on

enormous, specially constructed railway truck* the only method

of moving i:ch ponderous, maisire wupont. In the abore illus-

tiattun w see a concrete-built fun pit, or empls'*rr>ent <or luch

a fun, awaiting its arrival, or altei the piece has been removed for

mounting elsewhere in a similar emplacement. The gun in quwtion

is a jSo-mm. (approximately i6-inch) gun a* heavy as any at the

front. Early in the war the Germans were credited with having

secretly built somewhat similar concrete sun-pits in peace within range

of Maubeuge and other fortresses, explaining that they were machinery

Boors for proposed factories. [/''TOK/I Official. Photos.}
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Our Irresistible Hrtillery on the Olestem fro

ROOFED WITH CONCRETE SLABS O

One thing this illustration makes clear. It is that no amount of German ingenuity in erecting fortifications can assure th

works, however strdng and forrridable, against demolition by our artillery now on the Western Front. We see here

fate, after bombardment by Canadian gunners, of one of the German concrete and steel-girder-.built block-houses "
forts

"
i
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Sample of Cflbat it is Hccomplisbing,

RS : THE REMAINS OF A GERMAN " FORT " AT LENS AFTER BOMBARDMENT.

cail them -on the outskirts of Lens. It comprised nails of solid blocks of concrete and with steel uprights as wall and

supports the roof being of transverse-iron beams with concrete slabs in layers over them. The brickwork walls of a house

led the rear portion and garrison living quarters. On top, an ordinary house-roof disguised the structure.-tCa^u. War Record*.}



(flbere the Defence of

GENERAL PETAIN'S STAFF HEADQUARTERS WHILE THE FINAL STAGES OF THE BAT!
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and the Defeat of the Germans prepared.

r

OF VERDUN WERE PROCEEDING: THE &TAT-MAJOR OF THE FRENCH "SECOND ARMY.
rou, n'/ut the war, specially charged with the defence of Verdun. Among its former leaders have been both General Nivelle
nd the present Generalissimo, General Petain, who personally planned and carried through the operations last autumn which
opped the German attacks, and drove back the enemy beyond the positions they originally held (From a Sketch by Lucien Jona*.}
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On the Italian front: Shield - Bearing

WAR-METHODS THE BATTLEFIELD : SHIELDSAGAIN A REVERSION TO OLD-TIME

Shields have been used on all fronts during the war. The Germans first employed specially constructed shields during the

Western Front fighting at the end of 1914 and the beginning of 1915. The Russians also used shields, in the form of screens

on wheels, to cover two or three men in their first Galician campaign. Several illustrations of German and Russian infantrymen
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Infantrymen Crossing fire-Swept Open Ground,

1AINST BULLETS IMPROVISED

advancing behind their shields, which were of thick steel, were given in some of our earlier issues. As the above photograph
shows, the Italians carry sometimes a kind of improvised shield, as protection for detachments of men sent on forlorn-hope or
venturesome enterprises, to be used when crossing open ground and exposed to the fire of the enemy.
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DEPOT DAYS: XV.-POSTED.

1"*iIJil
Day of Uprooting comes at last. I had

been thinking it was a myth. There was

no such thing as being
"
posted

"
away from

Depot for me. Having become habituated, I had

come to understand fully and finally that / was

not to be moved. Not ever. Something about

the North Light of the Depot enhanced my
peculiar beauty, and They couldn't bear to part
with me. All of us in Tent X 6, I might s-ay,

thought this type of thought. We knew we were

doomed to stay. The last of the latest recruits

got posted, and from them we heard stories from

various military
heavens, telling of ^B
cushy jobs and un-

limited
"

leaves,"

but we knew these

things were not for

us.

Yet the age of

wonders is not yet

past. The day
arrives when the

posting clerk yells,

"Nooton," and I

am booked to go.
It is quite true.

The posting clerk

might have liked

to make a mistake,
but X-O-O - Two
Three-One is the
" Nooton "

that is me. I am warned to parade
at 7.15 sharp with kit.

" With kit," says Pemby, in Tent X 6,

as he packs Jerry's spare shirt into my kit-

bag (excess of zeal only Jerry retrieved his

shirt).
" With kit, eh ? That means '

over-

seas
'

you 're probably off to Salonika."

RESTING AGAINST A GERMAN " DUD "
: A CANADIAN READ-

ING WITHIN A THOUSAND YARDS OF THE CENTRE OF LENS.

Cuntitlittn IVrtr Ri'cortis.

or three hours meanwhile, there is all the

romantic joy of speculation. Pemby is certain

it is Salonika. I am almost certain it is Salonika

myself (thanks to Pemby) until Craik makes me

certain it is Kydytch. Craik is furiously certain

it is Kydytch, which is extremely unpleasant of

him. Kydytch is not heaven. Rydytch is notable

merely for digging fatigues.

Jerry, on the other hand, is exceedingly

positive i am going to Cuchy ; Cuchy is an Army

synonym for heaven. If I go to Cuchy . . .

but is it Cuchy ?
" Tich

" thinks not.
" Tich

"

is convinced I am
bound for Tarbat

Ness. Why. I don't

know. I believe it

is only because
' Tich

"
likes the

name. Evans, on
the other hand,
thinks it is Egypt.
Bob, from Tent

]X 5, clinches the

matter by insisting
that it is Cocos

Keeling Island. The

only thing that

really matters is

that I am going
somewhere or

nit her, that I am
on the way. For,

I might say, I may yet be disappointed. Men have

been
"
posted

"
in the brightest manner before,

have gone off with a gay step, have been " washed

out," and have spent further months at the Depot.
But no, my posting is a fact. Overburdened

with great-coat and kit-bag, I march down in the

Squad to H.Q. and nobody flings me back. We

ATTENDED BY GENERAL HORNE : A CANADIAN CHURCH SERVICE AT THE FRONT AFTER THE CAPTURE
OF HILL 70 AND PART OF LENS. [Gimi./iVin War Krcorils.]

Curious how intrigued we all are about my
destination. It is an ineffable, an unfathomable

mystery, this place to which I am "
posted." I

shall not myself know where it is for another two

march to the M.O., and he finds that neither

measles nor aught else has bitten us to the core.

We march back to H.Q. Sergeants come out and

separate sheep from goats, parcelling us into neat
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TTbe Star Requires every JVfcm to Do f)is Duty*

THE NATION'S MAN POWER MOBILISED : SIR AUCKLAND GEDDES, K.C.B., MINISTER OF NATIONAL SERVICE.

Sir Auckland Campbell Geddes WA.I appointei Minister of National

Service *n succession to Mr. Neville Chamberlain (who had borne

the title of D ;iector -General of National Service), in August. He
is a brother at Sir Eric Geddes, First Lord of the Admiralty, and a

medical man by profession, attached for some years past to th

R A. MX. Prerious to his appointment as Minister of National

Service, Sir Auckland Geddes for a period during the war held

office as Director-General of Recruiting, with the rank of Brigadier-

General, being awarded the K.C.B. at the close of his term of

service. He reverted to cirilian status on taking up his present

duties. A big scheme for utilising the entire manhood of the nation

is shaping under Sir Auckland's regime. [Photo, by Russell.]
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little squads. Now we begin to get an inkling of

destinations. That squad, carpenters mainly, are
off to the West, apparently. They are gcing to

put up a new camp, hutments, and the rest. The
squad of M.T. drivers over there are still vague
about themselves. Half agree that they are

going to the Midlands to replace a train sent to
France. The other half is equally certain they

PLEASED WITH THE HUT HE HAS BUILT: A CANADIAN OF THE
RAILWAY TROOPS OUTSIDE HIS HOME ON THE WESTERN FRONT.

are going to hoick lorry-loads of gravel at Rydytch
for

"
duration." A corporal comes out presently,

a bold soul asks the inevitable question. Being
a corporal, he endeavours to be Delphic.

'" You 're

for Administrative Stores," he says loftily.
" New

Kit." The M.T. drivers come over to us, grinning.
They know what that means. It

means "
overseas," for new kits

are served out to all
"
overseas

"

men. They are pleased with them-
selves, because they are well, not
quite ; it 's because they are going
to get

"
overseas

"
leave. Over-

seas leave varies from forty-eight
hours to six days, the length de-

pending on the date of embark-
ation. All the M.T. drivers hope
for the most.

The variety of postings is quite
extraordinary. One realises the
enormous scope of the Army when
one hears where and why men are

being
"
posted." One small squad

is going to London to take a special
nine weeks' course in a particular
form of transport engineering. A
couple of men are going

"
some-

where," where the finest meteoro-
logical instrument makers in the
world have their works ; they arc

handled. Others are going on a
"
sanitary

"

course, their particular job being water-filtering,

purifying, etc. Of the clerks due to go all ways,
one is a chartered accountant and one a bank

manager ;
in a few months' time those two men will

be sergeants, and will probably be running Army
departments as large as any of the big stores.

These are but a few of the infinite variety of us ;

we are all there, from sail-makers

to dockyard experts, from motor-

builders to platelayers all are

on the dead level of khaki, and
all are giving our brains to the

- -*** I country at one-and-something a

day.
I am a clerk myself. I am

sorted out and shifted into my
small slot. I am given my pass
and my warrant. My railway con-

nections are worked out for me,
my destination has already been
informed by telegram of my im-

pending approach. I am loosed
from the Depot.

I have already said
"
Good-bye

"

to Tent X 6 : a most unemotional
and usual episode in this world
of. passing friends. How casual we
all are. How quickly we make our
chums, and how quickly we leave
and lose them ! They are down
on the

"
Square

"
now, and I

Canadian War Records.

am off out of their lives perhaps for ever.
If we like to make that a big thing, we can ;

but we don't.
" Good luck," they say.

" Good
luck," say I, and it is done. I am out with
my great-coat and kit-bag, and I am joy-riding
in a taxi to the station. As I rush trainward

trained instrument - maker3 already, but theyare going to perfect themselves in the manu-
facture and repair of all the latest designsOther men are off to take their place in a
great photographers' unit, where everythingfrom blue -prints to half-tone blocks are

MKNDING A BOW HE FOUND AMONG THE RUINS OF LENS:
A CANADIAN OUTSIDE A GERMAN CONCRETE POSITION.

Canadian War Records.

one of the latest recruits, confident that khaki
in a taxi can only mean "

officer," salutes me
gravely. I wave my arm, and show myself
in all my piplessness. I bet he was mad.
He is my last impression of Depot, and a not
unjolly one. w. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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On the frcnch front: Camouflage in a Tillage.

j
TO CONCEAL SOMETHING TAKING PLACE NEAR

A French camouflage device to screen off part of the roadway in

a Tillage, and deceive enemy airmen as to things going on in close

proximity, a shown here. Soldiers are seen fixing up the wire

supporting the screen from a telegraph-post in the village to a

house opposite. In a previous issue some time ago we illustrated

a set of very similar overhead road-screens made of cloth strips

BY : ERECTING AN OVERHEAD STREET SCREEN.
stretched across a highway by the Italians at a place in view of

the Austrians. A row 'of such screens, one behind the other,

would have the effect of the overhead strips of painted scenery

hanging across the stage in a theatre from front to the back ;

the sections viewed from in front looking continuously like one

stretch. [FrencH Official Photograph.}
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On the Battlefield
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CROSSING GROUND AMONG THE REMAINS OF CAPTURED GERMAN TRENCHES

" Ammunition ! More Ammunition ! Still More Ammunition !

"
is the order of the hour on the Western Front in battle.

Endless columns for both the batteries and the infantry keep filing forward from front to rear, in places across ground from

which the enemy had been driven only a shoit whilr before. A'!;nmnilion-wagons from depots or
"
dumps

"
at the rail-heads
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an Hdvance: Bringing up More Htnmunition.

BRITISH AMMUNITION PACK-HORSE TRAIN FOLLOWING THE FIRING-LINE.
of the light railway, bring their loads as near the righting as possible. There the vehicles transfer to Rack-horse trains to

1 remains of what, twenty-four hours previously, were trenches strongly held by the enemy. The teams depositmunition clow to the firmg-line for men-carriers to distribute to units, and return to bring up man.-(Officil Pkn^nft 1
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Olar-Zonc Rcpairing-Cdorhshope on the frcnch front.

AT A LIGHT-RAILWAY ENGINE-REPAIRTNG CENTRE: THE RANGE OF SHEDS; OUTSIDE ONE.
Specialised repairing-worlcshops of one kind or another are to be
found by .cores along all the roarls leading to the front, estab-
lished at easily accessible places within convenient reach of where
fighting is proceeding. Every class of repairs that the exigencies
>f war can demand is executed at these workshops, and they are
well equipped with mechanical plant to suffice for all the probable

needs of an emergency. By their means, time is saved which would
be lost during the journeying both ways of materiel requiring repair,
if it had to be sent to foundries or arsenals across France. There
are workshops for repairing artillery, transport and motor vehicles,
mall arms, railway engines at one of which our illustrations were
taken. [French Official Pliotograplis.]
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On the JMarne front: Hn Hnti-Hircraft Hmbush.

SANDBAG-WALLED PIT LOOKING FROM ABOVE LIKE A WELL: MACHINE-GUNNERS WAITING.A French anti-aircraft machine-gun squad is seen here lurking in
ambush in a circular sandbag-walled pit built to resemble the
mouth of a well, in order suddenly to open Sre from the middle
f apparently bare ground on expected Germar aircraft. The

locality is on the Upper Marne front, and the place for the ambush
has probably been chosen owing to the usage of German airmen

of repeatedly following the same routes in going out to reconnoitre
and in returning. That propensity it so marked that several corre-
spondents hare mentioned it ; while also in French 'papers narra-
tires have been published of how German airmen have been
trapped by French pilots who calculated beforehand where their
quarry would be met at different hours.--[French Official Pkolograpl,}
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On the British front during the Battle of flandcrs.

INCIDENTS : A FIELD RAILWAY WORKING PARTY OUT FOR TRACK-LAYING ;
TRENCH TEA-TIME.

Er*ry advance on the Western Front means the shifting forward

ni iil-StiJ. the temporary terminus of the light railways which

,-niinecl the battle-front with the main systems in rear. Working

parties are promptly despatched from rail-head to clear the ground

for the laying of the new line to as far as the fighting has gone.

As rapidly as the track can be levelled, rails are laid, and along

the metals additional working parties are conveyed to prepare the

next adjoining piece of track al>-ad. One such working I

travelling in tow of a motor engine, in excavation tipping-tri

is seen in the upper illustration setting out. The second illustra'

shows men of a battalion off duty cooking in a former British

front-line trench. [Official Photographs.]
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On the British front in Northern francc.

CAMERA ITEMS : CANADIAN RAILWAY CORPS MEN

The upper illustration showi men ol * Canadian railway corp In

France bending a rail for laying at a corn. In the backftound

an th tenti o( a camp. Juit ai Canada hai been able to furniah

a legion of expert lumbermen from the forests of the Dominion

for employment at their calling in aid of the Allies on the Weitern

Front, similarly Canada has nl orer expert railwayman, who

BENDING A RAIL ; TAILORING BETWEEN FIGHTS.

before the war were engaged in extending the constantly lengthening

trunk branch line of Weitern Canada. A Canadian uf an outpoit

picket in Leni, where our men broke through in among the forti-

fied houe of the town and established themselves earljr in the

attack, is seen in the lower illustration calmly occupying a brief

lull in the fighting for private tailoring. [Canadian War Korrf.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
T)REJUDICE still birs the way to women's
.L progress in many spheres of usefulness, but
almost every week women add to the laurels they
have already won for themselves since war drove
home the fact that they, as well as men, are

capable of rendering useful service to the country
and community.

Probably no body of women organised to help
the State since the out-

break of war have been
of more practical use

than the Women's Pa-
trol Committee founded
under the auspices of

the National Union of

Women Workers of

Great Britain and Ire-

land. The particular

problem with which the

organisation set itself

to deal was concerned

principally with the

young women and girls

in whom war-time con-

ditions seem to have
aroused a spirit of

reckless fnvolity that

suggested anything but
a happy outlook for

the future. The first

appeal for funds was
so successful that, em-
boldened by the en-

tirely satisfactory re-

sults of the work, the
committee are again appealing for outside support.

The workers themselves are. for the most part,
voluntary, but
the money is ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
needed for the

payment of
those who in-

struct them in

the delicate
duties that often

fall to their lot

For the Patrols,

workingwiththe

Police, deal with
actual cases of

offences against
the law, and
have, in conse-

quence, to be es-

pecially trained

by experienced

people,whohave
to be paid for

their services.

Begun as a ten-

tative measure,
it was not
long before the

A WAR-TIME CAME: GIRLS PLAYING LEAP-FROG
IN AID OF THE WOMEN WORKERS' SICK AND

BENEFIT FUND, IN MIDDLESEX.

Photograph by C.N.

IN WAR-TIME UNIFORM: WINNING THE FINAL OF THE TUC-OF-
WAR AT THE MUNITION-WORKERS' CARNIVAL IN MIDDLESEX,

FOR THE WOMEN-WORKERS' SICK AND BENEFIT FUND.

Photograph by C..V.

movement received the blessing of official re-

cognition. Lord Kitchener, at the War Office,

and Mr. Balfour, at the Admiralty, both ex-

pressed their approval. The Home Secretary

and the Commissioners of Police did the same,

and the latter took the very practical step of

employing women patrols to assist the regular

police force, with such satisfactory results that

the work is being extended to other districts in

the Metropolitan area.

V The valuable nature of

the help thus given has

been referred to by
Superintendents of

Police under whom the

experiment has been

tried, and when so em-

ployed, the women are

paid at the same rate

as a constable (305. a

week), and out of the

Police Fund.

Primarily, the idea

of the Patrols is to help
control those irrespon-
sible ones whose spirits
are apt, on occasion, to

outrun their common
sense, and with this ob-

ject in view, several

girls' clubs and mixed
clubs have been started,
with excellent results.

But though the need
for the work is constant,

the necessary funds are, unfortunately, a fluctu-

ating quantity. At the moment, more money is

needed to carry on what is generally recognised
as a necessary,

^^^^^^^^^^^HB^MBMBB as well as a

patriotic, duty,
and Miss Agnes
Garrett, Hon.
Treasurer of the

Women's Patrol

Committee, will

be most grateful
for cheques or

postal orders
sent to her for

the purpose at

2, Gower Street,

W.C.i.

America as

well as Great
Britain is learn-

ing to appre-
ciate the value

of women's or-

ganised help.
The splendid
way in which
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H Munitions fete: "Britannia,"
" ancle Sam," and Workers.

" ALL WORK AND NO PLAY," VERB. SAP. : SCENES AT CARNIVAL OF MUNITION-WORKERS.

The workers at a Urge munitions-factory recently spent a jolly

d*y t a fete, with sports and a carnival, in aid tf the Women-
Workers' Sick and Benefit Fund. The excellent object and the

cheery amusements attracted many spectators, and must have

brought a large and welcome addition to the fund. Our first

photograph shows a stately Britannia, equipped with helmet, shield,

and trident complete, closely followed by a quaintly, picturesque
" Uncle Sam." No. a has a neat suggestion of British pluck, the
"
lady with the light

"
obviously setting possible riiders at defiance

;

and No. 3 is an attractive picture of Lady Alexander, exquisitely

dressed*, as always, judging the costume "Sugar," for the novelty

prUe. [Photos. No*, i anJ 2. by AlJUn : No. 3. by C.N.]
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women's national service in America has been

organised is due in a great measure to the

help of the National American Women's Suffrage

Association as well as to the fact that, unlike the

authorities here at home, the American Govern-

ment were only too glad to avail themselves of

the assistance women so eagerly offered.

Early in the year, the N.A.W.S.A. offered its

hrlp to the Government in connection with the

food production, Red Cross, Americanisation of

aliens, and protection of women-workers in war-

time campaigns, and President Wilson (whose

wife, it will be remembered, is a keen Suffragist)

having approved of the programme, it was at

once accepted. Since then the four departments
of the Association have been organised to work
under the women's committee of the Council of

ensure the distribution of supplies, community

markets have been formed and are in full swing.

Apropos of
"
production," the credit of

"
running

" an especially interesting little horti-

cultural enterprise belongs to the Battersea and

Clapham War Hospital Supply Depot, which is,

it is said, the only London depot with a private

kitchen garden worked by amateur gardeners.

The scheme owes its origin to the energy and

initiative of one of the workers, who conceived

the idea of bringing the garden attached to

Springwell House, 80, North Side, Clapham
Common, S.W. (the headquarters of the depot),

under cultivation after its four years' rest, in

order that the money derived from the sale of
"
produce

"
might be devoted to the fund for

buying bandage and other materials needed to

THE KING'S VISIT TO THE CLYDE: A WOMAN-WORKER PLATE-CUTTING.

The King showed keen appreciation of the details of the great varieties of work inspected by him on the Clyde. In our photograph
his Majesty is seen much interested in the work of A girl plate-cutter who is using the mixed-jet flame cutter.

Photograph by Spott ami General.

National Defence. All the branch societies have
been mobilised for war work, and act as local

committees in connection with the various

activities, an arrangement that prevents over-

lapping, and has the double advantage of

saving labour as well as money.

Women's agricultural activities in England
have their counterpart in America, where there

are already 1,802,202 women working on the

land. With characteristic thoroughness, Ameri-
can women are seeing to it that the last possible
ounce of use shall be made of the results of their

work. From time to time food surveys arc

organised to ascertain the production in different

localities, and in order to prevent waste, and

keep the six or seven hundred workers employed.
Whilst Eve sewed and worked for the soldiers,

Adam put in his spare time restoring order in the

garden. All kinds of vegetables and fruit were

pressed into service for the good cause, and ulti-

mately sold again to the depot -workers, who
were only too pleased to avail themselves of an

opportunity of getting really fresh stuff and

helping a deserving object at one and the same
time. The garden has fully repaid the trouble

and care lavished upon it, and quite a substantial

sum has found its way to the coffers of the dep6t
as a result of the enterprise. As the organisation
is a large one, contributions or subscriptions to

help the work being carried on would be gratefully
received by Mrs. J. Emerson Scott, or Miss Eva
I-atter, at the Headquarters.- CLAUUINE O.F.VE.
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A NEAT SUCCESS AT SEA THE RUSSIAN PROBLEM MACKENSEN HALTS BEFORE
ROUMANIA THE OBSCURE BALKAN FRONT.

THE
constant vigilance of the Navy remains,

for the most part, unrecorded, but from
time to time little proofs of its sleepless activity
are forthcoming. One of these came from

Copenhagen on Sept. 18, when it was announced
that there had been a smart and successful little

fight 30 miles south-east of the Shetlands. An
armed British steamer had caught a German
submarine shelling a neutral vessel, engaged it,

and sent it to the bottom. Another enemy sub-
marine appeared and opened fire on the merchant-

are being forced to seek more distant spheres of

action. In the tackling of submarines, aircraft,

no less than sailing-craft, are doing silent, but

very useful work. On Sept. 15, naval airmen
bombed enemy shipping between Ostend and

Blankenberghe. A large destroyer was hit amid-

ships, and a trawler sunk. An enemy seaplane
and patrol aeroplane were shot down the same
evening.

Political affairs in Russia showed some signs
of increasing steadiness, and some promise of

WITH THE ARMY IN MESOPOTAMIA : ONE OF OUR TIGRIS GUN-BOATS PASSING THROUGH A PONTOON-BRIDGE.

steamer, but a British destroyer appeared and
yank the second hostile craft. There is every
reason to believe that such incidents are more

frequent than we are allowed to hear. The

enemy is given no rest ; and if he still does too

much damage to merchant shipping, he is paying
a price. The returns of sinkings for the week
were a mixture of. good news and bad. The
destruction of large vessels had fallen to 8, but

that of smaller craft had risen to 20. Six vessels

of unnamed tonnage had been unsuccessfully

attacked, and i fishing-boat had gone down.' The

average remained practically unchanged. It is

understood, however, that home waters grow

increasingly dangerous to enemy submarines,

and the larger German craft now in commission

stable government appeared out of the recent

chaos. For the moment it seemed as if M.

Kerensky had rallied to his side the forces that

make for order. He had, at any rate, so far

vindicated his authority that the Korniloff move-
ment might be considered crushed. There we'e
said to be indications that the Army in the Fieiu

was more disposed to return to discipline, but

beyond the assertion, little proof was forth-

coming. General Korniloff was reserved for

trial before a court-martial with a jury, a curious

blending of military and civil procedure, and very

significant of the present temper of Russia. At
the request of the Council of Workmen and
Soldiers' Delegates, it was agreed that the

trial should be held not in Petrograd, but in

[Continued on page to
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On the British SUcstern fron

A FORMER-DAY FARMHOUSE, INCORPORATED BY THE ENEMY WITH A LINE OF TRENCH
"We are billeted in a farmhouse," is a constant phrase in soldiers' home letters from the Western Front. The billet doe

not generally mean what one would naturally understand: a quiet, pretty, creeper-clad place, with overhanging eaves, twitterini

birds, and cocks and hens about. Rather, it means a place such as that illustrated above. The farmhouse we see was ono
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e are Billeted in a farmhouse,'

;-OUT UNDERGROUND : THE PRESENT OCCUPANTS, WHO STORMED THE TRENCH.
orth of France or Flanders border brick-built homestead; but for months past, until our August "push" began, the
house, with its roof and upper storey shot away, formed part of a German trench-system having concrete fortifications
tmg on it, and a dug-out below. Some of the men who stormed the trench are billeted' in the dug-out [Official Photograph.]
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the zone of military operations. The Cossacks,

in corgress, have declared through their Vice-

Hetman, General Bogayevsky, their loyalty to

the Government, with which they were trying

to co-operate. Their Hetman, General Kaledin,

whom his men had
refused to arrest,

declined the Chair-

manship ot the ('di-

gress, but was pre-

sent and delivered

a speech. It was

represented that the

Hetman's totir in

the Don districts

had no counter -

revolutionary mo-

tive, but, in fact,

the reverse. The
Don region was in-

fested by German

agents, who were

tampering with
Cossack loyalty.
That the Cossacks

should have been

suspected was due

entirely to miscon-

ception on the part
of the Government.

From the Riga
front little was reported, and further south

events were practically stationary. For three

weeks the enemy remained inactive on the

Roumanian front, as far as any general

operation was concerned. From this it was

fallen upon the great battle in that region, our

Allies kept the pot boiling with small affairs, as

combats go in this war. Yet in one of these

minor encounters, a new Alpine Battalion had

taken 400 prisoners and killed 200 of the

WITH THE BRITISH ARMY
OF A CAMEL PATROL

. WITH THE BRITISH ARMY ON THE PALESTINE FRONT :

WATCHING OUTPOST AMONG THE MOUNTAINS

evident that General Mackensen had found
reason to respect the Roumanians in their recent

magnificent effort. But, although a lull had

AN INDIAN INFANTRY ROAD-

OF THE SINAI DESERT.

region. LONDON : SEPT. 22, 1917.

ON THE PALESTINE FRONT : INDIAN MOUNTED INFANTRY

COMING IN FROM SCOUTING IN THE SINAI DESERT.

enemy. There was word of a formidable

concentration on the Bukovina front ; but
the Roumanian troops in that quarter were
considered well able to deal with any attack

that might be launched against them there.

In the Balkan
Lake Region ,

the

French advanced
somewhat on the

i gth, carrying a

height near Momil-

ista, and repulsing
an attack west of

Lake Prespa.
Artillery was active

in the Tcherna
bend. M. Venizelos

is strenu ou sly
grappling with the

food question in

Greece. But, apart
from these brief

reports, little is

known of the
Balkan situation. It

is many months
since an official

despatch was pub-
lished, and this

applies not only to

the Balkan, but to

our own front in

Flanders, but we know that operations
of importance are still in progress in that
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ON THE WESTERN FRONT : THE RUINS OF THE CLOTH HALL AT YPRES.

Australian Official Photograph.
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AfA77V /?<X4D RESULTS THE SECOND PHASE-ENEMY FAILURES ON THE FRENCH

FRONT HARVEST-MOON RAIDS-GERMAN PEACE -TALK.

WHAT
lias been called provisionally the enemy's new means of defence, and it inaugurated

Battle of Men in Koad was only just what may be considered a fresh phase of the war.

It was a fight in which definite results were at

once clearly appar-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ cut. To a sub-

stantial gain of

ground was added
a shaking of the

enemy's moral such

as he had not ex-

perienced. He saw
his

"
pill -box

"

blockhouses fall,

not so much before

the artillery they
were intended to

withstand as before

the infantry they

rHAT has been called provisionally the

Battle of Men in Koad was only just

touched upon in our last article. At the moment
of writing it was

impossible to give

any full account of

the results of that

quick and clean

day's work, which
secured substantial

progress in the re-

conquest of the

ridges east of Ypres.
The affair was one
of the most satis-

factory fights oi

the whole war. It

was clear-cut and

comprehensive in

its scheme, which
was not too vast to

be easily grasped.
It was carried

through with bril-

liant expeditious-
ness, and when
night fell our troops
bivoiiacked (so to

speak) on the
ground they had won. But the battle was re-

markable in other important respects. It broke up
a period of apparent inaction following the great
effort which began on July 31 ; it discredited the

were designed to

destroy. Our men
rushed the posi-

tions, thrust their

rifles through the

loop - holes, and
either killed the

defenders or forced

them to speedy sur-

render. In all, 3000
prisoners were

'taken. Besides this, the other half of the enemy's
new scheme was rendered equally futile. Behind
his scattered block-houses on the front line, he
trusted to concentrate huge masses of troops for

DRAWING WATER TO CARRY ROUND TO COMRADES IN THE
FIGHTING - LINE AT LENS : CANADIAN HIGHLANDERS FILLING

CANS AT A WELL ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE TOWN.

Canadian War Records.

A CONCRETE AND CORRUGATED - IRON GERMAN BLOCKHOUSE AT LENS : TWO CANADIANS, WHO HELPED TO
CAPTURE IT, LOOKING INSIDE

; TWO OTHERS EXAMINING PART OF A GERMAN RIFLE PICKED UP.- [Canadian War Records.}
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the cc.iinter-attack. But these concentrations were
found by the artillery and airmen, and destroyed
before they could be launched. The slaughter
is believed to have been enormous, and such

counter-attacks as developed were for the most

part ineffective, and never seriously changed the

situation established by the great operation of

the 2oth. Positions upon which
the Germans set the greatest store

had been wrested from them

finally, as it seemed ; and for

some days the enemy was plainly
stunned by the blow. His effort

was relatively feeble, compared
with those attempted after former

great British offensives. This

battle had no "
tail," as it were,

of swaying combats which neu-

tralised or arrested our initial

success. Our opponent was glad
to sit in the corner, for a touch

of the sponge and the bottle. He
had had a nasty one. He was
not " down and out

"
by any

means, but he had been down,
and he manifestly required a

breather before coming on again.
That he would come on again

was certain. On the morning of

Sept. 25 he began a series of

heavy counter-attacks with fresh

troops brought up by motor-omni-
bus and by train. His aim was
to recapture the part of Polygon Wood already
won by our troops, and to stay our threatened

advance in the direction of Gheluvelt. To this

end he opened a heavy fire of massed artillery on

attack of the first magnitude, to save if possible
the vital Paschendael Ridge, were forestalled on

the morning of the 26th by a new advance in force

of our troops. At 5.30 a.m. began the second great

phase of the Battle of Menin Road. On the 2yth
we held all our gains against severe counter-

attacks, which died down at the close of the day.

AFTER A HOT DAY'S WORK IN THE FRONT LINE : CANADIANS, IN A

TRENCH, DUG RIGHT ACROSS A RAILWAY LINE. TESTING THEIR GAS-

MASKS. [Canadian War Rtcorfc;.}

Inverness Copse and Glencorse Wood, and at the

same time he raked the positions behind our lines

with long-range fire. But these preliminaries to

what was no doubt intended to be a counter-

RELIEF AFTER A WARM DAY'S TRAMPING ABOUT NEAR LENS : CANADIAN

OFFICER, WITH WATERPROOF BOOTS ON, COOLING HIS FEET IN A

BATTALION'S ARTIFICIALLY MADE BATHING-PLACE.- [Canadian War Record]

The line on which the movement was made
ran for about six miles from a point east of

St. Julien to the neighbourhood of Shrewsbury
Wood, a little to the south of the position known

as Tower Hamlets. This line,

which registered our gains from
the aoth to the 26th, formed a

salient of which the blunt apex
lay directly east of Ypres and

Westhoek, and rested upon the

middle ot the Polygon Wood.
Here the Australians cleared the

remainder of the wood, and the

Polygon at length was won.

Pressing on, the Commonwealth

troops carried the German trench-

system east of the wood. That
was their objective for the day.
On their right, south of the Menin
Road, English and Scottish troops,

fighting all day against severe

resistance, drove the enemy before

them and secured that flank :

English troops took the Tower
Hamlets spur, and the strong
German field-works to the east.

On the left, English, Scottish,

and Welsh battalions pushed for-

ward to 'a depth of a mile and
cleared up the ground towards

~>Zonnebeke, which they carried by storm, and so

completed their day's programme. Still further to

the left, North Midland regiments and London Ter-

ritorials, attacking on both sides of the Wieltje
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Gravenstafel ami St. Jnlien-Craven-talel
Koad,

advanced half a mile and took all objectives

line of fortifu-d farms and concrete redoubts.

Later in the day, heavy xunitei -at larks wei

eheeked. At one point our men had to giv- a

little Around, but this they recovered IH-IOIV nigh

fall. The ])ris(mcrs numbered 1000 on a 1

BY A TRENCH AMONG THE HOUSES OF LENS

CAPTURED BY THE CANADIANS : A GERMAN SNIPER'S

SQUARE-SIDED, STEEL-WALLED "PILL-BOX," WITH LOOP-

HOLE SLITS, AND WITH ITS ROOF OFF, SET IN

THE GROUND ALONGSIDE THE TRENCH.

reckoning, and large numbers of German dead

were counted on' the field.

Bombardments and raids were the order of

the week on the French front. Enemy attacks in

some force were broken at Maisons de Champagne
in Champagne, and at Bois le Chaume, on the

right bank of the Meuse. The latter assault was

delivered by four battalions supported by special

shock troops, but these could do nothing against

our Allies' fire. Two subsidiary attacks, delivered

at the same time near Bezonvaux and Beaumont,

were also defeated with great loss. On the Aisne

front, on the a6th, there were violent artillery

actions in the Hurtebise-Craonne sector, but the

cannonade lasted only a short time. Raids and

bursts of firing were general along the whole front,

but infantry actions were, on the whole, infrequent.

On both the British and the French fronts

aerial activity has been maintained and increased.

Aerodromes, railways, billets, and hutments have

again been bombed around Courtrai and Cambiai,

Lens and Roulers. It is understood that, in

consequence of our airmen's efficient work behind

the enemy's lines, Ghistelles Aerodrome has been

abandoned. Twenty-four enemy machines were

reported down. M. Guynemer, the famous French

airman, was said to be missing, after his fifty-third

victory. A German statement has since announced

the finding of his body.

An unknown number of enemy aeroplanes

crossed the Essex and Kent coast, and dropped

a few bombs on a Kent coast town, doing

a little material damage and killing three per-

sons One perhaps two of the raiders got as

far as London and attacked an outlying district,

dso a district nearer the centre, killing fifteen

persons and injuring seventy. A new feature of

the raids was the migration of residents in t

threatened areas to tubes and subways. The

police instruction to "take cover" was very

generally obeyed, and its usefulness is proved by

the fact that all the. casualties happened to

persons who remained out of doors. The anti-

aircraft guns put up a most effective
"
barrage

"

fire, which practically stopped the advance of

the' hostile squadron. On the following evening

another attempt was made on the Kent and

Essex coast. Again the barrage fire was very

effective. One raider got as far as a south-

eastern district of London, killing seven persons

and injuring twenty-five. The enemy admitted

the loss of one machine. A third raid was

attempted on Sept. 28, but was stopped on

the coast.

The Central Powers have delivered their reply to

the Pope's Note. Neither the German nor the

Austrian answer was in any way a satisfactory

ONE OF THE VANES SET UP BY OUR TROOPS EVERY-

WHERE IN THE WESTERN FRONT BATTLE-AREA TO

TELL MEN IF THE " GAS-ALERT "
IS ON OR OFF :

A FREAK - FORM OF VANE MADE BY A CANADIAN.

Canadian War Rtctvj-.

document. The Austrian reply was the least in-

sincere of the two. The German Note earned only
deserved contempt for its fervent breathings of a

would-be pacific spirit. LONDON : SEPT. 29, 1917.

I
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Ht the extreme Cdestern nd of the HUied June.

"THE LEFT-HAND MAN OF THE BRITISH ARMY
It was notified some time ago that a certain sector at the extreme

end of the Allied line on the Western Front had been taken orer

by British troops. In the photograph, as the caption on its back

notes, we see
"

the left-hand man of the British Army," apparently on

duty as a sentry, at his post, stated to be " on the Belgian coast.'
1

It touches one's imagination to recall that from this nun's post

: A SENTRY-POST "ON THE BELGIAN COAST."

the Urn of the Western Front Allies stretches awiy through Flanders,

across Northern France, Champagne, Lorraine and Alsace, to the

wooded slopes of the southern Vosges beyond Belfort, where a

corresponding French soldier has his post as the
"
rieht-hand man

>f the French Army." Between these two sentries history Is

being made day by day and hour by hour, [Official Pkotopapk,}
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Smoke^Box Defence againet Subtnarine*

"A MERCHANT SHIP IS ENABLED TO CONCEAL HER MOVEMENTS IN A DENSE CLOUD OF VAPOUR
One of the most successful defensive measures against submarines, it was stated recently, "on the authority of a high naval

officer," is the smoke-screen device. A steamer thus equipped
" can put out a cloud of the stuff in practically no time, and

within a minute or so of sighting a hostile periscope. The smoke-cloud completely envelops every detail of the ship, and
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[ Steamer's Smoke-Screen Baffling a G-Boat.

GERMAN SUBMARINE BAFFLED BY A SMOKE-SCREEN PRODUCED BY HER INTENDED VICTIM.

makes her ten times more difficult a target. The smoke used is very dense. It is heavier than coal smoke. In addition to
the smoke produced on the ship, smoke-boxes are also thrown overboard, and these add to the density of the cloud." Alter

dropping a smoke-box, the steamer changes course and enters the smoke zone to manoeuvre. [Drawn by CkarUs Pears, R.O.I.}
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" Standard Ships" to Counter d-Boat piracy.

QUICK WORK : A STANDARD SHIP JUST LAUNCHED ; KEEL-PLATE LAYING ON A SLIP FOR THE NEXT.
As shown in the upper illustration, our new national

"
standard

ships
"

are, in externals, very like the ordinary cargo-carriers,
such as seaside and seaport visitors see numbers of "ocean
tramps" they are sometimes unkindly called. Internally the
"
standard ships

"
are to be a great improvement on existing craft

of the class, being fitted with up-to-date machinery for loading

and unloading, while the crews will be berthed two-by-two in cabins,

instead of in the old-time cramped and often insanitary fo'c'sle

quarters.
" Standard Ships," it is common knowledge, are to replace

tonnage lost through U-boat piracy. The term standard means that

they are practically of one model, and constructed of standardised

or one-pattern parts, ensuring rapid building. [Official Photographs.',
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Standard Ships" to Counter d-Boat piracy.

IN WORKING HOURS : STANDARDISED ENGINES BEING FITTED ON BOARD ; AT A SHIPBUILDING YARD.
in sets, known as the A, B, C, D, E, F typo, of 8000, 7000, 5000,

3000 tons. Additional types may be constructed. Their building
followed on the creation of the

"
Ministry of Shipping

"
in

December lt, Sir Joseph Maclay, the Shipping Controller, getting
to work promptly. The keel of the Brit *ndrd hip was laid

last February, and the TOM! launched in June. [Official Photos.}

Mr. Lloyd George stated in Parliament that the new tonnage

building in England in 1917 to replace U-boat losses was as follows:

between January and June, orer 480,000 ; in the present half-year,

1,100,000 tons, besides 330,000 tonnage acquired abroad -prac-

tically 1,900,000 tons. The new ressels are of one standard

design, whence the name "standard ships." They are constructed
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Ht the Outset of the Battle of Menin Road.

GRANNY," OR " No. 6 GUN "
: GETTING ALL- CLEAR FOR ACTION ;

READY TO COMMENCE FIRING.

"
Granny

" U the namt given by the gun-team in charge to the

big pi#ce wen in these illustrations, one of the "great guns"
now at tli Front In Flanders, which did its part before the Battle

of Menin in shelling the enemy's lines. In the upper illustration,
"
Cranny

"
Is being got ready (or firing on being posted in the

excavation in which the mounting was embedded the gun em-

placement. In the second illustration the same gun is seen all

ready for. commencing to fire on oVders being received.
"
No. 6

gun
"

is the piece's official designation, and three lengths of tht

shells it fires are seen laid ready beside it, also the. crane and

loading-tray by means of which the shells are brought into position

for inserting into the breech. [Official Photographs.]
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Mem'n Road Battle: Hn Hnti-Hircraft Outpost.

PREVENT GERMAN AIRCRAFT BOMBING OUR LINES : A MACHINE-GUN IN A SHELL-CRATER.
well forward and eatabliahed themwlYe. among the wall, of
datroyed hoiuea on the

battlefield, and in .hell-hole.. A couple
of anti-aircraft men with a machine-gun in poaition in a .hell-hol.

n here, one man examining with binocular, a plane
up for fh * <ij*inn .i.kt L- j . . ...

or foe

No lea. pronounced thmn the .uperiority of out gunner, during the
Battl. ot the Mealn Road, .nd of our Infantry In clow combat

eng.gemenl, w the .Ir-worJc oj both out irmen and our
i-enemy-.ircr.ft gunner.. Erery .ttempt of the Gernwn flyert
crow our dTnced line* ai soon *. our objective! had beta

Mined wi met .nd foiled by the nti-.ircrft gunnen, who went

J
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Catering for Troope within Range of German She

A HAVEN OF REST AND REFRESHMENT: ONE OF THE NUMEROUS HI

appeaiing for resh

to

by

t
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:

Rut Clo8< to tbc British front.
i

.ISHED BY THE Y.M.C.A. FOR BRITISH TROOPS IN FRANCE, NEAR THE FRONT

Mrait
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : LXIX.-THE CANADIAN ARTILLERY.

AN ACT OF SACRIFICE.

IT
happened at the Battle of No-Matter-What.
One day we shall know, but the time is not

yet. The story of quiet self-sacrifice, however,

depends upon no place and time. It was not a

showy or a dashing deed : merely a contented

putting-aside of a chance of Wr> and health, a
refusal to use means
to an end, because

that would have im-

perilled efficiency, and
would have meant the

sacrifice of comrades,
unknown and unseen

comrades far away in

the hottest and tight-
est place, who could

act only if they were

unfailingly helped by
the supporting guns.

The guns, the eight-
een - pounders, were
themselves without
their ordinary protec-
tion. They had been

pushed far forward,
their shelter was of

the shallowest almost
non - existent. They
had taken post in what
was practically open
ground. There had
been no time to dig ; they stood right up on
the surface of the field, very visible, an easy
mark. The Hun found them, and brought his
heaviest pieces
to bear. He be-

gan to plaster
the position at

his sweet will

with big
crumps. But
the Dominion

gunners stuck
to it; they
thought only
of the attack-

ing British in-

fantry, doing
their job away
in front there,
and dependent
upon the me-

thodically lift-

ing barrage of

shells to help
them on from

FOUND BY THE FRENCH IN A CAPTURED GERMAN
TRENCH ON THE OISE FRONT: A GERMAN AIR-

TORPEDO, OR BOMB-CATAPULT, OF A FINAL PATTERN,
WITH STEEL-COIL SPRINGS. [French Official

But as the fight wore on the gunners gradually
realised that they were up against something
worse than the tornado of shells that shrieked

and plunged and howled around them. And
the other adversary was more serious because

invisible. The insidious fiend came that day in

no warning cloud of

pale
-
yellow vapour.

It was of a new sort,

that steals along un-
seen and undetected

by any sense, until

sense begins to fail.

For this abomination,
vulture -

like, attacks
the eyes, withering
them horribly, until

they retreat shrunken
into their sockets and
are not. It attacks,
too, and shrivels to

nothingness every gland
in the human body.
Thus has fair Science

become, in the hands
of Kultur, a grisly

point to point.
And, careless

of the enemy
plastering and the hot hell in which they toiled,
the artillerymen kept their end up bravely, coolly
scientific amid that hideous welter.

hag.
At the first hint of

the presence of tlu's

old foe in a new guise,
the word was given

to put on gas-masks. For the bulk of the gun-
crews this was well enough ; but the pro-
tection, although efficient for the individual

welfare, has its

limits in re-

spect of the

body corpor-
ate. For there

are two in a

gun -crew, the

layer and the

fuse-setter,who
are the main-

spring of the

practice. Their

job is delicate,

calling for the

nicest scientific

accuracy. The
rest may serve

the gun to

perfection, as

far as speed
and smart
handling goAFT ? THE LAST AUSTRIAN AIR-RAID ON VENICE: WEIGHING UP AN

AUSTRIAN AEROPLANE, "K228," WHICH WAS SHOT DOWN AND FELL
IN THE LAGOON. [Italian Official Photograph.]

but, if the layer
and the fuse-

setter fail, the

piece might as well not be served at all for

any good the flying shell will do. Both
have to work to fractions of millimetres ;

[Continued wtricaf.
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During the Battle for Lens: Laying a Line.

RAILWAY-MAK^G * CAPTURED SU.URBS : LOAD,*G UP BALLAST OM HOU.S DtBlU. AND SLAO-H.AP,Tn broken hrirt *nA . _,!. _/ j ..Tht broken brick and itont work of dwtrojrtd houm In Uw mlnlni
TilUjn which duitir thickly round Ltns llkt rlnf of out.r
uburb., r S,in| UMd for b.lU.tln, lh light rtllwtri which
rollow trtry dnc of our troop, tnd mt.bliih nil-hedi within

i b*ttl-r. By thtlr muni l.r,tlr , tht troop* In action
reclTt daily lupplln of tmmunltlon tnd of rtlloni. All throufh

th. twwtr-four hour., prMculrlr, for ufttr'i uk*, >t nkht
tr.ln. kp .rrinn, with truck, l.d.n lomitlnuH tlmot to brelk-'
down point. Th. illu.tr.tlon. show truck, /or h.Il.t.l.Tin, btinthM up by m.n of . Canadian railway battalion. In th. low.,
llurtratlon, r.fuu coal from a plt-hwd ala(-hup It btlni
[Caiuulinii War
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they have to attend to scales engraved as

finely as an astronomical instrument. The

layer, too, has to be keen on his sights, and

bring a spider's thread into the justest align-

ment.
The gunners put on their gas-masks and went

about their work for a few rounds. But very
soon the eye

-
pieces were clouded over : the

layers and fuse-setters found themselves sadly

hampered. There was no satisfaction in what

they were doing. They knew that essential

accuracy was imperilled : their barrage might
be falling beyond or short of the required dis-

tance ; they were failing their comrades per-

haps they were endangering them by friendly

fire. It must be clear vision at all costs. There

was only one way to that.

were from a country where conventions count for

little, but where directness and the clean-cut

method prevail. Comrades were to be helped,

and helped they should be while the chance

remained. The unseen enemy could do its worst,

and welcome.
" We shan't let our fellows down." That

was as far as articulate resolve went if, in-

deed, it became articulate at all, for the type

is not given to speech-making or conscious

heroics. They were light-hearted, careless lads,

who would, off duty, be up to any amuse-

ments disavowed by plaster saints. There was

just one thing to be done and let the risk

go hang.
No doubt it was a serious offence. It is

not recorded that judgment followed, for in

ON THE FRENCH FRONT IN THE OISE SECTOR: A LINE OF MINES, LAID ACROSS PART OF A WOOD, GOING OFF.

French Official Photograph.

But the situation presented a dilemma to

disciplined men. To do the obvious thing
meant ultimate disablement. That, however,
was the lesser consideration. It meant also a

military offence. Well, that could be risked ;

the offenders might not be there to answer
for it, when all was done. The action of the
unseen enemy was not,so quick but that good
service could be performed before the poison
took effect. The decision, therefore, was taken
and acted upon.

The men were not the fellows to weigh pros
and cons. It is not likely that they . debated
within themselves what course to take. They
were not thinkers ; subtle dialectics did not form

part of their armoury. They were simple, un-

reflecting fellows, unconscious of any heroism,
but merely men who saw a plain path and took
it, rules and regulations notwithstanding. They

the heat of action many things may escape
censure. And some at least of the offenders

were past reproof, when their job was finished.

But they had kept their end up gallantly,
and paid the price. Without orders, without

consultation, the layers and fuse-setters took

the law into their own hands. Their shells

went over truly timed and rightly directed.

They did not "
let our fellows down." For, while

sight and sense lasted, the gunners suffered

nothing to hamper their efficiency. And when at

length they could do no more their work was

already accomplished, as it would not have been

had they clung to the means of protection from
one peril. That day the cruellest .sufferers from

gas were the gun-layers and iusc-settcrr,. .-V:-:

the reason ? But this story is no miaul..- of a

court - martial to inquire into a. breach of

regulations.
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During the Battle of JVIcnfn Road.

:E: STRETCHER-BEARERS WITHIN 600 YARDS OF THE ENEMY; A BATTLEFIELD ROADihC UW-r llhl*trtir>n ) c:mA_. l
***** nwnwtThe upper illu.tr.tioa it a testimony to calm courage and earess

a in the performance o( duty. Aa the caption on the photo.
;aph states, the ambulance party are removing a -.founded man"
within 600 yards of the enemy." AH round the ground i. lerel

and open. The party, walking at an ordinary pace to arad jolting
i- injured man, face the risk of being deliberately .hot at any

.'"
"C0r<lmn" with th unfortunately too-notoriou.

of the enemy in firing inducriminately on Red' Cros. noo.
combatant, on the battlefield. In ,he lower i!!u.tration i. .hown aroad near the M.nin Road for guru, tr.n.Poru, and reinforcement,

re up, made immediately after the battle. A. seen in the
ackground, it i. under hey .hell-nr..-[0^,a/
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In the Midst of the Battle of Mcnin Road

AWAITING ORDERS TO GO ON AFTER THE CAPTURE OF VELDHOEK : MEN

Veldhoek It, or, rather, wu-for nothinj of the place remains standing now, beyond
" a cluster of ruins "a roadside

village situated about a quarter of a mile on the far side of Inverness Copse, on the Menin Road, the locality in wi

battalion* of North-Country troop* attacked, a* ha* been itated. The troops, says the special correspondent <
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^ortb-Country Ooops in a Captured Trench.

H- COUNTRY BATTALION MOMENTARILY RESTING UNDER SHELL-FIRE.
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StrctcbcrsBcarere in the battle of JVlemn RoadtC

WITH A GERMAN SHELL BURSTING CLOSE AT HAND : BRITISH STRETCHER-BEARER

The work of the stretcher-bearers, during a great battle, is by no means free from peril. It is, in fact, a highly dangerous U

for the enemy's shells continue to fall about the battle-ground, and often the bearers themselves become casualties, and the t
>

they are carrying are wounded afresh and sometimes killed. This was the case, some of the accounts have told, in tl
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ting bounded Men off the field Cinder Shell-fire.

tIR DEVOTED WORK OF SAVING THE WOUNDED IN THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD.

eluded ^rlh
R ad '

^'.l'
" *IW

u
ayi

,'

th* me" f th* m*dical >e"icM P r'orme< th ;f <ut7 ^th steadfast heroism. Althoughf the nature of the.r work, from Hit thrill of excitement that animate! men going into action, yet they are
Hng wh.ch may be products, of eren higher courage-the impulse to succour comrades in pain and[
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In the Battle of Men Road: H Britis

" MORE THAN ONE FORTIFIED FARM WAS REDUCED BY A TANK "
: ONE OF THE LATI

In the Battle of Menin Road the ground was not suitable for Tanks. " We did use a few," writes Mr. H. Perry Robinson,
"
at (elected places, two of which were on the London front, and here, as elsewhere, they did useful work. More than one

fortified farm along the front was reduced by a Tank. The Germans also at one point made use of one of our Tanks. . . .
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Hwaiting the Order to Hdvance,

RITISH TYPE, WITH SOME OF THE CREW EMERGED FOR A BREATH OF AIR
Som time ago, in the swampy region mbout Inverneu Copse and Dumbarton L*kt, on* of our Tanks, going off on too

adrenturoui an txcuriion, got ituelc tno (ell into enemy handi. Since then the Germans had reinforced it with concrete and
mad* it the nueleut of a nippoMd itrong ooint. . . . This time we got it back, and thirty men."
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Cending bounded in the Battle of JMenin Road.

AFTER OUR ADVANCE : A FIRST-AID STATION WRECKED ;

The medical services, as usual, worked heroically during the Battle

of Menin Road after the wounded began' to arrive. Doctors,

orderlies, and stretcher-bearers were frequently under fire. The

upper photograph, for example, shows a First-Aid station when it

had been temporarily wrecked by a shell. All the wounded there

were rescued, and in a very short time the interrupted work had

been resumed at the same spot. In the lower photograph, which

was taken just after hhe successful attack on Rose Farm, a wounded
Scottish Territorial is being examined. An official despatch stated ;

" London and Highland Territorials carried a second line of farms,

including Rose Farm, Quebec Farm, and Wurst Farm, on the

line of their final objectives/'tO^cwJ Photographs.!
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Toad Battlefield.

INCIDENTS : CARRYING RATIONS TO THE FRONT LINE ; A NIGHT BATTLE GUIDING-LAMP AND BOX.

Until there lull been time to clear the battlefield of debris and

fill up fthell-hotea and level the (round across the captured trench-

lines to a sufficient extent for roads to be made, wheeled traruport

has to stop some way back, and supplies must be sent forward

by carrying parties. Some men of one such party from a battalion

or company, bringing-up ration! for their comrades in the fijhting-

line ahead in canvas bags, is shown in the upper illustration.

That sort of fatigue does not last long, with such marvellous rapidity

do the road-makers push forward roads. The second illustration

shows a night. fighting device to guide reinforcements : a box with

a narrow aperture in front for the gleam of a lamp to show through.

[Official Photographs.)
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THE NEW WARRIORS : I -THE PASSING OF THE INFANTRY PRIVATE.

I
PROPOSE to examine this thing called The
Army. Worse than that, I propose to begin

at the bottom of The Army at the private and
work up. This may seem, to you, to be flying
in the face of fate. The Army, especially the

private of The Army, is an old song and dance.
We have all heard about him. We know all

about him. We are well, I wonder ? Are you,
by any chance, thinking of the Old Army ? Are

you obsessed by
the idea of an

ordinary soldier

being very or-

dinary ? If you
are, you are just
the man I want
to get at. You
are wrong. There
are no more or-

dinary soldiers.

The c.dinary
soldier is dead
I mean spirit-

ually and practi-

cally rather than

physically. The
old solid lad who
went out with
rifle and bayonet
is now" Na poo."

I believe
there are still

many who do

infantrymen they 'd feel lonely, and would

probably ask for extra pay for being unique.
The old definition of a soldier

"
something

to hang things on "
is changed to

"
something

that goes on a course." We are all going on
course, and in due time we all become experts.
That is what a battalion is nowadays a collection

of experts. I remember a rather nice, well-done
Colonel being given a full, juicy battalion. He

was rather proud
of himself, and
it. He saw him-
self leading
charges, and he

began to train his

men in the ethics

of "Up Guards
and at Them."
Three days after

taking over, he
received a
" minute ''

ask-

ing him to de-
tail certain men
as "

bombers."
He did it,- and
then he was
asked to detail

certain others as

"rifle-grena-
diers." He was

charming about
it. He felt it

DURING THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD: BRITISH RESCUING
ENEMY WOUNDED- SOUTH AFRICAN SCOTS BRINGING IN

A CRIPPLED GERMAN. (Official Photograph.)

things with a simple bayonet and rifle I mean,
things approximately close to the old ideas ; but
I am perfectly certain they are not mere
privates. They are

"
haymakers-toss

"
special-" "

flat-sight
"

pundits. If they were just
ists, or

would be bad for the Kaiser if his battalion
had several experts in its ranks. They asked
him after that to have mes trained as Lewis-

gunners, and others as "snipers." And, quite
soon after, other bright boys went off to school

JRING THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD: AMBULANCE STRETCHER-BEARERS FOLLOWING THE ATTACKING LINE
ACROSS BROKEN-UP ENEMY TRENCHES.-[0^)flJ Photograph.}
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H parachute Descent from a Kite-Balloon in HctCon.

IN THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD : A KITE-BALLOON OBSERVER SAVED BY HIS PARACHUTE.

During the opening pbtae of the Battle of Mtnln Road, ont of

our balloon-obeerTere wae Men to bt In difficulties but he clererly

extricated himielf from an awkward position by meana of hit

parachute. In the photograph It la teen entangled in a tre* ai

he neari the ground. Deacriblnf the flrlt day'l operationt, Mr.

Philip dbba write. : The tkjr . . . wai filled with little black

ipecki like mldgea, but each midge waa a Brltlah aeroplane flying
orer the enemr't linee. The enemy triad to clear tha all of

them, and hla anti-aircraft guru were firing wildly, ao that all

about them were pufli of black ahrapnel. Behind, cloaely cluttered,

were our klte-ballooni, like inow-clouda where they ware caught
by the light, (taring down orer the battle." [Official Ptioiognpli.]
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themselves for "signals," and as
"
runners

" and
"
bearers."

At that moment the Colonel began to tell his

Second that this was all rather depleting. He had
already his regular posse of specialists the
"
smith," the "

bootmaker,"
"
policemen,"

AT A TRAINING CAMP IN ENGLAND: GAS-MASK DRILL UNDER
COVER DURING RAIN . ( Pkotagrafik by L.N.A.]

"
armourer," and to these must be added the

Orderly Room staff, bandsmen, batmen, transport
company, sanitary men, and cookhouse men
(cooks and permanent fatigues and the rest). He
began to tell his Second that very soon he would
only have officers and sergeants left to go over
the top with him.

"
Oh, they '11 all go over the

top," said the Second, who had
had some already." But I mean, who '11 do the

fighting ?
"

gasped the Colonel.
"
Fighting ?

"
echoed the

Second and the Colonel felt

that it was only politeness that

prevented him saying,
"
Fight-

ing ? What 's that ?
"

However,
he saw what the Colonel was
driving at and explained.

"
Oh,

you mean rough-and-tumble get-at-
'em-lads sort of work. Oh, they '11

leave you some for that. Only
we do it rather differently now.
Science, you know specialism.""

I don't think I do know,"
admitted the Colonel.

" Do I under-
stand you to imply that that
there 's much more of this sort of

thing jroing to happen ?
"

"
Lord," said the Second,

"
they

haven't begun yet 1 Wait until

you get .to the other side.""
I shan't have a

moaned the Colonel.

Well, perhaps he didn't have a battalion
-battalion, Old Style, that is. They

turned it into a little army all on its own.

They turned a group of his boys into
"
gas-

helmet experts
" and "

salvage men " who
made millions for the country in old clothes,

it seemed : and he had to detach
" Tunncl-

lers
" and men for the Diviskmd.1 Ammunition

Column, and high-brows for the

Mi Brigade
"
baths," and expert turn-

cocks for the water-pipe-line ; while

others learnt things in camouflage,
and some developed brainy kinks

for trench-draining.
And this specialism didn't stop

at the fighting side ; it seemed
that the laughing side, the singing

side, the amusement and comfort

side had its experts too. Ruth-
less

"
O.C. Follies

"
sent minutes

from H.Q. towns demanding Private

X. Y. Binks, who could sing George
Robey songs, or Corporal Sliver,

who woman -impersonated with dis-

tinct genius. Men who fight must
be kept in fighting trim, and a man
who can buck up the spirits of a
Division was as useful as many
bayonets. Divisional H.Q. also

demanded specialist gardeners ; one
man was hoicked out of the ranks
because he could do card-tricks in

a Napoleonic fashion ; a journalist
was requisitioned because he could turn out a

breezy Brigade magazine and there was, one

day, a raid on the ranks for compositors to set

up the same.

Experts, experts all along the line were com-
mandeered and set to jobs that made their fighting

**

AFTER ACTION AT THE CLOSE OF THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD:
MEDICAL PRECAUTIONS GERMAN PRISONERS FILING INTO A SUR-

GEON'S TENT TO BE VACCINATED.-[O^,a/

*"'" r ** "**
of the men more buovant and more effective.

The ld Prfvate had Rone," the New Warriors had
taken their place. W. DOUGLAS NKWTOK.
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German prisoners from the Battle of JVknin Road.

POETIC JUSTICE : BY YPRES CLOTH HALL ; TENDING THEIR WOUNDED UNDER BRITISH SUPERVISION.
There is something of poetic justice, or perhaps, rather, it would
be more fitting to say retributive justice, in the scene shown in
the upper illustration. Part of a column of German prisoners
taken in action in the battles along Menin Road are 'een being
taken through the wrecked dwelling-houses of Ypres, and cloje by
the gaunt, skeleton ruins of the Cloth Hall, which stand up In their

stricken bareness in the background. Th Menin Road leads throughhe centre of Ypres, so that in any erent all the captured German.
ha to past by and witness their eril handiwork. In the lower
illustration a German hospital under-officer, with another German
prisoner bes.de him, is attending to a wounded German under
supervision of an officer of the R.A.M.C. [Official
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Ht Last Beyond further Ravages frot

HAVOC WIDESPREAD AND COMPLETE : STREET RUIN IN THE OUTSKIRTS OF

Now that the "
Ypres salient

"
of evil fame, despite its other associations of British heroism, has happily ceased to exist, and

the enemy have been forced back, stock can be taken of the havoc that the Germans have wrought in Ypres. The two

illustrations above show, plainly and in the most impressive manner, how the entire city, in former days a close, compact
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German Gunfire: In Yprcs

; AND WHAT STLL REMAINS STANDING OF THE BOMBARDED CLOTH HALL
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Men of "the Hncicnt Hlly" draining in 6ngland.

ri,,: nrr." A """ "-- * - d.
...i country. The Wer il.ustration show, a ,.

Portugal h'^ttSJ'to'tt.
11**88" "" tyP<! '

fif
i

htin*-ma"

khaki
' "nd th cut " in th main that of o"r own'batulionT

cap,, puttee,, and all. They pk and carry their kit
after the French ' '

|
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Men of "the Hncient HUy" draining in England*

AT ROUTE FOR THEIR CAMP: PORTUGUESE INFANTRY 8EING GIVEN FRUIT BY VILLAGERS.

Ai is well known, in addition to the strong force of Portuguese

troops at the front in Flanders, or Northern France one must not

particularise their exact whereabouts, although some of the Germans

have already had experience of their quality with cold steel, with

bayonets and bombs a considerable body of Portuguese troops are

undergoing training in England. Here one corps of them are seen

on a road near a Tillage making their way to camp, and being

met en route by farm people from the district who distributed gifts

of fruit among the men as they passed by. As the photograph

shows, the Portuguese soldiers are of sturdy athletic build. They
are recruited from the hardy peasant tillers of the soil who form

the bulk of the .wpulation. (Official Photograph.]
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
A PPRECIATION of women in their capacity
\ as war-workers grows apace. Now and

again it breaks out in the most unexpected places.

After rather more than three years of war, the

War Office has awakened to the fact that it has

neglected its opportunities by failing to utilise the

services of women to any great extent. Appar-
ently it means to

remedy the omis-

sion without delay

and, taking into

consideration the

value at which
officialdom has

usually apprised
women's worth, is
"
plunging

"
quite

recklessly as an

employer of female

labour.

During its nine

months of exist-

ence, the Women's

Army Auxiliary

Corps now fami-

liarly known as the
" Wacks " has

more than justified

its existence and
done a great deal

of valuable and useful work. The War Office, in

whom the control of the Corps is now vested, has

decided greatly to enlarge the
" Wacks' "

sphere
of operation
and, as a pre-

liminary step,
wants 10,000
women d e-

livered, so to

speak, on .the

doorstep,
trained and

ready for work,
before the end
of October.
The demand,
however, is not

to stop there.

Another 10,000
women will be
wanted in

November, and
the same num
ber for many
months after-

wards. The

Corps is to be-

come a very
important aux-

HOW THE WAR-WOMAN WORKS: UNLOADING A MOTOR-LORRY.
The war-worker, of either sex, finds an inspiration In the work which enables

the heaviest tasks to be undertaken willingly. An Instance of this is afforded

by our photograph of women working loyally at the laborious duty of unload-

ing a lorry, laden with trusses of hay and straw. [Official Photograph.}

HOW ARMY SERVICE CORPS WOMEN WORK: NECESSARY PRECAUTIONS.

In this Interesting photograph showing A.S.C. women at work, it will be noticed that some
of them wear veils to prevent them from Inhaling the dust raised by the moving of

the hay and straw. [Official Photograph.}

For the moment the most urgent demand is

for domestic workers, of whom 5000 are required

with as little delay as possible. Forewomen,

Head Cooks, Assistant Forewomen, Cooks, Vege-

table Cooks, Housemaids, Pantry-maids, General

Domestic Workers, and Waitresses are all in-

cluded in the scheme, and the rate of pay offered

varies from 20 to

45 per annum,
according to the

work done. In this

section, too, recruits

are provided with
free board, lodging,

service, and wash-

ing.

Next to domes-
tic workers, short-

hand -
typists and

clerks are urgently
in demand. Three
thousand are re-

quired at once, as

well as experienced
driver - mechanics
for transport work,
who must be able

to undertake minor

repairs, clean and

grease cars, and
have had at least six months' experience in com-
mercial driving. But these are not the only fields

open to Eve, who is given a wide choice for the

exercise of her

energy and
talents. For, in

addition to the

workers al-

ready men-
tioned, there

are vacancies

for storehouse

women,
packers, shoe-

makers, check-

ers, bakers,

telephonists,
telegraphists,

gardeners,
grooms, as well

as for dopers
and painters,
fabric workers

(wing-working,
canvas stitch-

ing,sailmukinp;,

upholstering),
tracers, fore-

women and as-

iliary to his

Majesty's forces now serving in the field or at

home, and every woman who can afford the
time is asked to enrol at once.

sistant fore-

women, photographers, under the Royal Flying

Corps, and the Army Service Corps M.T. These

by no means exhaust the opportunities for work
\COHt\ntt*d wtrltaf.
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Che 420th Hnniversary of Newfoundland.

AT THE. LONDON CELEBRATION OF THE EVENT: "SABLE
The <joth annirerary of the diacorery of Newfoundland, the oldest
of., the Dominion-, wa. celebrated in London last week. JohnCabot hoiated the Enli.h flag on the i.l.nd in 1407, in Henry

i Serroth'i reijn. To inaugurate the week'i celebration of the
nt, the band of the Newfoundlander mm at the Front gave a

pecial performance in Hyde Park before an enthiuiaatic crowd on

September 22. The band hare with them their corp.' mascot .
magnmcent Newfoundland dog, named "Sable Chief," ihown a bore

> to three year, old, and K.le, ,50 lb. Newfoundlander, are
T,ng w,th the Grand Fleet, a. well with the Army, and have
'anably br.lluntly acquitted themwlrea. "The Newfoundland

Regiment" fought with Wolfe In Canada.-^*,, by Topical]
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now offered ; but they help to show how wide is

the demand for women's help.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that the

W.A.A.C. lias no place in its ranks for the merely
frivolous, woman whose desire to work is simply
the outcome of a longing for excitement or

AMERICAN AID IN BELGIUM: NURSES IN A SURGICAL HOSPITAL.
Our photograph shows a number of kindly and capable American nurses in their resting

room during an Interval of their valuable and constant cars of the patients.

French Official Photograph.

Department, but recruiting will be done locally

through the Government Employment Exchanges,
from whom particulars as to the kind of workers

required may be obtained. After having filled

in her application and returned it to her local

Exchange, the volunteer will be summoned with
as little delay as may be, to attend a selection

committee at the centre nearest

to the town in which she lives.

Should this happen to be more
than five miles away, she will be

provided with a warrant on which
to travel. In the event of the

selection committee accepting her

services, she will be summoned the
same day before a board of medi-
cal women, and if a favourable

verdict is given, she will receive

her enrolment form, and enter on
her new duties as soon as possible.

The War Office has established
a recruiting hostel in each Divi-

sion, and to this enrolled women
will be sent, before being posted
to their particular unit. For
women enrolling for overseas

service, a special hostel has been
established at Hastings.

change. Nor are the services of the part-time
worker required. Every woman who enrols,
does so for the duration of the war, or, should
it end in less than a year from the date of enrol-

ment, they will be liable for a year's service.
There is another condition :

women who enrol for home service
must be prepared to go to any
part of the United Kingdom to
which they are sent, whilst those
who volunteer for either home or
overseas service must be pre-
pared to go wherever they are

sent, and no guarantee can be
given them as to the country in
which their services will be re-

quired. War is a serious business,
and the women who agree to help,
however indirectly, in the prosecu-
tion of it, must make up their
minds to put up with its changes
and chances without grumbling.
The greater part of the 10,000
women required immediately are
wanted for home service, the mini-
mum age for which is eighteen ;

whilst those who desire to work
abroad must be at least twenty
years of age.

Women contemplating enrol-

ment for foreign service, will be interested to
know that very especial trouble and care is

expended by the authorities on the housing
problem. Luxury, of course, is out of the

question, but reasonable comfort is ensured.

AMERICAN AID IN BELGIUM: AN ENGLISH WARD IN A HOSPITAL.
Our photograph gives an interior view of an English ward In a Belgian hospital In
which skilled and sympathetic nurses from America are devoting themselves to tending the

wounded. [French Official Photograph.]

So far as recruiting arrangements go, steps
are being taken to ensure that each volunteer
sha!! be dealt with as quickly as possible, in order
o Uc away with the long

"
wait "

that is so fatal
rothnsiasm. The local Recruiting Areas will

->-.;.c Divisional Areas of the Employment

Residential hostels, under the charge of care-

fully chosen administrators, are provided, and
swimming, games, musical evenings and other
forms of recreation are arranged for leisure

hours. Holidays, too, are included in the pro-
gramme. CLAUDtwe CLKVE.
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NAVAL INC1DENTS-OSTEND BOMBARDED RUSSIAN AFFAIRS-SOUTH AMERICAN
FEELING ENEMY WRATH WITH AMERICA.

SEVERAL
naval incidents fall to be recorded

in the week's summary. A British destroyer
was torpedoed and sunk by a German submarine

in the approaches to the English Channel. Fifty

of the crew were saved. On Saturday, the 22nd,

ships belonging to our Belgian coast patrol bom-
barded the naval works at Ostend, and caused

very serious damage there. At the same time

they shot down three enemy seaplanes. Our
Naval Air Service was also very active inland in

the whole of the defences of Jacobstadt west of

the Dvina and south-east of Riga. The Germans
entered the town and seized considerable booty.
The Russians fortified themselves on the east

bank of the river, and continued to shell the

enemy advanced guards. On the 24th it seemed

as if our Allies were making somewhat of a stand,

in spite of recent discouragements. Detachments

had occupied enemy positions in the Silzeme

region, thirty miles north-east of Riga, and had

THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD : ON. NEWLY CAPTURED GROUND. [Official Photograph.}

the Ostend region, and bombed various aero-

dromes and railway stations with excellent effect.

Cortemarck Station and the docks at Ostend
suffered severely. On the 26th the dose was

repeated. Aerial photographs gave conclusive

proof of the damage done. A floating dock was
sunk and heeled over, a dockyard workshop was

completely demolished and seven others damaged,
while part of a submarine-shelter had been blown

away. Of the submarine campaign, it is im-

possible to say anything new. The sinkings of

smaller vessels for the week were only 2, as against
20 last week ; larger vessels, 13, against 8.

Arrivals are rather increased, sailings slightly

less than those for the previous period. It is

very much "
as you were "

in this department
of the war.

The week opened for the Russians with

another military reverse. On the 2ist they lost

inflicted severe losses. Some prisoners were

taken, and 400 dead were counted on the battle-

field. On the 25th two counter-attacks were

firmly held. On the Bulgarian front Russian

volunteers made some daring raids south-east of

Kimpolong. There was also some skirmishing
on the Caucasus front. But, although every sign
of restored firmness is welcome, and a step in the

right direction, Russia is still far from the time

when she will return in power to the struggle.

Political troubles are still acute, and the Socialists

are strongly at variance. General Korniloff

attributes his recent action to misunderstanding
of M. Kerensky's views and position. Kerensky
has apparently broken with the Soviet.

A .War Office announcement reviews recent

operations in East Africa. Three principal groups
of enemy forces remain in the field. These? have
all been subjected to severe pressure, and are

[Continued on fage 40
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on the fUnderefront

GAS-MASKED AS A PROTECTION AGAINST THE POISON-FUMES FROM GAS SHE:

The artillerymen in charge of the heavy bombarding guns, although normally posted at a distance in rear of the actual

fighting lines, the front trenches, are well within range of the correspondingly heavy ordnance behind the German lines.

Shrapnel from these can reach them, for which reason thev wear helmets, also enemy airmen can bomb them on occasion,



THE ILLUSTRATED WAR NEWS. Oct. 3, 1917-[N( ?'sJS!s]-a

rtillerymen with a Heavy Gun in Hction,

HELMETED AGAINST SHRAPNEL CAMOUFLAGED BIG-GUN POSITION.
netirnes dropping gas-shells Gas-shells are also regularly fired by the artillery on both sides with deadly effect whichtates the constant wearing of masks, such as the gunners here, with a camouflaged overhead screen, are wearing Thelycompress=d gas m the shells, as a rule, spreads for twenty to forty yards round the, shell-burst.^/^^
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eitlier dispersed in small parties, cr in general

I. The enemy's losses have been seven-,

and the final phase :>f this subsidiary war (small

by comparison, but really an undertaking that

would in former da\s

have ranked as a LIIL;.-

and important cam-

paign) is going forward

in the mo-.t sati-lac -toi \

at the British Headquarters, and returned to

London the same night.

The potential enemies of the Central Powers

continue to increase. Argentine public opinion,

n

manner.

Artillery has 1 en

active, and bombing
raids have been carried

out on the Balkan front.

Several successful
attacks from the air on

enemy cantonments took

place on the Struma

front, at Doiran, and

west of the Vardar. From
the Palestine front the

general announcement is

' no change," but a use-

ful attack, which re-

sulted in the destruction

of a bridge, was made
nearMaenon the Hedjaz
Railway, sixty miles

south of the Dead Sea,

and ninety miles south-

ea'st of Beersheba.

Eighty Turks were captured, sixty-eight men and

two officers (Germans) were killed.

On the Euphrates front there have been

cavalry and patrol encounters.

The Prime Minister has paid another of his

AFTER THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD : WOUNDED WAITING TO BE TAKEN TO A

DRESSING-STATION. [A ustralian Official Photograph]

dissatisfied with Germany's formal repudiation
of Count Luxburg, is in favour of a rupture.

Paraguay and Uruguay are in a similar state

of mind. On the 26th the Government of Costa

Rica broke off diplomatic relations, without

declaring war.

A significant proof of

Germany's exasperation
at the strenuous war-

policy of the United
States was given on the

26th, when Herr
Kaempff, President of the

Reichstag, delivered a

bitter attack on Presi-

dent Wilson, blaming him
for America's supply of

munitions to the Allies.

This, Herr Kaempff de-

clared, was directly at

variance with Mr. Wil-

son's boast of humanity.
The speaker claimed

that Germany held the

supremacy of the air, and
so prepared public
opinion for his closing

remarks, which referred

to a new War Loan.

During the days inques-ON THE WESTERN FRONT : ATTENDING TO WOUNDED AT AN ADVANCED

DRESSING-STATION. [Australian Official Photograph]

Hying visits to France. On the evening of the

24th he crossed over with Sir William Robertson,
and on Tuesday he held a conference with M.
Painleve. Thereafter he visited Sir Douglas Haig

tion, no German mails or

newspapers were allowed

to leave the country, and rumours were afloat

that the enemy public was disturbed by recent

events on th3 Western Front. As to the meaning
of that we shall know later. LONDON: SEPT. 29, 1917.
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Entered as Second-Class Matter at the New York (N.V.) Post Office. 1916.
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THE WA
LAST PHASE? GREAT

THE NEW SIGNIFICANCE OF AERIAL WARFARE IS IT THE

BRITISH VICTORIES FRENCH RESISTANCE ITALY'S FRESH EFFORT.

'"pHK last week of September and the first week

1 of October 1917 will be memorable in the

history of the Great \Y.r as the period in which

the importance of aerial warfare came home at

IciiK'th to the British Public. The long series of

raids on London which coincided with the harvest

moon may have been intended by the enemy to

force a wild

clamour for

peace, but they
had precisely
the opposite
effect. Public

opinion cer-

tainly became
more articu-

late than it

had ever been

on the ques-
tion of aerial

_
.,

fighting, but

not precisely
in the direc-

tion of the

enemy's hopes.
For it stiffened

perceptibly on

the point of

carrying air-

hostilities into

the enemy's
country ;

and
the authorities,

whose mind on
the subject had
not hitherto

been clearly

known, let it

be seen that

this considera-

tion had long
been in their thoughts, and that a vigorous
offensive on German towns only waited for

a sufficiency of material to carry the plan
out thoroughly. The claims of the Army on

the Western front were paramount, and, while

machines were urgently required by our fighters

in Flanders to harass the enemy there, the

further offensive had perforce to wait. But
assurances were given that Mr. Lloyd George and
General Smuts were alive to the necessity of

giving the German people a dose of their own
medicine that plans were formulated, and

awaited only the necessary resources. This satis-

factory outcome of a period of alarms and excur-

sions discounted entirely the symptoms of unrest

visible in a portion of the public, mostly alien.

The great body of the people remained firm,

obeyed police instructions and opened its mouth

ON THE WESTERN FRONT : CANADIAN TROOPS RESTING IN A SHELL-

HOLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE FRONT LINE.

The man with the binoculars is watching a Hun aeroplane. {f'amtdian War Records.]

not to squeal, but to ask urgently that this form

of hostility be sharply applied to the raiders in

their own homes. Once more the German has

miscalculated British psychology.
In the six great raids of Sept. 24, 25, 28, 29, 30,

and Oct. i, there were other reassuring features.

They proved the great efficiency of the anti-air-

craft artillery

and of barrage
fire in the air.

In all, some

eighty Gothas
tried to reach

London, but
not more than
eleven got
through. Our

gunners were
marvello usly
alert, following
the raiderswith

relentless and

unerring per-

sistency. On
the night of

Oct. I at least

one Gotha ap-

peared double-

droning above
a village to

the far north-

west of Lon-
don. It may
have lost its

Way, or it may
have hoped to

find a gap in

the defences

in that direc-

tion. But its

track was
marked by the pursuing shells as it swung round
from the north-east ; new and unsuspected guns
awoke to dispute its passage. At last the enemy
gave it up and made off. This isolated instance
was typical of what was happening on a larger
scale elsewhere, but it showed how well the
defence was organised and handled. So far, so

good ;
but the real deterrent will be applied

only beyond the Rhine. The casualties and

damage in, London were very light, and the

raids, taken all round, proved miserable failures.

Meanwhile, a substantial instalment of deter-

rent tactics had been advanced in Flanders, where
our airmen had been very busy burning out the

hornets' nests behind the enemy's lines. On the

27th, although the weather was favourable, there

was no raid on London, most likely because that

afternoon the R.N.A.S. had destroyed fifteen
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Gothas drawn up in line ready for flight on the

St. Denis Westrem Aerodrome near Ghent. Two
days later, the same aerodrome was again bombed.
Successful attacks were also made on the Aero-

drome at Thourout, the lock-gates at Zeebrugge,
and the Brugeoise Works. Other enemy depots

similarly visited were the aerodromes near

Courtrai and Cambrai, huts and dumps near

Douai, Gontrave

air-ship shed, and ,

railway sidings at

Roulers. Besides

this damage on the

ground, many
enemy machines
were attacked in

the air and brought
down. Nor were
the French behind-

hand in support-

ing this vigorous

policy. During the

period in question
our Allies bombed

Stuttgart, Treves,

Coblentz, Baden,

Freiburg, as well

as the railway
stations of Metz
and neighbouring
towns, including
that of Saarbruck,
where the first shot

was fired in the war of 1870.
were also attacked in that region. It was a

period of unprecedented activity in the air,

and marks the beginning of a phase of warfare

long foretold a phase in which aircraft will

play an increasingly important and perhaps
decisive part. With all our augmented resolu-

tion, we still shrink officially from the em-

ployment of the word "
reprisals."

WAITING

The earlier fighting of the week on the British

front was around the Polygon Wood and the

position nicknamed Tower Hamlets. The enemy
made the most determined attempts to recapture
these points, and once more drove masses of men
forward with the most extravagant disregard of

life. On Sept. 30 three separate attacks on the

Polygon were all repulsed with heavy loss. Early
on the morning

_ ,

of Oct. i another
attack was deliv-

ered on a front of

over a mile in the

same region. The
Germans advanced
in three waves,
but were caught
each time in our

artillery barrage
and were driven

back in disorder.

The attack was
twice renewed
during the next
three hours with a

similar result, ex-

cept that the enemy
succeeded in occu-

pying two of our
advanced posts in

the south-east
corner of the
Polygon Wood.

TO ATTACK ON THE NORTH OF THE YPRES-MENIN

ROAD : SCOTTISH TROOPS. [British Official.']

Several factories Throughout these days the artillery fire on both
sides had become increasingly severe, until it was
said to have reached a pitch of intensity quite

unprecedented. This has been said so often that

imagination is baffled to realise what the can-

nonade can now be like. It is, however, no empty
figure of speech, for our supply alike of guns and
shells is now more than adequate, and every day
brings a greater possibility of unlimited artillery

ON THE WESTERN FRONT : SOME OF THE GERMAN PRISONERS TAKEN BY NORTH MIDLAND TROOPS AND LONDON

TERRITORIALS NEAR THE WIELTJE-GRAVENSTAFEL ROAD. [Official Kotopuplt.}
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effort. Tin- enemy, still well supplied, has

answered our tornado with concentrated fire

directed against our gun-positions, which he

plasters heavily from time to time ;
but his etlort

becomes more and more localised, while our* is

V
NEAR THE YSER CANAL : TROOPS AND SUPPLIES ON THEIR WAY

TO THE BATTLEFIELD.

The method employed of gradually building up the bridges to their proper level should

be noted. {Official Photograph.}

general and continuous. On Oct. 4 one of the

greatest British victories of the war was achieved
on Passchendaele ridge, east of Ypres. The front

attacked ranged for eight miles, from north of

Langemarck to Tower Hamlets

ridge, on the Menin road. All

objectives were gained, and up-
wards of 4000 prisoners taken.

English, Australian, and New
Zealand troops took part, among
the English troops being batta-

lions from twenty-eight counties.

By the end of the day, during
which rain fell heavily, we had
won a long strip of the main

ridge, and were overlooking the

German positions to the east. Our
attack anticipated by a few
minutes a massed attack by five

German divisions, between Poly-

gon Wood and Zonnebeke. Their

dead lie thicker than ever on
these recent fields, and that fact

is, perhaps, the most significant
feature of the campaign,

On the French front, on Oct, i,

the enemy made a sharp artillery

preparation on the Aisne front,

and ,then launched three detach-

ments against the trenches north of Berry-au-Bac,
Only one party entered an advanced portion of

the lines, and was at once driven out. French

gun-fire foiled the rest, who retired with loss.

On flie 2nd, -there was a fierce combat between
Hill 344 and Samogneux, and for a short time

the enemy gained a footing on the north of the

hill
;

but our Allies, fighting desperately, re-

captured the position. Throughout all these

operations the artillery duel was very violent, not

only on the right bank of the Meuse, but on the

Aisne and north-west of Rheims.

At the latter point the artillery

broke up enemy troops massing
for an attack. The enemy at-

tempted some raiding near IJraye-

en-Laonnois and at Ailles, but

without success.

After a comparatively station-

ary period, although there .has

been no inaction, the Italians by
a brilliant movement improved
their position on the Bainsizza

Plateau. A storming force of

the Second Army swept forwards

towards the south-eastern edge of

the Plateau, and attacked some

high ground south of Podlaka
and south-east of Madomi. The

positions were taken and were,

held, and a respectable haul of

prisoners fell to our Allies. In all,

49 officers and over 2000 men were
taken. There was some sharp

fighting on the slopes of San Gab-

riele, the enemy trying to dislodge
the Italians from the Sella di Dol

positions. These attacks came
to nothing, and cojt the Austrians, in prisoners,
6 officers and 80 men. The Italians, like the

rest of the Allies, have also been busy in the air,

bombarding military depots and works. A large

DRIVING AWAY
ON

A HUN PLANE : AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN IN ACTION
THE WESTERN FRONT. [Official Photograph.]

squadron of aircraft went, in misty weather, to

Pola, whese it bombed the arsenal and the sub-
marine base. Over three tons of high-explosive
shells were dropped, with excellent effect. The
Italian Navy has also had its turn of" action
once more in the Adriatic. LONDOV : OCT. 6, 1917.
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"Hn Hbsolute protection Hgainst JSToxious Vapour."

GAS-MASK PRACTICE BY SCOTS GUARDS: ADVANCING THROUGH SMOKE; ADJUSTING MASKS.
ie Brrtish troops are well protected against German poison-gas,

and, rnorrorer, well prorided with means of retaliation. The
Canadians, fcr example, ue gas-shells largely to bcmtard the
Sermans in I.ens. "The domination by gas," writes *r. Percrtal
Phillips in a recent account of fighting there, "has killed the activity
of the German infantry, and the enemy confines his eflorts almost

wholly to bombardment.. H. trie, retaliatory dote, of hit own gas-
n 8-tnch gas-shell, the largest of this type yet fired into the Canadian
nea, has made its appearance-but the new type of head^corering

y ivued to our troops is an absolute protection against ererykwd of noxious rapour, and men forced to wear it at times can
freely about their work."-[/>* fc,s . fry Sport and Gtnfral ]
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Cwo phases of a Shell's Career.

*

CUN-FIRE AT THE FRONT : A SHELL-BURST IN GLENCORSE WOOD ; AMMUNITION BY LIGHT RAILWAY.

Our photographs show two phases of a shell's career tSm morc'nt

of its explosion, and its journey to the nuns. The shell seen bursting

in the upper illustration is a German one. In the lower photograph

a train-load of British shells is seen being taken up to the front by

light railway, Our gunners hare now a practically unlimited supply

of ammunition. [-4 iisiraiian Official Photographs.]

"The noise of peat gun-fire," wrote Mr. Philip Gibbs a few days

mgo from the British front, "goes on rising and falling in gusts, and,

like the b>t of surf to people who live by the sea, It is the constant

sound in men's earl, not disturbing their work unless they are close

enough to suffer from the power behind the thunder strokes. . . The

artillery battle is endless, and on both sides is intense and widespread."
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"Hrcbies" for Hir-Raiders at the front.

ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE IN TWO FORMS: PREVENTING ENEMY OBSERVATION IN A BATTLE; "ARCHIES."

Two kinds of British anti-aircraft fire are here illustrated. The

upper photograph show* a machine-gun in action during a battle, to

prerent enemy machines doing observation work. In the lower one,

two regular anti-aircraft guns, or "Archies," are teen being trained

upon a German aeroplane, while some Australian soldiers look on

with interest. At the front they know what moonlight air-raids are.

Describing one such occasion recently, Mr. Philip Gibba writes : "There
was the loud drone of engines and the barking of many Archies, and
between the stars, very bright and glinting, shrapnel bursting in .

the sky, and searchlights creeping backwards and forwards to find

the night-birds. ... 'I wonder If the devils we over London to-

night,' said an officer." [Australian Official Photographs.]
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t:hc Battle of JMerrin Road: Che Storming of Zonncbche.

BEFORE THE ASSAULT OPENED : WELSH
"Infllih, ScotlUh, nl Wel.h batulloni, ptnttratlnf th tntmy'l
dtfenrtl lo 4 dapth of ntmilj . mile, Harmed Zonnfbeke and
fln-t tht lint ul thtlr objtttw." So Sir DougUt Hij, In hi.

Mcond dnnilch on SrpUmbtr 10, nimmirlMd ntnll In one i,l Ihemoit
brilllkntljr lucrcuhil pie ol hard fljhtinf In tht Mrirt ol rotitmnuut
tctioni known > th B.lll, o M,m Road. In th uppir itlullration

INFANTRY FILING FORWARD
;
COMING UP BY TRAIN.

art h.wn mm of one of tht Welih battalloni nl!n( forward to Join the

aiaaultin( iruooi. In tht lowtr Illuttritlon wt Mt a train of truck>

on a liflii fltld rallwar Jutt in rtar of tht n(htin(-line, brinxln( up
men of Wr' .h battalion a ihort timt before the infantry attack on

ZonnrUkt wt launrhxl, tugtther with ome Hifhlanden and othrv

(lifui.il l-Hfluftaph- }
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Battle of ]Menin Road: During a Bombardment.

BEFORE ZONNEBEKE
In the upper illustration u teen the fun-detachment serTinf one

Ir-e heary piecea which had iti part in action durinf the bombard-
ment preliminary to the stwmfnf of the atrorifly tortMed German
poirtiooi round Zonnebeke. The artillerymen are havinf a brief

pell of rut ju.t time lor a amokr- durinf an Interval In -heir in-

: nriruj. The preeent German defence method which hai nib-

GOAT-MASCOT.
luccewive rowi of half-underfround concrete redoubts

"pill.boxea "irrecularly placed amonf machine-fun "nests" in

ihell-craters, lor the continuous lines of deep trenches haretofore
unlTersal, has made our artillery bombardment work more difficult
to execute

; but the tasks are accomplished. The lower Illustration
shews an artractire detail 'at a corner In the battlefield. [OJicMl />**.}
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Human Side of iar :

IN ONE OF THE RARE HOURS OF EASE WHICH MEN IN THE FIGHTING

The horrors of the war under which half the world is suffering have a tendency to mate
^s

forget that ever,, So

struggle has its intervals, brief and infrequent perhaps, but all the more welcome, m which somethmg appro

comfort can be enjoyed. There are those who have only too keen a perception of the fact that war must ever be cruel
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immer flowers within Range of the Guns.
n

ABLE TO ENJOY : A CANADIAN OFFICER READING A PAPER FROM HOME.
iich blinds them to the pleasanter truth that soldiers, as men, are often humane. Our photograph shows a Canadian officer

iing in one of the mterrals in which he is down from the nrin?-line. The rough tent suggests nothing approach -
t>H. But there are flowers blooming in the window-boxes. [Ptoto. Canadian War Record,.)
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Our Officers Invariably Lead Cheir Men

WHERE OPTIMUM PREVAILS : CHEERY CAMADIA* o
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS : LXX.-THE 71ST HIGHLANDERS.
A CAPTIVE CORPS.

WHEN the American War of Independence

began, the 7ist (or Frazer) Highlanders
were in their infancy. The corps had only just
been raised by a number of Scottish gentlemen,

many of whom got their commissions in return

for having recruited so many men from their own
lands or district. Most of the privates spoke no

English, and when the regiment in its new state

was suddenly
embarked at
Greenock for

foreign service

it was almost

entirelyignorant
of drill and
discipline. The

corps sailed on

April 21, 1776,
and on the voy-
age out a gallant
effort was made
to carry on with

training, even
on the cramped
space of a trans-

port's deck.
The men were
accustomed to

the Englishword
of command,
were brought to

some proficiency
in musketry.

THE NEW LONDON BRANCH OF
AUSTRALIA RECENTLY OPENED

COMMISSIONER: IN THE

PliatograpK

and were even exercised in a few of the simpler
squad and company movements. The ship
formed part of a convoy of about a hundred sail

moving with a convoy's proverbial slowness, for
the least speedy ship set the pace. Half-way
across the Atlantic a great storm came on, and

the Highlanders' vessel was separated from its

consorts. The troops endured terrible miseries,
and when at length the weather moderated they
found themselves alone on the ocean. Battered
as they were, they soon picked up their spirits.

On the second day of fair weather, a sail hove
in sight. Ammunition was served out, and the

ship's four light pieces of cannon were loaded.

But the vessel

proved to be one
of the scattered

convoy. The
officers con-
sulted together,
and decided to

steer for Boston.
On June 16 they
sighted Cape
Cod, and came

slowly up into

Nantucket
Roads, where

they cast an-

chor. To their

surprise.the tele-

graph station

gave no welcom-

ing signal, nor

did any boat put
off to receive

the transport.
Even the cus-

tomary salute

THE COMMONWEALTH BANK OF
BY MR. FISHER, THE HIGH
MILITARY DEPARTMENT.

by L.N.A.

was not fired from the battery on Long Island.

Officers and men crowded the bulwarks
and gazed curiously at the shore, wondering
why they could see no sign of a British Fleet.

Then at last the battery woke up. The flash

of the first gun was followed by the plunging
\CpnNnntii vitrttat.

CANADIANS HONOUR.NG THEIR DEAD ON THE WESTERN FRONT: A MEMOR.AL SERV.CE TO MEN
' THE QUEBEC REGIMENT. WHO FELL ON V.MY R.DGE^P*W* * ***. War
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economy on a OTestern front Battlefield.

TRENCH c. EARING: SHOVELLING CARTRIDGE-CASES INTO BAGS AND COLLECTING UNUSED BOMB?.

In the earlier oay. U the war, during th "war of petition.,

it.ti-.n4r. for wttk. to th- trench*, on th* AUn .nd the YprK

Iror.U. ther. w, it w.s lUt^d, in all *rmiM .
.like tho of tl

enemy and of the AHi, con.ioer.bte wte of MlHA "

c.rt tidg,.c.^ .nd .m.lw.pon., .nd odd. .nd !. of thrown-

., .nd. apparently ule equipment on the Uttlefid* and

wr there had been fighting. Ererjrbody ha. changed ..1 ?hat

now. for motiTW of economy, I-.T a long '"> ". Captured

German gun. ri- regularly used .gain, or, if not irreparably

damaged, are repaired for TTlce, and almot erery scrap ol nwu!

picked up in their trenche. a collected for melting and remaking into

some w.r implement or the other.-[Cnoii<in War
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of a shot across the transport's stern. Another
and another followed, and a ball passed through
the shrouds, cutting away some of the ratlines.
"
Devil take me," cried the C.O.,

"
this is a rough

welcome I '11 see into it !

"
Thereupon the

skipper, with an oath, shouted
" That 's

no Union Jack !

" and up to the flagstaff
above the battery floated the Stars

and Stripes.
Cut off for two months from all news,

the British soldiers did not know that
Boston was in the hands of the Revolu-
tionaries. They had sailed right into

the lion's mouth. As the vessel lay at

anchor, she presented the best possible
mark, and shot after shot tore through
her rigging and her hull. Her four
miserable four-pounders could make no
effective reply. Musketry was out of

the question. As the cannonade grew
hotter, a flotilla of boats and small

schooners, manned by a wild-looking
gang of irregulars, put off from the shore,

lay abaft the beam, and poured in volleys
of small-arm fire. The transport began
to sink. Colonel Campbell reluctantly
gave the word to strike. The flag flut-

tered down ; but the signal of surrender
was not seen at once, and for several
minutes the enemy continued to Jire.

Half mad with disappointment at
this untimely end of the new regiment's
career, the Highlanders clamoured to

get out the boats and sell their lives dearly in
a dash for the shore; but the Colonel managed
to soothe them. The signal was seen at last,
the fire slackened, then ceased, and the crews of

and stores. They blamed the officers, threatened
to flog them, and belaboured the men with
their cutlasses. They drove them on board
their small craft, and sent them without a

Scrap of baggage to Boston. Thereafter they

GOOD WORK BY THE SPECIAL CONSTABLES DURING AIR-RAIDS:
THE "ALL CLEAR" SIGNAL USED ON ALL CARS AND MOTOR-
CYCLES OF THEIR TRANSPORT SECTION. [Photograph by Topical.}

the flotilla, drawing alongside, prepared to board.
The Revolutionaries, a motley and undis-

ciplined crew, now came on board, and fell into
a dreadful rage on seeing the destruction of arms

HOW THE SPECIALS GIVE THE "TAKE COVER" WARNING
WHILE REMAINING THEMSELVES IN THE OPEN: ONE OF THEIR
CARS, WITH ASSISTANT - COMMANDER W. H. WELLS, OF THE
HEADQUARTERS CENTRAL DETACHMENT.-IWWo^* by Topical.]

plundered the transport and set her on fire.
The regiment was marched through the

town
; the officers were thrust into the common

prison, and the men into a meeting-house,
where they passed a wretched night.
In the morning, the Governor, Colonel
Crofts, took the matter in hand and
things began to improve. He ended by
putting the prisoners on parole, and
did everything in his power to prove
that American gentlemen knew how to
treat an honourable foe. Galling as the
Frazers' position was, the American
authorities made their captivity as

pleasant as it could possibly be.

They made friends in Boston, and on
July 17 each of the officers received a
card from the Governor requesting the
honour of his company at the Town
Hall on the following day. No reason
was given, and the party attended at
the stated hour, wondering much what
was in store. They found themselves
welcomed by a distinguished assembly
of notables, and were ushered to excel-
lent places. Exactly at one o'clock,
Governor Crofts rose and read the De-
claration of Independence, to which all

the Americans present swore allegiance.
Meanwhile, after the Town Clerk had
read the document to the crowds outside.

the troops in the streets fired thirteen volleys, and
the batteries on Fort Hill, Dorchester Neck, the
Castle, Nantucket, and Long Island saluted with
thirteen guns each one for each State of the Union.
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OTbere "Dear "Commy" Opposes ''the German TTommy."

\ WITH THE CANADIANS : BOMBARDING GERMAN LINES IN LENS ; A WRECKED STATION NEAR LENS.

A recent Canadian War Record* de*palrh Mid: "Th enemy ha,

at times, called the Canadian* hard names, but it it 'Dear

Tommy,' now. Some German soldier* in Lens fired the following

messace into the line by the UK of an aerial dart : 'Dear Tommy,

the German Tommy send* you hearty greetings from LfM. When

will there be peace? Pleate reply.' That the rank and file of

the enemy troop* hare a gret longing for peace is confirmed by

every prisoner captured. One of their chief grievances is the

failure of higher officer* to take ilsks. . . . This is *o different

from the relation* between our own officers and men that
,

it is

Tividly impressed on the minds of the Germans on every occasion

of hand-to-hand fighting." [Plwtos. by Canadian War Records.]
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Strength of a German "pill-Box

"ABANDONING THE OLD TRENCH SYSTEM THE ENEMY BUILT A GREAT NUMBER
In their recent battles in Flanders our troops have had to deal with the new method of defence employed by the Germans.
Mr. Philip Gibbs writes : "Abandoning the old trench system which we could knock to pieces with artillery, the enemy hai
made his forward positions without any definite line, and built a great number of concrete blockhouses, so arranged in depth
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>e Concrete of a Captured JVlacbinesGun emplacement

MCRETE BLOCKHOUSES": A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A "PILL-BOX" RECENTLY CAPTURED NEAR LENS.

they defended each other by enfilade fire, ana so stro.ig that nothing but a direct hit from one of our heavier shells would
damage it. And a direct hit is very difficult on one of those concrete houses, holding about 10 to 20 men at a minimum, and
So to 60 in their largest. These little garrisons were mostly machine-gunners and picked men." [Photo. Canadian War Records.]
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'Cbc Gxcavating power of a Heavy Shell:

KLL-CRATER SEVENTY-FIVE YARDS IN CIRCUMFERENCE: A TYPICAL
f the news.

SCENE OF I
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tructive power of a
th by the explosion
at happens in war

THE ENORMOUSLY DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT OF MODERN ARTILLERY.

.

I" the foreground i, seen a huge cavity, sev.nty-fiye yards in circumference, scooped from the

? h M"
8 S

?K
' ItS "" " em

P,

h is d ^ comparing that of the men beside it. The background shows
to buildmgs that were once well-ordered homes or hives of useful industry.-[Xi(r^n Official
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bc Latcet Type of German

SOLIDLY BUILT OF CONCRETE REINFORCED WITH IRON GIRDERS : A DOOF

"At many places," writes Mr. H. Perry Robinson in describing a recent battle, "the enemy fought in his concrete shelters

to the very last. Many concrete 'pill-boxe.,
' were found shattered by our big shells, but only a direct hit from the large*

*uns, v>inch or upwards, is effective. The great tiajority of shelters survive the bombardment.
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ntrance to Dug-Out9 of Reinforced Concrete.

iOME GERMAN DUG-OUTS NEAR tENS RECENTLY CAPTURED BY THE CANADIANS.

r
of going ou, and
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EXACTLY THE SORT OF WEAPONS THAT PROVED TO BE WANTED: SERVINC

The storming of Zonnebeke was a feat in which English, Scottish, and Welsh reg.ments shared honours. Some of the
^st.fl

fighting Wl to the Welshmen. It was largely close-quarter fighting, in among the loopholed German concrete 1

and redoubts with "pill-boxes" scattered all over the area among
"
Tipers' nests" of snipers and of mach.ne-gun
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forming of the fortifications of Zonncbche.

' BOMBS FROM A TRENCH-MAGAZINE TO A WELSH BATTALION
nsco
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THE NEW WARRIORS: II -THE LEVITES OF THE AEROPLANE.

THE
newest of the new warriors are those in

the Royal Flying Corps ; and, like most of

the soldiers of the modern dispensation, the last

thing they seem to do is fighting.

You may have met some of the R.F.C. You

may have sat in a railway carriage with a meek,

blond one of them after an air raid ;
and you

may have asked him " What about it ?
"

If you

have, you will probably agree with me that the

last thing he seemed to be fitted for was fighting.

You will tell me he knew nothing about aero-

planes. He couldn't tell you about their speed

or whether they could go faster on a moonlight

night than on a non-moonlight night. You will

else, in fact, so that others the picked of his

Corps may fight more grimly, more efficiently,

and more perfectly.
It is a pleasant, but slightly mistaken, idea

that every man seen in R.F.C. uniform has an

aeroplane of his own, and is constantly over the

German lines in it. This is not quite true. Not

even all the subalterns one sees in Flying Corps

uniform have aeroplanes of their own, or have

ever flown, or are ever going to fly. There are but

few flyers in the R.F.C. Indeed, the Flying Corps

is made up of many thousands, mainly non -flyers.

The flyers of the R.F.C. are, as a matter of

fact, few in comparison with the
"
others

"
of the

AN AUSTRALIAN ADVANCED DRESSING-STATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT: BANDAGING HEAD AND LEG WOUNDS.

Australian Official Photograph.

tell me that he was blankly wooden about the

distance
"
up

"
of the enemy planes, or whether

they were of the Gotha or the folding-bed type,
or what was the colour of enemy pilot eyes. He
knew nothing about R.F.C.-ing, so to speak, arid

had apparently never flown. Certainly the last

thing he would do would be to fight.

You are quite right. Probably the last thing
that poor blighter will do will be to fight. He is

3-A.M. (3rd Air Mechanic) John Binks, and his

job is not fighting it is doing everything else

from early morning till late night. He is

"
labour

"
(or he might be "

clerk "), and his lot

is labour too (even if he is a "
clerk "). That is

what I mean when I say that the
"

last
"

thing
the R.F:C. warrior does is to fight. He doesn't

get a chance of fighting (not in the rifle and

bayonet way, anyhow) ; he has to do everything

R.F.C. The pilots (those who chauffeur the 'bus)

and the observers (those who examine enemy
trenches, who photograph enemy trenches, who

drop bombs on enemy anything, and machine-gun
enemies on lawful occasions) are actually but the

few High Priests of a cultus in which many
thousand Levites serve. Qf the many thousands,

but a few officers fly either as pilots or observers.

A few of the rank and file may fly also ; a

sergeant, corporal, or ist or 2nd A.M. may go up
as machine-gunner or ballast ; but, on the whole,

the rest of the Corps have other things to do.

The rest of the Corps is, as a matter of fact,

made up of master craftsmen. Think of all the

things that go to the making and mending of

aeroplanes, and you will have thought of all the

trades who serve in the ranks of the R.F.C. Under
the gradations of fitters, turners, carpenters,
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TTo British Columbians on the Roll of fionour.

ERECTED BY RESIDENTS OF ESQUIMALT, B.C. : A WAR SHRINE-THE FIRST RAISED OVERSEAS.

It is stated on the photograph that the stately and effective

memorial to ofAceii nd men from British Columbia who hare

fallen on the Field of Honour for Freedom and the Fl-g, is the

first war-shrine to be erected in the British Dominions overseas.

At am; rate, it offers a notable exemplar of what an open-air

wmr-shrine can be. The war-shrine was erected by residents of

Esquimalt, British Columbia, and was unveiled bj Brigadier-General

Lockie, D.S.O., on August 26. The names of actions in which

those who are commemorated fell, includes, as will be seen on the

front of the semicircular plinth supporting the main erection,

naval actions, as well as actions in Flanders, at Callipoli, in fypt,
n4 on the Balkan Front [Wo/o. ky Poo**.]
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joiners, M.T. drivers, clerks, miscellaneous labour,
and the rest, this corps of crafts serves the 'planes.
Fitters and turners, and the like, attend to the

engines and the mechanical parts. All the wood-

work, three-ply, and the like that goes to struts

and frames and bearers have their servants in

the carpenters, joiners, etc. The cables, the fabric

of the planes, the
"
dope

"
that renders

the fabric water-

proof, the upholster-

ing or basket-work
of the pilot's seat

every part, indeed
has its expert ready
either to manufac-
ture or to merid.

Eachsquadron has its

complement,whether
in Britain or

" Some-
where "

; each ma-
chine in a "

flight
"

has its specific at-

tendants, who are

entirely responsible
for the well - being
and air-worthiness of

that machine. The
pilot does nothing
but fly it and, of

the speed instrument, the slant instrument, and

the others. There is the electrician, who sees

to the
"
wiring

"
of the machine that is, sees

that the little lights on the instrument-board are

in order, that the
"
signal

"
lamps on plane-tips

can efficiently Morse their messages. There is

the camera-maker, who is the acolyte of the fine

course, risk his life in it.

care of the mechanics of the Corps. Should it

come down torn and shattered late at night,
those mechanics must tend its wounds, mend,
and even reconstruct it.

There are singular expertnesses finding service
in the R.F.C. too. There is the wireless operator
(" Signals "), who must know all about the busi-

ness, and have the nerve to send messages from
umpty thousand" feet up, or the clear wits to receive

BASEBALL ON THE CANADIAN FRONT IN FRANCE : THE BATTER FALLS,
ESCAPING A DANGEROUS BALL; CAPT. R. PEARSON UMPIRING.

Photograph by Canadian War Records.

The machine itself is the instruments that take the trench photos ; there
is the photographer, who develops them ; there
is the sail-maker, who performs wonders with the
canvas of portable hangars ; and there is the

great bulk of M.T. drivers, the lords of lorries and
"
tenders,"

"
clerks," and mixed labour, some-

times expert and sometimes not, that make up
the personnel of the Corps. The Corps can clear,

dig, lay out, and build its own camps (" labour
"

does the rough woi.<) ; it can staff them and

equip them from

office-boy to short-

hand typist, from

foreign correspond-
ents to accountants
with full actuarial

degrees. It can do

anything, turn its

hand to anything,

accomplish anything,
and the last thing
it does is fighting.
The warriors of the

R.F.C. are workers.
The whole of their

brains, their abilities,
and their efforts are

concentrated in the

production and equip-
ment and mainten-
ance of a compara-
tively few aero-

planes comparatively few, that is', when consider-

ing the number of men to machines. From these
hosts of men there start into the sky but these few
'planes, and but one or two men in those planes.
It may seem a lot for a little ; but the Germans
don't think so. w. DOUGLAS NKWTON.

A BASEBALL MATCH IN THE CANADIAN LINES: CAPTAIN ROBERT PEARSON
OF THE Y.M.C.A., UMPIRING.-! Photograph by Canadian War Records.]

them without mistake in the comparative calm of
the Squadron

"
station." There is the instrument

expert (the highbrow), who makes and repairs
and keeps tuned to a hair's-breadth deviation the
many and delicate instruments that grace the
splashboard of an aeroplane the height instrument.
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Ht an Hldersbot Military efficiency Competition.

REALISM REQUIRED OF THE COMPETITORS: GAS-MASKED HORSES AND HORSEMEN; GUNNERS.
How thoroughgoing U the instruction of all at the training centra
in England befo/e any are'.llowed to go to the front anywhere,
is well exemplified in these two illustrations. Gas-masked hurse-

men. with their mounti alto jaj-masked, are wen in the upper
illustration, it they appeared while taking part in an Aldershot

military-efficiency competition. Ai we have previously illuttrated.

on entering gat danger-rones on the Western Front, all on foot
or on horseback are warned by notice-boards to put on maiki,
both on themselves and on their hore, while sentties are alto
ported clote by to ttop everybody and enforce the order*. Gunners
similarly have to have masks, owing to the increased use of .poison-
gas shells. [Photos, by S. ana G.]

J
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Ht an Hldersbot efficiency Competition : Bombs and Bullets

TWO "EVENTS": BOMB-FLINGING FROM INSIDE A TRENCH; A TRENCH-RAID SHOT AT SIGHT.

tvcry detail of warfare finds place in the military-training curri-

culum at 1I centres, and as an incentive to efficiency though

that is hardly necessary, so keen are one and all in learning

battlefield methods competitions among those under training are

held as convenient. The upper illustration shows a competitor

in hand-bombing from within a trench, with an umpire observing

r.-suits close at hand. In the lower illustration an incident in in

officers' trench-raiding competition is seen, an officer firing at a

dummy enemy suddenly come upon at an angle in a trench as the

officer leads through it at top speed. Points are awarded for work-

manship s well as hits, and the way the officer flattens himself tv

offer the smallest possible mark is noteworthy.- [Photos, by S.anit <j.]
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Ht an Hlderebot efficiency Competition : French-Raiding.

SHOOTING DUMMY GERMANS DOWN WHILE DASHING ALONG : AN OFFICERS REVOLVER COMPETITION.
We re ihown here, and on other pages, one of the realistic

(eatura of the battle-practice training carried out at Aldershot
o name one of the best-known of our Army training centres.

The competition illustrates a trench- raid, a class of warfare which
is most successfuly waged on the Western Front, as communiques
reputedly record. An officer is seen, as happens at the front,

dashing along a German trench, the holders of which haie been

surprised, which also is usually the case. He has to shout at
dummies in German field get-up, placed here and there in the

zig-zags of the trench, just as the enemy are usually met with
on these occasions. The officer making the most bits in the

shortest time wins. [P*ofe>. by S. and C.]
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Gngincering Side of the flanders Hdvance :

BRITISH TROOPS CROSSING A STREAM BY A TIMBER BRIDGE AFTER THE
British troops have been

-
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bridge Built over a Stream ; and Infantry Crossing,

tEN DRIVEN BACK : AN INCIDENT OF THE BATTLE OF MENIN ROAD.
r our photograph is shown in use during the Battle of Menin Road. We cannot name the river or the locality, as 'the
ormation supplied with the official photograph merely states: "Infantry crossing the stream after we had driven back the

The scene, however, showt the work of Engineers, and the general appearance of the British soldier in battle.- \OJftial PMo.;
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
EVERYONE

knows about women being"
splendid

"
though, now and again, it

is impossible to help wondering whether each
individual one is doing her best to deserve the

description, or whether there are not some who
are content to feel a glow of virtue without doing
anything to deserve
it. As a whole, women
have responded mag-
nificently to the de-

mands made upon
them ; but there are

still, it seems, a few
who have a penchant
for reflected glory.
The attitude is pro-

bably due not so

much to a deliberate

desire to hold aloof

from war - work

every woman wants
to do her bit as to

ignorance of the fact

that women's help is

essential to the well-

being of the nation.
and is an important
factor in the business
of winning the war.

WOMEN ON THE LAND: THE RIDING COMPETITION
AT SPRINGFIELD.

Lady Londonderry recently lent Springfield for a series of Women's Legion

Agricultural Competitions. Each competitor, as seen in our photograph,
in the riding competition, had to open a gate and walk through while

on horseback. [Photograph by

10,000 recruits for the Women's Army Auxiliary
Corps. They are wanted by Oct. 31, and 10,000 a
month will be required for some little time. There

Last week I re-

ferred to the call for

positions in the Army. It is very creditable to

the volunteers, of course, but suggests the idea

that the idle ones haven't yet been stirred suffi-

ciently to exchange leisure for work. The field

is wide enough to include every type of worker.

Even those who have hitherto belonged to the

stay
- at - home order

^^^^^^ need not hesitate to

offer their services.

If they can't become

copper - smiths, or

electricians, or en-

gage in engineering
work, they can deal

with sail-making, or

become menders for

aeroplanes, and, after

all, mostwomen know
something about a

sewing-machine.

Meantime, the
Women's Branch of

the Food Production

Department wants
more women. At the

beginning of the year
100,000 girls were en-

gaged on land work.
Mr. Prothero wanted
200,000, and got
them. But food pro-

duction is being
"
speeded up," and the process

demands a fresh supply of workers. The new
call is for women volunteers to learn the art

have been plenty of volunteers, but not, it appears, of driving motor-tractors to break up land for

WOMEN ON THE LAND: A SCENE AT SPRINGFIELD.
The Marchioness of Londonderry recently lent Springfield, Lord Londonderry's place near Oakham, Rutland, for a series of Women's
Legion Agricultural Competitions, and our picture shows a Martin Motor Plough being driven by a young competitor.-! Photograph by Alfieri.}

from women who are unemployed. Numbers of cultivation of food, especially wheat. The kind
recruits have thrown up posts they already hold, of recruits wanted are women sufficiently well
having decided to exchange them for similar educated to be capable of learning the elements
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On the British front: OLH.H.C. Olaitresses and printers.

WOMEN'S VARIED WAR-WORK : IN AN OFFICERS' CLUB, AND IN A PRINTING OFFICE.

The adaptability of women to the innumerable fcrnrf of work which

re the direct outcome of the war has almost pasted into a

proverb. Our illustrations show two instances of this. The first

shows two members of the Women's Army Auxiliary Corp*

"aiding and abetting
" combatant officers in their work, Vy waiting

upon them in their rest time at the club behind the line, and

their services and their neat brown uniforms lend almost a sense

of "BligMy" comfort which is much appreciated. Our second

photograph shows women at work in the printing offices, where

they have taken up the work with much success. Women's. adapta-

bility for hitherto unheard-of forms of service has been one of

war's surprises. [Ptotot. by Alfitri,]
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of motor mechanics, and these must pledge them- earning a higher rate of wages than obtains in

other departments. The best way to ascertain

further particulars is to write to the Food Pro-

duction Department of the Board of Agriculture,

at 72, Victoria Street, S.W.

selves to work for at least six months, and only

applications from women over twenty years of

age will be entertained. Eve's lack of mechanical

training will be made up by the Board of Agricul-

ture, who have made arrangements for coaching

the pupils in their new work. Six weeks is the

time allowed for the purpose,

during which the learners, besides ^^^^^M
driving a small tractor, will be

taught to understand its mechan-

ism, and to do minor running

repairs. In addition, they will be

given an insight into general farm

work in order to help their em-

ployer with odd jobs when weather

forbids the use of the tractor.

During training, which is free,

the volunteers will be boarded and

lodged at the expense of the

Government, and after the fourth

week receive payment at the rate

of 45. a week. After training, the

weekly wage paid to workers will

be 305., with a bonus of is. for

every acre ploughed ; whilst the

authorities, in generous mood, offer

also free equipment in the form
of boots or clogs, and leggings, a

pair of breeches, two overalls, and
a hat, two such outfits to be

given in the first twelve months.

The Government, it seems, has unlimited

Lodging accommodation is always a difficult

problem for the land -worker, so that it will

interest intending volunteers to hear that lodgings
will be found for them by the county organisers
or district registrars, who are already responsible

"SMILE, PLEASE I" YOUNG WOMEN-WORKERS ON A FARM.

Our photograph shows a few of the lady-workers on a farm at Springfield, Lord

Londonderry's estate near Oakham, Rutland, posing for a cinema picture.

Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.

need of women's help. On the top of the appeal
for recruits for the noble army of

"
W.A.A.C.'s,"

and the cry for land-workers, comes a request
from the Ministry of Munitions for a thousand

women willing to train immediately for engineer-

ing and various advanced forms of

work in munition-factories.

WOMEN ON THE LAND: THREE CHEERY FARM-GIRLS.

The thres happy-looking girls seen in our photograph all work on their father's

farm. Their ages are 13, 14, and 16 respectively, and their names, tho Misses

Minnie, Lizzie, and Connie Young. [Photograph fry Alfttri.]

for the welfare of other members of the Land

Army. The new departure, by the way, opens

up a new field for women already engaged in

land work, offering, as it does, opportunities for

The health of the worker is the

subject of so much thoughtful care

and attention these days that it

seems almost superfluous to add
that the conditions in the work-

shops at the training centres in

London, Manchester, Bristol, and
other towns, as well as in the

metropolitan areas and provincial

districts, are such as obtain in the

best - regulated and most modern
factories. Another point is that the

appeal is addressed to women of

all classes between the ages of

eighteen and thirty-five. The war
affects everybody, and everybody
is asked to assist in the work of

defeating the Hun. In the par-
ticular departments of labour

covered by the Ministry of Muni-

tions, the work is so varied that

every intelligent woman of good
physique is certain of finding some

work she can do, and do well, and women of this

type are invited to apply without delay to the

Director, the Training Section, Ministry of Muni-

tions, 6, Whitehall Gardens. CLAUDINE CLEVE.
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THE EUPHRATES VICTORY A SUCCESS ON THE GOOD OLD PLAN EAST AFRICA-
RUSSIA THE POPE'S SECOND NOTE.

THE
news of most importance from far-distant

battlefields came from Mesopotamia, where
the situation has long remained indefinite. Great
satisfaction was caused by Sir Stanley Maude's

splendid victory on the

Euphrates, which was
announced on Oct. I. On
the night of Sept. 27-28,
the British forces ad-

vanced upon the Turkish

advanced position at Mus-

haid, and early on the

morning of the latter day
they attacked at a point
four miles east of Rama-
die, whiA lies 65 miles

west of Baghdad. With
little difficulty our troops

occupied the Mushaid

Ridge, and still advan-

cing, manoeuvred away
from the river to attack

the Turkish main posi-
tions from the south-east

while the cavalry made a

wide sweep to the west
of Ramadie. The battle

raged all through the

28th, but by nightfall a

decision had been all but

reached, and all the main

positions encircling Rama-
die to the east, south-east,
and south of the town,
and at a distance of two miles from it, were in

our hands. The cavalry completed the cordon to

the west of Ramadie. It was open fighting, with

manoeuvre once more in full swing, as in old

THE TAKING OF BAGHDAD : A WRECKED BOILER

IN THE GERMAN WIRELESS STATION IN THE CITY.

Official Photograph.

battles
;

and the account of the fight is in

pleasant contrast to the tales of slow and mud-
foundered operations with which we have grown
so painfully familiar nearer home. On the night

of Friday, the 28th, the

Turks tried to break out
to the westward of the

town, but were headed off

by the cavalry. At day-
break on the 2gth the

attack was vigorously re-

sumed, and by 9 a.m. the

enemy was in full sur-

render. The booty is

large in all kinds of arms
and material, and several

thousand prisoners were
taken. Later reports put
the number at 3800 and

13 guns. To make the

affair complete and rounA
off the parallel to old4
fashioned victories, the
Turkish .commander,
Ahmed Bey, and his en-

tire staff fell into the
hands of the British. Our

troops fought magnifi-

cently under very difficult

conditions. The same
night, another column

moving out north-east of

Baghdad, had a sharp
skirmish with a detach-

ment of Turkish cavalry, which it handled

severely, capturing four prisoners and 300 Turkish

supply camels. The campaign in Mesopotamia is

thus advanced by a long stage, and although the

[Continued on fane 40

THE FIGHTING IN MESOPOTAMIA; TURKISH PRISONERS DISEMBARKING AT BASRA. [Official Photograph.]
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Checking HirsRaids on London : H JSotorioi

PHOTOGRAPHED DURING ONE OF OUR CONTINUAL BOMBING
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lerrnan Herodrome Bombed by British Hirmen,

UTISH AIRMAN'S PHOTOGRAPH OF GONTRODE AERODROME
r

x' K ^" ge German Prodromes in the Bruges, Ghent, and Ostend districts are being attacked day after day and tons
opped repeatedly with success. Even if hangars are not hit, bombs dropping on the land round break it up in

:ers, making the landing and starting of hostile craft impossible until the ground can be levelled.-tOjffnV.; Photograph }
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lack of Russian co-operation is a retarding factor,

General Maude's brilliant success is a sure omen
of final victory. In due time Mesopotamia will

be settled with by British arms alone, and for

the present Falkenhayu has had a salutary and

discouraging object-lesson.
The news from East Africa has also been very

good. On Sept. 28,

Nahungo, an important
German supply - centre,
was occupied by our

troops, after a smart

engagement. Elsewhere
our advance progresses

favourably across diffi-

cult country. The Rho-
desian troops are pressing
forward in the western

area, and the Belgian
columns c6 -

operating
with our troops are

drawing near Mahenge.
On Sept. 28 they were

only seven miles' dis-

ance from that place.
Russia has fallen for

the moment into second-

ary interest as far as

fighting is concerned.

The Conference took as its main theme for dis-

cussion the question :

"
Shall the Government

be National ?
" That is to say, shall it be a

Coalition Government representing all parties, or

a purely Socialist body governed by the Soviet ?

Kercnsky is said to be much changed, hardened,
and oppressed with the tragic responsibility of his

THE FIGHTING IN MESOPOTAMIA: A "PADDLER" ON

although her affairs are still watched with sym-
pathetic anxiety by the Allies. In the Riga
region, four miles south of the railway in the
sector known as Spitali Farm, forward Russian
detachments pressed back the enemy, and made
an advance of about 1000 yards in all. Other-
wise there is little to report. For the present,
M. Kerensky is believed to have got his way,
and to be more firmly established in power than
he has been since the Korniloff incident. He
spoke at the opening of the Petrograd Democratic

THE FIGHTING

Conference, and his reception showed that, for
the moment, at any rate, he was master of the
situation. But his troubles are far from being
at an end, and he has a difficult team to drive.

THE TIGRIS. [Official Holograph.]

position. The coming weeks will prove whether
or not he is Russia's Man of Destiny.

In world politics the Pope continues to take
a hand, and has come forward with a new Note,
which accompanies his communication to the
Entente Powers of the replies of the Central
Powers to his former peace feeler. In his new
Note his Holiness says he is enabled to assure
the Allies that Germany is ready to evacuate
Belgium, and the occupied provinces of France.
The conditions on which this would be done are

known to the Pope.
They are not absolute,
but are intended as a
basis of future discus-

sion. Germany, we are

aware, would like nothing
better than to see the
Allies caught in the
meshes of discussion ;

but the net is set rather
too obviously in the

sight of the bird. To
come to any conference
at the present stage of

the war would mean
an inconclusive peace,

against which the opinion
of the Allies is daily

hardening. On this head,
Mr. Churchill has per-
formed few more useful

public acts than his

recent speech, which once more sets out with
vivid force the dangers of leaving the great v/ork

half done. The public cannot be too well in-

structed on this point. LONDON: OTT fi. 1017.

BOAT ON THE TIGRIS. [Official Photograph.]
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ON THE WESTERN FRONT : THE ADVANCED LINE ZONNEBEKE IN THE DISTANCE.

Australian Official Photograf.k.
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HA1G-S INCESSANT STROKES-OCTOBER 9 AND 12- FINE ANGLO-FRENCH CO-OPERATION-

KUHLMANN THE PEACEMONGER-CERMAN NAVAL MUTINY-GREAT ITALIAN AIR-RAID.

THF
gre-it battle of Oct. 4 was, like its by abominable weather, he gave the enemy

BredecesBOl followed by signs of exhaustion another of his huge surprise packets on Tuesday,
the gth. At 5.20 on the morning of that day,

'HK great battle of Oct. 4 was, like its

predecessor ,
followed by signs of exhaustion

the German ranks. Heavy shelling was

attempted by the en-

emy, and some deter-

mined counter-attacks

were delivered, but

late on the night fol-

lowing the engage-
ment Sir Douglas
llaig reported "no

infantry fighting of

importance,." His pri-

soners, by that time

counted, numbered

114 officers and 4446
men. On the morning
of Oct. 7, the artillery

on both sides awoke

again in power between

Broodseinde and Hol-

lebeke, and a hostile

attempt was crushed

befoieit could develop.
On the 8th the enemy
put down a heavy bar-

rage on the same sector,

and another attack

was beaten off. During the whole period in

question the British made constant and successful

raids, taking small bodies of prisoners. Public

expectation at home, now accustomed to
"

Sir

Douglas Haig's Thursdays," was alert for the

next new stroTte on the usual day, but the

Commander-in-Chief went one better. Undeterred

ON THE WESTERN FRONT : AN AUSTRALIAN OBSERVA-

TION POST NEAR WESTHOEK. {Australian Official Photograph.]

the British, closely and

brilliantly supported

by the French on the

left, began another

great battle on a wide
front north-east and
east of Ypres, and by
9 o'clock satisfactory

progress was reported
all along the line. The
front engaged stretched

from south - east of

Broodseinde to St.

Jansbeke, one mile

north-east of Bix-

schoote. Australians

on the extreme right,

Territorials of the Man-
chester, East Lanca-

shire, and Lancashire

Fusiliers regiments,
went forward for a full

mile towards the Pas*-

chendaele Ridge ; and,
on the extreme left,

English, Welsh, and Irish troops, together with

the Guards, swept on over the most difficult

ground, water-logged, full of shell-craters, and

bristling with fortified farms and concrete re-

doubts, until they had gained and secuied all

their prescribed objectives. Poelcappelle was

taken, and the outskirts of the Forest of

CHAOS! A SCENE NEAR THE MENIN ROAD. [Australian Official Photograph.')
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Houlthulst, two miles N.N.W. of Poelcappellewere reached and held. The successful advance
towards the Forest was of singularly good omen,
for of that position Marlborough said,

"
Whoever

holds Houlthulst holds Flanders." 2038 prisoners
were taken.

The French did no less well. Attacking at
the same moment as the British, they had
for their objective the German positions south of
the Forest of Houlthulst, between Draeibank and
\\ie.idencreft, capturing the villages of Mangelare
and Veldhoek, and also fortified farms and block-
houses. Their entire forward move was to a
depth of a mile and a quarter. The operation was
carried out by the Allies with the utmost dash and
determination, although the weather was of the

engagement differed, however, in its sequel from
that of the preceding week, for the enemy showed
more determination in the hours immediately
following the onslaught, and his counter-attacks
were heavy and sustained. At one point the
British had to yield a portion of their gains, bul
not to such an extent as to affect the general
advantage. On Oct. 10 local fighting continued,
but counter-attacks in force slackened and finally
died away. A notable feature of the advance was
the splendid way in which the British and French
troops kept touch. The machine worked to rser-

fection, and had the weather been fine the results
would have been immeasurably greater than they
were. During the whole operation the airmen
again did remarkably effective work, in spite of a

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: MATERIAL FOR ENTANGLEMENTS BROUGHT UP DURING A BATTLE.
Australian Official Photograph.

worst and the difficulties of the ground extra-
ordinary. The Germans in the front positions
showed considerable readiness to surrender, and
in many cases, instead of running away' ran
towards their opponents and gave themselves up.But our troops did not have it all their own way,
for at various points they were much hampered
by machine-guns and snipers in trees. The un-
beatable spirit of both British and French would,
however, take no denial, and the troops forged
ahead over ground that was less of a morass than
a sea. At times they waded waist-deep in flooded
shell-holes, occasionally a man would sink up to
his neck in mire or water, but still the line held on
until it had done its appointed bit. The battle
was as sure a piece of work as its immediate pre-
decessors not the end of the ridge affair cer-

tainly, but a great stride in that direction. The

strong gale and thick clouds. Flying low, theyha rassed the enemy's troops at every opportunity.The enemy's losses were understood to be crushingOn Oct. 12 the British attacked again and made
progress, taking 500 prisoners, but heavy rain
prevented the final objectives being reached.

Further south, the struggle has been main-
ta.ned on the usual lines. On the Aisne there
was a cannonade on the yth, in the Vauxaillon-
Laffaux-Huitebise sector. The same day the
reports were similar from the Verdun region
particularly north of Hill 344 and towards Bezon-
vaux. In Champagne a powerful raid on the
trenches at Navarin Farm was repulsed with loss
and some prisoners fell into the hands of our
AlUes. On the 9th the only event of importancewas a strong bombardment, followed by a deter-
mined attack on the French portions north of
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the ChaUme Wood. The attack was maintained

throughout the whole of the day, and the enemy,
pressing hard, got a footing in some portions of

first-line trenches, but could make no further

progress against the artillery tire.

Every day brings fresh proofs of a world-wide

intrigue on the part of German
agents to engineer a peace
movement. Yon Kiihlmaiin,
who is the mainspring of the

plot, continues to expound the

possibilities of peace, for which
he declares Europe is ready.
His criginal view is that the

way i, already open to nego-
tiation, were it net for the Allies'

obstinacy in fighting on to re-

cover Alsace-Lorraine. In his

inspired opinion, that is now
the only reason for the con-
tinuance of the war. His omis-
sions are obvious. At the
same time, he will countenance
no concession on the question
of the lost provinces of France.
For these Germany will fight
on as long as a German hand
can hold a gun. To the new
Joram, Von Kuhlmann's,

"
Is

it peace ?
'

the Allies return

only the answer of Jehu the
son of Nimshi,

'' What peace ?

adding the unflattering and Uncompromising
words of II. Kings ix. 22, which, if we read"
Germania "

for
"
Jezebel," hit off the case with

the nicest exactitude.

Another and more unexpected symptom of
German internal trouble was given in the news of

the spoiled child of Wilhelm II. Admiral von

Capelle, communicating the affair to the Reichstag,
said as little as possible about details or the exte; t

of the outbreak, which he put down to the e\il

example of the Russian Revolution. Several

persons,
" who had forgotten their honour and

HiB^^^M

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: PULLING A HORSE OUT OF A DITCH INTOWHICH IT WAS BLOWN BY THE CONCUSSION OF A BIG SHELL-BURST
Official Photograph.

Oct. n, which announced a mutiny in the Kaiser's
Navy. Taken at its lowest valuation, the incident
must have been very disquieting, for the Navy is

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: LOADING SHELLS ON TO TRUCKS FOR A MOVE
FORWARD DURING THE BATTLE OF BROODSEINDE.

Official Photograph.

their duty, had met the fate they deserved." The
Kaiser, it is said, wished to have one in every
seven of the mutineers shot, but he was over-
ruled by the Chancellor. Several men had suffered
death, and others were sent to penal servitude :

The Admiral, who later offered to resign, blamed
the Independent Socialists. It'
would not

'

b'e wise .to make
too much capital of the incident,
but it is an indication of

weakening moral.
The chief work of the Italians

during the week was a great air-
raid on the Austrian base for
submarines and destroyers at
Cattaro. The Caproni machines,
in one of which was Gabriele
d'Annunzio, the poet, flew 143
miles in 2 hours 15 min., at a
height of 13,000 feet. They
dropped four tons of bombs on
the naval station, and, in spite
of very heavy enemy fire, re-
turned safely to their point of

departure. The return journey
was made in 2 hours. Great
damage was done to naval works
and vessels in harbour. The ex-
ploit is a new feather in the cap
of Italian aviators. On the
Isonzo front the struggle for
San Gabriele was obstinatelv

continued, but without any event of outstanding
note. Elsewhere along the line the situation
remained unchanged. LONDON: OCT. ,,. In , 7 .
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tTbe Official Divulgcr of Germany's ]Saval JMutiny.

GERMANY'S NAVAL SECRETARY: ADMIRAL VON CAPELLE, WHO TOLD THE REICHSTAG OF THE MUTINY.

According to a telegram from Berlin to Copenhagen, Admiral Ton

CapHie. the Secretary of State for the German Nary, taid in the Reich*.

tag on October 9 : "It is, unhappily, a sad fact that the Russian

Revolution has turned the heads of some persons in our Navy, and has

introduced revolutionary ideas among them. Their insensate plan

was to recruit representatives in all ships, to cause the crew- to refuse

to obey orders, to paralyse the Fleet, and to force peace upon the

country. It is proved that the principal agitator conferred in thi>

building with the Independent Socialist Party. ... I cannot make
a statement here on subsequent events which occurred in the Navy.
A few persons who forgot their honour and their duty suffered the

penalty which they deserved." [PAoto. by CN.}
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Soldiera from the front on Canal Scrvu-c

AT WORK : TOWING : LOWERING THE

An imporUnt, practical, and timely form of occupation has been found

for many of our wounded soldiers ai bargemen and inland navigation

workeri on some of the canal systems in this country and abroad.

With them are rendering useful service former Army horses, now

unfit for more exacting and active labours in military employment.

These photographs (with others In this issue) show everyday scenes

on a canal in a southern county where men of battalions of a Horn*

County regiment carry on the daily barge traffic, to relieve the rail-

ways. Many of the men, before answering the Call to the Colours,

were watermen of various kinds. All speedily show themselves adept?

Old soldiers of former-day canal experience act as instructors. They

have volunteered to train the other*. [Photos, by S. and G.]
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SoUUer8 rrom thc on Canal Service

Th.

or h.tf been eninc their li, ., N .,* rfj^JJ;
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Captured Ground: H

WITH A NUMBER OF RIFLES ABANDONED BY THE GERMANS, AND TWO "PILL-BO)

Besides many thousands of prisoner?,
a considerable quantity of German war material has fallen into *e han-is

^

of the British

troops during their recent advances. The present photograph shows a group of captured German dug-ou

of equipment which the enemy left behind him. Leant up against the concrete walls of the shelters
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enemy Left Behind Rim

,

">g, [Australian Official Photograph.}
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In a Western front Battle Hrca in Northern francc.

AMONG CAPTURED SHELLS,
AT TWO PLACES : THE SHELLED MANSION OF A

In the upper illustration is sen the battered-in outer masonry of the

central mansion house which formed the body of one of the modernised

chateaux of Northern France, standing often amid ancestral pleasaunce

grounds and owned by descendants of the mediaeval French nobility.

The Germans held the chateau until forced to quit by an attack of the

Canadians, who s;ormed and captured the place. As they fell back,

the German artillery from a distance savagely shelled the chiteau in

revenge. Part of the results of their bombafdment is shown. In the

lower illustration a Canadian observation party are using a captured

German artillery ammunition
"
dump

" as an
"
Of.,'' or observation

post. Many of the stacked German shells are for big guns, and are

still in their wicker baskets. [Canadian War Records.}

J
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-AN REVENGE : THE WRECKED ROUND-TOWER OK A CH^^^T;
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tr* KttUn HrtOUrya Share in the fUndera

Ocu 17.

f

" WE ASSISTED IN THE PREPARATION FOR THE ATTACKS "
:

The Belgian guns hTt been by no means idle during the battles in

Flanders. A Belgian conununiqui of the yth said :

"
During the

past two days our artillery subjected to its fire the enemy organisations,

and . . silenced several batteries." Again, on the 9th, it was

officially stated :

"
During yesterday our artillery carried out counter,

battery and destruction fire against several enemy batteries and

observation-posts, and also against enemy works, in the direction

Dixmude. In the course of the night we carried out some powe

counter-battery work against German batteries, and assisted in a

preparation for the attacks launched by our Allies in the morning.

Our artistry shelled the Germans in retreat before the French ofln.siT

on our right." I Belgian Official Photograph.]
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British Gunners and a German ''Dud" Shell.

END OF A "DUD" : PREPARING TO DETONATE AN UNEXPLODED GERMAN SHELL BY GUN-COTTON.
It happens occasionally that shells fail to explode on reaching their

destination, owing to some fault in their internal mechanism. In
that case they are popularly known as "duds." Our photograph
shows one such rumple of an unexploded German shell whicn dropped
in the British lines during one of the recent battles in Flanders. It

HI be ttn that cur nwn wbety taVi no riik on thew I

The " dud
"
hai been iaolated in a little wire enclouire all to itaeK. and

preparations are beinf made to explode It by means of a cSa,i;r
'

jun-cotton. A non-commissioned officer is Men stooping down i"

adjust the attachment of the detonating apparatua, while two office

auperise the proceedings. Presently the "dud "
will b hrynd th

power of doing mischiaf. (Official Pkalafniftk .]
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXXI.-THE QUEEN'S OWN.

THE ENSIGN'S LOVE-AFFAIR.

Boldness and address would do

1&O11W""'" O^^

had ruffled it gaily.

THE
Ensign was very young and foolish foolish

because he was young, and pardonable or

both counts. He had not long joined the

gallant 5oth. which was then on its way

from Lisbon to Santarem with Sir John Moore.

The boy hailed from a fashionable gam
town at home, where he

Now Santarem is *
town rich in convents. In

those days it had twenty-
seven of these holy houses,

which exerted a powerful

spell upon the young man's

imagination. Equally ready
"
to scale a fortress or a

nunnery," he used to take

his walks past the sacred

precincts and sigh to

make acquaintance with

cloistered beauty.
As he mooned around

the largest of the religious

houses in the town, the

love-lorn lad caught sight

of a white-robed figure

apparently watching his

movements with interest.

Beside himself with de-

light, the young ass made

signals to the distant

window at which the

divine being stood. At

least, he was sure she

must be divine how
could she be

otherwise ?

Lusitania
could not dis-

appoint a hero.

He redoubled

his signals.
Was it pos-
sible? Yes,

they were an-

swered ; shyly
at first, but

growing bolder

as his own
boldness in-

creased. Then,
oh bliss ! she

bowed and
kissed her
hand with the

most angelic

grace. He
tried to com-
municate a

place of meet-

IN THE MILITARY CEMETERY AT FREDR1K-

STAD: THE CRAVE OF LIEUT. ALGERNON

WILLIAM PERCY. WHO WAS KILLED IN THE

BATTLE OF JUTLAND. [Photograph by Cinlral Ncvs.}

ON THE WESTERN FRONT: A CANADIAN SOLDIER TENDING THE

GRAVES OF FALLEN FRENCH COMRADES. [Canadian War Records.]

ii.g, and trusted he had made himself understood,
but the distance between the swain and the window
was considerable. However, he fancied he had
made his meaning and honourable intentions clear.

the rest. He
uoianess mu ov*^*^ -

waved a temporary farewell and turned away, with

his imagination at white heat. All the romance of

his dreams was about to be realised,

was no life like the soldier's ! What did Ovul

say the other way round" Militat omnis amans,

et habet sua castra Cupido I

" But there were

difficulties. The fortress

of love was strong and

well guarded. A line of

Romeo's, however, gave
the adventurer courage :

" With Love's light wings

did I o'er -perch these

walls .

' ' The wall was high.

No matter. With a trusty

friend to aid, it could be

scaled. It should be scaled

to-night. Eager and glow-

ing, the Ensign hurried

back to quarters, sought

out his bosom friend, and

poured his tale into a sym-

pathetic ear. His friend

gave him the equivalent of
"
Right-O," and promised

to do his best.
"
Lucky dog," said

Pythias to Damon.
"
By-

the-bye, which convent did

you say ?
" The lover

named it.
" Oh um

ah yes, to be sure.

I know it. All right,

my boy, I 'm

with you,"
The boy was
too far gone to

notice the very

queer smile
that played
about his
friend's eyes
and mouth.
Walking on

air, his head

in the seventh

heaven, he
went off to lay

plans and wait

impatiently for

nightfall. The

thing would be

done after the

best traditions,

as he had ob-

served them in

novels and the

theatre : dis-

guises, rope ladders all the paraphernalia
of

intrigue were got together and laid in readi

ness. There must be a carriage to carry

off the fair one a novice doubtless, forced
{Continued truerlt*f.
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H Red Indian T>ail Device dsed in flanders.

THE " TUMP-LINE " FOR CARRYING WEIGHTS : MEN LOADING UP TO START FOR THE FIRING-LINE.

The Canadians on the Western Front have introduced many devices and

ingenious methods of their own . used at home. One of the is

exemplified in the two illustration* above. The "tump-line," aw the

device u called, is of redskin origin, and was (and U still) ued in many
parts of the Canadian Far Weit. It It the ancient

'

R*r "
Indian

way of portage, for carrying easily and conveniently heavy weight:,

which range, according to the build nd strength of the carrier, between

50 and 130 Ib. A strap acrora the forehead taku the strain, the

bearer stooping slightly forward at he walks. Soldiers having te

pus under fire adjust the band across the front of their steel

hehneti, ai the men teen are mostly wearing them. ICjiMrfwn War
Records ]
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into the cloister against her will and eager to es-

cape. But that night proved impracticable.
In

spite of failure, the lover did not lose hope. He

continued to haunt the convent, and his signals

were still answered, entirely to the young man s

satisfaction. There could be no doubt his passion

was returned. The lady understood he was sure

she understood. Given opportunity, she would

fly to him. He almost fancied she made signs to

him to come boldly to the convent door and seek

admission, but that was quite out of the question.

He must curb his imagination, and act with wary

coolness. He confided his thoughts to his friend.

That wise young man agreed.
"

I 'm not so sure,

however," he added,
" but that, if you did knock,

By this time suspense had begun to tell some-

what upon the cavalier. He grew desperate. As

often as duty permitted, he returned to h.s

amorous vigil. The charmer was now grown very

bold indeed. He had every assurance of success,

but the wall remained unsealed. The fair lady

would never come to a nearer window, but

remained obstinately beyond ear-shot.

At last it was to be to-night or never.

Feverishly the Ensign awaited the darkness. And

with the dusk came Marching Orders ! Was

ever Lover so by Fate abused ? Heavily he went

about his duty. In an hour they would be

leaving Santarem, perhaps for ever. But what

is this ? A letter ? Impossible ! Yet not so

TYPICAL OF THE MAZE OF PREPARATIONS IMMEDIATELY BEHIND THE FRONT: A BATTERY'S TRANSPORT

MOVING \)P<-J(f>fficil

you might be admitted. Curious places, con-

vents. You never know your luck. If I were

you, I would risk it."

It was a tempting prospect. The lover turned

it over in his mind, but at length dismissed the

idea as too wild. Besides, it was horribly prosaic,

unorthodox, and gave an opening to treachery.

It might even mean an awkward scrape. His

friend offered to bet that, if the Ensign would

only knock at the convent wicket, the door would

fly open in welcome ;
but the infatuated boy told

him not to be a fool and advised him to drink

less. Thereupon a slight coolness fell between the

conspirators, and the confidential friend's services

were dispensed with. He took his dismissal cheer-

fully enough. For some reason not hard to dis-

cover, the rest of the mess now became hugely
interested in the Ensign, although to him they
made no direct allusions to love or pretty nuns or

religious houses. But they winked much behind

his back, and kept him closely under observation.

impossible, and in a fair clerkly hand. With

mingled emotions, Lothario read
"
SENHOR, Being informed by a member of

our holy order of your perambulations and

expressive signs of true repentance, and of your
evident desire to enter our sacred gate ; assured

also that it was but the modesty natural to saints

at their first visitation and conversion that alone

restrained you from entering, I invite you to fly

to us immediately, and receive the affectionate

and holy kiss of our ninety brethren, and this

before the evil spirit again possess you. By all

the saints, I conjure you.
" THE ABBOT OF SANTA CRUZ.

"
Post Scriptum. Our Brother Bonaventura

hath watched you daily with pious longing."
"
And," added Pythias over the Ensign's

shoulder,
"
Brother Bonaventura, whom I know

well, is as fine and fat an old Friar as ever trod

sandals. Go and be kissed, my boy there 's just

time before we move."
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In a Headquarters' Dug-Out during a Battle.

THE BRAIN OF VICTORY AT WORK: DIRECTING
On. of he brain c.11,," if , ,.,, ,, the , of ^
the battlefield, white fulfilling it, function. <urmf <;_ ., ^^

it on. of the Krie. of W, b.ttl in FUndc w.. in progre i,
i bore-n mtt,iot riew. Th. /ate of the :imber-b.ulk

I dug-out ,, where th. O.C. and .Ufl officers h.T, ofnc. nd
rry liring quarter! in one, u somewhere near the battle-ara.

OPERATIONS WHILE FIGHTING GOES ON NEAR BY.
a. near the actual fighUng-lin. conyeni^c. and rea.on.ble ,ra,ityuure conitant commnmcation br .bore-ground method,,

ution to the telephone. As .hown here, the .tafl officer in th.
oreground u uing the telephone, by which mean, every momentary
.etu.U.n. a. th, tide of battle goe. forward, i. iraunt.neou.ly com-

municated. -[Official Photograph.]
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ic Calm under Shell
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ji^^Ia^^g^jBerman Barrage from a "pUUBox" &3K

I A CABTURED "
PILL-BOX " OF THE SEA OF MUD ON
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One of the fieavy British F>owitzer9

FOR DEALING WHAT THE GERMANS CALL " HAMMER-BLOWS "
: A MENIN ROA

The heavy howitzer shown above is one of the practically illimitable number of similar giant pieces at Sir Douglas Haig's dispi

for nis present operati . is in Flanders and Northern France. As. a (act, it is one of the big guns which have been and

continually bombarding the enemy's front line during r
1

present series of battles. It had, it is stated, its nring-po
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'Hction in the Battle of JVlemn Road

BOMBARDING-PIECE WAITING ALL READY DURING AN INTERVAL IN THE FIRING.

Iwhen photographed,
" near Ypres." Immense as the great weapon looks, an even more telling notion of its formidable capacity

Ifor dealing "hammer-blows," as the Germans call them, may be gained by realising the bulk and proportions of the shell for it,

shown ready for loading as the next charge, on a solid timber supporting-crutch, or cradle, in rear of the howitzer. [OfuM />*oto.]
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On the British Cdcetcm front where the

SHELLED BY OUR ATTACKING GUNS AND STORMED BY OUR INFANTRY WITH
All over the Somme Valley, in and near the villages spread thickly throughout the district, large sugar-refineries abounded
before the war, in connection with the beet-sugar industry, the staple industry of the local population. Now hardly one
remains standing within the war-area. The invading Germans, when they found themselves held at bay, and realised that
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fighting wae Hardest in the Somrnc Valley.

3MB AND BAYONET : THE REMAINS OF A LARGE BEET-SUGAR REFINERY.

their tenure of the country occupied depended on their ability to hold their (round against the offensive of the Allies, converted

the large &nd itojtly constructed buildings everywhere into strongholds, specially fortified as reduits, or "keeps," in their trench-

line system. In the battles that followed, the sugar-refineries have been centres of desperate fighting. (Canadian War
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German Concrete-Built Blockhouses t^ken Recently. foAPiwi

~,.S>. Vli.^ ""3~.r ,'
-

wu~. -,, Cab -

V'. : rt '
" '"

iift... -** .

AND XOOFS, AND DUG-OUT
npl a

blonchouse "forts "
with which, in conjunction with* concrete

s, the enemy covered their front in the Menin Road

ra^
e

n

an
H

Br00<lMinde **'>. Both blockhouses shown'
partlly dug-outs, with entrances , the rear face a: or below

The cnormou, thickne o, the concrete protection is

ground.. lerel.

apparent, particularly the upper part and roofing, mad* bomb-proof
agamst plunging fire from heavy shells. The blockhousw'weie found
on capture, as shown, external!-, little damaged by artillery In the
upper illustration deep crat S u> the foreground, and the broken rner

f the blockhouse wall <o the left, proy-e how closely our shells fe'l
Most of the damage done is superficial. [Official Kuto< ,
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Scientific Hpparatus on the Cdestern front.

ELECTRIC CABLES. AND LIQUID FIRE: LAYING NEW LINES DURING A BATTLE; A FLAMMEXWERFLK.

In eery new adrance it ii of rital importance to maintain communi-

citians, and in the upper of that photograph! {both Australian), two

men are Men going
"

over the top
"
during a fight at Zor.nebeke to run

out new linaa. Deacribing one of the recent Brititb rictoriea, Mr.

Perry Robiruon write :

" The neceitary accommodatiora for **-

MtnbHiic our men . . . and, abore all, for -elfgraph and telephone

communication, in uch ground as thia, inrolred great labour. Some
New Zalander hare been engaged in thia work, and amongst other

trifles they have laid some 30,000 yards of cables, all buried from six to

ten feet deep." The lower photograph shows a captured German

flatnmtnwtrfir or flame-projector, of the latest "life-belt
"

type, since

used against its former poaaeasora. [Australian Official Pliatcf-
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THE NEW WARRIORS: HI-JACK (AND MASTER) OF ALL TRADES.

IF
one speaks of

"
Sappers

"
as New Warriors

they will probably stun one into dumb
humility with their untold centuries of military
tradition.

"
Sappers

"
are difficult folk to deal

with. They can do everything, and can get the
better of any mere human mortal. Well, let

HIS BIRTHDAY PRESENTS: A TOMMY IN LUCK
AT THE FRONT. (.Official Photograph.]

us say that the Sapper is one of the
oldest of the warriors, with the most
up-to-date train.

Of the New Warriors the Sapper is,

perhaps, the most - scientific. He is all

the sciences. He is the laboratory and
machine - shop of war. He is the man
who does not actually fight with blows,
but with brain ; not in charges, but in
labour ; and he is the most terrible

fighter of them all. He is this because
he is the bone and the blood and the
power of all other fighters.

His scientific brain has had a glorious
time in this war. Not merely has he
done all the old and acceptable sapper
tilings mining, trenching, fortifications,

bridging, and all that but he has been
given unlimited scope in a score of in-

telligent ways, and being a
"
Sapper,"

who revels in cleverness, he has made
the most of his chances.

He has designed trenches yes, and
he has also drained them. That is his

job. He has been the architect of dug-
outs, and he has fitted those dug-outs
with electric-light. He has planned camps
and hutments, and houses and barracks
done it on the spur of the moment, as
it were. And on the spur of another
moment he has had them all built by
his own hands. He has seen to the

water supply, both of the camps and of

those grim and desolate lands sometimes in

deserts, sometimes in Continental
"

crater

fields
" where only pipe-lines can save men

from dying of thirst.

He surveys battlefields, and makes and prints
the maps of them, turning out new maps of new
lines of advance almost as soon as the troops have
reached their objectives. And as he prints the

maps, he also prints the news those maps
illustrate. The "

Sapper
"

is the Army printer.
He runs the Field Wireless Sections and the

Searchlights. He is the Field railway-man, rail-

way maker, and postman. He can put down a

railway line anywhere, and run any sort of train

over it, from a long-distance express to petrolly
locals made out of an old automobile engine, a
number of wheels, and a devil of a lot of ingenuity.
If his railway has to cross a ditch or a river or a

gorge, he doesn't mind. What sort of bridge do

you require cantilever, or twine and hop-poles ?

He '11 sling it across, anyhow. He is a devil

for roads. He can make them from muck,
tree-trunks, or reinforced ferro-concrete in the

latest American way.
He is the postman : he calls himself

"
Signals

"

then ; but he is a
"
Sapper

"
all the same.

"
Signals

"
handle all the letters, parcels, tele-

grams, telephone messages of the Army. They
are equally brilliant in this field, whether they
are collecting field-postcards from the first trench

[Continued tntrttq/-

AFTER VICTORY: AN AUSTRALIAN SERGEANT SEARCHING
GERMANS TAKEN PRISONER BY HIS UNIT.

Australian Official Photograph.
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fritz Making fiimself dseful in Captivity.

GERMAN PRISONERS AT WORK IN ENGLAND : CLEARING A COMMON OF BRUSHWOOD ;
DINNER-TIME.

The lot of the Ormn pntontr of war in this country i deciJcdljr a

happy one, to judge by the (aces of these vniling Teuton* who are

working on the land sotntwhere in the South of England. No doubt

reports M the consideration with which we treat o*u prisoner, find

their war behind the German linn, and may explain to tome extent

the enemy's readiness to surrender. We hare now in this countiy

many thovsandi of captured Germans, for whom useful employment
has been, found. The President of the Board of Agriculruie, Mr. R. E.

Protheio, said recently at Darlington t "We have taken powers to

deal with water-courses, clean out channels, regulate mills and sluices.

and exercise the functions of Drainage Boards. ... It is la drainage
schemes that some 4500 German prisoners are mainly employed."
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sugar-box P.O. under fire, or controlling the

Telephone Exchange of the Armies, where one
'

can speak to London, Paris, and the like, through
the same mouth-piece that will connect one up
with the shattered village captured but an hour

or so ago. They handle all the telegraphs. They
put up the semi-permanent systems
that radiate in the august zone of

Corps H.Q. towns; they string a

wot> of temporary lines that link

up the Divisional establishments ;

and theirs is the thin line that is

unrolled from a hand-reel as Brigade

poes forward to the attack. All

sorts of scientific ideas in signalling

are theirs telegraph, telephone,

l)u//er, flag
- wagging, semaphore,

disc, rocket.

Noah was probably a
"
Sapper."

The Sapper of to-day carries on
his tradition with the latest me-
chanical improvement he can find.

He is "chug-chugging" on. a flat-

bottomed, stink-driven,
"
umpty "-

cylindered transport barge along
the sandy reaches of Tigris and

Euphrates. A year or so ago he
was the Admiral of a pleasure
motor-launch at Teddihgton, or was

experimenting in new designs of

sea-going cabin-cruisers at Burnham
or at Hamble ; now he is a Sapper.
The Royal Engineers saw the value of the

latest idea in water -
carrying ; and he was the

sort of man they wanted, and there he is,

an expert of his kind, but yet a Sapper.

Again, though
"
Sappers

"
can, and do, do

everything, like most of the New Warriors, they

do not do it with a bayonet and a rifle. The
"
Sapper," it might be said, fights least of any

soldier he is too busy making war. Only in

mining does he actually strike blows, though in

ON THE BANKS OF THE YPRES-COM1NES CANAL: TOMMIES TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF A REST TO WASH AND CLEAN UP.

Official notofrapli,

Tug-masters and lightermen, motor-fitters and
Diesel-engine designers, ship-hnilders and dock-
builders and jetty-builders they are all Sappers.
The Engineers can see how the land war can
he won on water.

AT WORK IN THIS COUNTRY: MEMBERS OF A CANADIAN
FORESTRY CORPS ONE SHARPENING AN AXE.

Canadian War Records.

the early days of the war, when he made
the first of the bombs (Jam -tin Mark IV.),
he had a sort of

"
once-removed " from Boche-

killing. Like other New Warriors, his r61e is

to render the strikers of blows more
terrible and efficient. The business
of the Sapper is to give the com-
batant warrior the best chance of

using the most deadly and efficient

weapons ; to keep those weapons
always in trim (" Send for a

Sapper he '11 mend the damn
thing ") ; to enable the men using
these weapons to train and keep
healthy, and then travel to the
battlefield in the best, most efficient,

and swiftest manner ; to keep the
men serene, reasonably comfortable,
and protected right up to the
moment when they can use their

weapons ; and then, when the day
has been won, to see to it that the

positions taken and the victory-

gained are fully consolidated, fully
assured.

The Sappers were probably
the first of the British to go to

the front in this war they sur-

veyed the ground and had a

hand in the first working plan
of the armies. They will undoubtedly be the

last to leave. The "
< ase Eire" parties of

the
"
Sappers

"
will be clearing up the war

long after the last infantry private has It- ft the

battlefield. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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happy German prisoners in Cngland*

CONTENTED WITH THEIR LOT : GERMAN PRISONERS HEDGING AND DITCHING ; A CHEERFUL GROUP.

camp I followed them, and here, more than ever, in spite of the barriei

of barbed wire and the tentrie*, I realised that the Germasui must feet

that for prisoners their lives are catt in pleasant placet. . . . The

prisoners, who are paid in accordance with the terms of 'the Hague
Convention, also rrijO/ the benefit of the extra allowance of food firm
to prisoners engaged in manual labour

"
[Pkatot Spcrt and G*n*M,!.'

Seventy. five others were sent earlier in the Tear to orchards near

Bvnham. A correspondent ->f the "Da.ly Telegraph
" wites :

" The prioners work well, bttt in characteristic German fashion.

Every detail of their labour i* performed at the word of command, the

men doing very little on th*ir own initiative. . . . One ran readily

understand that the prisoners welcome this life, ... Back to their
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H Masterpiece of effective -Camouflage'

A CAMOUFLAGED ROADWAY SCREEN IMPENETRABLE TO GERMAN AIRMEN : NATURAL-GROWI

As neatly contrived and effectively constructed as any specimen of French camouflage, probably, is the stretch of screened

roadway illustrated here. It would seem quite impossible for even the field-glasses of a German aviator passing overhead
at a low altitude to penetrate interstices among the intertwining branches of the screen and discover anybody below. At
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frcncb Post in a Mcuec District,

rUK1

BRANCHES INTERTWINED WITH OTHERS, AND FASTENED OVERHEAD ALONG RIDGE-POLES,
pot, * French picket is boated in the low-roofed an
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On Ground lon by the Victory at Broodsemdc

I

AFTER THE FIGHTING : ROAD-MAKING ; MAP-READING OUTSIDE

Battlefield roads, regardless of the necessary rapidity of their con-

struction, as they follow the successive stages of each advance across

ground captured only just before, have to be laid solidly and firmly,

in view of the heavy traffic they are to bear. They are made to stand

the passage, immediately after completion, and often while still being

made, of batteries of guns, and weighty ammunition and transport

lorries, both motor-driven and horsed, besides countless lighter vehicles,

and marching battalions. In the upper illustration a working-party

are seen breaking up road-metal for solidifying such a road by Brooi-

seinde. A clear idea of the construction of a German "
pill-box

"
by

means of steel girders and rods embedded in thick concrete, is gained

from the second illustration also at Broodseinde.- -[Offidul Photo:.]
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Known as a firm friend of England.

THE NEW SULTAN OF EGYPT, A BROTHER OF THE LATE SULTAN : SULTAN AHMAD

The new Sultan of Egypt, hitherto known > Prince Ahmad Fujd, b a

younger brother of the late Sultan, whom he succeeds. Hit accession b

b*ing loyally supported by his nephew, the late Sultan's eldest ton. H<

wa> bora in 1868, and was educated mostly in Italy. He is a man of

frat public spirit and broad-minded in his ideas. In regard to Egyptian

affairs he has long been interested in projects of national welfare, being

particularly concerned in the education of the people. He has always

erincd strong British sympathies, and his personal relations with British

officials and residents in Egypt hare ever been excellent. He has fre-

quently vbited European countries, and was a candidate for <he throne

of Albania after the Balkan War. The King has telegraphed to the

new Sultan assuring him el British support- iPlioto. by Dittncli.
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
A MERICAN women are showing themselves as

./i. eager to begin war work as their English
sisters. They have, however, profited by our

experience, and are taking steps to qualify them-
selves in advance for different branches of work

they may be called upon
to do. 'Enthusiasm is good,
but tempered by know-

ledge it is of far more value
to the State. Women in

America, therefore, are be-

ginning at the beginning,
and instead of plunging
into any job that may
happen to be vacant at the

moment, irrespective of

their real fitness for the

work, are taking lessons

in clerical work, shorthand,

accountancy, and kindred

subjects which will ulti-

mately enable them to

release a man for the

fighting line.

The food-saving cam-

paign, too, has opened up
another opportunity for

usefulness to Uncle Sam's

energetic daughters of

which they are taking full

advantage. Country
"
cot-

tages
"

at Newport have
been more or

less deserted
this summer,
their inhabit-

ants having
abandoned the
scenes of their

pre-war gaieties
for the not too

attractive neigh-
bourhood of the
docks in New
York, where
they put in some

particularly
useful weeks at

food-rescue
work. Before
the war, much
of the food

brought there,

though quite
wholesome, was
condemned as

unfit for export
and destroyed.

food

ping to

"THOROUGH I" TESTS FOR WOMEN
ON THE LAND.

A test meeting for women war- workers In th Midland
Counties took place on October 4, at Metchley Park,

Edfcbastcn, Birmingham. The meeting was organised by
a Committee convened by the Lord Mayor of Birmingham,
and certificates were granted to proficient entrants. Our
photograph shows women pulling, clsaninf, and piling

roots. (Photograph by C.N.]

"THOROUGH!" A LUNCH-TIME REFRESHER AT METCHLEY PARK,
EDGBASTON.

Women entrants in the Midland Counties Test Competitions enjoy a wash, even it
a convenient pump. [Photograph by Sport and General.]

girls from Newport have been tried in some districts have been very successful
: for the benefit of the poor, but, failing a regular institution of the kind, a

established for the purpose. great deal could be done if a sitting-room and a
[CoMtiit'trti ovcriettf.

War has made Eve acquainted with many
strange professions. Rabbit-catching is not the

least curious of the many duties she has been

called upon to perform. The credit of having
discovered that women are capable of doing this

useful, if not particularly
attractive, work belongs
to the Food Production

Department, who have
initiated a course for

training the woman rabbit-

catcher. So far, no special
uniform has made its ap-
pearance on the horizon.

Possibly some enterprising
manager of musical comedy
will remedy the deficiency.

One hears so much
about the attractions of
land -work that there is

just a chance that its

strenuous side may be to
some extent overlooked.
Those who volunteer for

it are ready to take the

rough with the smooth,
but there is no doubt that
with the approach of win-
ter, and the necessity of

stopping work earlier, en-
tailed by the short days,
town-dwellers will find the

long evenings
somewhat tedi-

ous. The Hon.
Mrs. Alfred Lyt-
telton's scheme
for providing
amusement in

the evenings for

the land army
is, therefore,
one which de-

serves every
support. Briefly,
it consists of

an appeal to

people who live

in the country
to do something
in the way of

providing social

distraction for

the strangers in

their midst. The
tea - rooms and
clubs that have

already been
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Queen of the Belgians' OTorh at the front.

HOSPITAL-VISITING AMONG THE FRENCH: THE QUEEN AT GENERAL ANTHOINE'S HEADQUARTERS.

Tht Queen of the Belgians hi throughout the war ben attiduoui

la carrying out her self-tmpoaed duties as leader In works of merer,

.nd in Red Crow and hoepiut acdrltlet *mon( the BelfUuu at the

Front. Queen Elizabeth hal thrown hertelf whole-heartedly into the

work of nunini and tuperTiainf medical arranfementi, and (pared

neither time nor puree. Her Majeetr haa al paid riattt to French

Army hoepitalt and campa within reach of Kint Albert'a headquarters,

Uo at time* paying rounds of riaits jet further afield. She is sera here

(right), with a companion, on the recent occasion of a hospital

Tint at the headquarters of General Anthoine, the French com-

mander who is co-operating with the British in the present battles.

{Frenck Officul PluHognfik.]
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piano were placed at the disposal of the workers

on one or two evenings in the week.

If any farmers in the Midlands cherished

doubts as to women's capacity for undertaking

f:irm-work, the Women Land Workers' Test Meet-

ing, organised by the Food Production Department
of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, held at

Metchley Park, Edgbaston, the other day, must

have finally reassured them. As a test meeting,

and the first of the kind organised by the Govern-

ment authorities, it was a great success. More

important than that, the large number of women
who entered for the competitions showed a high

turned out in anything like the numbers required,

women must co-operate in the task of helping to

produce them. And there are several directions

in which their services are required in aircraft

repair depdts at this moment both at home

and in France. Fitters, instrument -repairers,

acetylene-welders, electricians, draughtswomen,

painters, and tracers are amongst the jobs
"
going." Women who have a knowledge of

engine parts and tools are wanted as store-

keepers ;
whilst others, with less technical ex-

perience but with a knowledge of how to

use a sewing-machine, can find scope for their

talent as sailmakers or aeroplane-wing menders.

"THOROUGH!" A MOTOR-TRACTOR TEST AT METCHLEY PARK.

Big, responsible work on the land Is now being undertaken everywhere by women, such as is shown in this photograph, taken at the Test

Meotin? lor Midland women war-workers, held at Metchley Park. -[Photograph by C.N.]

degree of proficiency at their various tasks

which, by the way, were set by men with practical
experience of farming. There are now very few,
if any, departments of agricultural work which
women have not proved themselves capable of

tackling successfully. Field operations were per-
formed with care and thoroughness ; every girl
who entered for the cowman's test came through
the ordeal triumphantly ; and whether at cutting
or trussing hay, or pulling and cleaning roots,
Eve showed herself equal to the demands made
upon her. The Food Production Department, in

fact, is so pleased with the work done by the women
now employed on the land that the number will

be greatly increased in the near future.

The air raids during the last full moon brought
home the need and importance of an adequate

-- of aircraft. But if aeroplanes are to be

The War Office have lately found new work for

women. The military authorities are short of

guards for their big forage camps. They invite

women to come and fill the gap. The forage

guards are to have a uniform of their own, and in

this instance the Women's Volunteer Reserve

(which has already a splendid record of work

accomplished to its credit), and not the W.A.A.C.,
will be the recruiting and training agency. Their

duty, like that of an ordinary sentry, will be to

keep all suspicious persons away from the camp ;

and, so far as is possible, recruits will be selected

from the districts in which they will be em-

ployed. Though the hours are not long- two
hours on duty ate followed by the same
number off sentries have to do their work

irrespective of weather conditions, a-nd will

never be posted out of hearing of the reserve

guard. CLAUDINE CLHVE.
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t:be JVIenin Road Battle: H Battlefield transport Road.

FOLLOWING UP THE FIGHTERS : A ROADWAY THROUGH THE DEBRIS ; TRAPPED IN A SHELL-HOLE.

Two battlefield transport-road view! on thr scene of the Mcnin Road

battle, which extended widely across a front of several miles and in-

cluded really several separate battlefields within its area, are shown in

the two illustrations above. The upper one shows part of the Ypres-

Zonnebeke Road, which leads in a general direction easterly with a

(Ugh', trend towards the north, and was the centre of as fierce righting

as took place anywhere. Zonnebfke is or was, for hardly one brick

of the itl-fated village houses remains on another at a' distance of

some four and a-hall miles from Ypres, and the road to it lies a little

distance to the nortn of the main Menin highway,' from which the

general battle takes its name. The destruction of the place is well-

nigh complete [OffUial Pkclografhs.]
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THE NEW RUSSIAN CABINET-EASTERN AFFAIRS

HIGH SEAS.

INCIDENTS ON THE

DURING
recent days the Russian Army has

shown a considerable increase of the

righting spirit. On Oct. 7, south of Czernovitz,

on the River Sereth, a single regiment made a

FOLLOWING THE TAPE TO THE FRONT LINE, THREE

HUNDRED YARDS AWAY : WATER-CARRIERS ON THE

WESTERN FRONT. [Australian Official Photograph.']

bold attack upon a height and captured it, together
with half the village of Waschkontz. Two counter-

attacks were repelled, but later the village was
abandoned. In the affair, however, 12 enemy
officers and 750 rank and file were taken prisoner.
The enemy claimed an advantage and some

prisoners in the same action. On the same day
there were heavy attacks in the neighbourhood
of Pskov, and heavy artillery fire. The Russians
claimed to have beaten off these attacks. On
Oct. 7 the work of Cabinet-making in Petrograd
came to an end, and once more the country had a

Government. The bourgeois elements and dele-

gates of the Democratic Conference, after an
hour-and-a-half's discussion, reached a complete
agreement v

The Preliminary Parliament is to be
called the

"
Provisional Council of the Russian

Republic." In the Cabinet the Socialists are

represented, but are in a minority. M. Kerensky
remains Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief.
The Provisional Government, as now constituted,
leaves to the Constituent Assembly the definitive

solution of all the great questions on which the

prosperity of the nation depends, and, now

become national and laying aside all thought of

violence, resolves to strive for the conclusion of a

universal peace. The Provisicnil Government is

anxious that the Constituent Assembly should be

called without delay.
From the Balkan front'there was no news of

any important fighting, and silence had again

descended on Palestine. Egypt is mourning the

death of her able Sultan, Kamil Hussein Pasha,

whose reign has been all too short. The late

Sultan is succeeded by his brother, Prince Ahmad
Fuad Pasha, who is a man of great talent and

experience. He has done much for Egyptian

education, and is the foster-father of the Egyptian

University. Affairs in Greece have followed a

normal course, but the preparations for war are

in active progress. Before the spring 300,000

Greek troops will be ready to take the field.

The drive in East Africa maintains its pros-

perous course. The Belgian troops have been in

ON THE WESTERN FRONT : AN OFFICER AND MAN OF

THE SIGNAL SERVICE TESTING WIRES.

Official Photograph.

contact xvith the enemy on a nine-mile front east

of Mahenge, and on Oct, u it was announced
that they had successfully occupied that- town.

The Nigerian troops have also made substantial
\Continutd o-'trleaf.
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persistent Demand for SQood for 03ar dses.

IN ONE OF THE PICTURESQUE PARTS OF GREAT BRITAIN : BRINGING DOWN A HEDGEROW TREE.

Some of the Canadian lumbermen who are at work in at) parts of the

British Isles, cutting and preparng timber for conversion >o mili ary
and other national uses, are seen in 'he illustration above, bringing
down a 6eld hedgerow tree. Parties of these Canadian woodmen are

to be met with, and their handiwork seen, north, southeast, and west,

in every county in which convertible timber is available for felling.

Many of our historic beauty spots of woodland, indeed, have had to

disappear at the hands of the lumberers owing to the calls of the war-
yielded up by land-owners often of free will through patriotism. It

the same also in many parts of France, where several Canadian wood-

cutter detachments have been drafted in order to reinforce local

labour. [ c.jtwdian War Kccords.]
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progre<,< rnd have ma.lt- a rc-at capture of grain. twenty - four camps the United States had
fl_ ,. ,-.,, ,,-, 4-T"itninrf "inil iir*''T

1

);ir;illf)P'i

In the Lmdi district the ln<lian cavalry have made

an even larger capture of foodstuffs and tobacco,

and. in consequence, a large tract of enemy

CAPTURED BY THE AUSTRALIANS : A GERMAN MACHINE-GUN.

Australian Official Photograph.

country is now without supplies. The enemy has

also suffered considerable casualties in recent

fightirg
On the high seas several noteworthy, if minoi,

incidents have been re-

ported. In European waters
an American destroyei
encountered a German
submarine and destroyed
her with depth -'bombs.

The fight was watched

by the American con-

voyed fleet, and it is

stated that other enemy
submarines were about
and that not one only
was sunk. The Washing-
ton Navy Department
does not, however, make
the exact number public.
Mr. Page, the American

Ambassador, speaking at

Leeds, explained that

American
'

naval officers

are anxious to come into

closer touch with the

enemy, but at present
their work is to guard
American troops and sup-

plies on their way to

France. They were out
to deal with the U-boats,
and would see to it that Britain was not

ON THE WESTERN FRONT : FUSING STOKES TRENCH - MORTAR SHELLS BEFORE
GOING INTO THE LINE NEAR WIELTJE.

Official Photograph.

The situation with regard to the submarine
starved. Mr. Page gave also some interesting menace, it will be seen, remains substantially
figures about the American air-campaign. In u.-.changed. LONDON: OCT. 13, 1917.

"-!
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100,000 flying men in training, and preparations

for 'active service were being pushed forward

with all speed. It is further announced from

Washington that the

United States Naval

Department intends to

build 787 vessels, from

super-Dreadnoughts to su b-

marine-chasers. The cost

will exceed ^230,000,000.
The new destroyers will

be the fastest and most

formidable in the world.

America has certainly
taken to heart Polonius's

advice about entry into

a quarrel. Being in, she

intends to bear herself so

that the adversary may
beware of her.

The week's submarine
returns showed a slight

increase in the loss of

large ships. These were

given at fourteen, as

against eleven of the pre-
vious period. Of vessels

under 1600 tons, only two
had been :unk, the same
number as before : of fish-

ing vessels three, as against none in the

former return. Arrivals showed a decrease :

the same held good for sailings. Vessels unsuc-

cessfully attacked were five, as against sixteen.
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AFTERMATH OF OCT. 12 INCREASED AERIAL ACTIVITY FRENCH RAIDS MULTIPLIED
FRENCH AND GERMAN POLITICAL AFFA1RS-M1CHAELIS-ITALIAN AIR AND SEA EXPLOIT.

THE effort of Oct. 12 in Flanders was a miracle

of endurance and grit on the part of our

troops and the French. But for the fearful

weather, the result might have been ove: whelm-

ing ; as it is, the struggle was not in vain, and the

offensive was advanced another definite and valu-

able stage. But the elements and the state of the

within measureable distance. But it would be
rash to say that the early onset of wintry con-
ditions means a complete bar to progress, even
in a topographical sense. Our troops have per-
formed such miracles under the foulest skies that
winter can hold few further terrors for them, and
if the fickle Clerk of the Weather should send a

THE BATTLE OF BROODSEINDE : WATER-CARRIERS ON THEIR WAV TO THE FRONT LINE-A DERELIC1
IN THE BACKGROUND. [Official Photograph.}

TANK

ground are now taking a very serious hand in the
game, and it may be that the autumn campaign has

well-nigh reached its limit of fighting activity, so
far as teat advances are concerned. The Prime
Minister has telegraphed to Sir Douglas Haig and
his men the congratulations of the War Cabinet
on the long and brilliant series of battles which
lasted from July 31 to October 12. Parliament
has formally moved a resolution of gratitude, a
proceeding unprecedented during war. All ranks
were praised and thanked for their achievements,
and for the

"
courage and pertinacity which have

commanded the grateful admiration of the peoples
of the British Empire, and filled the enemy with
alarm." If it should happen that the message
marks the close of the present campaign, the
operations in question have been such as to inspire
the highest confidence in the prospects of spring,
and of the redoubled blows which will bring victory

fine late October, and those brighter days not
uncommon in early November, there may yet be
fighting of a kind hardly to be expected. And at
any rate there will be no standing still. Winter
cannot stay the vast industry of war behind the
lines that almost unrealisable industry which is

the foundation and security of success.
The last battle drew few counter-attacks, and

for a day or two both sides remained comparatively
quiescent ; even the air-service could not put
forth all its strength on account of mists. But in
the beginning of the week following the engage-
ment vigorous trench-raiding was resumed east
of Arras.the artillery became active from Lens
to the coast, and the enemy again suffered heavy
losses. The raids were on a very extensive scale.
One of the biggest was delivered on the isth
south-east of Monchy-le-Preux, and in that affair
200 Germans were killed. This exploit fell to the
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credit of East County troops. The same evening
the South Midland Territorials raided enemy
positions north-east of Roeux, and did severe

damage. The principal feature, however, of the

aftermath of the great battle was the great

speeding-up of aerial warfare, as

soon as the state of atmosphere
permitted. There was a fore-

taste of this even on the i-jth,

when our airmen resunvd "
spot-

ting
"

for the guns, aerial photo-
graphy of German positions, and
the bombing of bases On that

day one and a-half tons of

bombs were dropped on Ledcg-
hem railway station, north-east

of Gheluvelt, and on hostile

billets east of Lens. Next day
machine-gun fire from aero-

planes flying low harassed en-

emy infantry. A large ammu-
nition-dump near Courtrai was
also severely bombed, and the

enemy's forward lines suffered

considerable punishment. During
the same period naval aircraft

encountered and attacked several

enemy formations, and raided

Bruges Docks, Vassenaere Aero-

drome, and Houtlave Aerodrome,
all in the Bruges district. Great

quantities of explosives were used. A French
aviator, Sergeant Luc Jardin, ordered to fly with
other airmen to Frankfort, went on his own
initiative as far as Essen, upon which he dropped
ten bombs from a height of 9000 feet. Returning
in dense fog, he lost his bearings, struck a tree, and

of Saarbrucke and set the building on fire. The
same day our seaplanes continued their useful

work in intercepting enemy patrols. Also on the

iyth, British bombing machines attacked various

important centres across the German frontier, in

WITH THE FRENCH: A "MOULIN ROUGE"
French Official Photograph.

NEAR THE LINES !

WITH THE FRENCH : THE WATER-RESERVOIR OF A DEMOLISHED CHATEAU.
Frfnch Official Photograph.

his machine caught fire. He managed to land

unhurt, and found himself in Switzerland, where
he is now interned. On the afternoon of the iyth
British aeroplanes bombed a German factory west

the neighbourhood of Metz. Military establish-

ments were the objective. On the iyth the
British made a successful raid near Gavrelle,
and hostile artillery was active south of

Ypres. Otherwise, there was "
nothing to

report from the battle front."

Stirred by the increased inten-

sity of the British air offensive

and by the prospect of America's
contribution to the Allies aerial

forces, Germany is said to be

preparing a colossal scheme of

construction. She intends to

duplicate her present aerial pro-
gramme before next spring.
There is word of a machine, made
entirely of metal, to act in con-

junction with infantry in the
field. Meanwhile, German com-
manders are ordered to use both
men and machines sparingly, in

view of the great air-battles of

the coming year. Every day
makes it more apparent that

both sides recognise how impor-
tant a part aerial warfare will

play in the final decision. If the

winning stroke be not actually
delivered in the air, without the
air-service it cannot be delivered
at all. The match between gun
and gun has now, perhaps, reached

its limit ; that between aeroplane and aeroplane,
with their improved construction, is, perhaps, only
beginning. The development will add to the

history of the war one of its most thrilling chapters.
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On the Aisne front, both the Germans and the

French have been launching surpri-e attacks ;

while the artillery on both sides maintained its

activity, both here and in the Verdun region.

Raids have been multiplied by the French com-

mand, and serve the double purpose of harassing

the enemy and of testing the strength of positions.

.Meanwhile, considerable political unrest was

reported both from France and Germain". Owing

to a cri-is between the French Cabinet and the

Socialists, the present composition of the Cabinet

was believed to be threatened. The Chamber held

a secret sitting to discuss a statement by M. Kibot

that an important political personage had trans-

mitted certain
"
whimpers of peace

" from Germany

retain the Chancellorship. The Kaiser is finding

the task of picking up a pilot much harder than

his airy' dropping of the old hand on a historic

occasion. If Bismarck, in the Elysian Fields, can

survey the slough in which Germany now wallows.

he may, perhaps, consider himself avenged,

supposing that he has not already petitioned to

be removed to the deepest Tartarus, as preferable

to the tortures which the spectacle of his country's

plight must inflict upon him.

Once again the principal news of

warfare is concerned with a naval exploit. On

the afternoon of Oct. 13 seaplane squadrons

sighted and attacked nine enemy torpedo-boat-

destroyers moving southward from Cape Salvore

WITH THE UNITED STATES TROOPS IN FRANCE : SOLDIERS RESTING AFTER A SPELL OF DUTY.

French Cfficial Pkctograp).

to the Cabinet. M. Painleve's explanation was

not well received by the Left, and a divi-

sion was taken as a reflection on his qualities

as a leader. He at once conferred with

M. Poincare.

The German political crisis, which followed the

announcement of the Naval Mutiny, remained in

suspense pending the Chancellor's return from the

occupied territories in the East and the Kaiser's

return from his Balkan tour. But Dr. Michee^is's

position was regarded as increasingly precarious,
if not actually desperate. He was understood to

be ready to follow the sacrifice of Admiral von

Capelle by that of Dr. Helfferich, the Vice-

Chancellor. The blunder of the attack upon
the Socialists, made under cover of the mutiny
disclosures, became more glaringly apparent, and
it seemed quite improbable that Michaelis Could

along the Istrian coast. The enemy craft scat-

tered and fled, and one vessel was directly hit by
a bomb. The Italian aircraft were briskly attacked

by gun-fire and chaser-aen: planes from Trieste,

but all the planes returned safely to their base.

An unpleasant incident arc; e between Great

Britain and Holland out of the discovery that

Dutch waterways had been used to convey srand

and gravel used by the enemy for the con-

struction of
"
pill-boxes." The Netherlands were

consequently denied access to the British commer-
cial cable service ; but, in spite of this, telegrams
continued to reach Holland by way of Spain and

Switzerland. The Dutch Government declared

that it would prevent the trans:port complained
of only if the British Government could show that

the materials in question had been used for war
work. LONDON : Oct. 20, 1917.
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Mass at the front: H Belgian Scene.

t ALTAR OF PEACE AMID THE STRESS OF WAR: A PRIEST CELEBRATING MASS -IM BILGIUM.
The Church cannot be accused of .hirkm, its duties In the r< world-
erisia. Men of all denominations are to be found helping the wounded
with their ministrations. Priests hae suffered wounds, and hare (ton
their livaa, In the pursuit of their sacred calling ; and, r en when the

supreme sacrifice has not been demanded, they hare not spared them-
selves in affording that spiritual consolation which Is an trer-present

help In time o( trouble. The hamu o* the Retdi It teen In out photo-
graph of a celebration of the Maai In Belfium, and the olemn Service
inutt eer, In the condition! of war-time, >u((eit that other hareet,
o tad but 10 (lorioui, in which the Reaper hai been Death, but death
Mnctifted by the juitlce of the cauae In which It hat been tufferea.

Official Photograph.}
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Hn exploit of which HU francc is proud

THE FRENCH COASTER " KLEBER'S " DUEL WITH

The French coaster
"

Klt-ber
" was in the Bay of Biscay on the evening

of October 3, when a U-boat fired 5-inch shells at her, doing severe

damage. The " Kit ber "
replied with her one small 2-inch gun. and the

U-boat submerged. Forty minutes later she reappeared and attacked

again. She now shot gaping holes in the
"
Kleber's

"
sides, and blew

up the store of cartridges, killing the skipper and mate, and wounding

A U-BOAT : VIEWS OF THE SHELLED BULWARKS.

several hands. The crew, on the order of the super -cargo, left the ship

in her two boats- the super-cargo staying on board. The U-boat

picked up the men and stood them on deck for questioning, when the

"KlOber," apparently abandoned, suddenly fired. The Frenchmen

swam to the "Kli-bei," as the U-boat submerged, rejoined the

brave super-cargo, and brought the "Kliber "
into port.

1
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Russia's first Submarine Since the Revolution.

The landing of the German, on the Uland. of Oeul and Dago, to the
outh of the entrance to the Gulf of Finland and the Ma approach to

Petrogr.d, brought the Ruiaian Baltic Fleet and it. potential capa-
bilities for an offenaiTe counter-more again.! the German Fleet in
ihe Baltic, prominently into general world-notice. Rvmia's .trength
in ihipi of all clasM., from Dreadnought, to torpedo-boat, and nib-

CERENSKY (MARKED x ) ON BOARD : ADDRESSING MEN.
marine., is understood to hare been materially increaed by new
building rince the outSreak of the war, .nd the fightl,,- pirit of the
Ruwian ,mm_ouuid, of political .nd r.rolution ,ue.tion,-m.rwell prove, .. of old, to be high .nd p.triotic. The intere.tinc in-
cident rtown .bore took pl.ce not m.ny week, .go, during one of
M. Kerenrty'. qcial ri.it. to the B.ltlc Fleet, in a dockyard port
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One of the flanders front

FOLLOWING THE ADVANCE: AUSTRALIANS LAYING A TELEGRAPH LINE; LOADING SHE

Telegraphic communication by unbound wire is employed on the
"
Wirelea,," of course, is employed ma, be convenient,

field of tattle a, circunutance, permit, both for the tr.nsmiion of for passing information from reconno.tr.ng and tpottui

ordinary military telegram message., or for telephoned verbatim to the artillery of the rear long-range bombarding tattei

messaged betwJ b.M and second-line headquarter, and intelligence- laying of a fidd-telegraph line Ju.t under the surface ,s *"

posts, and the advanced front lines. It is maintained in addition to upper iUu.tra.ion. The lower
illustration

.shows art., ery-men
oadu^

up

auxiliary ferric* by monger-pigeon,, dog de,p.tch-c.rri,rs, etc. ammunition on the edge of a battlefield.- [Au^ha,: Official
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Proof of German Defeats in ftondere.

SPECIMEN; ANOTHER AS AN OBSERVATION POST"OSUKVATION-POST.
"PILL-BOXES" IN BRITISH

Numerou, German "
pill-bow.," or concrete blockhouw.. were captured

r troop, durinf the recent rictorie. in Flander.. Near Poel.
tile, for inttance, there were (real clutter, of them. " One .uch

poaitlor,," write. Mr. Perry Robiruon r*,rdmf the battle of October 12
wa. described ... a. conii.tin, of 19 Mparate concrete buildinf.'

)* which were held in .trenfth, and a multitude of machine-guru'

Other defence, her. are built like a ,,. or ), continuou. runnel ofh,ck concrete, with chamb^. oo^in, ou, wlo iolid concrrt. low.'fdsthe ,,de of our adTw.ce, which tide i. bankl up with earth . .
offer no t,rf , while ,h. rr ride, which i. .hr,

'

Capture<i pm-b"- -
, and on.-[A vitnliaH
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Hfter One of the Battles North of had been Cdon.

GERMAN FIELD-GUN BY

Spoil of every kind, trench-mortars, machine-guns, field artillery, and

ammunition
"
dumps," was "

mopped up
"

after the fighting, all over

the Flanders battlefields after oui October victories. It was the same

everywhere, alike along the Menin Road, to the south-east of Ypres,

and on the captured ground of the former German positions north and

north-east of Ypres. The upper illustration shows one of the captured

German "dumps," still stored with ammunition-boxes, as the captors

found it. Apparently some of our big shells had fallen near by.

The concussion from their explosion would account for the upset condi-

tion of the piles of boxes. The second illustration shows a German

field-gun In its pit near a "pill-box," as put out of action Both gun

and "
pill-box

" have come lo grief. -[Australian Official Photographs.}
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On One of the Battlefields North of

AFTER ACT.ON: RE.NFORCEMENTS MOVING UP; A V.M.C.A.

ll

The upper illustration shows . scene enacted ererywhere on the Fl.nders
k.nleflds .. fightin, drew to . cloM. Fresh men from the rear

s < route for the captured position, to assist in
"
consolidatinf

"
it, to rspidljr fortify the ground against anticipated counter-attacks
expected as part of the regulation tactics of modern battle. That none

d in the later Flanders fighting, or only feeble attempts were

mad, by the enemy was on, surpri* of the Menin R<.4 serie, of

r oTth 'M r
"' U">'* Y>M -C -A- "><***. P^ '- fa

' th ht.ng-"n .ogire. warming. cheering cup , w.,kinginded wh,l passing , ,h, rear
,

(, . ^s^ond mur.,,on. The refreshment. proT. inr^uabl, stunuUnu u,the
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On Olatcb for the enemy

PREPARED TO SWEEP THE GROUND TO THE FRONT AND ON T

A Pritish Mchine-Gun unit, picketed out in the battle-area in a locality where the enemy are *P<:ted .
l

,,

ih
.

owtl '"
'

above illustration. The party is posted so as to have as unobstructed as possible a vw and fieldI of fire m fro

to the flanks, their weapon being laid to sweep as close along the surface of the ground as possible t
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Open in the flandere Battle-Hrea,

.

yi

v

ANKS WITH A WHIRLWIND OF BULLETS: A MACHINE-GUNNERS' POST
*

which th' Ctrm'n' of "" round
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ROMANCES OF THE REGIMENTS: LXXII.-THE FRAZERS AGAIN.

LEG-BAIL AT LEXINGTON.

DURING
the whole winter of 1776-77, the

captured Frazer Highlanders remained on

parole in Boston For a time things were tolerable

enough ; but, as the spring came on, at least two
of the officers besian to dream of liberty. Their

parole made any attempt at escape impossible ;

but, to encourage themselves and to provide for

a remote contingency, they got together some
disguise rough sailor-suits such as the fishermen
of Boston wore and armed themselves with clasp-
knives. To their secret equipment they added
haversacks for provisions and a change of linen. It

It was one hour to pack, and then the escort would
be ready to move. The Yankee seemed to think
that his captive friends must take this new turn of

fortune very ill, but for their own reasons they
bore it well, and went about their hurried prepara-
tions, not without hope. They packed up their uni-

forms and wore their sailor suits, pleading economy.
The departure of the prisoners from Boston

was made a ceremonial occasion. A column of

sixty men, under a Captain and two Lieutenants,
accompanied the prisoners to the outskirts of the
town. The baggage followed on a cart. But

FHE HALF-LIGHT OF AN EARLY MORNING, SHORTLY BEFORE ONE OF THE MENIN ROAD 5.30 AM
ATTACKS OPENED: SUPPORTS FILING FORWARD TO THE FRONT TRENCHES. AND REFLECTED IN THE

WATER ALONGSIDE THEIR PATH. [Australian Official Photograph.}

all seemed very much make-believe, but it cheered
the officers even to imagine that the day mightcome when their preparations would be useful.

Then came a morning when they were visited
by an American officer, who hinted that he was
the bearer of ill-news. Captain Menzies and his
fnend bade the Yankee fire away. He thereupon
told the prisoners that their parole was given back,
and that in an hour's time they were to start
under escort for some unknown destination inland.
The American explained that Washington had been
so much incensed by the treatment which certain
f his officers had received from the British that he

intended to stop it if possible by severe measures

outside the town, however, the show came to an
end, and the officer prisoners were left to the
tender mercies of a lieutenant, a sergeant, a
corporal, and six rank and file. This reduction
of guard was a further encouragement to the
prisoners, who began to speculate on their chances
of escape. Now that they were no longer on
parole, they were at perfect liberty to outwit their
captors if they could. The officers heard that
they were to move towards Lexington. Where
the rank and file of the Highland prisoners were
sent they could not ascertain.

Lexington is not far from Boston ; but, as the
party had started late they went no further on
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On a flanders Battlefield: Hn Hmbush for "fritzea"

LURKING IN A SHELL-CRATER WITH LEWIS GUNS : POSTED TO BRING DOWN LOW-FLYING GOTHAS.

Apart from anti-aircraft gum, camoufiagld at fixed stations or prowl-

inf along roads or across country, Infantry with Lewis automatic and

machine-guns lie in ambuih at many placet. Some, ai the party wen

here ire Joinj. lurk In ihell-ciateri on 'he battleflekia, cloie to the fight-

ing line dui ing action. Their purpott is to tackle German air-nen flyi.ig

low in bombing Gothai, or
"
FritM*," a> our men call th-m, orer our

adrancing troops to try and hold them back. Thi* form of air-warfare

the German* tried first in the Menin Road blttlei, according to war-

correspondents, copying the British air-offensive tactics Against the

entrenched Crrmu.' infentry Imiftf our advance in previous Vatilrs.

Ihilr eftorti, hoe\ er do not appear lo hve been very successful, and

ther ar uiuaily soon beaten oB. [Attft'altan Official PkOotrapl, .;
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the first day's march. Where they would be
taken afterwards they had no idea. The journey
had not been of the pleasantest, for the Lieu-
tenant in charge made himself exceedingly dis-

agreeable and forced his company on his prisoners.
They did their best to put up with him.

SHOWING, IN THE BACKGROUND OF THE PICTURE, ONE OF THE
CAPTURED GERMAN "PILL-BOXES," BUILT OF CONCRETE BLOCKS:
AUSTRALIANS WITH GAS-MASKS ON, POSED FOR THE CAMERA
IN A FORMER GERMAN TRENCH. [Australian Official

Captain Menzies and his companion were taken
to the inn and lodged in an upper room, at the
door of which a sentry was posted. In due time
the Lieutenant joined them and said that he-would
share their supper. He added that the
sergeant and corporal would also be of
the party, an announcement which was
not altogether pleasing to the British
officers. They knew better, however,
than make any objection ; and they
had been prepared somewhat for the
event by noticing the extreme familiarity
which existed between officers and men
oft the Republican Army.

Supper came on in due course an
abundance of plain, good food, liquor in

proportion, and pipes and tobacco. It
was evident from the Lieutenant's
manner that he intended to make a
night of it. As the meal progressed he
and his comrades grew more and more
jocose, their boastful stories took highand ever higher flights, while the two
British officers sat listening in amaze-
ment to their jailer's exploits. All the
time they themselves took the greatest
care not to drink more than form

manded, while they encouraged their
guard to increase their potations, and

they were not at all unwilling to
The night wore on

noisily, and
Lieutenant and his subordinates passed from

e jocose to the familiar, from the familiar to
quarrelsome, fr.,m the quarrelsome to the

maudlin sentimental, and therewith they slid

from their chairs on to the floor and slept the

sleep of the drunken.

Now was the opportunity of Captain Menzies
and his friend. In silence they watched their

companions until they were sure of their uncon-
sciousness. Then quietly they buckled
on their haversacks. Menzies next
went on tiptoe to the door and fixed
the latch by thrusting a knife into the

staple. The other officer stole to the
window, opened it, and looked out. It

was a pitch-black night. It was im-
possible to see how far the window was
from the ground. But any risk was
worth taking. They put a table close
to the window and prepared to mount
on it. But crack I A rotten leg gave
way, and down came the table on the
drunken Lieutenant's ankle. He awoke
swearing, but was too far gone to under-
stand. The prisoners feigned sleep, and
the Lieutenant soon dropped off again,
having answered with an oath the

challenge of the sentry outside.

Quiet descended once more. It was
now or never. Cautiously returning to
the window, Menzies and his friend

swung themselves up on the sill, passed
through, and hung on to the outer
ledge. How deep the drop might be
they could not tell, but there was no
choice. Down went one of the pair
on to a rubbish heap. A horrible

wrench told him he had sprained his ankle. Then
down came Captain Menzies, fair and square
unhurt. They listened. All quiet. Then, the
one limping, the other aiding, they crossed the

IN A CAPTURED GERMAN TRENCH DURING A MENIN ROAD
BATTLE, WITH, NEAR BY, THE SMASHED-IN RUIN OF A SQUARE-
SIDED GERMAN "PILL-BOX": RESERVES TAKING IT EASY UNTIL

ORDERED FORWARD.-KI**,/*,,, o*

common, p'assed the church, and so, leaving
Lexington behind, plunged into the forest. After
many adventures, they made good their esr.-tpn.
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Some of this Year's 60,000 German prisoners.

CAPTURED BY THE AUSTRALIANS : PRISONERS IN THE BIRDCAGE
Thouwnd. of prtaoiwr. h.r. own Uken durin( the recent b.t.le, u

tot.l numbtr ol Gin.i capture br the BritUh on the W.Urn
Front thi. ,, i, .bout j.,,,,. C v.phy . wriU. Mr. P.,rr
ofcuuon, (Ira no it.nd.rd by which to mcuure our tucctM. Whtt
hTe ben itnk.i.g .1 not poiittoiu but nun. Tht re.! muiure

>l our t. in. i. the wU| ol Gwnun nunhood *nd the thock to

B.rnun

.ttlnj

AND ON THEIR WAY TO IT.

From

m.rlta, in(.rm.U
M. ta

,

broucht It .bout, .nd thn do n concl how much of
t hu ,prd In th. Armr."-^,,s/M/mB ojfcirt

,

th. ,ubj,ct

'^

m.
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fr
foot-Slogging;" and Wheeled

ON THE BRITISH WESTERN FRONT : SUPPORTS MOVING UP NEAR HOOGE ;
TRANSPORT ON A ROAD.

At these are Australian photographs, we may appropriately quote a

recent message from Mr. C. E. W. Bean, the official Australian corre-

spondent : "The Germans to-day (October 16)," he writes, "retired

opposite a small portion of the Australian front to the next spur of

the high ground, about 1000 yards back. The Germans' main

position now is astride of the main ridge, south of Passchendaele, with

one leg down the spur running to Poelcappelle, and the other leg

down the high spur running to the south-east and ending in the knob

known as Keiberg ; thence curving south-west over the lower slopes

of the southern portion of the ridge before Becelaere and Gheluvelt."

Our upper photograph shows the ground looking towards Hooge,

which lies east of Ypres. {A ustralian Official Photographs.}
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Che endless Stream of British transport.

n

*J^rj?,T:' * TRANSP RT C LUMN A <-<" OK LORRIES.
,

neri M<n< to ^ BHtiih "
endlea .t,m of tr.nsport, conveying .mmunition. ,uppU

ry ' W"
Mid the other d.y when interviewed by the London co^ondent^fPri. Journ.1," on the lubject o( un.port : "So .. to di^Uibute jood, forw.rded to Mor. on the ume front we h.ve con

tructed ,omc hundred, of

roved c.n..s .nd rd,

Ih'^'rT' "K"
"* ""

urnph. In the photojr.ph
n the str u wn Mpng t wjl) ^ ^^M French rule of th, ro.d.-U K.w,a^B O#(:ifli Photograph}

rlil tr.ck

Our .ctivity .nd !Mur
"" n '" """"'" '"

t[mnlfart colulnnll .
.
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r Victor in Svery Battle Re has fought:

MASTERLY AS A STRATEGIST, A TACTICIAN, AND AS A FIGHTING LEADER

In tttt S*tt4tfl CMM*JCA it ifff **^ WM to MM tedlM oi Atter* n4 On*4ynn*ft. Tbtf f^Mdi AlficftA Ww 0M
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;bc British Chief on the Olestcrn front.

RSHAL SIR DOUGLAS HAIG. K.T.. G.C... G.C.V.O., K.C.I.E. HIS LATEST PORTRAIT.

<t bnllutnt work. From 190) 1905 Sir D*UfU* HU wt IiuptcMr-0M*rl ot Cky U I***- Th h h*U hJk
M th \Vi 0(ft.-. nd . Chf ol th* Stafl In In4to. A. "W<Wr ( UM Wn Arm; Corpt M *MM4 MMwM kUtty IM
|rt tw t ih. 1*15
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A HYDIKMiUfSEl'K THAT SKIMS OVER THE SURFACE OF THE WATER1!

o*er-sw<acc rapid ** such as tfac craft sen here

iktivm flats such as at tiiats make Titris an(alioB. even for

o tar to th* ! ^l4 actrritin of a wl whose nnsm ff>i
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RACING PACE: "MARCOT" PUTTWG Of AT A PORT OT CALL.
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OTith the U.S. Croops draining in francc.

AT AN INSTRUCTION CAMP : REVOLVER PRACTICE ; EXAMINING A FRENCH AEROPLANE COME DOWN.

"AH over the countryside," describes Mr. Laurence Jerrold, in the

"Daily Telegraph," speaking of the United States troops under battle.

Instruction at a certain place in France, "the American Army is

training with furious zest. To walk or drive in woods and fields is

almost as dangerous as viiitinj front-line trenches. In every field,

round every knoll, the American Army is biasing away with rifles,

guns, and machine-guns (and revolvers). Machine-gun parties,

with plenty of ammunition, tear up and down a valley, and irom different

points sweep the same poor old hill with rapid fire. There is very

little left of the trees on the crest." Two training-camp incidental

episodes, on the outskirts of one of the camps, are shown in the above

Illustrations. [Frcncli Official Photographs.}
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Ktb the U.S. TTroopa draining in france.

AT AN INSTRUCTION CAMP: REVOLVER PRACTICE
Sptaking of tht flring practice of tht American troop, at their camp, of
instruction In France, Mr. Laurence Jtrrold, who paid a recent visit
lo ctrtain of tht U.S. training centres and saw all rank, and arms of
tht Strrice exercising for battle, draws attention In tht "Dally
Ttltgraph," to tht notable .hootinf efficiency of tht troops. "Good
i' o.i ( the American Army," ht says, "wear tht word, 'Marksman '

RAIDING-PARTY
In .llTtr Utter, on tunic, and on. w an a.tonUhlng num
insignia worn." Continuing, ht remark, that
round is ringing with gun-fir., riflt-nrt and
Mnctr. and mtn not at the butt., or out "

fl.ld firing
'

in th,

contmuallj. practising with rtrolrtr. and automatic pistol,
party and trtneh-nghting.- (Frmck

'
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THE NEW WARRIORS: 1V.-THE WARRIORS OF LAUGHTER.

WELL forward in the ranks of the New The A.S.C. does other things, of course ; it

Warriors are the men of the Army fills up
"
returns

"
(in triplicate), and all that.

SerVlCC C.OrOS. Th#r* mnir K<* cf\mt> *mrKr f Kirtlf T-f KoL-oc + >na Kroid t*r*A ^it?4- IK,,*.,.- i4- .,.-.,! I. 111,.

" " v MAV IUVU \J1 i i ii ,TVJ ui y

Service Corps. There may be some who think
I am not walking after the excellent manner
of the late Mr. Agag in speaking of the A.S.C. as
warriors

; but I mean it, and I am right.
The New Warrior is the fighter who frequently

doesn't fight at all. I mean, he is much more
effective as a non-fighter, a non-bayonet-lunger,
and, really, much
more dangerous
to the Boche.

Quite frequently
he is enormously
dangerous to the
Boche merely be-
cause of the

strength he gives
to some other
fellow to fight.
He is the power,
physical ormoral,
behind thepunch.
The A.S.C. is

top - scorer and
not-cut as both

physical and
moral power be-
hind the modern
army's punch.
If only as the
cause of more
jokes than any
other body of
men (not except-

A "DUD," OR UNEXPLODED, SHELL BEHIND THE LINES IN
FLANDERS. NOW AN ARMY CURIOSITY : BRITISH AND BELGIAN

CERS-THE BELGIANS WITH SMALL CIRCULAR NATIONAL
BADGE ON THE UPPER FRONT OF THEIR CAPS-BY A GIGANTIC

GERMAN SHELL. [Official Photograph.]

ing the London Scottish), in any army in any
war, the A.S.C. has done a signal service in the
fighting that will

effectively defeat the Hun.

It bakes the bread and distiibutes it, and kills

the meat and joints it (though why is it that the
A.S.C. only kills kidneyless animals ? The pro-
blem was put to me by a front-line man. He
said that joints that came up to them, curiously,
never had kidneys. He was fond of devilled

kidneys, and he wondered if but it must have
been the fault of

theanimals them-

selves) ;
it stores

food and carts it ;

it takes charge
of Divisional bag-
gage and almost

always delivers

it. It does a
thousand mun-
dane and hum-
drum things that
are fighting the
war as effectively
as guns and
gunners. But it

does equally
powerful work,
too, on the side
of laughter and
the spirit.

The "A.S.C.

joke
"

side of

them is one point
of their inestim-
able value in

keeping up the spirits of the Army. There are
numberless jokes about the A.S.C. : on a rough
computation, about 5,000,000 jokes a day are

t ovcrtea/.

Official Photograph.
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made about the A.S.C. There would be more,

but there are only about 5.000,000 men in the

British Army. Many of them are fair jokes,

some are only plum-and-apple jam, while others

are quite good. I have noticed the best of them

are made by the A.S.C. themselves ; they have

an excellent sense of humour.

The moral side is a fine factor

of the A.S.C. The practical side

can be left alone here.

The A.S.C. specialise in cine-

mas. They enlist cinema opera-

tors, experts, and other high

priests of the cultus. They buy
films and machines, and they

have the men who can choose-

and manipulate the one and

work and repair the other ; they
run their own "

palaces," and,

what is more, carry them about

with them if necessary. Being
their own carters, they can bring

you the latest Charlie Chaplins,

and the tent or hut to show him

in, from a hundred miles away.
The Follies and concert

parties are not, as a rule, drawn

only from the ranks of the A.S.C.,

because whereas each regiment

may have its own troupe. Brigade
or Division Follies are drawn
from the entire Brigade or

Division. But, if the A.S.C.

doesn't supply the
"

artists," it generally gives

the
"
O.C. Follies

"
his headquarters.

It is not light work. Follies work hard at

amusing at the front, and frequently on the two

or three or more shows a day principle, with the

and Follies and what-not from concert-platform

concert -
platform. The M.T. Driver has

to

probably had a heavy day, but he does it for

the good of laughter and the stimulating of

the trench-weary.
The other, non-permanent, concert-parties

M

ON THE BRITISH FLANDERS FRONT:

TO A POSITION ON NEWLY WON
HORSES TO

DURING BATTLE IN THE FLANDERS FRONT FIGHTING: FIELD
AMBULANCE MEN IN A SHELL-SWEPT AREA, SHELTERING IN

TRENCH "FUNK-HOLES." (.4 ustrnlian Official Pliotvgmfil,.]

shows miles apart. It may not be part of

their routine, but it is generally A.S.C'. lorries

and A.S.C. M.T. Drivers who cart "props"

A BATTERY GOING FORWARD
GROUND HELPING THE TEAM

CROSS THE STIFF, WATERLOGGED SOIL.

Australian Official Photoftaph.

those which go out from England are more often

than not
"
toured

"
by the A.S.C., while their

stages and their concert-halls, if any, are com-

mandeered, hired, borrowed, or
"

lifted
"
by the

A.S.C. and the A.S.C. also has spirited up a

piano from the barren and
houseless wastes of France for

their benefit.

All the best pianos are un-

earthed by the A.S.C. They
have an instinct for them un-

less, perhaps, they have also

special piano - diviners in their

ranks.

Cinemas, Follies, and con-

cert parties are of immense
value at the front. In giving
so splendid a "buck -up" to

the men, in re-stimulating the

trench-worn, and keeping cheery
the fighters, the A.S.C. is

proving as lethal to the Ger-

man as if he himself tackled

him and forced
" Kamerad "

action out of him with a

bayonet. He does many other

things, as I say, but those other

things are of his old method
of war (and pretty splendid
methods they have always

been) : it is this new phase of

pleasure-making and relaxation that has given
him a right to rank with the New Warriors in the

new scientific era of war. W. DOUGLAS NEWTON.
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Campaign of the postal Censor.

THE POSTAL CENSORSHIP: RECEIVING AND DESPATCHING; FOOD-SMUGGLING CHEMICAL tESTS.

On this and the following pages we are enabled to illustrate the work
of the Postal Censorship, which is, of course, highly important and

involves an elaborate establishment with a large staff of qualified

workers. The first photograph above shows the receiving and despatch-

ing department. Here the mails are taken in from the Post Office,

distributed to various sections of the Censorship, and returned to the

Post Office after having been dealt with. The second photograph, taken

in the Censor's Museum, shows attempts that used to be made to

smuggle food into Germany through the newspaper post. The package

behind is a roll of newspapers intact ; the second is a bag of rice pro*

tected by dummy newspapers. The third shows the laboratory where

suspicious matter is chemically examined. [Photos. Sport and General,}
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Censorship of prisoners' Letters.

THE POSTAL CENSORSHIP: EXAMINING LETTERS
One department of the Postal Censorship is concerned with the

raination of the correspondence of prisoners of war, with a iew, of
course, to preenting any information of military importance from
reaching the enemy. It will be seen that women examiner, are
entrusted with this branch of the work, where the feminine eye for
detail and subtleties is doubtless Tsluable. The upper photograph

(I) TO BRITISH PRISONERS; (2) TO GERMANS.
shows the room in which letter, .ddressed to British prisoner, of war

emy countries are examined. The room shown in the lower
llustr.Uon .. that in which the same procew i, applied lo l,,ters mt

-erman prisoners of war in workin, camp, in this country. As
be gathered from the photographs, this part of the Postal Censor.

hip alone is.n extensive undertaking.-^*^. y Spun and c,eMral]
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Censorship of Letters and parcels.

THE POSTAL CENSORSHIP : THE PRIVATE TRANSIT MAIL ; CONDEMNED GOODS AWAITING DECISION.

Continuing here the series of photographs illustrating the work of the

Postal Censorship, we show on this page, at the top, the room devoted

to the private transit mail, and, below, condemned goods taken from
the mails and stored to await the decision of the Priie Court. The
Postal Censor and his staff of assistants are very wide-awake, and, how-
ever ingenious mar be the attempts of enemy agents and sympathisers

to smuggle contraband articles and forbidden information through

the British Post Office, the authorities concerned are
"
up to all their

tricks
" and quite equal to the task of detecting them. A huge quan-

tity of goods and letters has been condemned and stacked away until the

end of the war, when, perhaps, they may be forwarded to their destina-

tion. [Photos, by Sport and Gtnfral.]
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Women's Work at the postal Censorship.

THE POSTAL CENSORSHIP : A CANTEEN ; EXAMININC LETTERS OF PRISONERS INTERNED IN HOLLAND.Ai will be Ken from photograph, on the preceding page., numberi of
women are employed in the Poul Censor's offices, for examining
!tter. and detecting .muggled article, of contr*bnil in parcel! *nd

newiptoeri. Otherf are occupied in translating letters written in
foreign lancuages, in keepin( collection, of relic. In the Ceruor', libraryand muwum, and in Mrtinf mail, for diitribution. The caterinf

arranement, for this lar(e staff of ladies are naturally on an extensive
le and the canteen shown In the upper photograph has accommoda-

t.on for about three hundred. In the lower illustration !.. poup
of worker, whose task is to examine letters to and from British and Allied

oner, of war interned in Holland. Evidently the correspondence
ords food for amuseinent.-[p/,ofe>j. by Sport ant Central.}
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WOMEN AND THE WAR.
THROUGH the woman "

Bobby
"

has not yet

1 reached the official status of the regular

policeman, her value to the State is being

gradually recognised. In the country especially,

her services are becoming more and more in

demand, and not a lew of our large towns have

women police on their

regular staff. At the mo-
ment there is a demand
for educated women to

act as constables, but

they must be women of

a rather special type.

Some day there will be a

woman police service
" run

"
by the Government

authorities, and recruited

in the same sort of way
as the regular force at

Scotland Yard. But the

woman police force at the

moment is still in the ex

perimental stage, and the

kind of women wanted,

besides being educated,

must have some experi-

ence of social work, be

over twenty - seven and
under forty years of age,

and willing to work for a

wage of some forty shill-

ings a week while breaking
the ice in a new profession
for their sex.

The railways,

too, are recog-

nising the value

of the women
police, several

of whom are

now replacing
members of the

companies' reg-
ular force who
have joined the

Army.

While on the

subject of new
and unusual

professions for

women, it is

interesting to

know that there

is a great open-
ing for wireless

opera tors.Some
months ago the Marconi Company originated
a scheme for testing women's ability in this

direction, with quite encouraging results. So far,
the number of women employed in this capacity
is not large, though a certain number of pupils
have been drafted to stations where they are

doing good work on fairly long land lines.

THE W.A.A.C IN ITS LIGHTER MOOD: SPORTS

NEAR GLASGOW.

A three-legsed race mav xem * ""I "8 Incident in the

career of members of the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps,

but it is by such bracing amusements they keep body

and mind in health in a time of mental stress and physical

endurance. [Photograph by CJV.]

America, Canada, and some of our colonies,

however, have gone further, and employ several

women on wireless stations. But British con-

servatism still hesitates to try the experiment of

employing female labour on this work to any

great extent. Exactly why is not stated. If

women can do the work in

one country, they must be

capable of doing it in an-

other. It is said that the

work of transmitting and

receiving messages, and

keeping the apparatus in

working order, is quite
within women's capacity.

Working hours, too, com-

pare favourably with those

that prevail in quite
strenuous forms of labour.

Two hours on and four to

six hours off is the usual

shift. The initial salary
offered i, rising as high
as 3 a week, with board

and accommodation pro-
vided can be earned after

a training that lasts from
six to nine months.

THE W.AJV.C IN ITS LIGHTER MOOD: A TUG-OF-WAR.-[/>*<*>* by

Though one hears a

great deal about the Cen-

sorship, comparatively few

people realise the enormous
field covered by
the department
and the number
of languages
with which
those who work
in it are called

upon to deal.

At the moment
more women
linguists are re-

quired to help
in the work.

No woman who
has a know-

ledge of any
language, how-_
ever uncom
mon, need feel

shy about offer-

ing her services,

since one special
section known
asthe"Uncom-

mon Languages Department
" deals with over 150

unusual tongues and dialects. If only the Censor

girls were not sworn to strictest secrecy, what

stories they could tell, for the examination of

private correspondence is left almost entirely in

the hands of the 1300 who are employed.
Woman's wit, it is said, is very quick at detecting
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In the Cdar Hrea: The Importance of Little Things.

ATTACHED TO THE AMERICAN RED CROSS IN FRANCE : PREPARING BABIES' BOTTLES.

Nothing U too onerous, nothing too apparently simple, to be -aught in

the mnhes of the net which is cast so wide by the members of the

Red Cross Society, which is doing such beneficent work in the yarious

war-area* of the world. The nurse and lady seen in our photograph
ra engaged in the simple but, under war conditions, Ttrx Important
work of preparing bottlea for babies. It b not easy in the war-areas to

carry out dutiea which in ordinary circumstances would be simple
domestic tasks, but there are many difficulties in the way in war-time,
and these are successfully surmounted by the kindly work of the great

army of the Red Cross which aids the efforts of the soldier*, and also

helps the rillagers in details of their daily life, as our picture plainly

suggests. [Frenck Official Pkotograpk .}
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formation, and so far they have been able to

see through all enemy attempts in this direction.

Appreciation of the woman doctor grows apace.

Last year the Charing Cross Hospital made the

experiment of admitting women students to its

important o f work being done

A WAR-TIME INNOVATION: THE NEW SISTERHOOD AT ST. AUGUSTINE'S.

St. Augustine's College, one of the most ancient buildings in Canterbury, is now a

training ctntre for the Women'a Land Army. The girl* tleep in monastic cells, and take

their meals in the thirteenth-century dining-hall. Our photograph shows some of the

students In the beautiful old cloisters. [Photograph by Illustrations Bureau.]

medical school on the same terms as men, and at

the prize-giving the other day the Minister of

Reconstruction, in his speech, laid emphasis on

the complete success that has attended the step.

More than that, it seems highly

probable that in the future more
and more women will be required
to train as doctors, since it is esti-

mated that, owing to war wastage
and other causes, the supply of

men students will not be sufficient

to meet national requirements.
The recent opening of the new
session at the London (Royal Free

Hospital) School of Medicine for

Women supplied a further instance

of the value now placed on the

services of the woman doctor, for

it was announced that former

students of the school had been
invited by the Indian Government
to

" run
"
a large military hospital

in Bombay. The invitation is the

more complimentary when one re-

membeis the cavalier treatment
accorded to medical women at

home by the military authorities

in the early days of the war. Since

then, of course, British women

forces i

great London .

buffets staffed by voluntary

workers provide rest and refresh-

ment for the men. Any soldier

home on leave from the front will

tell you of the comfort and delight

of his first meal at a station after

months sp-snt in France, and the

workers themselves are as inter-

ested in the work as the men are

grateful for the efforts made on

their behalf. The free buffet at

Victoria Station plays a large part

in the leave - programme of the

man from the trenches. He goes

to it on arrival he often
pays

it a

visit just before he is returning to

France ; and if for any cause it-

had to be closed down, a very real

want would be left unfulfilled.

Ever since 1914 the staff of

voluntary workers have laboured

day and n;jht to feed the 42,000

hungry men who pass through the

canteen each ,veek, and have suc-

ceeded in doing it at the compara-

tively trifling sum of 23- The

result is th_at
the Victoria Buffet is

threatened with bankruptcy unless the necessary
"

silver bullets
"
to keep it Li a position of financial

-stability are forthcoming. Anyone who cares to

send a cheque for the purpose to Lieut.-General

A WAR-TIME INNOVATION: A LESSON IN PIG-FEEDING AT

ST. AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE. (Pliotofraph fry Illustrations Burtau.]

doctors have been in charge of a large military

hospital in London, and have managed it with

conspicuous ability and success. Talking of the

work done by medical women, it is interesting to
note that of the five women doctors recently

Sir Francis Lloyd, commanding the London Dis-

trict, at the Horse Guards, Whitehall, S.W.I, will

have the satisfaction of knowing that the whole

amount will be devoted to the benefit of the

soldiers. CLAUDINK CLEVK.
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One of Mr. JMuirbead Bone's "SClestern front" Scries.

SHIPBUILDING WAR-WORK HELPING TO WIN IN FLANDERS : PLACING AN OIL-TANK IN A SHIP.

Mr. Muirhead Bone, in the series of masterly drawings which make up
"
The Western Front," and prove him to possess a genuine realisation

of the inner working of the destinies of the Great War, devotes a tenth

al his drawings to shipyard and shipbuilding scenes- a subject essen-

tially cognate to the final decision of the Great Issue. As has been

said, the shipbuilding drawings.
"

if not of the Western Front, are yet

of something without which there could be no Western Front, for

Britain, at any rate." The illustration of placing an oil-tank in a

ship, which is reproduced here from the artist's drawing, if it is less

weighty work than placing a ship's boiler, is yet "a ticklish thing."

[From a Craw.'; by Muirheid lltme We Official War Aili<t),

reproduce I , by permisa:n, f.om Part X. of
" The Western Front."]
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THE
THE GULF OF RICA- RUSSIA'S INCREASE OF TROUBLE NAVAL LOSSES AND

SUBMARINE WAR-A NEW WAR ZONE SALONIKA AND MESOPOTAMIA,

T-UKTHEK tribulation, and that serious, has The threat to the mainland was followed up

F been the lot of Russia during the period without loss of time, and German airships bombed

1'ernau on the Livoman coast. At the time ol

writing no immediate move had been made by
the Russian northern army ; but it was believed

that the enemy coup might ultimately compel a

withdrawal from the seaboard to the Wenden line.

The new base might also enable the Germans to

attempt another landing south of Reval, and it

affords only too favourable an opportunity of air-

raids on Petrograd, which is only 280 miles distant

H;RTHlK tribulation, and that serious, has

been the lot of Russia during the period

under review. On Oct. 12 the German offensive

against the new Republic entered on a fresh

phase, when the fleet and army co-operated in a

great attack on the islands of Oesel and Dago, at

t ! entrance to the Gulf of Riga. The German

naval force was composed of eight Dreadnoughts,

t \\t-lve light cruisers, forty torpedo-boats, and

thirty mine-sweepers. Under cover of the guns

of the biggest ships, German troops said to be

IN CHINA : LOOKING AT PICTURES OF THE DOINGS OF THE ALLIES ON THE VARIOUS FRONTS.

Photographs supplied by C.N.

" one or two divisions," but possibly not stronger
than 10,000 in all landed on Oesel and began to

drive the garrison to the north-east, reaching to

within eight miles of the chief town, Arensburg.
The attack on Dago failed. Several Russian

patrol-ships made a plucky resistance, and sank
two new German torpedo-boats, but their effort

could not save the situation. On the i6th the

enemy claimed the complete conquest of Oe~el,
with 2400 prisoners (increased later to 3500) and 30

guns. The small islands of Runo and Abro were
also taken. The town of Arer.sburg was burnt,
and later the enemy obtained a footing on Dago.
On the i yth a naval battle was fought in the Baltic,

and the Russian battle -
ship Slava was sunk.

from, the captured islands. Petrograd received

the unwelcome news calmly, and did not consider

that there was any immediate menace to the

capital. M. Kerensky wired an appeal to the

Navy to make sacrifices. But the Navy remains

a very doubtful quantity. By the time the

Prime Minister's appeal reached the sailors the

mischief was already done. The problem of

Russia's deliverance has become still more com-

plicated. The internal affairs of the country are

full of difficulty agrarian disorders are acute, and
the peasantry, failing to see any authority in

being, are full of strange delusions. They are

bewildered, and run to and fro, saying
" Who will

;how us any good ?
"

In two months 1he
[Continued overleaf.
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Italy's Caireless <aatch-Dogs of the Hdriatic.

THE WIRELESS WEB THAT ENMESHES THE AUSTRIANS ; AN ITALIAN SHIP'S INSTALLATION.

One of the deterrents to Austrian naval movements in the Adriatic is

the extraordinarily widespread system of communication maintained

all over the sea by the Italian flset units. Its working proves no less

effective than the presence on certain cruising grounds of the Italian

war-ships themselves, together with their British coadjjtors, whose

presence in the Adriatic is no secret. Not an Austrian torpedo-boat

can put to sea without the fact becoming speedily known to the Italians

and measures being taken to waylay her. By means of wireless also,

no sooner -does an Austrian submarine disclose her presence in the

Adriatic than she becomes a centre of attraction for all the patrol-boats

on the station with results very often fatal to the submarine.

llialian Xaval Official Pl;< togrnpb .]
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Constituent Assembly will meet. If in these eight

weeks the (;<)vi-mment can assert itself sufficiently

to prevent the spread of disorder, happily still only

partial, a way may be found out of chaos. A
yiv.it mass of" the people is still inclined towards

better counsels, and it is to the-'e patriots that the

friends of Russia look, not without hope for

the future. But there

is no denying the

seriousness of theout-

look.Of the campaign
on the Eastern front

little has been heard,

beyond the news that

oiithe i i>th the enemy
attempted '<> throw

several bridges over

the Dwina. The e

were at once de -

troyed by the Russian

artillery.
The curtain that

hides the British sea

affair was withdrawn
on Oct 16 to make
known the sinking of

H.M. mine-sweeping

sloop Begonia, con-

sidered lost with all

hands ; and the tor-

pedoing of H.M.
armed mercantile
cruiser Champagne.
The latter vessel was also sunk, with the loss of

five officers and fifty-one men. The American

Navy Department has heard that Germany
intends to declare the coasts of the United States,

Canada, and Cuba a war zone. The suggestion is

being taken at its full value, but without alarm.

The submarine war continues to support the law

of averages, as far as sinkings are concerned, but

the arrivals and sailings were considerably reduced

IN MESOPOTAMIA : CAMELS OF THE CAMEL CORPS.

for the week Oct. 7 to Oct. 14. Twelve large

vessels sunk, as against fourteen for the previous

period ;
six smaller vessels, as against two ;

and

one fishing-vessel, as against three, appeared m
the returns. The record of vessels unsuccessfully

attacked stood unchanged at five. The enemy,

at any rate, does not make serious progress ;
and

Admiral Tirpitz has

publicly revised his

prognostic as to the

date at which sub-

marine fright fu In e-'s

will bring Great Brit-

ain to her knees.

From Salonika
came a report that

on the morning of the

1 4th Scottish troops
raided the village of

Homondos, on the

Struma front, and

took 143 prisoners
and three machine-

guns. Our casualties

were not serious. On
the Doiran - Vardar
front there was artil-

lery and aeroplane

fighting. An ammu-
nition-dump and a

railway train were
bombed at Castovo.

On the Rumanian

front, enemy aeroplanes bombed Galatz and
fired at civilians with machine-guns. Serious

rioting broke out at Constantinople. In

Mesopotamia the Turkish aerodrome at Kifri

was bombed on Oct. 16, and much damage was

done. Otherwise, the news from the Far East

remains uneventful ; but on all fronts air-war-

fare gains increasing prominence. It is a signifi-

cant sign of the times. LONDON: OCT. 20, 1917.

IN MESOPOTAMIA : BARGES ABOUT TO BE TAKEN UP RIVER TO THE ADVANCED BASE BY STEAMER.
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